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ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES

Minutes of the 85th Meeting

Ralph H. Ho p, presiding

ty-fifth Meeting _
of the Association of R_search Libraries was

almer House Hotel Chicago, fllinois on January 18., 1975.

President Ralph H. Hopp opened the meeting by w looming and introducing

representatives of new ARL member libraries, new and alternate representa-

tives attending their first ARL meeting, md guests of the Association.

This meeting of the Association was the occasion for a special bunque

and evening program in honor of Stephen A. McCarthy for his distinguished

service as ARL Executive Director from 1967 to 1975. A number of former ARL

directors were among the special guests attending the ceremonies.

Also, because of the great interest in the program, a separate ARL

publication entitled The_Future of Card Catalo s was prepared which contains

not anly the transcript of the presentatiens and discussion (included here on

pp. 1-45), but also three special papers: "The Library of Cengress Card

Catalog; An Analysis of Problems and Possible Solutions" by Richard S. Angell

and John C. Rather; "The Future of Catalog Centrol in the Library of Congress"

by John C. Rather, and "Catalog Cutoff" by Joseph A. Rosenthal. These papers,

which are referred to on several occasions by the speakers, are not included

-in these Minutes.
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RALPH H. HOP
organiza
interest
1936 moo _

THE FUTURE OF CARD CATALOGS

Int oduct on

(University of -) : Almost from the beginning of i_
the Association of Research Libraries has had an intense
- bibliographic record of the holdings of libraries. At its

39 years ago, Harvie Branscomb, then librarian at Duke

University, suggested the possibility of obtaining a printed catalog of th

contents of the Library of Congress. To quote from the Minutes of that meeting:

"This problem was the principal topic of discussion at the meeting, which was

a long and varied one." As a matter of fact, a review of many of the concerns

have surfaced in previous ARL discussions.

Because :f the several letters from AM, members expressing the desire for

ARL to explore the issues involved in closing card catalogs, the Board of

birectors d establishing a Task Force on the Future of Card Catalogs.

MeMhers of that Task Force are Hugh Atkinson, Richard De Gennaro, William Welsh

and Joseph. Rosenthal, Chairman.

In appointing the Task Force, we suggested that a report be prepared for

our consideration by the January, 1975 meeting. This meeting this morning is

an outgrowth of the work of that Task Force. I am pleased to acknowledge that

the ARL Vice President, Richard De Gennaro, has kindly r:onsented to planning

this morning's program, and I am now going to turn the meeting over to him.

* * *

RICHARD DE GENNARt librarians have always been concerned about the

growth of our catalogs, but this concern has been particularly-acute ever
since Fremont Rider dropped his bombshell on the library world in 1940 and

nounced his findings that research libraries grow at an exponential rate

d tend to double in size every 16 years. Using the Yale Library as his

.

example, he said that by a series of successive doublings, it would by the

year 2040 have 200,000,000 volumes and that its card catalog (if it then had

a card catalog) wouiJ have nearly 750,000 catalog drawers which would occupy

eight acres of floor space. New material would be coming in at the rate of

12,000,000 Volumes a. year and would require a staff of over 6,000 persons to

catalog it.

The key phrase there wa_ "if i_ then had a card catalog." Yale probably

not have a card catalog by then, or if it does, it will certainly not.be

a, continuation o,f the present one, and it will not occupy eight acres of floor

space. Something has got to give, and within the next decade or so, not only

at Yale, but in all the large research libraries. The New York Public Libra..

has, already closed its card catalog and started a new computer-based continu-

tion in book form.



The Librar:, of Congress is seriously considering various alterna ive ways

of closing its catalogs, as you will hear shortly. By 1979 the main catalog

at LC will contain 22,000,000 cards and the Official Catalog about 26,000,000
cards, and they will be growing at the rate of nearly one million cards a year.

Clearl- LC is going to have to do something in the next few years, and Aat-

ever it does will have very serious consequences for all libraries. We are

going to have to learn about the various alternatives and options that are

open to us, and soon we are going to have to make soma very critical decisions

about our own catalogs. This is why we selected this subject for our program

to help you prepare for these changes that are coming. ID the area of card

catalogs, the future hasalmost arrived.

We are very fortunate to have as speakers and panelists a few of the

principal actors in this impending drama, along with a few critics and

enthusiasts. In the interests of brevity and since you know most of them an

way, I will dispense with format introductions and merely identify the

characters' hare on the stage in the order of their appearance and say a word

about their roles in the program.

Joseiu Rosenthal is Chairm_n of the ARh Task Force on the Future of Card

Catalogs, Associate University Librarian at Berkeley, and formerly Chief of

the Processing Department at New York Public Library, in which capacity he

played a key role in making and implementing the decision to close tho NYPL's

catalog and to continue it wjth a computer-based book catalog system. He will

lead off with a brief introduction to the subject.

William Welsh, Dirrotor of the Processing Department at the Library of

Congress, will give some history and background on t e problem facing LC and

its long range plans and concerns in this area.

John Rather, Chief of LC's Technical Processes Research Office, will

the contents of his paper [See Appendix ], outline LC's alternatives and

tentative plans, and discuss bow they might affect other libraries.

Following a brief intermission Joseph Rosenthal and Nrs. Judith Corin who

is Assistant University Librarian for Planning at UCLA, will discuss the

various problems and possibilities of two large research libraries that have

already embarked on a serious consideration of alternatives.

All of this will be followed by a reactor panel and a discussion period.

Members of the panel include: Rutherford Rogers, who, in addition to having

to worry about the 8,000 acres of catalog cards that are coming to Yale by

the year 2040, is a member of the Universal Bibliographical Control Committee.

Basil Stuart-Stubbs is interested and actively involved in planning for the

future of his catalog at the UniVersity of British Columbia, and will give us

a view from Canada. Paul Fasana is Chief of the Preparation Division at

New York Public Library, and before that he was head of systems development

at Columbia. Our last panelist is Hugh Atkinson, and those of you who do not

know that Hugh is going to close his catalog at Ohio State on the 4th of July,

1976, come hell or high water, have been very inattentive at these meetings.
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Joseph Rosenthal and Richard Dougherty were the ones who initial sug-

ed that ARL should have a Task Force on the Future of Catalogs.

liach of the panelists will have about fiva or tem minutes to make a _a e-

ment, and then the f.00r will be open for questions and discussion until we

adjourn at 12:30.

Joseph Rosenthal will be our first speaker.

JOSEPH A. WSENTILAL: My interest in library catalogs -- pas., present, and

future -- is long standing. Thoughts about the future focussed about a year

and a half ago when I prepared a very short paper in an attempt to pose some

questions with regard to the Library of Congress plans. That paper [see

Appendix Cl outlined some considerations of the consequences of the steadily

inereasim, lize of our catalogs. John Rather, in the paper which has been

distributed to all of us [._;ee Appendix Al, has developed those consequences

and implications. My short paper of Mav, 1973, attempted to raise some ques-
tions about the consequences of LC action in this area and to ask for an

announced decision by the Library of Congress. We were interested at that

time in whether the Library of Congress would continue its policy of super-

mposition -- of keeping certain rules that were not in accord with the

Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, and in what LC might do about filing rules,

about the continuance of its own back catalogs, and a number of other matters.

Fven in the brief interval since mid-1973, the problems arising from and

associated with card catalogs have demanded an increasing share of our atten-

tion. What we are discussing today is not simply a question of closing the

card catalogs, but of how we want bibliographic access to function in the

_ture. In considering this larger question we need to consider our future

actions and products and their relationship to what we hav-e. done in the past.

We need to try to plan for the most effective use of available technology.

We increasingly realize that we must spend our available resources wisely

and effectively, net simply as individual libraries, but as a library commun-

ity.

To review ',cry hrlefly-a few factors that are pertinent to all of this

and with which I am sure you are all familiar -- factors that affect and re-

late to the question of the future of catalogs -- I would like to first men-

tion budgetary constraints. Many of us operate with a stable budget, and

all of us operate with a budget which we feel is quite limited. Many of us

desire to spend more of our available resources in both absolute and rela-

tive toms on innovative public services and resources, including the

machine-readable data bases that are becoming available, in comparison t

amount now expended for technical services. In a very Lilort time there has

been a very rapid increase not only in the utilization, but also the input

by our libraries of bibliographical dnta in machine-readable form. There

ha,7 been greatly increased emphasis on notwork involvement.



I think a lot of us realize more sharply than ever the inadequacy of our

existing catalogs. For example, we find at Berkeley that certain materials

are inadequately represented in our catalogs; we do not give our users enough

access to on-order information, to in-process information, to infoimation

about Berkeley dissertations; we find that there are many monographs in series

that we do not have fully represented in our catalogs.

We are also d ssatisfied with the speed in which bibliographical infor-

mation appears in our catalogs. We think subject heading structure and sub-

ject aczess is inadequate. The data that we do produce or receive frcm other

sources and display in our catalogs is not as distributable as we would like.

We de not give enough information about our total hoidings to library units

on our campus. We do not give enough information as rapidly as we would like,

to other libraries with which we cooperate, in both an interlibrar, loan sense

and in more intensive involvements.

Another factor to consider in all of this is that we are increasingly de-

pendent. We have hitched our waf;ons to the Libmry of Congress star. We de-

pend on Library of Congress cataloging, on Library of Congress catalogs, on

Library of Congress data bases, the MARC data base (for both monographs and

serials), and other products such as the commendable new publications Mono-

EIJILLLISLEies and Library of Congress Name Headings with References. Many

more of us than before are following more closely the Library of Congress

policy and practice in bibliographical matters, and we are more consciously

explicit about doing this.

Nevertheless, we are ingrates. We ar- not only dissatisfied with the

Library of Congress, but with the Library of Congv-2ss as an expression of

change. The Library of Congress cannot be held responsible for many of the

factors inducing change, and yet, the results are made evident through the

Library of Congress and its products which we all receive and use. We are

dissatisfied with the delay with which the Library of Congress distributes

data. For those of us utilizing machine-readable data -- and there are more

and more of us -- the scope of MARC coverage is insufficient. The subject

headings to which I alluded before are unsatisfactory, especially for those

of our units and clientele which constitute special libraries -- the branch

libraries, the libraries of particular subject interest.

We find that it is very difficult and costly to receive and to incorpor-

ate changes in bibliographical data as the Library of Congress issues those

changes, or as the Library of Congress catalogs differently something that

we have already cataloged. In particular, we find it difficult to keep up

with subject heading changes, with entry (especially corporate author)

changes, with changes in serial data, and with major changes in catalog.ng

policies or rules such as the ISM) for monographs and dropping of Rules 98

and 99 in the AACR.

Some of our difficulties in my opinion, relate to the occurence of bib-

liographical or bibliothecal activities at a number of levels, and the im-

perfect communication and coordination among these various levels. This is

particularly true in matters of bibliographic control and access; we in North

9



American research and large public libraries axe acutely aware of this. There

are, I believe, at least five identifiable levels; there is an interna-

tional level: the !evel of IFLA, of ISO, and of the multipartite formulation
and issuance of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rues_; 2) there is the national

level: that of the three national libraries and the work in which the ALA
Descriptive Catalog Committee and the Catalog Code Revision Committee is en-
gaged; 3) there is the emerging regional level, the regional organizations
which are primarily focused on machine-readable bibliographical data bases
such as the OCLC and NELINET. Also there are the regional organizations
which are concerned not only with the control and the distribution of biblio-

graphic data, but with other matters as well, such as the Research Libraries

Group, SLICE, the libraries in the University of California system, SUNY, the
Indiana consortium, M1DLNET, etc.; 4) there is the level of the individual
library, particularly our research libraries; and finally 5) there is the

level of the units within a large research university or research library or

even a large public library system -- units which frequently engage in biblio-

graphical activity of their own. The relationship among these levels is very

difficult and poses a number of problems for the future of bibliographical
access and catalogs.

1 0



THE VIEW FROM THE LIBR OF CONGRESS

.WILLIAM 3. WELS,11: Judging from some of the comments made to me by some of

you this morning before the program began, which suggested I am attempting to

bury the catalog, I am seriously tempted to begin by saying, "Dearly Beloved,"

but, of course, I am not going to do that. I am going to give you a history

of the problem, and I am most fortunate that I follow Ralph Hopp and Richard

De Gennaro, because Ralph told about the first discussion of the ARL in 1936,

and Richard talked about Fremont Rider's concern in 1944, so in the field of

one-upmanship, I am going to begin with 1897.

The reason I am providing this history is an attempt to put this problem

in the perspective that T think it deserves, It is not a new problem. a has

been a problem for the Library of Congress since 1897, and it will not go away

unless we c3llectively recognize that there is a problem and then proceed to

find a way to resolve it.

The Early History

The card catalog became a problem for the Library of Congress in the very

bcginning of the modern era. Here is how the Librarian's Annual cnort o

1925 desc-ibed the situation at the turn of the century:

When the reading room was opened to the public in 1897, the

catalogue (on large manuscr-..pt cards) was inside the central refer-

ence desk in drawers below the circular counter, where it was wholly

inaccessible to readers, and wholly without room for growth. That

was the only place for a catalogue provided in the building plans.

The building lacked and still lacks any space in the vicinity of the

reading room that could be converted into suitable quarters for a

public card catalogue of any mentionable size. Apparently the only

possibility of meeting the situation lay in displacing a few readers'

desks and installing modern equipment adequate for immediate needs.

Before the year 1900 six of the readers' desks were removed and a

dictionary card catalogue containing 90,000 cards had been installed

in the space thus obtained.

During the next 25 years the dramatic growth of the catalog continued to

be a matter of concern. Even studies of the optimum thickness of catalog

cards in 1905 took note of the fact that a thinner stock would take 30 percent

less space. The decision to prefer a heavier stock because of its superior

handling quality was, of course, an important factor in determining the space

the catalog was destined to occupy.

In the Annual Report of 1916, we read that: "MR expansion of the public

card catalogue is a subject of concern requiring immediate attention." And,

to show the befuddling nmture of the problem, the report goes on in one of

my favorite examples of administrative obfuscation to say: "Limited possi-

bility of provision for immediate necessity suggests consideration of deter-

mining a fixed policy." No wonder there was difficulty in cominv to grips

th this problem!

6



By 1925, when the tuhlic catalog was growing at the rate of 160,000 cards
a year, the shortage of space had become really acute because further expan-

sion could only be at the expense of accommodations for readers. After assess-

ing the relative merits of card and book catalogs, the Annual Ft!prt_ asserted

that: "Beyond dispute card catalogues are extravagant consumers of both time_
and space." Then, for the first time, it was suggested that at least parts of
the catalog be clo3ed:

A practical w. y out of the difficulty will probably be reached
by printing in book form large portions of the card catalogue (sub-
jec, groups or country groups or accession-period groups) and removing
from the public catalogue the corresponding card entries. The card

catalogue will, of course, be continued for all later accessions to
such groups until the annual accumulation of about 160,000 new cards
make tho printing of supplementary volumes desirable.

But , his forward-looking idea came to little because in the next two

years it was decided to add 1,344 trays, thereby displacing 16 readers' desks

and two reserved tables, reducing the reading room space for readers'to 'exaetly
75 percent of its original capacity. And the growth continued unabated so

by 1936 the catalog had to be expanded into the East Room adjoining the

Roadilv Room.

Since this was not a lon_-range solut on to the problem, it comes as no

surprise to read in the 1944 Annual Report that:

An inevitable consequence of the work already accompl_shed in re-

cording the Library's collections has been the growth of the Library's

catalogues and, in particular, the growth of the Public Catalogue. This

Catalogue, which on April 1, 1942, contained 5,925,000 carciLi, had grown

by June 30, 1944 to include an additional three-quarters of a million

cards. Such a rate of growth threatens the efficiency of a tool, the

mere size and complexity of which may w 11 interfere with its usefulness.

The 1950' s

Even apart from the size of the _catalog, its condition was a matter of

concern because its defects (misfiled cards, worn and illegible cards, incon-

sistencies, lactuuK) impaired its usefulness. In 1_952, Sumner Spalding, then

Chief of the Catalog Maintenance Division, prepared a detailed study describ-

ing the imperfections of the Main Catalog (as it was now called) and proposing
that it be edited concurrently with the Official Catalog. This effort was esti-

mated to require 68 man-years at a cost of nearly $725,000. Not surprisingly,

the project fail d to win strong administrative support.

Of course, this proposal did not address the question of the growth of

the catalog, but it was not long before the problem was met head on. In 1955,

Seymour Lubetzky, then Consultant on Bibliographic and Cataloging Policy, out-

lined a program for the future development of the Library of Congress general

catalogs. Although his recommendations marked a considerable departvre from

the traditional form of catalog organization, they had been partly foreshndowed

7
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by the 1925 proposal. SpecificallY, lubetzky reconune d:

1) Divisien of the catalog into iiaine/tt1e arid topical subject coni
ponents.

2) Subdiv ision a the topical subject file into two tarts by imprint
da e (before 1951, end 1951 and after) with the intention of publishing the
older part in book form; although maintained on cards, the newer part was to

be replaced periodical ly y published book form supplements .

3) Eventually, division of the name/ti-tie catalog and issuance in book
according to s ion lar crit

4) Abandonment of the AnneA cat og had been established in

1938 , but clever ful ly developed, The 01.41 ine off these proposals did not in-
clude estimates of either the costs or the time required to accomplish them,

but it hardly mattered, because the time Ler these ideas had not yet come and
they did not surface again for many years.

e 196C's

More than ten years passed before the idea of a retrospect ive Library
of CongTes. subject catalog in baek form was revived, In 1 967, it was esti-
mated tliat the cost of preparing sucl a puIlication would be a mininiwn of

$720,000 and that, with normal staff ing , t he job would take five years For

a variety of reasons, however, this topic was not raised for discussion at
the top aaministrative level at this time.

Still the problem refused to ge away and at -the end of 196 8 a pap
the crisis in the card catalogs, prepared by Stephen Salmon, then Assistant
D irector for Processing Servic es, analyzed their shortcomings and made recorn
mendations that combined those of tlye earlier Spalding and Luhet zky reports .
this tiine something happened. early in 1969 the Official Catalog was divided
into naxe/title and topical su:bject components end la-ter that year the AnDex

Catalog was closed. However, the Main Catalog remained in its original die-
t ionary form.

The effects of sup erinipo sition had begun to cause concern and within
the Processing Departrnent tliere was renewed discussion of such possibi lit ies
as freezing -the catalog end starting a new card catalog on new principles ,
freezing the past and depending on machine-readable records in the future, Or
somehow combining these approaches. Various document s prepared in -the Depart-
ment reviewed tlie status of the carcl catalogs, enurnerated the problems of
maintaining then and suggested alternatives for solving and alleviating them.
The merits and klernerits of unified and segmented catalogs were analyzed in
terms of various functional requirements, and various types of display of
cataloging data were assessed in terIns of flexi-bil ity, cost, durability, spaces
ease of duplication, and browsing.

Again, hoNever, no consensus could be Ieached within the Library, The

Reference Department, which is responsible for the Library's reader and



reference services, did not find in any of the proposals adequate insurance
for the optimum continuance of these services and for the protection of the

needs of current and future research. It proposed the upgrading of the pre-
sent catalog as a serious alternative. In effect, the Reference Department
took the posit ion that, in view of the lack of any convincing proposal, "the
chronological or topical division of the public catalog...would be a serious
disser-vice to the public and unacceptable to our reference divisions ."

It is worth noting that in an effort to broaden the forum for consid-

eration of -this problem, I proposed at the June 1969 meeting of the 'Technical
Services Directors of Large Research Libraries that it be discussed at the
next m idwinter meeting . Some interesting points were raised at that tire,
but afterward there was little Or no response to my request that members of
-the group write to me about problems and suggest dates for freezing the Library
of Congress catalogs.

-The 19 70 s

In view of the difficulty of securing a consensus in the Library on solu-
tions to the problems of the card catalogs, the Processing Department made only
intermittent attempts to revive the issue in the next several years. One of

the mo st extensive statements of the problems and possible solutions is embod-

ied in the 1972 paper that was distributed to you before this meeting. tThe

paper referred to here is included as Appendix A.] It reached the fellowing
conclu sions:

1) Revision of Library of Congress subject headings c nn t be carried
out in the framework of the present Main Catalog; closing at least the sub-
ject component is a mandatory condition for their improvement.

2) A, case can be made for maintaining an open-ended name/titl e catalog
oy, using the linked-heading technique to introduce changes with the hope that
its effect on the texture of the catalog is not too adverse.

Adoption of a new filing arrangement is possible only for components
of the catalog that have been closed, because the cost of refiling the exist-
ing catalog is too great.

-4) A case can be made for the proposition that subject catalogs and
tib1iographies are best organized on the basis of defined time periods. Thus,
considtration could be given to dividing the Library of Congress subject cata-

3og in card form by- ten-year periods.

5) Chronological division of the name catalog would not reduce tle cost
of establishing new names if the old file'must be taken into account ,

6) Loss of benefits of a unified catalog could be offset by the advan-
tages ef the new one.

1) A cut-off date by cataloging date is preferable from an adrainis ra
tive ajid operational viewpoint.

9



8) None of the proposed alternatives is specifically directed to the

improvement of the physical and editorial condition of the present catalog,

but chronological division of the catalog would make the old part more amen-

able to efforts to achieve those objectives.

At the time the 072 paper was prepared, the pro_pects for early auto-

mation of the catalog did not appear very bright; it seemed that many years

would elapse before all current catalog records would be converted to MARC

form as they were produced. Moreover, the RECON studies had made it clear

that large-scale.conversion of retrospective records was not a realistic pos-

sibility. Nevertheless, the Reference Department felt that no decision on

the fate of the card catalog could be made until there was a Library commit-

ment to the extension of MARC to all current cataloging, The Reference Depart-

ment generally_held that automatian offered the greatest promise for resolving

the problems of bibliographic control, at least on a current basis. So, once

more, active discussion was suspemied.

Then, just this past year, he prospects began to improve and the likeli-

hood of a complete, current, on-line catalog by 1979 or 1980 now seems quite

strong. This led to the formulation of a new approach that John Rather will

describe 'n his presentation.,

pleased to tell you that this approach has elicited favorable reac-

tion from the Reference Department, although there is a natural disposition to

wait and see whether the promise of automation will indeed be fulfilled. This

favorable reaction is also premised on further study and discussion of the fu-

ture of the old catalog, which is the means of access to the existing collec-

tions of the Library, and on an adequate supporting reference structure. Thus,

we seem to have a basis for planning the future of Library of Congress catalog

control in a way that will at last resolve a problem that, in one form or

another, has troubled the Library for nearly three-quarters of a century.

JOHN C. RATHER: Somebody, speaking no doubt from bitter experience, said a

card catalog 5s a place where bibliographic records get lost alphabetically.

SD as not to get lost in this presentatian, I am going to try to give you an

overview of some problems that are endemic to card catalogs before getting to

the substance of our present thinking.

I am not going to reriew the paper that has been distributed to you.

[The paper referred to here is included as Appendix B.] There are many aspects

of this problem that could be discussed, but it appears to me that the one

that is really central to all of our concerns has to do with the strong prob-

ability that we will, in fact, have fairly complete machine-readable data bases

in the foreseeable future. When we do have those data bases, will it be feas-

ible to continue to maintain a dual system, and if we cannot maintain a dual

system, what relationship should exist between the machine data base and the

existing card catalog?
15
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There are lots of things that could be said about what the machine sys-
tem would be like, or what you would do with the old catalog if you had closed

it off, but, interesting as those topics are, I will not get into them at this

point. No doubt some of these questions will surface in the reactor panel, so
let us concentrate on the central problem.

In my whimsical remark, I referred to the card catalog as a place but

that is not quite right. Strictly speaking, the card catalog is a living
organism and, as a living organism, it is subject to growth, to change and to

deterioration.

Let us look a little bi
f Congress card catalogs.

this has worked in terms of the Library

[Figure 1] sho graphically the rapid growth of the Library of congress
catalogs over the_period for which we have fairly azcurate figures about their

size -- tnat is, from approximately 1942 until 1974 with a projection to that

magical date of 1984.

In 1944, the Main Catalog contained about 5.0 million cards. Today, it

has 18.3 million cards, so it is more than three times bigger than it vas

30 year- ago. Interestingly enough, to show the perils of predicting growth,

in 1955, Seymour Lubetzky thought it would take until 1978 to reach the figure

that we reached on June 30th last year.

The growth of the Official Catalog has been similarly dramatic. in its

recorded period, it had about seven million cards, and today it bas in

excess of 21 million cards. It is a larger catalog because it contains various

types of catalog control records (name authority cards, series treatment cards)

and records foT certain types of matarials that are not represented in the Main

Catalog. Included are such things, for example, as cards for music which are

available to the public in the catalog of the Music Division, but are not in-

cluded in the Main Catalog itself..

You see in Figure 1 a very sharply ascending growth line nothwiths anding

the fact that this is plotted on semi-log paper. There is no indication that,

at the present rate of cataloging, the growth will tend to taper off. If this

is so, we can predict that in another 20 years the catalog will have doubled

in size, which is not a nice thought.

The thing about growth, you know, _ is that the catalog is a little like

the camel with its nose in the tent. A useful beast no doubt but, on a cold

night, he has a way of elbowing the Bedouin out in the open because he is so

big and smelly.

It is perfect y obvious that growth has very serious effects on the qual-

ity of the catalog. As the catalog grows in size, it becomes increasingly less

amenable to change. There are many people, mostly those who have tat much to

do with the maintenance of catalogs, who are unaware of the rate at which they

change. Jigure 2 shows some material from a study of changes in Library of

16
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Congress printed cards. This was done with a series of samples of printed

cards of different dates, and the rise in percentage of change going from

left to right shows what happened five years after the cards were printed,

ten years, 20 years, etc. Again you see a sharply ascending line.

This figure is from an analysis that we did about the time of the first

RECON study, It separates English from other languages because the MARC pilot

project was then limited to the English-language records. Wha' we have here

is the evidence that change continues as long as the card catalog remains

alive. At the end of a 30-year period in this particular study 40 percent of

the oldest cards had been changed at least once during their lifetime. This

was a comprehensive study of change. It should not be confused with matters

so drastic as changes in form of headings. It encompassed any type of change,

but, as you may have judged from remarks you heard earlier, changes in subject

'headings were a fruitful source of these statistics.

Change is not attributable merely to the correction of outright errors.

To a large extent, it is a consequence of the activity of the law givers, who

are bent on evolving the perfect cataloging code; the do-geoders, who bleed

for somebody; and just the general gadfly, whcatells you, "Don't you know that

on he basis of scholarly opinion,, this cannot possibly be the right birthdate?"

Now the problem of deterioration is evident to anyone who has dealt with

an old catalog. You see the worn and smudged cards. This does have a posi-

tive benefit. A good many years ago Nathaniel Goodrich did one of the pioneer-

ing studies of catalog use and published his results in an article called "Top

Soil," because he based the analysis of use on the cleanliness of the cards or,

to be more exact, the lack ef cleanliness. Clearly, the ones that were smudged

had been used. So you see, we get positive benefits from deterioration. Un-

fortunately, as the fingers of generations rub over penciled call numbers, the

wear does tend te have an adverse effect on retrieving books.

I have attempted to show in Figure 3 a matrix that examines methods of

effecting cataloging changes. I will go over it carefully, so do not assume

that you must comprehend it at a glance. Basically, this table relates to

rule changes that alter the filing forms of name or subject headings. It is

not an analysis of what one does to cope with ISBD(M), ISBNS), or things of

that sort. Furthermore, the change is assumed to be limited to those cases

where a new work involves an entity that already has an outmoded heading. It

is not realistic to apply a new set of cataloging rules, however marvelous

hey may be, to dormant headings, so to that extent the catalog will always

be a reflection of the past. It is important also to realize that new rules

do not automatically make all old headings obsolete. So, when we talk about

the effect of new rules on the card catalog, we must remember that we are

talking only about a subset of the old headings to be used in current cata-

loging.

Basically, there are five methods of making catalog changes set forth

in, this matrix. The revision of old entries is the usual Library of Congress

practice. This has traditionally involved reprinting the cards so that you

have complete wiping out of the past and a neat representation of the brave

14
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new world. It can be, of course, dune by hand, but that is a matter for an

individual library to determine.

The second method of relocation of entries is sometimes ca led the guide-

card technique. In this one, you simply move the old entries with the old

form of heading to the location of the new heading and trust that a guide card

will make everything completely clear. Of course, this entails very severe

problems in file management. If an old entry is removed from the catalog, a

filer must sanehow recognize that this old heading, no matter what it really

says, belongs someplace else, and interfile it under the new form. Neverthe-

less, relocation of old entries is a technique that has been used in libraries.

At the Air University some years ago, guide cards were used instead of writing

the subject headings at the top of the card, so they were in a fine position

to adopt new subject headings because they only had to change the guide card.

Superimposition hardly needs any introduction. Tt is a policy of simply

continuing ro use old headings where they exist without making any change in

them at all. The new rules are applied only to brand-new headings.

The linked-heading technique says that for new entries you will usa the

new headings and provide a reference to the place where the old entries under

the old heading will be found and vice versa. Yale University apparently has

done this for many years with subject headings, so that both the old and new

forms co-exist in the catalog with the entries that are appropriate to them.

The new catalog, of Lourse, is a positive way of saying closing the old cata-

log.

The first column considers the compatability with the new rules, and

basically, it attempts to answer the question: Are all headings used in cur-

rent cataloging compatible with the rules? Clearly, if you revise the entries,

the answer is yes, and similarly with relocation. Indeed, it is only super-

imposition that does not guarantee a new form of heading for a new entry.

This first column might be dedicated to the law givers, who want to see every-

thing very neatly laid out. Of course, obviously the "no" opposite super-

Anposition is an offense to all they hold dear.

The column on consistency responds to the ques _ion: When a heading is

changed, are headings used on old entries consistent with those on new entries?

Clearly, if you revise the old entries, the answer must be "yes," but if you

merely relocate them as in the guide-card technique, it stands to reason that

the old entries still have the same old headings on them, or at least, they

have them to the extent that they may only be corrected by pencil, if that is

possible. So that if you were in the business of supplying copies of such

entrles, they would be quite inconsistent.

Whatever the other drawbacks of superimposition may be, it gives you

consistent entries. Good or bad, the heading is the sane on all of the entries

to which it applies. But in the linked-heading technique and in the new-

catalog technique again you have a cleavage between the present and future and

the past, because the old entries remain unchanged.

2 1
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The column on dispersion of entries addresses a quest on of vital con-

cern to reference librarians: When a heading is changed, is it necessary to

earch In more than one place to see all of the entries? And you sec that,

in the first three methods, the answer is "no," because by one means or another

all entries have been brought together, but in the last two methods, li ked

headings and new catalog, you do have two different files.

Owing to the nature of this matrix, it is not possible to show the.real

difference between the linked-heading method and the new catalog. The linked-

heading method applies only to those headings that are actually changed,

whereas starting a new catalog makes a cleavage among all entries. To be more

precise, if an entity is represented in both the old and the new catalog,

there is an automatic cleavage, whether the heading is changed Or not, and of

course, this is a very serious consideration.

The last column attempts to suggest the rCative costs of these methods

impressionistically by the number of dollar sign.;. This column is of lively

interest to administrators for whom the price tag is important. Obviously,

revision of old entries is the most expensive method. Superimposition, with

its adherence to the status quo, is the least expensive and therein lies much

of its appeal. The only cests accrue from the occasional need to provide new

references Or to reprint small groups of cards. Offhand, it might be supposed

that relocation of old entries under a guide card for the new heading would be

a fairly cheap solution to the problem.. But shifting blocks of entries in a

multi-million card catalog is a labor of Hercules with a price tag to match.

The potential confusion caused by unaltered cards also may prove expensive in

its OW11 way. The linked-heading method is quite thrifty with the added costs

stemming from the interlocking references. Starting a new catalog costs a

little more because an entirely new reference structure must be Milt.

We have reviewed the methods by which change has been effected in the

past, and by which it might be effected in the future. You might bear this

chart in mind When we talk about the implications of the Library of Congress

activities for other libraries.

The advent of the machine-readable catalog records -- the initiation of

MARC in the middle of the '60s, and quite specifically in 1968 with the start

of the present MARC Distribution Service has clearly introduced a new fac-

tor, because what the Library of Congress has been doing"for itself and also

for other libraries is bringing into existence a body of machine-readable

data which at some point may serve as the source of bibliographic information

in the same way that the card catalog now serves.

In my paperl there was a discussion of some of the milestones that we

hope to reach within the next five or six years. The expectation is that by

the end of this decade that all current cataloging of the Library of Congress

would go directly into machine-readable form. By that time we will have devel-

oped the Core Bibliographic System and the associated user systems that will

1See paragraph three on page v.
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permit the data base to be consulted with at lea t the degree of

afforded by.the present card catalogs. When we come to that poin

be faced with a critical administrative problem.

xibility
we will

The present expenditure for the maintenance of the card catalog is in

excess of $600,000 a year. It is anybody's guess what the cost will be in

1980. It follows, therefore, that one comes hard up against the question:

Is it feasible to maintain a dual system, to have a machine data base which

is complete with respect to current output, and at the same time to continue

to file entries for these same records in the card catalogs, whioh by that

time would be of really very great size? It seems to us that it would be

fiscally irresponsible to chart a course that took that as a necessary oper-

ating condition. We simply could not afford to maintain these huge instru-

ments at the cost that will then be necessary and allow the camel to continue

to sleep in our tent if, indeed, he has not knocked the whole tent down. So

we will be forced to close the catalog. There is nothing problematical about

the inevitability of this decision. The date when it will have to be made may'

be uncertain but the necessity of making it is not. When this situation occurs,

we will face this critical question: What should be the relationship between

the MARC data base at that time and the existing catalog of non-MARC cards?

There are several conditions we want to consider. As a preliminary,

let us look at Figure 4. It traces the growth of printed cards and the MARC

data base, and as a separate line, the number of printed items that are not

in the MARC data base. This also is plotted on semi-log paper. The rise of

MARC is dramatic but, as you can see, the gap between the two files is never-

theless very wide. At the present time we estimate that there are about

5.3 million printed cards. The MARC data base is slightly under 500,000

titles, so there is a deficiency of about 4.8 million records. As we expand

MARC coverage, we will gradually move to the point mhere that deficiency will

stabilize, and if it is indeed true that by 1979 or 1980 we will be convert-

ing all current cataloging to machine-readable form, we will at that point

have a deficiency of about 5.1 million cards. That is to say, 5.1 million

of all of the items that the Library of Congress has ever cataloged will not

be in machine-readable form. On the other had, we will have a machine data

base of about 1.3 million cards at that point.

Now the RECON studies have shown that the probability of a large-scale

retrospective conversion project is practically nil. If you consider how

long it has taken us to get to this point in converting our current catalog-

ing and how much longer it will take before we caa expand to all area, you

will see that the likelihood of being able to convert some five million retro-

spective cards in any useful time is very slight indeed. So that gap is going

to remain for a long time, if not forever.

Now what is the significance of that gap? If we wish to rely on the

MARC data .base as a source for current cataloging information so that we can

develop within the Library of Congress a true on-line cataloging system --

not something you simply go to after you have done all the cataloging some-

place else and input your record, but a place where a cataloger could sit and

consult the necessary files (the name authority files, subject authority files,

18
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shelf lists, etc.) in the machine data base, and be able in a high proportion

of the cases to produce his catalog record at the terminal -- then it is clear

that one must regard this machine data base as self-sufficient. If you do not

consider it self-sufficient, if you obligate yourself to the necessity of turn-

ing to another source, the card catalog, to complete your cataloging, then on-

line cataloging as such cannot exist.

I will return to this in a moment. We also have very strong representa-

tions -- I think very well considered representations -- that there should be

a greater effort to achieve meaningful, decentralized input to a national data

base. Once again, if there is going to be decentralized input, it is manda-

tory to have the name authority and the subject authority files that govern

this data base equally well known to all potential participants in such an

effort. Clearly, that would not be the case if a substantial proportion of

the names that affected cataloging were not in machine-readable form at all,

but simply residing in the Library of Congress card catalog .

le is sometimes suggested that publishing such a list would be useful,

and so it might be up to a certain point, but I think it is easy to demon-

strate that a mere list of established forms of headings is not usable if

you lack any means of relating that name to particular works.

Figure 5 is a list of 46 headings that the Library of Congress has

estab ished where the Forename and surname are identical. It is Mailer, Hans,

embellished in various ways. I can assure you that those are all established

forms, but if I were to pase among you, say, ten books that said on the title

page "By Hans Muller," good luck to you in matching them up. So merely pub-

lishing a list of established forms of names and their associated references

does not solve the cataloging problem. There really has to be some hook to

hang the heading on, and that is the bibliographic record.

That leads us back to the total conversion problem. my paper suggests

some lesser alternatives for retrospective conversion. T will not go into

those now. They are interesting to consider and discuss, but in view of the

number of records, even the least of thmm involves a tremendous effort and

expense.

So this brings us finally to what we see as a necessary condition for

continuing. That is, taking the point of view that when we have a viable,

automated system, a way of consulting the records that is at least equal to

the card catalog in its present folly, and all of our current cataloging is in

machine-readable form, we must consider that it is the machine data base

against which we are cataloging.

To operate in an on-line mode, LC catalogers and catalogers in other

libraries who wish to contribute to a central data base must be able to es-

tablish new headings in relation to the machine data base without respect to

any other data base. This means that if you had a Hans Haller case, and the

MARC data base had only a third of those names on that list, you would not

concern yourse f at the moment of establishing a heading whether or not a

L.
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FIGURE 5

RDINGS FOR AUTHORS WITH A COMMON NAME AS ESTABLISHED
IN THE bC OFFICIAL CATALOG

Willer Hans

Muller Hans, 1854-1897
Willer, Hans, 1867-
MUller Hans, 1872-
MUller, Hans, 1676-
MUller, Hans, 1860-
Muller, Hans, 1680-1945
Mdller, Hans, 1682-
MUller, Hans, 1883-
Muller, Hans, 1886-
Muller Hans, 1691-
Willer, Hans, 1896-
Muller, Hans, Apr. 20, 1900-
Muller, Hans, Oct. 22, 1900-
MUller, Hans, Oct. 27, 1900-
MUller, Hans, 1902-
Maier, Hans, 1906-
MUller, Hans, 1907-
Mdller Hans, 1906-
Mdller, Hans, 1908- (of Gran _en Aargau))

MUller, Hans, 1912-
MUller, Hans, 1913-
Muller, Hans, 1914-
MUller, Hans 1918-

MUller, Hans, 1920-
MUller, Hans, 1921-
MUller, Hans, 1925,
Muller, Hans, 1927-
MUller, Hans, 1928-
Muller, Hans, auto mechanic
Willer, Hans, Dr.
Willer, Hans, electrical engineer
Willer, Hans, Gewerbelebrer
Willer, Bans, lawyer, of Berlin
Willer, Hans, military surgeon
Willer, Hans, of Altst'atten
Willer, Hans, of Berlin
Willer, fkuls, of Bremen
Willer, Bans, of Karlsruhe
Willer, Hans (of NUrpberg)
Willer, Hans, of Vienna
Willer, Hans, of ZUrich
Willer, Hans, writer on art
Willer, Hans, writer on law
Muller, Hans, writer on moving-pictures
Willer, Hans, writer on social policy
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heading for this per on might have been established in the past as Willer,

Hans, of Vienna. If the book gave you some equally good way differentia-

ting his name -- for example, if it revealed when he was born -- you could

e that, and thus would be establishing the heading only in relation to,the

15 or 16 names in the MARC file. You would not be concerned with what existed

in the past.

This is really an essential condition for efficiency, because if you do

not free the cataloging operation from the necessity of constantly relating

to the past, there is no possibility of having any true on-line cataloging

and no possibility of meaningful, decentralized input.

There are a series of problems here, of course, because when you get to

things like shelflisting, you have the same problem. Shelflisting is done in

relation to the totality of all of the call numbers that a library has estab-

lished in that class, and particularly as done at the Library of Congress,

where shelflisting is a form of close classification, this is a very intricate

and costly process. For that reason, among others, we have been considering

the possibility of a different form of shelflisting that would emancipate us

from having to see the whole file in order to add a new item to the classi-

fied order of materials.

The relationship between the old catalog and the new machine data base

is a very delicate one. After all, if at the time of closing the catalog, we

have established according to our estimate more than three million headings,

many of them at considerable cost, we have a considerable investment in a

large body of valuable information.

It is reasonable to ask: How would this information be used with re-

spect to corporate names? I think one can safely say that, since the Library

of Congress rarely establishes any corporate name without research, the first

place that the cataloger would look would be in the old catalog and he would,

in fact, make use of this information. It would not be lost, and the possi-

bility would be open to make a link, a reference in the new data base, that

pointed to the form of name used in the old catalog. In the case of personal

names, however, one could not undertake to do that. It stands to reason

that going through all of those Hans Milers for the luxury of being able to

point to the old form of name is not a realistic way to operate. As a matter

of fact, it is very difficult to operate as we do now, and it is not unknown

for us to make misattributions.

The serious question for this group, of course, and the one that we will

want to get into with the reactor panel and later, is: What are the implica-

tions of such an action by the Library of Congress for other libraries?

Clearly, each library has to consider, in the light of its own resources,

own needs, and clientele, many, many conditions that the Library of Congress

cannot possibly anticipate. Each library has to decide what is the best solu-

tion for it. The methods for effecting change that were described earlier

are the methods that are open to any library faced with large-scale or, for

that matter, relatively small-$scale changes. Some libraries beginning to feel

the strains that the Library of Congress does, would opt for starting a new
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catalog. This has been done in the past. The New York Public Library did i

as a way of coping with the growth and deterioration of its catalog. The

National Agricultural Library did it as a way of adopting the Angio-American

Cataloging Rifles. So closing a catalog cannot be so unthinkable because

these libraries not only thought about it, but they did it. Of course oth_-

libraries- having smaller catalogs and compelling reasons for doing so might

resort to one of the other techniques that have been suggested.

I think it may be helpful to say in this connection that we are not
dealing with a problem that is capable of a perfect solution. I am not even

sure there are any good solutions, but I am reasonably sure that there are

some solutions that will, at least as far as the Library of Congress is con-

cerned, be forced upon us. John Updike once wrote that actuality is a running

impoverishment of possibility. I think that those of you concerned with the
administration of large research libraries see the truth of that every day in

your careers.

There is a tendency in talking about problems of this kind to consider

them from the standpoint of some intellectual framework, to deal in terms of

concepts and what ought to be, and to yearn for perfection. This is where we

frequently fall into the hands of the law givers, whose task is frequently

limited to chiseling things in stone and not to really implementing what they

decree.

As an antidote for this kind of thinking, I would like to close by quot-

ing an observation that a wise old coot named Sam Lewis once made. He said:

"People are hung up on concepts. They can't solve problems because the solu-

tions interfere with the concepts."

MR. WELSH: For those people who tend to think in negative terms :s easy

to dismiss this problem simply in terms of closing the card catalog. For

those of us who try to thInk in positive terms, this is an opportunity to

start something afresh and utilize the fantastic power of the computer. It

would take the Processing Department at least a full day to try to impart to

you our feeling of confidence about the state of automation. You cannot have

a Henriette Avram on your staff without coming away with the feeling that we

are on the threshold of brave new devolopments. In fact, they are already

here.

It is unfortunate that there is not time to give you the full preview.

I hope that all of you have read John Rather's paper because there are many

assumptions there that are important to all of us. We are, for example, pro-

ducing some of our book catalogs from machine-readable copy now. The plan is,

and it is moving along very rapidly, to have all of our book catalogs produced.

from machine-readable copy, which will decrease the delays in the A_ssuance of

bibliographic data that Mr. Rosenthal spoke about. Specifically, on the MARC

data base, we now have all current English-language cataloging, all French,
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and all AV. As of the first of January, we are beginning to input German,

Spanish and Portuguese. The 1976 budget request includes staff for the

records in Italian, Romanian, Scandinavian and Dutch. Hopefully, the 1977

request will include Cyrillic; 1978, other roman-Alphabet languages; and 1979,

nonroman languages. This is the plan, but the important thing now is that by

the end of calendar year 1975. we will have all English, all French, all AV,

all German, all Spanish, and all Portuguese, about 60 percent of our current

cataloging going into MARC fol-m. These languages are terribly important to

all of you out there, so we are moving ahead as rapidly as possible and the

plan is quite c lear. Thank you.

* * *
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THE VIEW FROM THE LARGE RESL3..RCH LIBRARY

JUDITH CORIN: Mr. Rosenthal has provided a view of broad trends and long-

term developments in the large research library. I would like to share

with you some of the more immediate concerns related to specific changes

that have taken place or appear to be imminent.

There has been a great deal of discussion, much has been written and we

have heard impassioned reactions to deuperimposition, proposed LC subject

heading changes and LC's Cuttering system. These reactions are hardly sur-

prising, for large libraries under the best circumstances look forward to

change with some trepidation due to the size of their collections and re-

cords. When you add budget constraints, the problems may seem insurmountable.

Concerns expressed relate not only to processing,- but shelving arrangements

and to liiirary users, both patrons and staff.

Desuperimposition, it isJelt, would require us to discontinue some lonp

anding practices and to alter many of our records. We are presently estob

lishing only those entries which are new to our records according to the

Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. With the implementation of desuperimpos

tion the AACR would be used regardless of any previous entry. How to or

whether to link old and new eutries is a major issue. The larpest number of

these changes would occur in corporate entries, which would be entered di-

-ctly under the name of the group rather than by place or the parent insti-

tution, resulting in a large volume of cards under nondistinctive wofds,

such as "university" OT "institute."

Personal author entries will also be affected as new entries will be

made under the form of the name favored by the author. Pseudonyms and ini-

tials will be used rath,-,,r than full or established names. Prefixes in for-

eign names will pose another problem. We will be entering the Italian name

"D'Annunzio" rather than "Annunzio, D'" for example.

These changes will also create discrepancies between old Cutter numbers

and new entries. Unless a program of reclassification is undertaken, this

change will affect the arrangement of volumes in the stacks, Processing

departments will be addressing questions relating to card modification,

shifting of cards in the Public Catalog, and the preparation of needed re-

ference and authority files. The ordering sections, process and standing

order files and serials records may have to be reviewed. Bibliographic

search staffs will desuperimpose entries from existing bibliographies mid

public service units will have to devote time to the retraining of library

patrons'and staff.

In addition to desuperimposi on, is considering subject heading

changes, it is probable that if they close their catalog, new subject head-

ings will not nrcessarily relate to previous headings. If they do not close

the catalog the scale of change is uncertain, although based on what we see
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as the current rate change, we pr(sume that changes will still be substan-

tial. There an many benefits to be derived from a revamping of LC subiect

headings, such as modernization, reform and simplication of terminology:

"European War, 1914-1918" to "World War I, 1914-1918" or "Electronic Calcu-

lating Machines' "Computers" or "Women as Doctors" to just plain "Women

Doctors." It is also possible that fuller coverage may be provided in the

use, for example, of duplicate but reversed headings for local geographic

interest -- "Agricu'iture California - Los Angeles" and "Los Angeles Agri-

culture." This would increase the number of cards for affected entries by

40 'ent.

_ed three alternativ-- :or dealing with desuperimposition

ard subject heading revisios:

Maintai_ng a single card caca og, with both forms of entry and pro-

viding a "see also" network.

Starting a second catalog using AACR and prov ing a "see also" net-

work between the old and catalog

(In both of the above instances, a decision would Lave to be made as to

whether division would be based on date of imprint or date of cataloging.)

3) Maintaining a single card catalog, changing headings on short files

to agree with additions under AACR and physically moving long files

into AACR locations without changing entries, "See" references

rather than "see also's" would be provided. This option would re-

quire maximum single time work, but a minimum long-range time invest-

ment.

The question of adopting the LC Cu tering system must be considered as a

local issue and resolved individually. Those libraries maintaining closed

stacks will have less of a problem in adjusting to this change. However, the

value of consistency in classification for open-stack collections is a question

that must be considered. Open-stack collections with scattered holdings of

works, editions, translations or authors will have potential effect on the

user who may have developed a dependency on these volumes being shelved to-

gether in the stacks. The benefits, however, of adopting LC Cutter numbers

would derive from time saved in processing. Any way of getting books on the

shelves more quickly and economically, while reducing variations in cataloging

between libraries has much to commend it. And so the trade-offs must be

considered.

These ar some of the issues that we have been studying, and we are going to

be raising many questions, but not for the purpose of trying to influence LC

to desist from any plans for change. We do not question LC's need to plan

for change. We recognize their problems of coping with internal work loads.

We also recognize the great value of developing a systematic and consistent

bibliographical data base which appears to be their goal. Our growing
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dependence on and coopeTa_ion with LC however creates a need for more com-
munication and dialogue between us -- and here we do have feelings of con-

cern and uncertainty. We would like to feel assured that changes occur in
an organized sequence of events and know that LC will announce its decisions

regarding changes well in advance of implementing them. Large research li-

braries need as much as six months to a year for preparation, depending on
the extent of change.

There are questions that I think we should be raising such as whether
or not LC plans to desuperimpos,s headings already in the MARC data base and

if so, how would this be accomplished? We would like to know if authority
information on newly desuperimposed headings will be available, as this
would facilitate local generation of machine-produced authority cards and
cross-references. We have questions regarding the handling of serials:

1) Is LC considering desuperimposing serials at an earlier date than mono-
graphs; if so, why and how would they reconcile the conflict in the public
catalog? 2) How is LC planning to handle catalog -old serial department re-

cords for current serials and multi-volume monographs? And many more.

Should we not be planning together and responding to these questions in
advance of LC implementations 30 that we may all realize the possible advan-

tages in these changes?

JOSEPH A. ROSENTHAL: As Ms. Corin implied, both Berkeley and UCLA have had
groups addressing thse problems during the past year, and 'both groups re-

cently submitted preliminary or Phase I reports, partly in preparation for

this program. In the work that these groups have done, we have been very
appreciative of the willingness of the Library of Congress to talk with us

and to make available pertinent documentation. r am not a member of the

Bcrkeley group, but I have close liaison with them, ai.d. I would like to men-

ti.on a few of the most significant points in the Phase I Berkeley Report.

The Berkeley and UCLA Groups considered much the same options that Ms Corin

ou lined, and those options were regarded as the most viable and possible in

relation to desuperimposition. The Berkeley recommendation at this time

(and I should indicate that ;his i the report of the Future of the Catalogs
Subcommittee and will not necessarily become the policy of the Berkeley Li-

brary) is that we shoUld not close our catalogs simply because of impending

desuperimposition. Although desuperimposition by the Library of Congress

would be a very strong inducement to close catalogs, nevertheless, we do not

feel that it is a sufficient inducement. If desuperimposition is adopted

by the Library of Congress, the feeling of the group at this time is that

we should continue our existing catalogs, transferring files under super-

imposed headings to new desuperimposed headings. We should not start
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a new catalog either by date of cataleging or date f imnrint or continue

our existing catalogs with split files.

The Berkeley Group, and I think the UCLA Group s well, has identified

two very important technical goals. We feel it if:, most important to aim for

the reception and/or the input of all current cataloging in machine-readabe

form. Why? Because the machine-readable format will give us the flexibility

we need co accommodate change and the capability tc distribute and to ex-

change data within our own library and with other libraries. A second goal

to which we are very much committed is a machine-based authority file. Here

we are talking particularly about name authorities and series information,

because in large part the goal of a machine-based subject authority file has

already been met, thanks to the efforts of the Library of Congress and other

We recoulize certain areaa as being particularly difficult . These pro-

blem areas are not mutually exclusive; v en you got then in combination,

they are really bad news. Une is serials. A second is one that I talked a

little about before -- bibliographic communication and coordination with

the immediately adjacent levels of activity, the branch libraries, other

University of California libraries, other libraries in California and the

West, and, of course, our direct contact and communication with the Library

of Congress. The reception and exchange of data between and among these

adjacent levels of activity, and our ability to communicate what we believe

are areas of common interest and common problems is of prime importance, as

well as prime difficulty.

I would like to read just a few statements from the Ber!c ley Committ e's

Report concerning branch libraries.

Special problems are posed by the Berkeley system of 21 branch

libraries, each 'with its own card catalog. Although the branch cata-

logs are exceedingly costly to maintain, there are no simple substi-

tutes. Each branch is a special library with a special collection

serving a specialized clientele. Lf it is to satisfy branch needs,

a future catalog should provide: l)some means of incorporating into

a central record materials now locally cataloged; 2) some mechanism

for accommodating local modifications to centrally cataloged mater-

ials, and as a subset of that latter point, an indication in local

public records of special locations for reference, reserve and other

branch subcollections and adaptation of central cataloging to meet

needs of special clientele; for example, additional added entries,

modified subject headings, addition of geographical and foreign sub-

divisions, etc-

ntion these points not necessarily because I am completely sympa-

thetic with them. They are, however, vitally held concerns of our Lthe

librarians, librarians who serve a. large and vocal clientele in our librar-

and I think they are problems with which many of the libraries repre-

sented at this meeting are well acquainted.
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I would ask: Apart from the consequen _f the closing of the catalog

of the Library of Congress and apart from the consequences of desuperi;aposi-
tion, are there compelling reasons per se for the University of California,
Berkeley, and other research librarie-S to close card catalogs right now? A

vital consideration here is the present and future costs of maintaining what

we now have. Do we know what those costs are? We at .-erkeley have some

figures, but we have not presented them, for we have not yet outlined them

adequately. Can we compare these costs and the future expenses of continu-

ing our present card catalog with alternatives? We know, for example, that

in all probability it costs us upwards of $100,000 a year simply to file into

our cataloo. And these aro by no -7xans the only costs. Althoull we can

estimate current costs, we find it difficult at this point to know with any
precision what future catalog options will cost, much less to guage satis-
factorily the benefits or disadvantages that these options wi I have for our

users.

A con;ideration in favor of closing card catalogs is the present unsat-
isfactory distribution of data. The branches have access only to what they

hold, and we do not in our central cataloging facility provide them with

adequate links, adequate cross references. In fact, we do not provide them

with any cross references; they make their own. At Berkeley we do not have

a satisfactory way of indicating all changes in central cataloging to the

branch libraries and to the catalogs that they maintain. We would hope

that with new catalogs we could provide some, if not all of these services.

mig be compelling reasons to close off our catalogs (and I am

not speaking for the Berkeley Committee, I am speaking for myself now) if

the product after closing were a marked improvement, if it answered some, or

a great many of our present inadequacies. Unless we can be reasonably cer-

tain of significant improvement, however, we should proceed very cautiously.

The card catalog system has a great deal to recommend it, despite all the

slurs that we have thrown at it this morning. Moreover, we know that if we

close the present card catalogs we will necessarily face the consequences of

having to condnct many, if not all, searches in two files. Therefore, improve-

ment must be great enough to more than compensate for this fundamental dis-

advantage.

How, then, do the anticipa -ai actions of the Library of Congres s affect

the rest of ua, and how should we be influenced by them? Both desuperim-

position and the closing of the Library of Congress catalogs are attractive

in some ways. In my opinion it is unfortunate that the two actions are not

occurring simultaneously. Desuperimposition, although its effects will be

costly and troublesome in the short run, might be most easily handled by

splitting the catalogs. Conversely if the Library of Congress splits its

catalogs, there would be a number of advantages on the local scene to acting

in concert with the Library of Congress. We could change filing rules. We

could plan our ewn cataloging to be entirely machine-readable in form, and

we could organize our bibliographic products so as to give significantly

greater service to our users than we do now.



We at Berkeley are not ready to place all of our cataloging in machine-

readable form, and we have not decided what the future outputs should he.

We recognize, however, that if we do have all current cat1iloging injmichine-

readable form, there is great potential advantage in flexibility of outputs,

whether they be in card form (which ranks rather low on the totem pole), in

book folm, in,microform, in on-line access or in some combination of these.

Desuperimposition now or in the next couple of years will add to the pre-

sent inadequacies of our bibliographic 5ystem, not help them. It will lead

to a very considerable amount of effort on the part of catalogers in every

research library and in many oth,s,r libraries as well, in changing headings,

In planning for physical reorganization of the catalogs, and in making con-

necting links. Is this effort justified? There is much that I find admir-

able in John Rather's paper on the future of catalog control in the Library

of Congress, but it is written from the viewpoint of the Library of Congress,

and particularly of the Processing Department of the Library of Congress.

Although implications for other libraries are mentioned, I do not think that

Hr. Rather would claim to have considered those implications comprehensively

or exhaustively. They are serious implications, and in n11 likelihood, they

will have expensive consequences for us.

If the Library of Congress sees a clear need to close the catalogs in

1979 or 1980, should we not all attempt to wor-: together in order to realize

possible advantages in collectively closing our catalogs' Would it not be

advantageous to consider the institution of desuperimposition at that time

and to plan for it in the interim? Among the planning aids that our librar-

ians at Berkeley envision as helpful, is to have the Library of Congress give

us in advance a list, not necessarily exhaustive, of headings that_would be

affected by desuperimposition for the purpose of checking such headings

against our own catalogs and files and making adjustments at our own pace.

A second area in which we might be able to work together is that of the

development of a machine-based authority file control system at the Library

of Congress, which would be available to the rest of the library community

on-line and in book form or microform.

Between now and 1979 or 1980, could we not plan to study intensively

subject heading structure with a view to significant improvement after clos-

ing the catalogs?

Speaking from the Berkeley viewpoint, we feel there is a very definite

need to assemble cost data relating to present operations from the point of

view of the future of the catalogs. We need to aslemble what is available,

and we need to do this on a continuing and updated basis in the way of cost

projections for the most likely options for the future, including such things

as equipment for microform catalogs and displays, machine and software costs

(both develomdental and operational), the production cost of book catalogs

and microform catalogs. We need to experiment with some of the product op-

tions. At Berkeley we are beginning to be in a position to do this. For

example, we are experimenting with ;1, microform in-process list, with a
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microform list of serial publications, with the Mansell NUC catalog as a

substitute for a depository catalog in card form, and we need to determine

user receptivity to these options.

Finally, and this is implicit in everything I have said 50 far, if and

when the Library of Congress closes its catalogs, we need to plan for both

desuperimposition and the closing of our own.
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REACTOR PANEL AND DISCUSSION

MR. PAUL FASANA: I have been asked to summarize the New York Public Library's

experience in closing its card catalogs and implementing a computer-based

catalog system. I propose to do this primarily in terms of The. Research

Libraries. It should be kept in mind, however, that two vast and separate

catalog systems were involved. The size of The Research Libraries' card

catalog system in 1972, the year it was "officially closed", was 30 million

cards filed in more than 14 separate divisional catalogs. The Branch Libraries'

card catalog system consisted of more than ISO branch catalogs.

In January 1972, The New York Public Library implemented an automated book

catalog (ABC) system simultaneously for The Research Libraries and The Branch

Libraries. The systems, though based on the same set of computer programs, are

separate. The major product currently produced in each is a photocomposed book

catalog. Since the implementation of the system, more than 200,000 titles have

been cataloged and input to The Research Libraries' bibliographic data base,

and 180,000 titles in the Branch Libraries' system.

During the three years since the ABC was implemented, The Research Libraries

have gained considerable firsthand experience in implementing and experimenting

with new procedures and computer technology, while simultaneously phasing out

a large, antiquated cataloging system. Though painful at times, the results

have more than met our expectations. I would like to focus my comments today

on two aspects of our experience:

The implementation of the automated book catalog system and

its effect on procedures and productivity.

2. The phasing out of the retrospective card catalog system.

JlnRlementat ion of the ABC

Within the context of system implementa ion, two facets of NYPL's experi nce

are pertinent to today's discussion:

1. Technical Efficacy

2. Productivity

Technica:1 effisaa. The design of the ABC is based on the concept of building

a data baSe Of bibliographic records under full and automatic control. No

other system currently in use that I am aware of achieves this same objective

to the same degree. The data base is made up of an authority control file

and a bibliographic file. The system, as evaluated and tested during the

past thrce years of full production operation, indicates that the initial

effort and expenditure of money (estimated at two million dollars) was justified,

and has allowed the Research Libraries to abandon its retrospective cataloging

policies, catalogs and procedures and fully adopt LC practice and AACR, main-
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taining all thc _ while systematic linkages with the retrospective catalog

system. The system in addition, is able te accommodate current changes in

policy and practice, and allow rapid and automatic upgrading of records and

entry data. Recently, for example, LC changed the heading Canada.. Bureau of

Statistics to Canada. Statistics Canada which affected more than 275 entries

in the catalog. With a simp e change to the authority file, all records using

the heading - main, added, or subject were changed and appeared in correct

form in the next month cumulation. A co puter system ean, if properly

designed, enhance changing standards and practices.

Productivity. The most dramatic advantages of the system can be seen in teims

of productivity. In the area of cataloging, for example, there has been during

the past three years more than a 50 percent increase in the number of titles

cataloged (from approximately 50,000 new titles in 1971 to approximately

78,000 in 1974). During the same period, there actually has been a reduction

in the number of catalogers employed. This is a result in part of changing

to AACR, hat it also reflects chaages in procedures which could only have been

done because of computer support and products, especially in the area of

searching and authority work. Increases in productivity of the same magnitude

have been realized in other areas as well, including such operatons as filing,

yping, and searching.

it was es imated a year or so ago that the cost of running the systAil (a

very difficult matter to pin down with precision) was almost entirely offset

by the number of positions eliminated in filing and card production. If one

adds to these savings the value of the additional positions that would have

been required had the manual system been continued to maintain the existing

level of processing (or to increase the level of processing to compare with

productivity in the automated system) the system is probably costing less.

Though a great deal of detailed planning bad gone into the design and

development of the book catalog, little preliminary planning was done relative

to the phasing-out and locking-up of the retrospective system of card catalogs.

This was probably due in large part to the fact that virtually no experience

existed at that time to guide library planners. This lack of pre-planning

had proved both positive and negative. I personally feel that had we attempted

to do exhaustive pre-planning in this area before making the decision to close

the catalog, the problems would have seemed so overwhelming that we might not

have undertaken the effort.

There are at least four major areas of concern that must be dealt with:

retraining of staff; phasing-out of procedures and cleaning up of materials

in process; the physical closing of catalogs; and preservation of catalogs.

I would like to comment briefly on each.

1. Retrain.ing..9! S:t4ff.. Since the implementation of the book ca_alog meant__
that we were abandoning unique NYPL cataloging policies and practices and

adopting AACR, the amount of training that was necessary may not be indicative

of what can be expected in other libraries. However, it might be of interest

for comparative purposes. Retraining of Cataloging Branch staff took place

over a period of 18 months and began with intensive lecture/demonstration
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sessions last _g for about two months; six to eight months of practical

application followed during which time catalogers were required to perform

"dual" cataloging (that is, cataloging the same title according to

retrospective rules and again according to AACR); and finally, a period

of ten to 12 months during which all cataloging had to be exhaustively revised.

Even after this expenditure of effort, continued vigilance has been necessary

to keep catalogers from reverting to past practices. We find even today that

out of a staff of 34 professional and 18 paraprofessional catalogers that

there are at least three or four catalogers who have not, and probably never

will be able to make the change.

2. Phasing out o_ ocedures and materials Changing from one system to

another requires cleaning up of materials that are in proeess, where "in pro-

ceWean mean, as we found, something that has been around from one month

to ten to 15 years. We began by deciding that all material having a 1972

or later imprint had to be input to the ABC, while other in-process materials

could for a year be processed for either system depending upon difficulty.

This proved to be unwise and too permissive. Before the end of the first

year a new directive was issued stating that for monographs, all new cataloging

would cease and that all catalogers would be given a month or so to clean up

snags and current backlogs. The "month or so" for certain catalogers dragged

on for several months. Serial catalogers were initially given a six-month

reprieve; this dragged on to almost a year. To enforce these target dates,

we eventually had to declare that all official catalogs were "closed", but

even then it was not until we actually began to put the main official catalog

on microfilm and withdraw the cards from use were we sure that all retrospective

cataloging activities had stopped.

3. CicOnvof the. Catalogl. In order to accommodate filing arrearages,

serial work, and cleaning up of snags, the official closing of the ontire

card_catalog network was spread out over a three-year period. The process of

closing a system of catalogs as large and interrelated as ours has proved to

be quite difficult. A primary objective is to ensure that the closiacig of all

catalogs is synchronized; by that I mean that all catalogs as of a certain

date are frozen. If this is not done, differences and discrepancies begin to

exist among catalogs which if allowed to continue for any length of time

become critical. Within The Research Libraries the following schedule was

used to close and "lock-up" catalogs: Official (or work) Catalogs were clOsed

as of January 1973; Public Catalogs (except for the main Public Catalog) were

closed as of January 1974; and finally, the main Public Catalog was closed as

of 1 January 1975.

A word about the amount of effort spent to date on the Public Catalog is

of interest. The Public Catalog is a file of more than-11 million cards. As

of 1 January 1975, three years after the official closing of the catalog, we

had finally reached that point where all cards had been interfiled and most

"snags" had been reconciled. This clean-up effort required a staff of 13

working virtually full time. We have not yet undertaken the rehabilitation

and preservation of the Public Catalog, an effort that we estimate will

take three to four years and cost on the order of 1.5 to two million dollars.

Overall, I estimate that during the past three years we have spent more than

75 man years of effort cleaning up and closing the various official and
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public catalogs wit,in The Research Libraries.

4. Preservation. The thorniest problem to deal with in closin, a catalog
is what to do with it once you have closed it. A catalog will continue to be
used, therefore will .ave to be maintained and preserved. Because of the
importance of the collections and catalogs, most (12 out of 14) of the Research
Libraries' divisional catalogs have at one point or another been filmed and
published in bookform by G.K. Hall t'4' Co. Our preservation strategy, therefore,
for divisional catalogs has been to work with G.K. Hall to produce supplements
for all previously published catalogs which dovetail with ABC. Most Divisions
have at this time in bookform a complete book catalog of their collections.
This solution is neat and straightforward.

Filming and printing a card catalog resolves the problems of preservation;
in turn however, a new set of problems is created. How does one cope with a
record which is frozen at a point in time? What does one do about serials?
Lost h--iks? There are no i3iinple solutions.

With the Main Public Catalog, we have a differen
bles to contend with. Because of its size and phys
that we cannot simply close it and photograph it "as
divisional catalogs. Instead, before filming, cards
The cost however, is enormous. We estimate that rehabilitation alone will
cost on the order of 1.5 million dollars. Once rehabilitated the Public
Catalog would then have to be microfilmed for preservation. The cost of filming
is on the ord r of $300,000.

set of preservation pro
cal condition, we feel
i5" as we have done with
must be "rehabilitated."

The problem is critical. The Libraries do not have the money to undertake
these essential efforts, yet they cannot afford not to. We know that if we do
nothing, essentially abandon the Public Catalog, that deterioration of cards
11 continue and probably accelerate. At present, we estimate that 25 to 30

percent of the cards in the Public Catalog are severely affected by deterioration;
we project that within the next five to ten years, if we do nothing, the number
of cards affected will increase to 30 or 40 percent. The cost of rehabilitation
if delayed will increase dramatically.

Cone! -ion

In closing, I wo like to emphasize the following: computer technology
has advanced to a stage where it can effectively and economically be used to
replace manual cataloging procedures. More importantly a computer-based
cataloging system, if properly designed, can provide the capability of linking
retrospective and prospective catalogs, and facilitate future change and in-
novation. These capabilities enhance the possibility of being able to close
one's card catalog yet maintain continuity in terms of a library's bibliographic
record.

And final y, the idea of closing one's card catalog is frightening and bold.
f one attemp s to identify and resolve in advance all problems to everyone's

satisfaction then probably nothing will got done. Both ideas require decisive

action. The real need at this point, in mind, is to make the decision and go

forward.
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MR. HUGH ATKINSOIL Since the Library of Congress is going to close its catalog,

it seems to me none of us should underestimate the effect such closing will

have on our libraries. No matter what the plans the Library of Congress has

for continuing any of its present services, such decisions do affect us even

more rad'cally than we believe.

The thing that interests me most about the Library of Congress decision

is the analysis of why LC should choose the option toward which it seems to

be moving. No matter the differences of scale, many of the same problems are

facing each of us. The first of these problems is the expense -- the costs

of keeping up our catalogs is an amount totaling over six figures a year.

Second, we all have a continuous demand for a unified file of current materials.

That is, access to the order file, the in-process files, the catalog of what

we have received recently, and the shelflist and official catalogs in a single

source has been demanded by either library staffs or library patrons.

The provision of that kind of unified file of current information does not

seem to be practical with the card catalog as we know it. If one can build

such a file, it is very, very expensive. We do not now have the ability to

add very well the kind of indexing and cataloging and access that agencies

other than the Library of Congress or certain other libraries have been willing

to develop. The content of the ERIC indexing,of the indexing and abstracting

provided by the professional societies and abstracting services, has not been

seriously disputed. The problem is we have not been able to find a way to

translate the data into the form that we wish to use it, and this inability

has arisen generally because of the form of the card catalog. The changing

language of the access to our collections has been a continuous problem. Some

libraries, such as those in Great Britain, tended to ignore the problem and

just not try to have consistency. It is to this problem that those who speak

of superimposition referred, as well as to the other problems of "linkage."

These, I believe., are the general probleMs which we hoped to ameliorate when

we at Ohio State made the decision that we cannot continue to provide access

to the collections through the card catalog.

In our particular case we have a few other problems that some of you share

and some do not. First of all, we are committed to decentralization, even

greater decentralization than we have now. We now have 22 department libraries

and four graduate reading libraries. I would assume that the future will bring

us closer to 30 or 35, but the concept of the Main Library is going out of

style, even more rapidly than it was before.

We have a steady state budget, more or less, and the demand for reallocation

of the library's resources is felt both within the library staff and on the

part of the university community. We simply cannot continue to perform the

expensive kinds of analysis required for original cataloging for example, of

books in physics in order to preserve consistency when we cannot afford to

keep the physics library open; when we cannot afford to continue some of the

journals. -Under such circumstance choices will be imposed on us. I am sure

you have all heard statements such as "Why do you have to catalog everything

at $14 a volume when that $14 would buy us a journal subscription?"
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The only way I can see of making such reallocations is to change what
goes on in the back room, or at least, change the system to one which allows
an individual group, a department, a college, a library, to choose out of

its total allocation of resources of book budge., of journal-subscriptions,
of cataloging, of acquisition costs, of reference costs and circulation costs,
how much it wishes to allocate to each of the four major activities bf
libraries: circulation, reference,.cataloging and acquisition. Such allo-

cation will vary from department to department. As long as we are centralized,
we cannot make those reallocations department-by department, at least not well.

Another thing that I note is that large libraries are unhappy places in
the back rooms. I am now pretty well convinced that no library unit should
be larger than the "primal tribe" of some 12 to 13 people; somehow large groups
do not function, well in this age of the greening of American libraries. They

may have worked in the past, but not now. The only way that I can see to get

us down to the primal tribe, to decentralization, is, in fact, through electronic
centralization, through the electronic imposition of certain kinds of standards
and certain accouatability. That means, in fact, closing the card catalog.

Another aspect of librarianship which is beset with problems is the inter-

library loan activity. The costs are outrageous and I would like to see a

drastic reduction in such expense. The electronics may provide us with the

ability to do so. Electronics are distance independent. Maybe we can reduce the

amount of labor it takes to get an interlibrary loan in or out. The ability

to query machine files, computer catalogs, would allow us to both reduce
the cost and improve the speed and accuracy of the service.

It seems to me the complexity of most research libraries is growing even
faster than the size of the Library of Congress catalogs, and additional
complexity means that the library responsibility to provide systems which

handle complexity is even greater, especially since library systems are
expected to be used by the patron in a "self-service" fashion. That is we

assume by where the catalog is placed, by the form of the catalog, and by the

instructions in its use that people will use it themselves. We may provide

that gesture called the Catalog Information Desk only because we do recognize

that some of our students and very few of our faculty are not able to read in

consistent ways. Nevertheless, it is but a gesture.

Through the continuation of our bibliographic access through computers we
can then provide the ability of the system to impose professional knowledge

between the records and the patron. It is no longer so clearly a self-service

operation; those who can use the catalog will do so knowing that they are using

a complex tool. The way our card catalogs are now set up, libraries imply

that these are easy tools to use.

Even if we all agree that we should change the form of our system of

bibliographic access it is still a most difficult change to effect. I think

that many of the problems that the UCLA-Berkeley Study Groups have come up

with exist in our present system. I do not see them any more difficult than

the "see also" reference and the whole question of superimposition. In fact,
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with some kinds of computer searching you do not have to deal with concepts

of single points of entry; most of the general search programs do allow you

to search word by word. Italian surnames might not be a problem ifyou are

using Lockheed's DIALOG system or SDC's ORBIT or 9ASIS-70. Most computer

systems will search either way, and the patron does not have to choose one

way and one way only. The ability to search either by the subject heading,

by added entry or by any word in the title may get us out of many of the

problems outlined with the linkage.

In Ohio we have been aided by the OCLC decision to purchase one of the

three great commercially available searching systems, BASIC-70, ORBIT or

DIALOG. It will be implanted in the OCLC system some time in this coming

year. This will provide us with the ability to have subject access and word-

by-word access to the records that we have cataloged in the last three years.

We will by the end Of this coming year all be in the same situation that

the Library of Congress is expecting to be in in 1979 or 1980 -- that of

producing all cataloging in machine-readable form. Once the decision is made

at the Library of Congress to transliterate, which was one of the big stumbling

blocks before now, we will be able to take even further advantage of the OCLC

system to produce catalog records in such a form. The OCLC will also be

providing the basic program that we will use to continue the catalog.

The hardware, whether you analyze it by the actual cost or per unit stored

cost or any of the other ways of analyzing, is becoming cheaper. We can now

rent dumb terminals, not smart ones, but still terminals, at $100 a month.

Even if we have to rent 20 for the Main Library, and three in each of the

department libraries, we can provide bibliographic access still cheaper than

through human labor, which is compounding at 15 percent a year (at least, that

is what our clerical employees seem to have gotten in the last three years).

The catalog is not just a one hundred-some-thousand dollar operation to maintain;

it is a 200,000 dollar item in five years, and that is an expense that we can

not afford. Thank you.

* * *

MR. RUTHERFORD ROGERS: We have talked a lot about the catalog as a problem.

I hope we will not forget (as John Cronin repeatedly reminded us at the Library

of Congress) that the Library of Congress catalog is the greatest bibliographic

instrument in the world, and I think it always will be. The same assessment

applies to the catalogs within our own institutions.

I would like to compliment the other people who have preceded me, and

particularly those from the Library of Congress, on their presentations. Even

though the terrible things that Fremont Rider predicted have not come to pass

at Yale, I happen to think our days are numbered, and that we cannot go on

maintaining a card catalog, both because of the expense, and because of the

real estate problem: we are simply running out of space. We have just

expanded our catalog substantially. That will probably get us through five
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years. By desecrating the main library, we might make other expansion that
might take us through another ten years; so I am saying that by 1985 or

1990, we are simply going to be forced to do something different.

I think there has been a lot of loose talk ovet the last couple of decades
about how library processes are falling apart. I really believe that we are
moving into a period when_ we are going to have to do something about the card

catalog. I fully believe the Library of Congress when they say there really

is no other option. They are going to have to close their catalog, and it
is not just the cost of the Catalog Management Division that requires the
move, there are a lot of other reasons.

I happen to have been at the Library of Congress when the decison was made
to superimpose. It is easy to look back now and say what a lousy decision

that was; I recognize that it was a bad decision. But I do not think the

Library of Congress at that time had any more stupidity per capita than the
rest of the library profession, and I doubt that it does now. There were

reasons why that decision had to be made, and I believe we are going to work

our way out of the problem thus created by closing the catalog. It seems to

me that the Library of Congress has suggested some very ingenious solutions

and, like all great discoveries, very simple ways of dealing with this problem.

I have never heard an art historian talk about the Library of Congress

subject headings or its classification in their field, without their'declaring:

"They're impossible." I do hope that if we are going to start a new catalog,
that we will not rush into it so fast that we do not solve some of the in-

firmities that now face us at the Library of Congress and at other places.
Transliteration is a big problem in this country. It is also a problem that

is engaging those concerned with universal bibliographical control at the

international level. Believe me, this is something that is not going to be

solved overnight. I know that some people are a little concerned about what
will happen as far as Cuttering is concerned if there is a radical change in

the Library of Congress, but this does not concern me in the least. Anybody

who has gone through a-reclassification as I have done in two large university

libraries, knows that people find very readily that they can work with at

least two major divisions in a book collection, and I think that this problem

is really de minimis.

All of the research libraries of any importance outside of the Library of

Congress are going to have to continue to follow the Library of Congress, and

I think inevitably this means we ought to be looking without any reservation

toward an automated on-line system. My question is: Are we going to be ready

in time to take advantage of this system when the Library of Congress feels

that it has to move?

I hope no one will go away from here today without remembering something

that has been said repeatedly, and which will bear reiteration: we simply

have to have an authority file that can be used by everybody. I do not see

how that is going to be possible without following what the Library of Congress

has proposed.



I- there any chance that we might be able t look to LC as a direct source

of machine-readable records? I think there are already danger signals as far

as regional bibliographical systems are concerned. The data base is already

be oming immense; it is going to become much greater, and there are major

di ficulties in maintaining it-

Finally, I wonder if perhaps we might be worrying a little too much about

subject access. Those of you who have read Ben Lipetz, bench mark study on

this realize that subject access is not of prime importance to our users. It

is not even the indispensable thing in a research library. As a matter oi

fact, it is surprising how little subject access comes into play in a big

collection.

Is there any chance that we could rely more heavily on the Mansell Catalog

as a retrospective record and not worry as much as we do about the fate of

the existing system?

The division of the catalog into two parts does not concern me any more

than having the book collection divided into a couple of parts in the stack.

Any scholar who does research in depth is likely to work in a half-dozen

libraries. The fact that he might have to work in two files in one of our

libraries, I think, is something that users will soon adjust themselves to.

Right now we have supplemented our card catalog with a computer-output

microfilm in-process list. People learn to use this with ease, and they are

glad that it is available. This suggests to me that we should not under-

estimate the capacity of our users to adapt to new developments.

MR. BASIL STUART-STUBBS: Question: why are you hitting your head on the wall?

Answer: because it feels so nice when I stop. That is such an old joke that

t does not get many laughs, but I cannot comprehend the orgiastic pleasure

that we are all going to experience if eventually we conclude that we are all

going to close card catalogs. I do have this feeling of conservatism welling

up from the audience that there is just going to be a tendency to go on study-

ing the problem and delaying the decision.

Now in ter s of my library, I have already made that decision: we have to

close the card catalog. We have to close it because it is costing too much,

and it is going to cost more, and we have to close it as Mr. Rogers has to

close his for reasons of physical space.

I also have to be concerned about the fate of the National Union Catalogue

in the National Library of Canada, because I am the Chairman of the Task Group

investigating that. We have investigated that now for three years, and we

are still looking at the complications of closing catalogs, but I am equally

convinced that that has to stop too, and there is only one replacement, and

that is a machine-readable catalog.

But how do we take advantage of machine-based systems soon? It is all

very well that terminals are becoming less expensive. I do not think he
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users are ready for terminals, so there has to be some intermediate st,ep that

we explore to make the machine-readable information available to the users.

So I am going to take this opportunity to ride a hobby horse and to describe

for you the approach we plan to take in dealing with our own catalog.

As part of the inquiry on behalf of the Catalogue, I made a

trip to England in 1973 to look at the use that the British libraries, (mostly

public, one or two university) were making of computer-output microform (COM),

and I was persuaded by what 1 saw that in computer-output microform, we have

the intermediate answer between the conventional catalog and the on-line

catalog and the sophisticated users who will be able to use terminals as simply

as they are able to drive cars.

There are great virtues to computer-output microform, and several people

have already mentioned that they are using them for in-process files in their

libraries. It is very inexpensive in comparison with conventional forms of

printout, ,ind certainly in terms of maintaining card catalogs. It is easy to

create. It is easy to accumulate. You can put in a lot more information than

you can on paper printouts. It is very compact. It is easy to copy and the

content is flexible. It is as flexible as anything that you can dream up with

a machine-based system.

Here I would plead with people to stop thinking card catalogs and start

thinking in terms of machines. That is now the way to go. You can do many

more things with machine-readable records. You can present your information

in different ways. We seem to be tied to the notion that everything is going

to be just as it was. We are trying to reproduce something that really is as

dead as a dodo.

Obviously COM has its uses in branch libraries, but it also has its uses

in networks. I am sure that many of you are in the position that I am in --

as the major library in the region you are going to have to play some kind of

role as a resource library and how can you do that unless people have copies

of your catalog? I suggest that COM is an answer, long before the terminal

will be an answer. One could go a step further. Why do we have individual

catalogs at all? Ultimately I can see, the possibility that through the machine

we may no longer have-individual catalogs, but will simply tap into one giant

catalog, probably based on regional or state or provincial lines. The other

aspect of machine-readable systems that is attractive to me is the possibility

of taking totally new approaches to the way we present information.

The other thing that the British experience persuaded me of is that we really

give the users more information than they need. It was easy enough to do when

we printed everything on the card, one card after the other off the same die.

You do not have to do that anymore. For purposes of locating materials, which

is really what most of our users want, you do not need all that stuff. You can

keep the bibliographic information somewhere else, or you can produce it when

you really need it, but you certainly do not have to burden the system with

that information.
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It is all very well to divide catalogs, but what about the retrospective

one? I would suggest here that there is a need for research into the

microfilm reproduction of retrospective catalogs. It is being done as, for

example, in the Illinois 1MAC Catalog. But if we start using COM in the one

direction, we need something that is compatible and consistent with COM in

the other, if we are not going to have two pieces of machinery to deal with.

There again, I suggest that the conversion of retrospective catalogs to

microfilm for purposes of dissemination to branch libraries within networks

and so on may be an intermediate step, but I am not going to do a RECON pro-

ject. I am going to wait for everybody else to do that. Everybody else is

taking the same line. Eventually we may get it together. There may be one

machine-readable data base. We may all tap into terminals, but I think right

now, when we are all faced with these space and economic problems, it is time

to look for an intermediate solution, and I suggest again that it is COM.

I want to draw your attention to two papers that you might want to consider

if you are not familiar with this medium. One is by Joseph Becker entitled

"Computer Output Microfilm (COM) for Libraries" in the UNESCO Bulletin for

Libraries for September-October, 1974. There is another __client article by

Elizabeth Stecker, which is in the Australian. Library Journal for September,

1974.

I will conclude my remarks with a word on user access and approach to

microforms. Actually, we have found that the users are not concerned about

the fact that they have to use a microfiche instead of consulting a list or

a card catalog. They adapt very readily, but we have trouble with reference

librarians. They are the most conservative people in the whole world, and

my answer to those reference librarians is this: I have got a responsibility

too. My responsibility is to the public, and the way I use their funds, and

I feel that they, too, stubbon though they are, will have to adapt.

Discussion

MR. WELSH: Just a few quick comments. The reason I gave the history state-

ment was to anticipate the questions that Judy Corin would ask about our

dialogue with the library community. I did make the presentation, I am going

to remind you again, in 1969 to the Technical Services Directors, your people,

and there was no response, nor did I really expect one. But I wanted to begin

the dialogue. This meeting is, I believe, the fruition of that beginning.

There were a number of reasons why we thought that the question had to be

brought to the floor. One was. superimposition. Another was the complexity

of filing rules. It is becoming more and more difficult at the Library of

Congress for the filers to understand oux filing rules. John Rather came up

with a new set of filing rules which we would like to adopt. We cannot adopt

them, however, for the retrospective catalog. Romanization or transliteration,
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as Mr. Rogers said, was another problem. The deterioration of the card catalog,

both the intellectual and physical deterioration is a source of difficulty.

We wanted to make some subject heading changes. And, as Mr. Rogers also said,

space is a problem. All of these considerations were brought to bear, and they

are in the documentation that we presented.

The question of superimposition was something that I thought we could deal

with separately, and 1 nalvely made some representation to that effect when we

came up with the term "desuperimposition." Now I leave you with the thought

that we are talking about "undesuperimposition." Cornell, Indiana, Northwestern,

UCLA, and Berkeley all have made strong representations that we postpone the

decision on desuperimposition. Tomorrow at the meeting of the Technical Services

Directors, we will probably have a show of hands which will result in our decision

to delay it.

The reason we advanced the timetable on abandonment of superimposition was

because of the great interest on the part of the participants in the CONSER

effort. It was determined, and I think there was unanimous agreement, that it

would be desirable in the development of this serials data base that we follow

one set of cataloging rules. That remains, I think, a desirable goal. There

are other considerations now that have been advanced that suggest that we will

have to reconsider that. Incidentally, the British Library approached us a

number of years ago and suggested that the Library of Congress and the British

Library join hands in closing the catalogs together. They had in mind some

strange date of 1976.

And the last question Mr. Rogers raised we can answer this way: among our

proposals to the National Commission was one that we establish a bibliographic

distribution service that would rework the Card Division concept. We recommended

that we provide on-line access, all sorts of access, bookform catalogs, cards

if you want them, but on-line, if it stats your particular need.

We are prepared to deal with this problem. We are here to communicate. This

is a very difficult situation because, as I meet with you now, there are some

school librarians out there saying that we have not met with them. There are

public librarians out there making the same charge, but we believe that our

first constituency is in fact the research community. So let us hear your

questions.

MR. DAVID WEBER (Stanford University): Did you say, or would you indicate,

when you may be on-line for remote access from other universities or research

libraries?

MR. WELSH: It will be several years away. I am not going to make any promise

that I cannot deliver on, and this, as all of you know, is a very complex

question. We do have to get our authority files up. We are moving on very

rapidly, but my own view is that every effort in automation takes much longer

and is a lot more costly than anticipated.
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MR. JOSEPH LEITER (National Library of Medicine): I commented to John Rather

that the larger the library, the sooner the problems come to it, and the more

difficult and longer it takes to reach a solution. I listened to what seemed

to be a generally favorable approach, but there appears to be some concern

about moving too rapidly. My only concern would be that since the Library

of Congress has made the decision to act, that our principal objective is to

see that they do it, not to raise any questions about things that they should

not do.

I am a little bit distressed that there are some pressures on Mr. Welsh

to defer the superimposition or whatever you want. I do wish to remind you

as a nonlibrarian, that libraries have existed hundreds of years before this

and will exist many years thereafter, and that the time is in favor of change.

The sooner you make the change, the better off you are. Time will take care

of it. Do not think in terms of your problems; think of problems of the future.

There has been every indication that the longer you defer, the more costly it

is. It has also been emphasized that you look at the economics, and what it

is going to cost you if you do not act, as well as if you do. Any rational

analysis of this will indicate that the time to do it is as soon as possible,

and any deferral is going to cost more.

MR. DAVID SPARKS (Notre Dame University ): I would like to speak to the question

of transliteration. I hope we do not see this as too much of a problem. The

Western European and American libraries got themselves into what I think is a

pseudoproblem of transliteration. I do not see why it is not possible for

the Library of Congress to print a Cyrillic catalog,or Arabic catalog. As a

matter of fact, the British Museum and the Bibliotheque Nationale do adopt

this approach in certain languages and scripts, and our third world librarians

are going to vote for multiple script libraries. I would hope that this did

not become a difficulty for us. Regarding the question of automation, you

have only to look at the Swiss bankers who are able to produce balance sheets

in Arabic for AMCO. There are technical devices for computer people who can

handle multiple scripts. I just hope we do not waste time on a problem which

may not be a problem, and give more thought to this.

MR. STUART-STUBBS: We did look at the question of the Cyrillic, Arabic and

Oriental scripts in relation o the Canadian Union and

cons:luded that we might as well have a separate manual file for as long as

we can build it, because of the number of times the Catalogue is actually

assessed for these things. I do not know what the situation is in the U.S.,

but there is a very small minority of the academic community that is able to

read those languages. I really ask myself: Is it worth the effort of trans-

literating, keypunching and all that for that small minority? I would just

as soon have a separate catalog, and they may be happier for all I know. It

just does not make any sense to me when I open the Catalopl and find many

languages in there that I cannot read.

MR. SPARKS: The truth is that the people who can read these languages are

better served by having the language presented in their original form. I

believe that Mr. Rogers will testify that as far as the East Asian libraries
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at Yale are concerned, they have a separate c talog which I believe is in the

ideographic scripts.

MR. ATKINSON: I am getting letters from the Chinese 4nd Japanese who have

realized that the cost of original cataloging or manual cataloging is high

enough so that it moans a delay in processing of about half the number of

items that are received in the library system. There is a big backlog in

those languages. These users are perfectly willing to say we would rather

have them transliterated if it means getting the items on the shelf more quickly.

I am beginning to get letters from the departments suggesting that we stop

producing cataloging in the vernacular, not because they would not prefer it,

but because it causes too much of a delay. The foreign language librarians

are opposing this, but the department tends to win under such circumstances.

MR. WELSH: We are conducting an experiment now. One of the results of the

Nixon-Brezhnev agreements is that the USSR and the U.S. are exchanging tape

in machine readable form. We have agreed to send the USSR tape on a small

collection of English-language records. They, in turn, are going to send us

a tape. The tape will go to 'the Atomic Energy Commission, and AEC through

one of its programs will do the transliteration to see whether they can re-

duce the high cost of this process.

MR. HYMAN KRITZER (Kent State Univen ty): I am a little surprised that

Frederick Kilgour is not here. What consideration is being given at the Library

of Congress to more formal relationship with OCLC?

MR. WELSH: Mr. Kilgour has just recently invited us to send staff to his various

advisory committee meetings. We are enthusiastic about OCLC and all the other

networks. We believe that all of our efforts will increase OCLC capability,

including on-line. If Mr. Kilgour can access our data base on-line, if that

proves to be economically feasible, this is the right direction. All of our

additional cataloging that we are talking about converting into machine-readable

form will, of course, move in that direction. So we are trying to work closely

with OCLC.

MR. BEN BOWMAN (University of Rochester): Should not the CONSER be mentioned

in response to that?

MR. WELSH: Mr. Livingston is going to present a paper this afternoon that will

tell about the close relationship between the Library of Congress, the National

Library of Canada, and the other participants in the CONSER effort. A contract

has been signed with the Council on Library Resources, which has agreed to manage

the CONSER effort. This has really quickened the pace considerably.

MR. DE GENNARO: Seeing that there are no further questions, I thank the

participants for this most interes ing program.

* * *
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THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

Alphonse Trezza
Executive Director, NCLIS

MR. HOPP: I want to present Alphonse Trezza to you this morning who is the
new Executive Director of the National Commission on Libraries and Information

Science. He is going to speak briefly about the current Commission program
document, "A National Program for Library and Information Services." We

are going to be hearing more from Mr. Trezza at the May meeting of the

Association, but we thought since he has just recently joined the Commdssion,
it might be useful for us to hear from-him-this morning.

To give you a very brief background on Mr. Trezza, beginning in 1956,

he was Executive Secretary of the Catholic Library Association for four

years, and then spent a number of years at the American Library Association

headquarters in successive positions, including Associate Director of ALA,

Executive Secretary of the Library Administration Division, and then Associate

Director for Administrative Services. In 1969 he became Director of the

Illinois State Libraries, and is on leave from that position to serve in the

position of Executive Director of NCLIS.

MR. TREZZA: I am sure the National Commission is familiar to all of you,

but let me just read you two very brief things from the law that established

the Commission.

The Commission is established as an independent agency

within the Executive Branch and its name is the National

Commission on Libraries and Information Science. It shall

have the primary responsibility for developing or recommend-

ing overall plans for and advising the appropriate governments

and agencies on policies set forth in Section 2.

Then it lists a number of areas such as implementation of national policy, con-

duct studies, development of overall plans for meeting national library in-

formational needs, coordination of activities at the federal, state and

local levels for appraising the adequacies and deficiencies that occur in

library information and resource services, etc. That is a pretty tall order,

as you might imagine.

The National Commission first came into be ng in 1970. By the time the

President got around to appointing the Commiss oners we were in 1971, and

the first Executive Director, Charles Stevens, whom, of course, many of you

know, came aboard in the fall of 1971. The Commission since that time has

conducted a number of studies. All of them have been published and are

available to you either through the ERIC system or through the Government

Printing Office (GPO).
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In addition, the Commission had a number of regional hearings all over

the country. In fact, we have just about completed our hearings; we have

one left that we are going to schedule for this May in Philadelphia for the

Mid-Atlantic area. Those in that five-state area will be hearing more about

t, and will be invited to come and participate with us. Also during this

time the Commission started to draft its national program document. It did

an initial draft which was not very long, but long enough so that it could

be printed and get reaction, which it did. In fact, the Commission received
thousands and thousands of letters, calls, and comments reacting to it. As

you might expect on a first effort, there were many comments from all over

the lot as to why it was not any good.

The second program document however, which camt out last September, has

been well received. It is well over 100 pages. It has been available all

over the country; we have distr buted at least 3000 copies. There are
copies available now for anyone who has not seen it, and we urge you to get

a copy and read it. Because it is such a comprehensive document- I suggest

that after reading it, you go back and concentrate on those portions of the

report where you feel you have some special interest or expertise, and give

us your critical comments on that, rather than try to comment on the

documtnt as a whole, which results in scattered criticisms or ideas which

do not really serve much in the revision.

Our plan is to have the document revised in its final form between now

and the end of March, get it in the hands of pie Commission in April, have

a few individuals and organizations look at the third draft as we will call

it, and then by the May meeting of the Commission in Philadelphia, the

Commission will officially adopt its national program so that we can get off

the dime -- in other words, stop drafting documents and start trying to do

something with what the recommendations and the ideas in the document suggest.

The implementation of the national program is the Commission's job for the

next five years. We have many more things to do than just that, I am sure,

but that will be the center of our responsibility. The White House Con-

ference on Library and Information Services is another responsibility which

Dr. Frederick Burkhardt, Chairman of the Commission, will tell you about

later. I do want to urge you to read the program document carefully as it

relates, first of all, to research libraries. Also, look at the very extensive

section on the network.

Vernon Palmour, when he was with Westat,Inc., had done a study for us on

resource centers. That document1 has been completed, accepted by the

Commission, and submitted to GPO and ERIC for dissemination. We think it will

take another six weeks before it is going to be available, after which we are

going to convene a conference of people who are interested in the subject of

national resource centers. This obviously will include a number of you.

1Vernon E. Palmour, et al. Resource and Bibliog a hic Su r Tation-

14141111111g1211 Rockville, Md., Westat.Inc August1974 .
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During the week, if any of you are especially interested in that kind

of a conference (although it will be limited because we cannot have too

big a group if we are going to have effective dialogue), please let me or

Frederick Burkhardt know that so that we can include your name on the list

of people that we are going to consider for that conference. It is very

important to you. Obviously it is going to involve more than research

libraries, but certainly research libraries will be involved to a larger

extent than some of the other types.

We have completed a number of studies, and we are sending them all out..

Let me give you some idea of how we do a mailing on a study which is published.

I have told you already that we deposit it with GPO, so it is in a depository

system that way. We file with ERIC; therefore, it is available through ERIC.

We also send a copy of each of our studies to all of the library schools, to

all of the state libraries and to the major associations. While the limited

supply lasts, we do send copies to institutions or individuals who have

special interests and request copies. Therefore, any of our publications

that you would like, if you will drop us a note, we will see that you get

one.

The most recent one we issued is on user studies as a result of a

Denver conference. The next one which is due out in about two weeks is one

that was done by a firm in Philadelphia on the funding of public libraries.

The most recent one before that was on continuing education. In fact,

before this week is over, both the American Association of Library Schools

and the Commission itself will he spending considerable time on the whole

problem of continuing education for libraries and information science.

Let me just close by telling you that the Commission is most anxious to

be fully aware of the problems and the needs of all of its constituencies,

which includes, of course, all in library and information science. We are

especially concerned with the problems and needs of the research libraries,

because you are central to any national system we recommend. You, after

all, represent the libraries having the basic resources; if any national

network is going to operate, we need your cooperation and we need your help.

What we need from you is the development of an attitude -- an attitude that

you will help us set up a national system that is effective and designed to

help the total population in this country. While not losing sight of your

responsibility to your own primary constituency, we hope you will take the

long view, because in the long run that will serve you most effectively,

not only collection-wise, resource-wise, staff-wise, but financially.

The limitation of the financial resources of this country, certainly for

the next five years for all kinds of educational programs in libraries, is

obvious to all of us. We are not going to get anywhere if we are going to

go off in different directions, all demanding or requesting large suns of

money from the federal government or state government. It just is not going

to work. We are going to have to operate as one total library community with

one basic goal, which is to bring the library resources of the world to the

people of this country as effectively as we can with reasonable speed and

at reasonable cost. Thank you.
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THE CONSER PROJECT: CURRENT STATUS AND PLANS

Lawrence G. Livingston
Council on Library Resources

January 1974, during the annual meeting of the Association of Research

Libraries, the membership was asked to consider the concept of a composite ef-

fort to build an on-line national serials data base. The project came to be

known as CONSER, for Conversion of Serials records. This resulted from a re-

quest by the Library of Congress and ARL to the effect that the Council on

Library Resources should assume an interim role as manager of a project to

pull together several already operating efforts to build a serials data base.

That concept was presented again at ALA Midwinter, which occurred the

week after the ARL meeting, and copies of the paper were distributed there.

In order to insure wider distribution, the paper was also published in the
y_21f_cergLibratiressInformation Bulletin on February 1, 1974.

The origins and justification for the CONSER project were covered in a

paper by Richard Anable which appeared in the December 1973 issue of the Journal

2f_LitalticaILLII. An excellent update on these two papers was published

by Lois Upham, University of Minnesota, in the November 29, 1974, Library of

C" Iress f°1-1.J.
Bulletin.

The justification for CONSER and the general approach decided upon have,

then, received wide publicity. In general, the response has been favorable;

most librarians seem to be gratified that CLR has taken on this responsibility.

Lively discussions have been held on the subject and many legitimate and im-

portant questions have been raised. Not everyone agreed with every decision

taken, however. It is the purpose of this presentation to relate what has

happened with regard to CONSER since last January and to cite the major problems

encountered, together with solutions or approaches to solutions decided upon,

with a view to convincing you that CONSER is a project deserving of your

fullest support.

As soon as the decision to go ahead with the CONSER project was firm, CLR

began several actions, most critical of which were the contract negotiations

with OCLC and the selection of the initial participants. In July, Richard Anable

joined the CLR staff on a leave of absence from York University to work on the

project. He and George Parsons of the regular staff now devote full time to

CONSER.

By April of last year the decis on to use OCLC was fi_m, and the first

formal discussions with them to that end occurred. The first drafts of the

cont act were exchanged between,OCLC and CLR in May. 1- soon became evident
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tbiat intere4ts Qop ide-red vital to both part ies to the contract
g;Crhejds F"orl the Council /s point of -view, participation in arid uppoft

of t he CONS5R ejt could not be justi fied unless the reSulting dato base
coal d li made bl c to -the library comminity at nominal cOst arid -.qit h no

restrictjori to use. From the OCLC point of viev, participation
coristructior o a data base which was to be made freely available oMetinted to
giving uriwzicrarited advantages -to potential competitors, espec ially those in
the cornmereliii sector.

Thi5 legitimate Concern on both 5ides was perhaps the Most difficult
pOint to negetjate and yory t1rrie-cow4uraing. In the event, the deciq Ion-

makers_ at DOC oileeded on thi5 point and the contract (Which,
was firially sighed ori December 17, 1974) includes the provision that atnerShii)
and free di,.5tribution rights to the CONSER data base accrue to the Library of
Congress ancl t7lO National Librnry of Canada. Both have indicated that they
aTe considering distributing CONStig records in some sort of adjunct to the
rCgLilai' MARC diStribut ion s erv ice%

Tie cootract also specified that OCLC will retain full use and distri-
but. -ights to the CONSER fi le, to include the complete file at project' s
end, vias only right, and the obvious advantages to ilistitigiOlIs
pating ir1 OCLC undoubtedly weighed heavily in the decision to accept that
part of the Qolltract. Tlie contract farther assures the CONSrA 17) artic ipants

acce s tO tIlCi _ T own records in the fi le.

OCLC ai'eCd ot to charge the preject for the use Of the, system itsel. f,
which liaci been cl veloped with some assistance from CLR. CLR agreed to pay
OCLC for the secondary storage required by the CONSER record5 and their
indexes. Al-; sornc modifications to OCI.0 serials software would be -required
by CONSEP, CLR agreed to pay for the staff time required to do the prograinnii

The conrfact ptovides for certain other staff services required by CONSEER to

be per fofmed bY OCLC and paid for by the Council.

While the protlacted contract negotiations were go ng on, the process
select ing tile institutions to participate initially was begun. Several con-
s ideratiOns ee yi tal. here, the tv.10 most important being bil/liographic
exceli once m1

5erials work and a will ingness to contribute significant resou
to the pro ct FiTSt elloices were easy; the Library of Congre5s, National
LibTary of 'an adza, (U. S. ) National Library of Medicine and Notional Agrleultnral
LibTary ere naturals for the project . Next came Yale, Cornell, UniverSitY 0
California, University of Minnesota, and joint representation fTom tF e 5tate
linivarsity and State Library of Nevi York. The national librories in this
country agreeci to ftirnisb all their own support, and agreement vith
each u f the othey partic ipants , where in each will furnish itS own staff and

in-fioitse fa4il ities and the project will supply varying arnouilts for ternl1inal 5
and commani at ions.

The Uiv&sity of Minnesota deserves special mention hefe. on its
Minnesota, Ihro the MINITEX Program, had prepared a large file of seiials
recercls in mach -readable form. The Minnesota Union List OF Serials, (MULS)

as it is ea lied, Was considered the best large file available for use

SO
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as a starti g base for CONSER. Minnesota agreed to furnish the file, and it

has already been delivered to OCLC. It will be merged first with LC MARC
serial records, then with other OCLC serials records, and finally, with the
Canadian MARC serials. The intent is to eliminate, to the degree that is
possible, the duplicates among these files and then have the CONSER pati-
cipants upgrade the records to the best possible level of completeness, ex-

cellence and content designation.

The Library of Congress MARC format for serials will course, be used

throughout. hhere the latest version of that format does not provide for
data elements Or controls considered necessary for CONSER (for example, for
the bilingual requirements of Canada or certain elements required by the Inter-
national Sorials Data System), recommendations for charms to the format are
being worked out and submitted for consideration through the channels esta-
blished for the purpose. The project will not establish any standards itself,
and 110 data elements or controls will appear in records to be distributed which

have not been officially approved.

Meanwhile, at the Library of Congress, CONSER planning was having an

impact. It will be remembered that last January it was recommended that LC
study its own several serials processing flows and attempt to reconcile them

better with each other and with what was to become CONSER. This has now been

done, and it is evident that the Library is fully committed and prepared to

make a major contribution to CONSER. Throughout this planning year. LC has
been closely involved in the CONSER planning, and the attitude there for

cooperation, compromise, and change could not have been better.

No decision on the bibliographic aspects of CONSER has been taken with -

out exhaustive analysis of the problem by librarians well qualified in serials

work. As has already been mentioned, Richard Anable is assigned full time

CONSER. So is George Parsons, who has worled on the machino-processing of

serial records at the national level consistently since 1968. The Council has

continued to convene the "Toronto Group"' and its various subcommittees as

required. To consider the broader management aspects of CONSER and its proper

relationship to the abstracting and indexing community, an Advisory Group2

has been appointvl. It has met twice in the last year. In addition, the

initial participants in CONSER have been represented in the deliberations; a

1ist6 of those who net on December 11-12, 1974 with the Advisory Croup shows

some overlap with the two other groups just mentioned. During that meeting

several opportunities were given all conferees to make any comment, critieis-

or recommendation concerning CONSER they desird.

1--For the names of the members of the Toronto Group, see the Lib

Coiwres Info nation Bulletin, Fcbrury 1, 1974.

,Se Attachment 1 [p. 551.

'Sec Attachmen 2 [p. 56].
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Now to turn to the most difficult parts of all of this tl-mse decisions

affecting the bibliographic aspects of CONSER. First let us examine the prop-

osition that the entire universe of serials should be recataloged consistently

by the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) before they are entered into any

national machine-readable data base. On the theoretical level, this is

obviously the best solution. In the real world, several sets of circumstances

mitigate against its selection. In the first place, the r(,sources that would

he required to do tho recataloging job at one place are just not available.

Even if all serials had been cataloged exactly according to AACR, they would

require significant update almost at once because the rules themselves are

changing, and the Interna
International_Standard Biblic
undoubtedly require further change. A change in the

main cataloging entry for serials is even now un

Serials Data s (ISDS) Guidelines and the

ion ials (1SBDS) will
rule _ the choice of

rious discussion.

All of this argues very strongly for the most flexible system for serials

that can be devised, and if the data base is going to be built in the short

term, a division of labor in its construe ion is needed to take advantage of

catalogers and cataloging in many places. This is exactly what CONSER is all

about .

It has been suggested that the whole idea of building a comprehensive

data base in two years amounts to precipitous action. It has also been said

CONSER should not begin until the rules are settled and much more

consistency in local cataloging is available. Considering the fact that

Phase I of the National Serials Data Program began in 1967 and we are no further

along than we are, it is very difficult to agree with this position. There is

something of a chicken-and-egg situation here; a project li*e CONSER cannot

succeed without a high degree of consistency and standardization in serials

cataloging in many libraries, but something very much like CONSER is required

before that degree of consistency and standardization can be attained.

In CONSER, the intent is to start with several data bases in the MARC

serials format, as has been mentioned. The participating libraries have divided

up the alphabet among themselves, each agreeing to begin at its assigned point,

putting in the records of serials currently received. When each has exhausted

its assigned portion of the alphabet, each will proceed through the alphabet,

converting the remainder of its currently published serials holdings. The

tcrm "converting" here means either keyboarding an entire record or upgrading

one already in the file. Note that, in the first effort, the entire emphasis

is on live titles. After that, and as time and resources permit, each partic-

ipant will retArn to the assigned segment of tha alphabet to work on ceased

publicatio s.

Two very difficult decisions indeed had to be taken uith regard to the

way serials are entered in existing catalogs. lf thert is to be a division

of labor, the participants must work from their existing catalogs, if the

resulting file is going to be useful to them in the neax term. Records in

some of these catalogs were entered under at least two different sets of

cataloging rules. Of special concern to CONSER planning were the matters of
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superimposed corporate headings and latest title versus successive title

entry. To ov reimplify,superimposed corporate headings occur when a heading

established prior to the adoption of the NACR was continued in the catalog

as it was, as an exception to the rule, rather than being reestablished under

the new rule. Similarly, the NACR and the ISDS Guidelines require the
creation of a new serial record whenever a title changes, but some libraries

for years lumped what should under the new rules be separate records, one per

under the laterit title under which the serial was published. These

compromises with the rule were made mandatory by economic forces; it was not

possible for very 1:11-go libraries to go back and recatalog everything when

the rules changed. The result is that the bulk of retrospective serial records

are not cPA7efoged undr the successive entry principle, and many include

superimpose*hearieese

coal of the CONSER Project is a single file with a single set of

rules consistently applied. This can only be the Anglo-American Cataloging

Rules as these apply to serials. A clear need exists, however, to accommodate

the requirements of the International Serials Data System and the 1SBDS. To

illustrate: it would border on the irresponsible to build the CONSER file

without providing for the Key Title of the ISDS. Key Title is not part of

NACR; neither is the International Standard Serial Number. Both can be added

to the CONSER record as they are available without doing violence to the

record. That is the intent - to build a composite format which will accommodate

the variations from the AACR that exist in the real world, while still providing

records for distribution that comply with the rules completely.

In CONSER the Library of Coneress and the National Library of Canada

continue to act as the final bibliographic authority. Both libraries will

have the ability to call up CONSER records, compare them with the official

catalog, upgrade and/or authenticate certain data fields uccording to AACR and

the ISDS Guidelines (e.g. name fields, Key Title and ISSN). When authentication

has taken place, the system will preclude further alteration of the authenticated

fields by anyone for any purpose except for the correction of errors under care-

fully controlled procedures. It is seen, then, that in CONSER the ultimate

responsibility and authority for the records rests with the Library of Congress

for all except Canadian imprints.

The decision to be made was clear: either build the file at a rate that

would permit the prior bibliographic upgrading and verification of each record,

or put bibliographically inconsistent records in at first and then work them

over as time and the resources made available by the division of labor described

above would permit. After much deliberation and consultation, especially with

the Library of Congress, and with an overwhelming majority of the Advisory

Group and representatives of participants agreeing, the second approach was

chosen.

Several points need to be made here. LC began cataloging serials by

successive entry before serial records began to appear in the NARC Distribution

Service. A decisien has been taken to withhold MARC serial records from CONSER

if they contain superimposed corporate headings. Taken teg ther, this means
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that all current LC cataloging going into CONSER will he according to AACR.

This is also true of the National Library of Medicine', National Agricultural

Library, and the National Library of Canada. Retrospective records entered

will, for the most part, require post-entry editing by the Center of R(2spon-

sibility. Libraries are encouraged to use the CONSER data base but certainly

no library is required to use a CONSER rec rd before it meets that library's

standards for excellence.

It has been suggested that the CONSER file should not be built unless or

until an authority file was designed and built. After careful consideration

of the economic, time, and other factors involved, the flexibility of the

OCLC system, and the Centers of Responsibility concept, a decision was made

not to hold up file-building pending the availability of an authority file,

but a machine-readable authority file is a firm requirement for the future.

lt is worth mentioning that a record whose name fields have been authenticated

by one of the Centers of Resp nsibility can support some authority file

functions

The CONSER plan includes several levels of records. A minimum data

element set (within the composite format mentioned earlier) has been defined,

below which a record is considered incomplete. The goal, of course, is,the

most complete record possible, and participants are encouraged to input all

available data. Only experience will tell what degree of completeness is

possible for retrospective records. It seems to this writer that, given the

use of the OCLC system capabilities and the maay people who will be contri-

buting to the file, a lot can be done.

That is about where CONSER is at the moment. This past year was taken up

th contract negotiations, selection of the initial participants, and grappling

with the problems outlined in thi.s paper. Some things are not yet done. As

this is being written a meeting on the holdings statement problem is going on

at OCLC. The Agreed Upon Practices document which will govern the day-to-day

decisions of the participants is still undergoing discussion and revision.

The recommendations for change to the MARC serials coming out of CONSER will

be given wide publicity as soon as they have cleared the MARBI Committee.

Let me summarize by listing the dates on which the contract requires the

signatory parties to exert their best effort to accomplish certain things.

These dates are based on the date of execution of the agreement, which was

December 17, 1974. See Attachment 3 )
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Attachment 2

CONSER

List of Partici ants in the Dec. lil2, 1974 Meeting

Dr. Joseph Leiter -

Mr. Josenh Gantne

ional Library of Medicine

tional Library of Medicine

Mr. S --National Agricuitt al Library

Mr. Richard Farle ---------- National Agrictilt ral Libr'

Mr. Van Judd------- ---New York St '- Library

Miss Idris Smith Special Library Association

Mr. Paul Fasana New York Public Lihrary/ALA.

Mr. Frederick C. KlIgour-- -OCLC

David Weisbrod--------- -Yale Unive sitv

Clement-- National Library of Canada

Mr. James Wood---

Mr.

Chemical Abs racts Service

John McGo; n Association of Research Libraries

Ryhurn Ros -Cor ell Univ-rsity

Betiy Bryan Am -ican Society for Me

Cunningham-------- -Toronto Group

Mr. John Auhry--

Dr. Ralph Hopp
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Mr. Joseph Price

Mr. Joseph Howard

Mrs. Lucia Rather

Dr. Karl Heimann-

Mr. Charles Husbands

NSDP/Library of Con?ress

Library of Congress

Library of Congress

Joint Committee or the Union List of Serials

Harvard University MARBI

Miss Susan Brynteson-------------ALA (LRLSDG)

Mr. Jamcs Riley Federal Library Collmittoo

Dr. Fred C. Cole Council on Library Resources

Mr. Lawrxe Livingston Council on Library Resources

Mr. George A. Parsons Council on Library Resources

Mr. Richard Anable Council on Library Rcsourei,
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Attachment

CONSER

CONTRACT TARGET DATES

l. Delivery of MRS File to OCLC by CRL Dec. 28, 1974

CONSER Participants order tefminals Jan. 16, 197.5

Telephone lines ordered by OCLC and installed March 17, 1975

4. OCLC completes reprogramming of LC output March 17, 1975

5. LC tsts outpu requirements April 6, 197S

6. Terminals installed April 6, 1975

7. OCLC completes loading of LC-MARC Serials April 16, 1975

8. OCLC completes tuadhig of MULS file April 16, 1975

9. CLR completes schedulinf,i of input of records

by each CONSER Participant April 16, 1975

10. OCLC will complete programming for conversion,

processing, and loading of, and will load, NLC

CAMMARC-S records as soon as possible after

loading the MULS File

11. LC begins authenticating records May 16, 1975
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BUSINESS MEETING

MR. HOPP: As we begin the afternoon session, I want to thank Mr. De Gennaro

and the group that participated in this morning's presentation. I think we

all found that very stimulating and challenging.

There has been some expression of interest that after the transcript of
this session has been edited, it be issued as a separate publication for

easy distribution to our respective staffs. If we do it at all, we would

probably make the publication in the form of a pamphlet, and we would prob-

ably have to recover cur expenses. Assuming that it can be done and assuming

some very modest cost for it, how many people would be interested in copies?

[The majority of those in attendance raised their hands as an expression of

interest].

MR. KENNEDY: It was such an excellent presentat on this morning, I would

suggest that if we ever had an opportunity again for a technical discussion

of that type, it should be videotaped. I think we would have much more

opportunity to work with our own staffs if they could view the presentations.

Whjte_House_Conferon- Lib-a

* *

and Tnformation Services

MR. HOPP: You heard a brief report this morning from Alphonse Trezza. the

NCLIS Executive Director, and I am very pleased that Frederick Burkhard

the Chairman of thA Commission, has agreed to bring us up to date with

respect to the thinking of the Commission on the White House Conference on

Library and information Services.

MR. BURKHARDT: I would like to take this opportunity to begin with a

personal remark which has nothing to do with the White House Conference. As

about 30 of you know, I have been devoting my retirement to a research pro-

ject having to do with an edition of the collected letters of Charles Darwin,

and it has been quite an experience communicating with many of you, looking

for those letters. As Chairman of the National Commission, I think I

learned a lot about library regulations and rules concerning getting copies

of manuscripts and I would like to pass on some of my generalizations. I

will not do so at any length, but the ARL Committee on Access to Manuscripts

and Rare Books might like to hear me discourse on a few of these items.

There is one aspect that I would like to mention to all of you because I

think it is a common problem for scholars; that is that some libraries have

regulations about manuscripts aad sending out copies which for all practical

purposes stops research. This is because of the regulation that says that

you must have the permission of the copyright owner, the legal owner, in

order to get a copy. Now that is rather easy in the case of Darwin, but

there are all kinds of research projects where, because you would have to

spend so much time finding out who had the copyright, you just could not do

the research.
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I will give you an example which is far from home so it will not embarrass

anyone here. I have the choice now that if I want 7.o sec a lotter written to

Darwin, I have to go to Whittin ham, Scotland, to look at it. I am not sure

I could see it, even there, and there may be difficulty in finding out who has

the legal rights to these letters. And so, of course, I quit, I simply have to;

cannot conduct research that way.

On the other hand, I do not want to dwell on this negative side_ because

the cooperation I have had from all of you has been wonderful and remarkable,

and things such as I am doing simply could not be done unless librarians were

willing to enter into this and tell the researcher what he needs to know to

do it. I must say that it has been a truly wonderful experience to me, and

my mail has been really wonderful as a result of your generous support. I

do want to thank you for it.

N w, as for the White Hous. Conference, let me tell vu first what the

facts are, and then bring you up to date on what we think has to be done.

The President has signed a Senate Joint Resolution which asks him to call a

White House Conference on Library and Information SeTViCOS no later than

1978. It authorizes three and a half million dollars for that purpose, and

it also says that there shall be a 28-member advisory committee established.

The advisory committee will be composed of five people appointed by the

House, not more than three of which shall be members of the House, five

people appointed by the Senate, not more than three of which will be senators,

three people appointed by the Chairman of the National Commission, and not

more than IS appointed by the President. As Chairman of the National

Commission, I presumably have, according to the text, the right to appoint

up to eight in order to make it possible to have a quorum for this committee

in case the President or the Senate or the House does not take advantage

of all its appointments, That is a contingency that I think is unlikely

The "onal Commission has the r sponsibility to organize this Confer-

ence, including the planning for what the Conference should be doing

and what should happen, and there should be conferences in the states and

so forth, The Librarian of Congress is authorized to give us personnel if

we request it.

Now those are the facts. The first issue that we must bc clear about

is that we have an authorization but not an appropriation; we still have to

get the money, and that is not by any means a foregone conclusion. As you

probably know, the White House Conference idea had a lot of opposition from

the Administration. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare was

against it, The Office of Management and Budget was against it and so

testified, and although it did get a majority in the House, it did not succeed

in getting the two-thirds majority which it tried to get the first time

around. So there is a lot of opposition, a lot of skepticism about the value

of this; these people are going to have to be convinced. The House Appro-

priations Committee is the Committee that will have to be convinced to

provide this money.
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Also in these times there is going to he the problem of whether w
ing to be able to get the money all at once, or is it going to be dribbled

out? The manner in which this money is handed to us can affect the planning
very seriously. A lot of things you cannot do until you have the money in
hand are going to have to be worked out rather carefully. So there are a

tt many obstacles still to overcome, and that will require a rather
_Iculate position on the part of the Commission and all the people who
ally want this Conference to take place.

The other problem is that when we first worked out this White House
Conference, we had a plan very carefully formulated which called for 36
state and territory conferences and ten regional planning conferences,
and finally a White House Conference as the climax The Corwres_sienal_

Record quotes me as saying that I think the White House Conference will be
the "climatic" conference. ALA has picked that up, and so llow I am in favor

of the White House Conference as a "climatic" conference. Really, we plan

to have a climactic conference in Washington with 2800 people attending.

Nlo-: all of that costs ten million dollars. They have given us $3,500,000

so obviously everything is going to have to be trimmed down. It takes a very

simple amount of arithmetic to be able to see that the critical aspect of this
Conference is going to be what happens in the states. The reason we felt

that the Federal government ought to support anitost all of the exp,,ses of
hese conferences was that we could not 3ee how we could really guarantee
that there would be some kind of uniformity of consideration of national
problems in addition to local and state problems. It was not that we wanted

to tell the states what to discuss, but we wanted to make sure that they did

discuss certain problems in addition to the ones they would have chosen.

"th the am (int of money from the Federal source severely restricted,
au have to decide how big a conference you can now afford at the end. You

ave to decide how much your staff is going to cost and what materials you

are going to have. If you have $10,000 a piece for each state, you are not

going to be able t do very much, but as soon as you ge up to $30,000,

which is not very much either, to support state conferences, you have spent
almost half of the budget right there. So it is going to be terribly
important, if you people want research libraries to be involved in the state

planning, to see to it that the state plans and the state organizations are

such that you get the kind of results that you think ought to come out of

these things. Most of the initiative and most of the money is going to have

to be supplied from the state level_

Unfortunately, since the resources of the states are so uneven, that will

also mean that some of the conferences are going to be very minima! affairs,

and others are going to be much better and bigger affairs. All of that

I think, partly the result of the very severe economic situation that faces

the government and partly the result of a kind of apathy toward White House

Conferences in general. The Administration quite naturally feels that what

tend to bring about with these conferences is a kind of laundry list of

want done, simply expressions of needs and demands

with no critical attitude, and the fact that this all happens down in Washingtoi
all the things that people
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h the President giving his blessing to it somehow obligates the Adminis-

trat on to do something about these things. And so they are reluctant to

put their necks out on this, especially with money being so tight. So we

are rather hopeful that we will be able to get a White House Conference

together that might have a kind of idea running through it that what we

should concentrate on is not so much only needs but solutions, and get the

kinds of people who can make those things happen that are necessary to

happen.

I think you have got to bear in mind that any so ution to the national

problems will be of such a magnitude that the Federal government will be

able to supply not much more than IS or 20 percent of the funds needed; 80

percent, let us say, is going to have to be found outside of the Federal

level. The plans and the solutions and all of the discussion will hove to

take place with the concept in mind that unless things are solved down in

the municipal, local, regional and state levels_ they are not game to get

solved.

Now in the long run, of course, the Commission's basic interest in a

White House Conference is that we are concerned with this national program.

We want to turn this into a series of educational events which will shGw

what a national library program can do for this country, why it is needed,

and what ideas there are for making it go. As we see it, that will be one

of the big things that can come out of this White House Conference.

That is about where we stand. As I said, the facts are very fe . The

prospects are not as bright as they might be, but I think it will be ail

right. The biggest thing in favor of the conference going on is that what

started this origina.ly was a resolution of the then minority leader,

Gerald ForcL I think that is a help in the present Administration.

-ction of New Board Members

MR. HOPP: We ';.ave four members of the Board of Directors who have completed

their terms: Roy Kidman, Warren Kuhn, William Budington, and John McGowan,

who has served briefly since last May as a substitute for David Heron. We

want to thank these men for their service on behalf of the membership,

particularly William Budington who has led us for a year as President, and

of course, for three years on the Executive Committee, I am going to call

upon Richard De Gennaro, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, to present

his report at this time.

M. N. UNNARO: The Nominating Comm
Basil Stuart-StifAs and myself as Cha_ man.

of William Dix,

The following are candidates for the three, three-year terms: Richard W.

Boss, University of Tennessee; Richard W. Couper, New York Public Library;

Edward C. Lathem, Dartmouth College; Vern M. Pings, Wayne State University;

and Russell Shank, Smithsonian Institution. The candidates to fill
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the vacancy caused by David Heron's resignatia

of California, Los Angeles; Ellsworth C. Masoll,
Bruce Peel, University of Alberta.

Page A

11174erSitY 0

iman, University
-lorado; and

Are there any additional nominations from 01Q Noor? [There were none

[Tellers selected for the election %vat-0' Nomren Boes and

Roscoe Rouse. After a short interval In Hopp announced

the results of the election'.

MR. HOPP: Elected for h -e-year terms on tho 1.3aM are Richard Boss,

Edward Lathem and Russell Shank, and fo he twO,),,Imr term, Page Ackerman,

shoulo give some explanation as to the t.en of nlEfice that those

elected will serve. We have typically had JatIvAyas the changing of the

guard for BoarJ members and Officers, but we ha,A, as you know, changed the

meeting schedule so that we will be meeting in flieFall, probably October or

November, and in May, The Board talked about w11:chrneeting would become the

annual meeting. It seemed that logic favored tM October meeting, which

means that my successor, Richard De. Gennaro, mnr-v- as President from

five o'clock this afternoon, until October as pA,--1Ae.nt; the Directors that

had been scheduled to serve until January 197 vq11 actually only serve

until October 1975; and then October, from thgt Ociat on, will be the

transition date.

Report of the Commission on Dcvelc11Qr1t of Resources

[The Report of this Commission is included as Apliendix. A of these nutc

MR. HARRER: I have one thing to add to my wr teri report which you all

have received. The action of a group conveneq n. the ACLS, which really

was the reason for r is Commission's inactivrky cloning this year, has

apparently almost come to fruition, though I 110t this only throlIgh other

sources. A study program has been proposed wIlia4 is a rather extensie

investigation into the various facets of the brab1em of scholarly production

and distribution of knowledge. We are waitin "k hear more details regarding

the two-year study. I
hope that the proposal fat the study will, at least,

indicate to our Commission that we have sometIlifig else that we can do, or

that we can retire for a couple of years until qestudy produces some results.

At any rate, the hest I can say is that Commission composee of

Page Ackerman, and Basil Stuart-Stubbs and I zioxiously awaiting the

results and the publication of this study probo$4,1. We would be very happy

to have any suggestions from anybody, either 110'c? new or some other time,

as to actions that our Commission might take zilah appropriate lines.

* * *
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jortcfthcCoinisc

[Tho rep of tills Commission included as App

of Resources

a

BLIDNGTON: This is the Conirriision you will recall, wh ic has wi th

the to-dint/col prcycesses area. you wi ll also recall that we changed our
methos of organizing the Commissions and selecting chairmen last year so
that the chairman now conies from the Board of Directors, so they selected
the niost 1eactior2ary reference librarian, to wit, !no, to pUt in charge of
technical, services. We ricked up the Commission recommendations fron3 tile
report of tile preceding chairman, Stanley NIcElderry. I thinI4 all 10 f yoo
receiVed covies of the report which was put together by JoserTh l'reyz
,Tohn tvier,owari and myself. Many of these things are being reported en in
mach roore detail, either by other speakers today or in other written reports.

The first item that we spoke to in OUT delibrations Was CON1511R, and of
course', 10.10 ate going to have a good presentation from Lawrence Livingston
thiS afternoon, Machine -readable data and bibliographic control occupy a
great poftiCh OF the att ent ion of all of our members and their -staffs, Dna
this rilorrling's program, I think, was an excellent examplc of the concerns
which are Wt.-Facing. We , all of us, realize we have sone irnvortant times
ahead, pie other items which we discussed were, in brief, the blanket order
plans which 4141Y of us have been involved with. The we. tion had been 'raised
as to whether ARL, ought to try to lay down some guidelines or advice to its
rriernbees oil ccepr an c e or managenient of blanket order approval plans, and in
these PeriloUs days and times our decision was that it is every Man for him-

f in thi matter.

I till-4k there i no need for _- me to go into detail. regarding the eport,
cxcept tc7, apt__ ,-4ay that this Coffimis5ion and all other ConlIniSsiOns welcome
sug.ge4tiOns from the members as to areas to which the Cotanlisioll shoulld
turrl attention in the task which they now have, whicih nMaitOring
and the problems which we have before us.

MR. NO.SON: I would like to ask a question in ref'ence ne st atoll
here in t he repot: "Of great concern is the role .hich the information
industry is gaining for itself in advising and influencing tile federal
dee ision---ka ing process." Do you 5ec a conflict there between the iritel'et.;
of ljilra1a1is and the research libraries and this trend?

MR. BilDitql- N_ 'This gets into a rather contentious area 1,4hich I would pre
not tO deal with in great detail. It probably reflects, fortunately or
onfertunately some of ray own personal concerns. I do see seine a.reaS
..rhi eh the- olformation industry and the library conanunity ciO flot always have
the sgle ObJectives in view. There have been instances in dais specific
case vthele members of the GPO Advisory Committee appear tO have been hleaJed"
witfl epecentitive5 from the information industry- This is the way it would

ea side. I am sure that Mr. Milczeurski would stand Up Oil the
other s' _le nci iay there are certain areas of representat'en which are over

rians.
G9
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I think a go through various matterF. -- copyright being the most

obvious, tho thing to keep in mind is that this is indeed a matter on which
all of us are working together, rather than in opposition. It is a trade-

off; one time somebody wins, the next time, they lose. But it is something

about which we have to keep a positive atti ude, and if this reflected too

much of a negative attitude, my apologies.

Rs2sTl_m_the Com ssion on Aeces to Resources

[The report of this Commission is included as Appendix C of these Minu

MRS. WHITNEY. I would like to remind you that my colleagues on the Coamission

are John Berthel and Richard Boss. The Commission on Access to Resources has

agreed that among all the many avenues of access it might pursue, for the

present it vill continue to concentrate its efforts on exploring the success

of the library user in using the library. For example, some of the items

which might be measured to produce success rates are: What percent of the

time does the user approach the collection through the card catalog and find

the library owns the item, and then, that item is available for use? If

libraries could measure and inform themselves on their ability to meet the needs

of their patrons, library plans could more easily and quickly be adapted to

reflect the changes needed.

Decision makers for library pperations could be better informed. The

Commission agreed that no olie institution could muster the staff to investi-

gate new evaluative measures, but that a subcommittee working alone or with

jhe aid from the ARL Office of Management Studies could perhaps do so, that

comparability/standarization of method is essential; that ARL ought to move

forthrightly in promoting evaluative service criteria.

The Commission agreed also it has two objectives: first, to provide

methodology to measure quality of library service; and second, to study

methods of improving services through improved access. The Board has reviewed

the Commission's report and suggests it continue along the lines suggested in

the report.

My colleagues, John Berthel and Richard 3oss and I would welcome criticism

and suggestions from each of you. We would also appreciate your suggestions

if there are new tools needed to improve the accessability of existing

material, such as bibliographies of special collections. In other words, we

would welcome all the help we can get.
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n on Management_of Resea ch Libra

[The Report of this Comm ssion is included as Appendix Dof these Minutes

MR. McELDERRY: The meet ng last night essentially dealt with the Office of
Management Studies which the Management Commission advises_ I would like to

just relay a f(.4 observations about that. Many of you were at the meeting.

We covered a wide range of subjects. I was struck with the notion that some
people view management as the Rind of problems that you deal with, and other
people look at management as the skills, the technique, the art, the luck

or wha ever it is, that goes into solving problems and making things happen.

There was also some difference of opinion about how such skills or such

problems are dealt with. Some viewed training as essentially concentrating
on awareness issues, so that people are-more aware that such a problem exists

and some of the ways that it might be resolved. Others tended to look on the
transmission of whatever management is as a very formal mode of instruction
which would be as complete and lengthy as need be. Others looked on it simply

as information exchange, and I think viewed the process as one of gathering

people together to console each other.

Xitatever it is, the esszotial point about Jie Of 'ce of Management Studies

think is important to realize is that its resources are finite, that
,Joes have to make choices .1d concentrate on_the issues that ate the most

portant to the membet-t:lip as. whole. I think we got a pretty good in-

ntory of the kind; of things that you were concerned with during the session

last night, The discussion also tended to reinforce the kinds of activities

at the, Office of Mangement Studies has been engaged in,

One of the esential points, I think, that you have to realize is that,

given finite resourcras in a wide range of things that the Office of Management

Studies could deal with, not everything is going to happen as quickly as you

might like. We are going to have to look on the funding of this Office as

an increasing responsibility of ARL, Or attract some alternate funding sources

The judgment of the Commission is that total cost recovery is simply unrea istic

at this time. Even though the problems are very severe, Chere just is not

enough money to charge people full cost recovery for the services received.

So we are dependent on some outside sources for funding. But at the same time

we feel that there are possibly things that the Office of Nanagement Studies

could do that could increase revenue for some of the products produced.

In terms of the Commission itself, it inherited two problems to deal with

which we were able to dispose of rather quickly in the first meeting. One

had to do with statistics, and we felt that since the National Center for

Lducational Statistics was dealing with the problem at the present time, we

should not get outselves too involved in this or look at new ideas until we saw

what came out of that effort. The OE handbook on library statistics that is

being developed is to be published this Spring. We will have to wait and

see what that looks like before we take the next step.
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The sec ad issue, collective management, was referred to the Wnagement
Commission and we felt there was no real organizational issue which involved
that question, so that we would only be looking at it in the abstract.

In the report of the Management Commission which you have, we listed a

number of areas for further consideration which would be in the nature of

recommendations for task forces or committees. These have to do with
university library standards, improved library statistir:s, the issue of

library governance in the sense of internal problem-solving mechani§ms,
collective management (which is simply postponing an issue that we did deal

with previously this year), and library education. This last is listed as

an area where we feel the library schools are not preparing people adequate

for management responsibility; we need at some point to try to state our

opinion on that issue. A final notion that we had for future work has to do

with the assessment of existing staff development programs. In a sense this

will be done through special flyers that are developed through the Office of

Management Studies. At least we will know the current state-of-the-art as

to what we might do in the future.

MR. MILCZEWSKI: I wondered whether the Commission in thinking about the
improved library statistics, has thought of this in somewhat larger terms

n tryiny I get at management information systems, of which library statics
are only - i)art?

MR. McELDERRY: Yes we are aware of that limitation. Our main concern was

that current statistics are largely descriptive. They give us no information

on how to evaluate our current performance or to have the other Icinds of

management information we need to improve our services. So we are aware of

that broader aspect of it. We are also aware of the point made by William
Baumol and Matityahu Marcus that large academic libraries, in particular,
have the longest time series of data about their growth and development of

any other major group of libraries, so there is some reverence for continuing

our present mode of statistics and not altering them drastically until we

know the kind of management information that would be most helpful.

Re ort pn the

* * *

ssion on Externa_ Affairs

[The Report of this Commission is included as Appendix E of these Minutes].

MR. DIX: If you l ok at the report of this Commission, you may have seen

that after a couple excuses alluding to why this COMMisSion had not done

anything, I raise what seems to me a fundamental question of just what the

role of this Commission is in our present structure. may have sounded

negative; I did not mean it that way. I hope this Commission will be
reconstituted tomorrow morning by the Board, and that the new Chairman, will

continue to give some thought to this. Let me illustrate problem ,s I

see it though, and put it in a somewhat more positive sens .
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This Commission's role, in a sense, is that of a Department of State, a

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It is to deal with "foreign powers" -- "foreign

powers" presumably being the ALA or the SLA or the AUS or whatever. My

problem is how you deal with these other entities in the abstract. You need

to have something concrete, and the role is rather cut out by the other

Commissions. On the other hand, I think it is important to keep trying, and

I maybe can illustrate it by citing Frederick Burkhardt. In the late 1940's,

Twas a member of the Association of College and Research Libraries' Board of

Directors, and we conceived the idea of communication with the various learned

societies. I was told to go and talk to some. So I went to the fountainhead

of learned societies, the American Council of Learned Societies, to speak to

Frederick Burkhardt, the Chairman. He and I discussed this at some length,

but we did not see how exactly one could work out a continuing program. We

agreed that we should keep talking with each other.

Then some years later, in part I think because of these conversations,

Mr. Burkhardt took the initiative and set up an ACLS Committee on Libraries

composed of some librarians and some scholars. I know the conversations

were useful, but after several years of this. I think we all came to the

conclusion again that there was really not very much for this group to do as

a group. However, the point of all this is that I like to think that because

of all of this exposure under Frederick Burkhardt, ACLS has become the leading

foreign power in the country with which libraries deal personally, as it

were; I think part of his interest in libraries that has led him to spend so

much time on library matters comes from this long discussion back and forth

with librarians. So I think this Commission somehew ought to find ways to

keep a dialogue going with the various groups with which we interact, but

I do not quite know how to do it. That is the point of this whole report.

MR STUART-STUBBS: Here I am interfering in national affairs agai_ but I

not ce in the last issue of the newsletter from the A1A Washington Office,

there has been created, as a result of the copyright bill passed during

September, some kind of commission on copyright, five members of which were

to be users of copyrighted materials. I do not know whether it is the

function of this Commission or not, but I hope that somehow or other we cay

address ourselves to them or even have an ARL member as one of those people

on the Commission.

MR. DIX: It seems to have been the interpretation which I inherited when I

became chairman of this Comnission that all matters concerned with Federal

government directly are in the custody of our Federal Relations Committee.

Maybe this Committee ought to move in,if appropziate.

MR. McDONALD: I would say that although we certainly need to rely in large

part upon the Federal Relations Committee for work in this area, '4,e. staff

willy-nilly is involved since we are on the Washington scene; and as an

association I think you have expected us, if net chaTged US, with the

responsibility toward SOMR of the agencies concerned. We try, I think, very

diligently to keep you posted on our activities and make sure that we do

not get too far out in front of what you might wish us to be doing.
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MR. SHANK: There are a number of people in this room who have served on the
ACRL Committeo for Cooperation with Educational and Professional Organizations.
I am the current chairman of that committee. We have exactly the same problem

with viability. Everyone agrees that there are agencies with which there

should be relationships developed. I wonder perhaps if we ought not get to-

gether and discuss this, and see if another mechanism other than a continuing
committee might be appropriate.

MR. BRYANT: Despite a great many lunches and a great deal of effort, I would

like to add that the ACLS Committee came to the conclusion after three or
four years of meeting that really a continuing body of liaison somehow could
not be effective, and that the work would be carried out with respect to
specific issues at particular times. I think this is correct.

* *

Report of the Committee on Unive sity Library Standards

[The Report of this Committee is included as Appendix F of these Minu

MR. HOPP: For some time now there has been a joint committee of the
Association of Research Libraries and the Association of College and Resea ch

Libraries that has been involved in developing a proposed set of st:Indards

for university libraries.

The Committee under the chairmanship of Robert Downs has now set down

some suggested standards which Mr. Downs will talk about briefly this

afternoon. I think the membership has received the committee's draft,
and we will presume you have read it and thought about the standards t

have been suggested. Therefore, Mr. Dowris is not going to get into the

details of the standards but will dwell more (5h the broader aspects.

Following his remarks we will take a brief time, five or ten minut

primarily as a means of input to the Committee and to the ARL Board of

Directors for their further deliberations. in other words, this is not an

action report today, but is presented primarily for information and pre-

liminary reaction. The Board of Directors has not made a recommendation on

this draft as yet. We do expect that whatever will be the final report
will be presented at the May meeting of the Association in Houston. We now

anticipate that we will be having an action report in May; in other words,

we will be presenting it for your approval or rejection, as you will. So

at this time I would like to call upon Robert Downs to present something

about the report.

MR. DOWNS: The report which is now in your hands represents intermittent
efforts over a period of several years. In short, it has gone through a
kind of an evolutionary process with a great deal of input. Several years
ago when Stephen McCarthy called me to ask if I would serve as Chairman of

the Joint Committee, I thought that it was an extellent idea and I accepted
without hesitation. I thought that standards have been a useful tool in
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college libraries and various other types of libraries, so why not for

university libraries? k innocence and naivete soon came in for several

rude shocks. There was no general agreement on the definition of a

university or of a university library. Second, I discovered that some

university librarians were adamantly opposed to standards on the theory

that they level down rather than up in the case of superior institutions

and were, therefore, more likely to do harm than good in the case of libraries.

Third, perfectionists insisted that if we were to have standards, they should

be qu,olitative, not quantitative, and how is one to measure quality? A

fr,th pc,int on which dlfferences were found was areas for ,itand;irdization.

Obviously, they are almost infinite.

Well, after a number of meetings, much correspondence, input from a

variety of knowledgeableindividuals, there evolved the document now in your

hands. The Joint Committee in this report has proposed standar s relating

to six basic areas: resources, personnel, space, finances, public service

and administration.

If this set of recommendations, with any amendments and revisions which

may be decided upon, is accepted by the ARL and the ACLU, it is my opinion

that it should be adopted in principle only. It would need, I think, a

testing period of three to five years to determine its validity. In fact,

it should be subject to periodic revision, because quantitatively especially,

I would change with time.

In drafting the criteria :or this document, local and other existing

standards were drawn upon as far as possible, including those from Canada

California, Washington State, Clapp, Jordan, Metcalf, Ellsworth, and various

others.

It seemed to the Committee that these might constitute a sounder basis

than trying to dream up some out-of-the-blue standards which had not been

-ried at all. But those standards which we have adopted from other sources

we have in a number of cases adapted to our special requirements.

There was one area in which I was not particularly satisfied, but we

are using it because we did not have any other source: the formula for

staffing on page 12 and 13 of the report is the Washington State formula.

I think it is too elaborate and perhaps too difficult to apply for most

librarians who are not statistically minded. I would prefer a less complex

formula for actual application, but we have found none which seems satisfactory%

Melvin Voigt at the University of California, San Diego has been working for

some months trying to develop a formula which would be applicable to the

California institutions, and perhaps he will come up with something which

will be useful. I have discussed this with Marion Milczewski who tells me

that the standard which is in the report has proved reasonably satisfactory

in practice. He thinks it may be somewhat on the generous side, but over a

period of years, I think the Washington State institutions have found it a

reasonable one.
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That is all I wanted to say about the report. If there are any questions

or comments, I would be very pleased to hear them.

MR. ATKINSON: There are two places where I find I have a pol tical diff

with the report, The first Js the phrase on page 15: "A drift toward
dangerous unionism makes it difficult for those of us who may well be facing

collective bargaining." I would just as soon not make the report more
divisive by including this, and it does not add anything to the substance
of the report.

MR. DOWNS: I agree with you on that, and another comment to that same effect

was made hy one of the Canadian librarians who suggested the deletion of the

phrase. I am quite willing to delete it.

MR. ATKINSON: The other one is on page 4, in the description of the essential

independence of researth institutions. The tone of that paragraph is one
which may well be right, but within the institutions that I am familiar with,

provosts and presidents who do not, in fact, apply the standards that we are

arguing with, tend to seize on interinstitutional cooperation as a necessary

thing. I would prefer a set of standards which had some more soft answers
on interinstitutional cooperation. Otherwise this could upset the university

administration who might then disregard the rest of the standards on the

grounds that we were the same old uncooperative bunch of librarians we always

were. In other words, emphasize the resource sharing and deemphasize the

independence.

MR. DIX: At the risk of being kind of an old fogey, I gue _ I have got to

state my own feeling that we would be better off without a set of hard

numerical standards. The collection of statistics for comparison that your
committee got out several years ago seems to me extremely valuable. I still

use it all the time, and the compilation of means, of medians, of existing

factors, and this kind of thing, I think, is very useful. But when we vote

as librarians for numerical standards, it does seem to me that this is in-

evitably goinc! to have a tendency to drag down those institutions which have

already surpassed the standards set.

welcome standards myself in the area of salaries because I use it to

prove our salaries are low. Where we are already above some kind of standards,

I tend to sweep these under the rug, if I can. I just wonder again if some

kind of document that cites and gives a lot of medians or something of the

sort, that discusses the various formulae for this and that, but that nowhere

says we librarians believe that is a standard figure for this or that, might

serve all of us better. Now I know all the arguments against it and you

stated most of them, but I could not sit here without making that statement,

at least

MR. DOWNS: I think you are suggesting that any standards which may be adopted

would be maximum standards, which is certainly not the intention of the Joint

Committee. Mese should be regarded always as minimum standards, and anything

you can do beyond this makes your library a superior one. I know there is a

very strong feeling among some librarians-that quality should receive primary

emphasis rather than quantity. I personally favor something stolid and con-

crete, because I think when you get into statements of quality standards,
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t usually ends up with a lot of empty rhetor , and unless you have some-

thing you can put your finger on, you do not have anything much to go on.

MR. ROGERS: There are two things that alarm me slightly. One is relating

size of staff to student enrollment. I am glad I understood your remarks to

mean that you were not satisfied with that. I would just like to say I for

one am totally unsatisfied with that. It produces a ridiculous result when

applied to Yale.

I also wonder on what gr unds on page 22 you were prepared to say the

materials should be classified, cataloged, bound or otherwise processed

centrally, except certain nonbook materials. I can think of several reaso

because of availability of space, peculiarity of a notation system or a

language, when this does not necessarily hold.

MR. DOWNS: You woi d prefer decentralized to centralized pr cess

cases?

some

MR. ROGERS: Not totally so, but I think a flat statement like this is simply

not appropriate. I think this is listed as a principle, and it is very often

included in library bylaws and statutes. I think the general principle is

sound, but of course, you might have local conditions which would make it

impossible, and as indicated here, there are certain types of materials which

might be better cataloged in a decentralized fashion. Maps would perhaps be

one, as well as slides, picture colletions, and various other types of non-

book materials.

MR. BOSS: I have two reactions as to whether there should be minimum

standards, a large number of public institutions are finding that higher

education commissions er other state bodies are developing formulae for

funding education, and they, as your group did, looked to existing formulae

or standards as the basis.

We have the unfortunate experience in Tennessee that the ACRE college

standards were applied to determine the basis of funding for all types of

institutions, including comprehensive universities, in the absence of a

university standard. The second paragraph of the ACRL standards say they

are not applicable to the universities that stress research and have Ph.D.

programs. However, it was used in Tennessee as the only thing available.

I would urge especially for those In public institutions, that the

failure of those within the library profession to develop standards for

university libraries that are minimum standards may result in actions of

this type by nonlibrary bodies, and they may have a very detrimental effect.

A lot of decisions we make are forced on us by our environments rather than

b-ing OUT choices.

The second reaction I have is that the relationship of sta fi

enrollment is most unfortunate, indeed, because it depends a grea

the climate of an institution. In our particular institution the
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has inc:eased only about four and a half percent a year. Library u c has

increased 30 percent to 60 percent a year for the last four years. You have

got to look at the pattern of library use. If you take a look at the library
attendance, something like twice the number of students enrolled hi the insti-
tution comes to the library each day.

MR. SKIPPER: Since you mentioned these are in reality minimum standards, to
avoid confusion in application in the future, should not the title of the
report include the word "minimum?" -- Minimum University Library Standards?

MR. ESVIN I will have to make clear the point of view I am speaking from.
That is first, the point of view of the Canadian library; secondly, the
unfortunate fact that I was only able to read this last night, so I have
only vague impressions -- I cannot back them with facts, but let me make
two points in relation to the Canadian members of your Association: one is

that Canadian practices tend in some instances to be different from United
States pr..ctices, and indeed, in your report you have noted this. I do not

think that a report of this kind, if adopted and seen to be a standard in
the United States, would, in fact, be helpful. In fact, I think it wo-ld

be very damaging to a number of Canadian university libraries.

MR. DOWNS: You arc certainly far ahead of us in the level of financial

support.

MR. HOPP: Since there are no further questions, this concludes the dis-
cussion at this time. Thank you very much, Mr. Downs.

11-U7:21I_of the Committee on Access to Manuscript& and Rare Boo_

[The Committee Report is included as Appendix (1 of these Minutes],

MR. HOPP: t am going to now call upon Ray Frantz who is Chairman of the

Committee on Access to Manuscripts and Rare Books. He will speak about a

program document that he and his Committee have put together for your

consideration. He is going to present it for information at this meeting,
and we will be presenting it for action at the May Meeting.

MR. FRANTZ: This a summary report only of the Committee's work. I would

like you to know who the members of the Committee are: William Bond, the

Houghton Library, Harvard; Herman Kahn of Yale, Past PresAent of the Society

of American Archivists; William Cagle of the Lilly Library; Jamesflenderson
of the New York Public Library; and John Finzi of the Library of Congress.

The Committee has been working on two statements, one on access to rare
books and manuscripts, and the other on reproduction of manuscripts. [The

statements referred to here are included as Appendices H and I of these

Minutes]. The main concern under access is how does a library balance access

J) source materials with its e,bligations to preserve them? 'Other concerns
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include accepting restrictions a donor might impose or otherwise losing an

_ portant research collection; restricting collections to protect living

persons from an invasion of privacy; demanding by a library official of a

user's identification and signature to regulations designed to protect source

materials from mutilation or from theft; and the Committee weighed carefully

the merits of granting equal access to all users.

With regard to reproduction of manuscripts for noncommercial purposes

main concern was to distinguish between property rights and literary rights --

in other words, the fact that our libraries own the pieces of.paper, but we

do not own the words that are on the manuscript pieces -- and to make clear

that thQ burden rests on the user to get permission to publish from those

owning the literary rights.

The Committee also wrestled with the problem of what is now called quite

properly "mail order research." The technology can lead to the situation

where you will wake up one morning and find a list of things that a person

will want you to photocopy and send off in the next mail. How much time

should that take in the priorities of your work? And finally, the Committee

also worked out the obligations that the user had to give credit to libraries

holding original materials when copies have been used.

We have the advantage of the draft statements on access and reproduction

from the Association of College and, Research Libraries, (The statements referred

to here are included as Appendices J and K of these minutes.] and an access state-

ment already yublished from the Society of American Archivists (SAA). The

statements follow the wording of this work in some sections, but differ

significantly in other- I would like to comment briefly on some of these

differences:

l) A key one is under access. The ACRL s_atements grant equal terms

of access to all users. This was modified in the ARL report that will be

coming to you with a quotation "unless prohibited by the regulations of the

institution;" 2) the ARL Committee statement emphasizes the protection of

living persons from an invasion of their privacy; 3) the Committee does not

say a library "has the responsibility to inform a researcher of its collectio s

but that it "should inform." Othenase, a library might be put on the de-

fensive by the accusation that key materials had been withheld and favored

treatment given to another researcher; 4) the Committee felt that a library

has the right to ask a user for an official identification and his signature

to the regulations of the repository; 5) the library staff also may judge

who is to be denied access: people who have misused or destroyed or showed

little responsibility toward the collections or have failed to abide by the

regulations. So much for access.

With regard to reproduction of manuscript materials, the Commit_ee felt

that to require permission from the owners of the literary rights or from

the library to make a copy of a manuscript for a user was a practicalimpossi-

bility. This would entail really a detective job for the library or the

user to track down the author, or if decemndi to his heirs, and ask for
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the rights. Since it has not been fully decided that a photocopy of a
manuscript constitutes publication, the Committee borrowed from the pract
of fair use and felt that in the interest of research, copies should be
continued to be made fur users of a manuscript item if that is within the
regulations of the institution.

Regarding the question of copying an entire archive or an entire unit of
that archive, the Comnittee wishes in the interest of resege e the market-
place to encourage this pratice provided that there. are to the
collections so that the scholar may i Ci:1t i rchive.

As far as mail order research and other rep urtiehs iich require the
of the staff, the Committee feels that Oe liorary has the right to set

the priorities of that labor and to deny what le feels are unreasonable reque
A library often hates to deny these requests, but at the same time, it has
to do it. This may sound,rather negative, it is not intended to be. The

intention of this group was to have as few restrictions as possible. At

the same time, we wanted to center on those regulations we felt were para-
mount, and also to provide libraries with a statement that they can either
use or ignore if they wish, but if they feel that they wish to exercise
some of these matters, they have a statement to support their actions.

Now what is the future course? If you adopt the statements presented,
that means that there will be three statements. There will be the ARL state-
ment that actually will carry a great deal of authority. There will be the
statements that had been printed on access and reproduction by the ACRL, and
there will be the statement on access by the SAA. The profession then is
burdened with three statements. What the Committee would like te do is to
approach ACRL and SAA to agree on one statement -- if not our own, one that
is modified ee that the profession may live under one statement and not have
ree competing statements that can, of course, be played against us. It is

just a bad posture to have three statements zeroing in on the same matter.

Another thing we think we might do involves the relationship between
scholars and our libreries, especially our source materials which are real)y
the crowns of our collections. Most of us have over a million volumes, but

in the source materials, the manuser pts and the rare books, whore
research begins, is validated and ends that the rtiationship between the
researcher and the library is strained. Many of you, I think, have read

James Thorpe's excellent statement to ALA on the responsibility of the
researcher and the responsibility of the archive. I think we can fully under-
stand that a scholar when he is on the track of an idea wants as few hurdles
placed in his path as possible; he does not have time to stop and notice or
wish to understand many times all the explanations we can give for our trust
of this material and responsibility to pass it on to the future generations.
We might well (and I would like your reaction to this) take the initiative
and approach the Joint Committee of Historians and Archivists of the American
Historical Society, bring a statement to them for their acknowledgment, and
hopefully gain their understanding to bridge this sensitive gap that now
exists between our own profession and those in history, English and etsewhe e.
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If we do not take the initiative. 1 thin_ we

because the American Historical Association

of matters that bear directly on our work.

lose a great opportunity,
greatly concerned by a variety

For example, the naivete of some of the people holding advanced degrees

and doing research is ah'Iolutely appalling; the mu on of some of our

collections by scholars who feel that their abilities give them a special

use of these has created great concern within the AHA. A statement has

recently gone out that graduate training should combine elementary matters

of ethics and responsibility toward archives or else the library profession

will got even tougher than it is at the present time. The thing to note is

that they are aware of it, and they already fool we are pretty tough. I do

not think we are. I think we need to get in touch with them. I think we

need to open communication. If we are successful with the AHA, then we might

turn to the group James Thorpe addressed his remarks to, the Modern Language

Association. This can be a future course that I think could be quite pro-

ductive.

We thought of hav ng a national switchyard of quick reference on theft

between book dealers and librariec. England now has one. If something is

stolen, within 12 to 24 hours almost every book doaler in England, Ireland,

and Scotland knows about it. We have no real track on our Tamerlane that

was stolen last year. The latest Tamerlane sold for the unconscionable price

of $123,000. That must have awakened some professionals who are worried

about the state of the economy, and we may be under attack of_some people

who really know their business as we try to balance access and preservation.

This is really the time to open this matter of a qu ck reference service

nationally.

Herman Kahn, as you might guess, adroitly has seen this and has brought

such a proposition before the Society of American Archivists for manuscripts.

I indicated to him that this might also include rare books. I will further

speak with him to see if the ARL can in some way help his group. I think it

is a great effort that can be done

Beyond this for the future I have nothing to say. This is a brief out-

line of what has been done. If you have more substantive questions at the

May meeting, I will be available for questions again. If you have any

responses, particularly in regard to taking initiative with the AHA, I would

be happy to know how you feel about it.

MR. VOSPER: May 1 suggest when you 'start ta_king to the English literature

People, that you might draw the help of Gordon Ray into the group.

MR. FRANTZ: Thank you. He is vitally interested in this. That is an

excellent suggestion. I appreciate it.

MR. HOPP: I will repeat what I said before that both

the Frantz report, will come back to the Associa ion

sideration and possible action.
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L. Quinc

MR. HOPP: At this point in the program I wart to call upon William Budington
to present a resol tion.

MR. BUDINGTON: The following resolution was c0 idered favorably by the
Board of Directors at its mee
now for their consideration:

ng yesterday, aIN k brought to the membership

WHEREAS, The Library of Congress has during he past twenty years
made contributions of great significance 01 areas of concern to
this Association, these having been acconipli4led during the
administration of the recently retired Libl'4x7iain of Congress, and

WHEREAS, such contributions include much 00110nced development of
urces through establishment of overs43 procurement offices

under Law 480 and the National Prflg14micif Acquisitions and
Cataloging, and

WHEREAS, organization of resources in the fiirary of Congress and
other libraries has been markedly aided by tl-0 Dewey Decimal
Classification Office, Information Systels Wice, the MARC pro-
grams, preservation activities and Catalegillwm-Publication, and

WHEREAS, access to resources has benefited byostablishment of
special area sections, the National RefePrgl Collter for Science
and Technology, and special scrvices to h11nd and handicapped,
and

WHEREAS, management of resources is greati Lmproved by automation
of as many internal procedures as possible, the establishment of
the Federal Library Committee, Eq-al OppOrtqraity Office, and
National Libraries Task Force, and now trke Ccynst uction of the

long-awaited third building,

Therefor
Research

be it RESOLVED, that the membor5 cyf the Association of
ibraries, here assembled, expres5. to

L. QUINCY MUMfOtto

their great pect and apprecia 'on for hi two decades of dedicated
service as 1.111.rarian of Congress, requiribg aLstute participation in

maciy levels of governmental relationship, 4 perception of national
public and professional needs, a cordial arrq mutually productive
interaction with many professional and basihes communities and
the fulfillment of high expectations in A Prtg and meritorious
career.

Mr, President, I move the adoption of this solution.
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P:J.S1DENT HOPP: Would all those in favor et' that resolution please_say

ribe resolution was adopted by voic,.2 ooto of the membership].

lhank you very much, Mr. Bi.dington, for drafting that resolution ou

behalf of the membership.

-

konort ot the Assistant Executive Director

HOPP: Al- this time we would normally have a report From the Executive

DIri.otor, bocause of tho circumstances we are going to call upon

Dxocutive Director, Suzarole Frankie, to nresent the report.

HANKIE: Litters relating to copyright have occupied a great deal of

time in the OiTiee. As you all know, the oral Lic:41iments in the Williams

and Wilki3; Case were presented before the Supreme Court in December. A

number of questions were asked of both attorneys. All of the Justices were

present. The Court's docis'on is expected before the end of the present

term of the Court, that is, before the en,1 of June. The ARL attornc '1.1"

been asked to continue to provide us with legal assistance as needed is

regard. We «il| advise the membership of developments as they occur.

In the meantime, the so-called interima Copyright Bill was passed at the

end of the 93rd Congress. There are only three predisions in this shortened

bill, one of which involves the establishment of the Commission that

Mr. Stuart-Stubbs referrerl to earlier. The Commission is known as the

National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Wolks. Just to

briefly supplownt what John McDonald has said about the thinking of the

ARL in this regard, the purpos- of the Commission is to study and compile

da,,A eti the croAtion, reproduction and uso of copyrighted works in automatic

systems and by various forms of machine reproduction. It is anticipated

the Commission would report on the problem of reproduction of copy-

righted works by photocopying machines after one year and would complete its

work within three years. The Commission is to be composed of 13 members:

fil from the general public, four from the author and ,:.opyright owners

community, And Four are to be users of copyrighted works. Th addition to

this, the Librarian of Congress is a member oC this Commis' and the

Rogistor of Copyrights servos as a nonvoting :,-lember of the (.-mmission.

Whether this Commission is established and becomes active, of course, will

depend upon the favorable action of the Appropriations Committee. Again we

will seek to influence the Committee, and have some voice in who is chosen

to be members of the Commission, all of whom are presidentially-appointed.

In terms of general copyright revision, the Senate did pass a version

of a copyright bill, hut it died at the close of the 93rd Congress. There

will be hearings in the 91t1- Cot,vress after the bill is introduced. We

are concerned about the inci.:sion of prohibition of "systematic reproduction."

This has been widely discussed and reported in the press, so I will not go

into detail hem
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'a this connection and because of the difficulty of the issues involved

in:ire, in November tho Copyright Office and the National Commission on
Libraries and information Science cosponsored a Conference on Copyright

Issues. As a result of these discussions, which focused on tryinc to arrive
at a consensus between the publishing community and the library community
on what constitutes fair use, a working group was formed composed of six

rcorentatives from the library community md six representing copyright
proprietors. The group w;-is asked to continue these discussions and try to

we- kAit examples of whac would be a violation of copyright because of

ystmatic reproduction practices prohibited in the proposed new Copyright

representative!.; For the library community include Philip Brown and

William North, the attorneys AI1, and ALA, Edmon Lcy,,:, who is on th_ ALA

Subcommittee on Copyricht, Frank WKenna from the Special Libraries
Association, julius Marko from the American Association of Law Libraries
and Stephen McCarthy, who is going to coutinue to ,3ervc as a consultant to

the ARL on matters regarding copyright. This group has met several times.
The discussions are difficult, hut they at leas,t do continue to meet and to

communicate. The group will make a report to the National Conference Group

in February. We will keep you advised of deve,lopments here.

Regarding appropriations for library programs, I will ju,t say in terms

of Title II of the Higher Education Act, approximately ten miAion dollars

has been appropriated for FY 1975. This is the same amount last year.

It only provides for funding of the $5,000 basic grants. Your applications

are due at .the Office of Education by January 29th.

Finally, just a brief review of some of the activities of ARL committees

within the past few months. The Federal Relations Committee, as has been

menLoned, has a new chairman, Eugene Kennedy. One of the assignments of this

Committee is to work on the Higher Education Act legislation which expires

June 30th. Mr. Kennedy has been asked to work with a gr,- -1 from the higher

education community at the American Council on Educ:Aic- u ,eviewing what

might be recommended in drafting now legislation. Heal being held

and will continue to be held on the various aspects of .i.islation. If

Congress does not complete their revision of the Act by . ,one 30th dead-

line when the Act expires, the existing programs can automatically be

renewed for an additional year to allow time for Congrcss to complete its

work.

Other committees have submitted reports, all of which will appear in

the pit |iyhmJ Minut2s. I will just mentiun that the NPAC Committee has been

active. It has conducted sev,-ral surveys to look at the effect of the NPAC

program in our research libraries. The results of these surveys will be

published, and the Committee will probably report in May after they have had

time to analyze some of their findings.

The Interlibrary Loan Committee is one of our most active committees.

In recent months it has -::urrictl its attention to the SIL( rojeet. particular
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Phase If of this project, which was originally conceived as a pilot test

of the system and vas to include selecting a SILC manauer and a testbed for

the project. The Committee met yesterday and is going to give a report to

the Board tomorrow. Again there will he more information on this 1-loortant

project in Aiy.

I was goin; to talk about the ARL Academie_fibrary Statistics, but these

nave been mentioned several so I will not comm,-nt fur'ber on this. I

L-) want to say a quick word about th o ARL Salary Survey. ku appreciate very

the responses to ',,he questionnaire we sent out. Ke have gotten some

- good recommendations how we might improve our presentation and

ysis ,?f this data. I rvicwod some of the suggesti.ons with the Board

orday. Some of them are more easily implemented than ochers, but all

of Olyr: vill he 6ven serious consideration, and I would anticipate there

will ho 140m.c 61anges this year.

*

ihe I,:ecutive Director

MR. HOPP: perhaps I.w'.iers on carrying coals to Newcastle to introduce

our rt---/, Fxecutive Diro..:tor,J,Shn McDonald. He recently served one and a half

terms as i'resident of !WI., has been active on a number of committees for us.,

and is probably known to most of you personally.

While you m-.- ,1.ow John McDonald, the man, quite well, I think it is also

important that you Know about the solid experience he brings to this new

position. He will represent us almost daily in many areas in various

circumstan,_ Therefbm, let me just t!-',ke few moments to acquaint you with

John McDonald, the proifsiona;.

For the Past II years he has been directing the University of Connecticut

Libraries. to that he was with the Washington University Libraries in

St. Louis, wher,; he held various positions from the Chief of the Ref,7!rence

Departm-mt to tho Associate Director position. f am going to skip ._Lrlicr

experiences; bu-,, would like to tel you that 1958 he was one of the

"knuckleheads"--that is an endearing term, by the way. It is a group of

librarians including .such luminaries as Gustave Harrer, Natalie Nicholson,

anJ James Skipper who sat at the feet of Keyes Metcalf for several months at

Re- rs Library School in the Special Adminisrator's Training Program supported

by Carnegie Corporation.

John has boi-ti a library building consultant. The most adventurouc assign-

ment was probably in Santiago, Chile for th:- 'tholie University Librat) under

the auspices of the Ford Foundation. This during a particularly exciting

time as President Allende was just comilig iower.

Nationally John has served on the American Library Assoc:LILion Council,

on the ALA Library Administration Division Board of Directors and the ALA

Nominating Committee, Among his more interesting assignments, he tells me
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was syrving on the P7i :atos Office of f:,,Itication Advisory C.ommittee on Library

Reseal-eh and Training Programs where he served three years, one of which as

Chairman. He has been n member of the ARL Board of Directors for many years

from 1968 to 1973,

taught courses in library science at 1::aAhington University in

,.,:'3ota, and if I had more space on this paper, | would sav more, hut f

!-!,;-,k maybe that is onoii!=,,h. I will now nsk John to state anything that he

might want to say.

MR. McIA)NALD: ARL and Alternates, New Formor Nemberi, Friends

of Stephen McCarthy hJ fluests of the issocint'on. 1 want first of all to

thank Ralph Hopp f(' th;-:c p,enorous introduction. He has told you MOIu about

mo thin should 1.--,Ave, at there is one fact he left out, and that ::-ACt is

t7or mv life I am to hocomo 90-dav wonder.

A'.--,out 31 ago (when obviously I was hardly mote than a boy) the U.S.

Navy sent me to Chieago cu make an officer and a gentlemen out , me.

I leave to others to decide whether the second task was ever accoL _ishod,

but the Navy dil indeed make me an officer that is to say- that after

exposing to courses in Livigation on the Chicago campus of '.- rthwostern

University, !
received my comission in a stirring ceremony he- on the end

of Navy Pier far out in Lake MI-..higan. I became an onsign just three months

after entering M.idshipman School, and so am entitled to be called an

authentic 90-day wonder, a term that the younger people here may nenJer have

heard, or if they heard it ',hey may not have understood it. I think hack on

that distant experience now, not jusl, l am again :iere in Chicago,

but because am ahout to c,:mplete anothe,' '.)G-day experience which has had

and promises to continue to have an effect upon my life a,most as profound

and wonderful th.Jt otiv-a. 90-day experiefic,

It is a great privift;e for me to ad(! . \ thG first time as

Executive Director of the AM Knowing !.;,..w7f1,::: or the prestige and the

acc.:_ernshments :)C this or4iiiih-.al.ion, f do not ento:' lightly upon my new

respasibilities, f am mindfLi too of the performance of my predece,,,,,r in

this position about which too will hear more later. So 1 :ripr..;ach my new

dutle!-4., w,th trepidation, at L..ast w'th what I trust is the proper

comh; ition oZ. awe and anticinat :in and confidence in the future of .-Tie

I can yoli that ,7 f'rst ten or so weeks at the AR1 headquarters

have been intons,._.frfi interest .ng and extraordinarily busy. Although

served for five years on the ARL Board and for more than a year and a 11::,If

as President, nothing in that experience quite prepared mo for the range

and variety and, in some install, the complexity of the headquarters

operation. But that is the fun of the job as well as its challenge, and I

assure, you I look forward eagerly to what lies ahead. For a time we will

all miss Stephen McCarthy's sure-handed leadership, but different people

have different strengths,and I hope to make my own sort of contribution in

keeping '-ith the changing conditions of the present and the uncertain require-

ments of the future.
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In ts effort 1 ao joined by the truly excellent ARL staff. ATiong

many things that may bc soid JOeut Stephen McCarthy, it is clear that he

leaves behind a strong stzIff ood a sannd organization. In addition to our

capable Assistant Executive Suzanne Frankie, who docs everything

graciously, efficiently nild, J,5 it SCOMS, Off .:tlessly, the supporting staff

is also able and conscientioas. Attracting and holding good peop-z is not

easy in the face of all the coOfietition in the Washington area; therefore

the quality of the staff is 411 the more remarkable. As for the Office of

Management Studies (OMS) uhd the Center for Chinese Research Materials (CCRM),

their accomplishments ,,51,0;_j for themselves and atst to the excellence of

the personnel involved in ;,''tri ef these important activities of the

Association. I shall .4ilY nbout them in a moment.

Let me first say a v atant the financial condition of the Association.

As yo',: know, ':!mos arc '_;2,000 per Year for each member institution, or it

you choose to look at utiotbcr way, one-third to one-forth of the salary

of a clerical employe,- in eneh of your libraries. With our present member-

ship this yields 11-11JCr P:00.,000 nr- A!, is true of the member

libraries them-1-vw, . the ARi, is a labor- - organization, thus the

lion's share of o goef: to salai'. -al additional amoiait pay;

the rent at 1527 :4(00E-Mite Avenue and meets the other expenses of

running the offi The balance is loed to support membership activities,

such as meetinv thc Offleers and Board of Pirect.u-s, and the work of

the c.mmissions, irisk intces, and Standing Committees. It is this last

category of funds that PboVielc5 whatever flexibility the Association Lis to

arrange its priorities 5() 3S tO cffiphasize those programs that n:-e of greatest

interest and value to silk) OerrIbership. To illustrate, at the moment a certain

amount of our incomo aoc t-Q 5Opport the Office of Management Studies. As

we learned last night, Oli9 is clearly in line with the wishes of the member-

ship, and indeed there ih if,eneral agreement thaf that support should be

increased.

There are, however, 111,10 othor worthy activities that the Association is

pursuing how or could pi-ie- in the future, and_we shall be needing advice

as to which of these 0Mrj the greatest potential h(-!wfits and deserves our

strongest support. om OsuOng that .rfie
cannot do everything we might con-

sider useful and that chc)iCs Kill have to be made. A lik.oly candidate for

continued attention ig 041, substantial effort with respect to interlibrary

loan activity. Anoth(yr r110Y bc,in the legislative arena where we could we[l

make common caine with Ow Nati:ono] Cummiion on Libraries and Information

Science and other grour 0 bring into being new and appropriate library

legislation, wk.j. for the temporary extension of the existing

support provided by the Uucation Act and its amendments.
FrriaL-=._ has moiti,00,1 what you mny hnve read in the ARL Nowsjetter,

that fugone ';,:cnnedy Of tql'ti ha5 accepted the chairmanship of the ARL Federal

RelatIons Committee. Mr. Kobady has aireath start on this

assignment, and his PrjoiN eXperienee at the )f Education as well as

his enerril familiarity Ivith the Washington le ill be great assets to

him, t-1 the Committee Ang tal the Assoeiatio, addition to any legislative

effort that may be mot,41, rodoral Relati,u3 Committee will br concerned
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with the ARL reaction to the NCLIS National Program and will be closely

invo!ved in determining the proper role of the ARL and its member libraries

with .,,!spect to state and national plans for the Khite House_Conference on

Libr- ies and Information Scr,,icos about whiQh Frederick Burkhardt spoke

earli From these few samples and from what Suzanne Frankie has told You,

I thi you can 500 that the ARL will not lack challenges in the months

ahead.

Rotnrnino. now to finances and to the OMS and the CCRM, both of these

offices will be seeki7g further funding in the present year. Those of you

who attended last nic,.;t's meeting know something of the plans of the OMS.

By means of a combination of increased support from the ARL, increased

revenues from sale of products and services, and continued though somewhat

reduced funding from the Council on Library Resources, the Management Office

hopes to continuo operation into 1978.

The CCRM, which has a most impressive record of accomplishment, has in

the past boin funded .y the Ford Foundation, joined more recently by the

National Endowment for the Humanities. Currently the Center is seeking

assistance from the Mellen foundi,:tion, and preliminary indications aro

favorable. With the help of the Center advisory committee; chaired by

Philip McNiff, and a s 'cial committee on funding, the Center hopes and

expects soon to assure t7,s financial future for at least the next few years.

in lipht of the current interest in contemporary studies of mainland China,

it sQ01TIs likely that the Chinese Center will be successful in its quest.

The ARL Board at 0.:s meeting yesterday upproved io ptHciple the plans of

both theso groups to approach the foundations menti.or We shall benefit

if they are succ ,sful.

This is, I believe, mori- than enough in the way of an inaugural address.

Lei me only add that l look forward to the opportunity to work with each and

evL:i'y member. I believe that opportunity exists. If you are interested

in serving the Association in a particular way, your services will he wel-

c,)mc. it is sometimes said that the ARL is controlled by a 3mall group and

that opportunity to participate is severely limited. The evidence is other-

wise. 1-107Y-'n5 and dozens of person' serve on our various committees and task

forc tL P.oard has had members from libi ;ri,2s of e\ory type and size

repoa',r0; every soetion of this country and Canada. The ARL has always

depen. heavily on to5 members. 1 trust it a ;ays will.

Finally, le., me say that 1527 New Hampshire Avenue is a real place, con-

taining real people, at least on the fourth and 5fth ,:loors where the ARL and

Company ruxido. Picase come and visit us whenever you are in Washington.

And if cannot come, write. Wo want to know what is on your mind. Thank

you very much.

*
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Report of the President

MR. HOPP: i am happy for several reasons that we have come to the point in

the business mooting when it is time for rho President's Ronort. Fortunately,

by the en of the meeting most of the substantive matters havo been covered.

It remains for me, then, to report primarily on those items that have been

uniquely presidential responsibilities.

Without a doubt, tho twn most important and time-consuming responsibilities

of the President this year nave been First, tho reconstituting of almost the

entire slate of commissions, committees, task forces and representatives, and

second, the appointment of a new Executive Director, a successor to

Styphen McCarthy. In connection with the first, my job was time-consuming,

to he sure, but not especially difficult, since I received extraordinary

cooperation from ail of you that I have asked to serve the ARL in ono capacity

oc

My second t.ask was made easier by the fine work of thc) Search Committee

made up of Page Ackerwu of UCLA, Richard Boss of Tennessee, Rutherford Rogers

at Yale and Fasil Stuart-Stubbs at British Columbia and Warren Haas, Columbia,

who served as Chairman. The task of ',le Committee was simplified by the fact

that thc.:e just happened to ho on the s'cone somobody who -lad just gone through

L! year and a half. of baptism as to the interworkings of the ARL and know somc-

thing of what the fix ::.utive Director's position entailed, and fortunately for

all of us, was p: -suaded to accept the appointment.

I would like to pay tribute to McCarthy for the effective L.)Ierstilp

he has given ARL in the last several years. In particular I want to say that

I am especially grateful that f had the opportunity of working with him almost

the entire period of my presidency. We will be having mor.) to say about

Stephen McCarthy and his :,ervice at tonight's meeting.

Also I want to express my appreciation to Suzanne Frankie for all the

lino work she has done this past year, and although John McDonald has been

officially in office only a couple of weeks, his direct involvement has been

since November 1, and his continuous supportive role throughout the past year

foretells a continued effective ARL. Duane Webster and all of the rest of

the hardworking ARL staff, some of whom vou have met today, doserve our

sincere thanks. Finally. I want to express my appreciation fer the opportunity

to :,,erve as ARL President. As a Nebraska farm boy, f never would have dared

to dream of reaching such heights, and I can assure you that it was an

ennobling experience For which I am humbly grateA.i.

And now with- my report: completed, I should like to ask if there is any

old busiHess to be brought up today? if rot. T am pleased to prescnt your

noxt President,Riehard Do Gennare, Director ot Libraries. University of

Pennsylvania.

MR. Df. '.:ENNARO: This is a moment that Ralph Ho)p has been waiting for all

year rhe firat thing am goihg to do for you as your new President is to
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spar.:' you an inaugural address. The hour is late. I think we all want to

get away and get to the cocktail party in time for dinner at the meeting this

evening.

I just want to take a miaute, though, to say thit last January about this

time when 1 sitting in the Board meeting on Sunday morning, it never

occurred to me that. I would he either nominated or cc,nceivably be elected President.

But as I looked around the table and I saw that there were so few Board members

left, the member.:-, have vtie off. I b.Nan to realize there was a possibility,

and so I started to try to grope for the Ed phrase that the reluctant

presidents use, the one that says: I refuse to oo noMinated. I v.:ill not ser-,,e

and will :lot campaign if drafted, etc., but by the time I cold get ail that

out, the election was over. r was eleted anu I did not kiow what to do but

l am rather glad that I novor got the chance to rake that statement. in any

case, I understand that it does not work. The r_les of the club are that as

get electej yol serve, ticie is =711:--Dllt it.

in the last year or so, as President-- t, 1 ',ave begun to appreciate

that really it is an opportunity and no I have even begun to

enjoy it a little. I feel a little bit .,r. iie the man who jumped off

thc high building, and on his way down the 25th floor, somebody asked

him how thini!,s were going, and he said, "So far, so good." So we will sec

how it poes starting tomorrow.

The only other official thik,, I woWd like to do is just to say thanks to

Ralph Hopp on bohalf of all of you, I :AM sure, fGr the splendid job that he

has done all y,v. long as your President. I also want to thank him personally

for all his help and instruction and training that he has given me for this

joh. f am looking forward to working a;-; your Pro' 'dent during the year. I

to need ,..our help. I know I can cowit o. it. now declare the

8Sth Membership Ing of ARL adjourned.

* * *



APPENDIX A

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON THF DEVELOPMENT OF RESOURCES

Ti2 year o- 1974 has ben a relatively unproductive ono for the

-,!;-a-;;Ha and 'his report can thc,refere be pleasantly short.

Thu 7.1_2- CD-,iirman, taking over from the accomplished and effective

cf ikfrvard made his best efforts to become informed nout the

Narrcf and Ackerman met with Br)ant in Cambridge in July.

Ma..'iy areas of difficulty were pointed out and the Commission members made

pi-Ans to begin investigations of several of them. However, it seems th:lt we

not orlly onos who worc' cc.-.corned, for a group was convened under the

aupices of the AUS in the late !-ring to consider the problems of scholarly

communication in general. That meeting produced a task force ;which included

Karren J. Haas of Columbia) to design a proposal for a study which could bo

presented to foundations for funding.

This development ._ffectHiely blocked further effort the Commission.

The Commission has been kept hiformed of the progress of the task force and

its many meetings during the summer and fall, and has recently learned that a

text of a proposed otoJy should hc available sometime in January. At that

time it will be possible to see what the thrust of that effort will he, and

to revise and establish new directions for the Commission.

Ya;%e Ackerman

Brisil Stuart-Stubbs

Gustave A. Harrer, Chairman

Dccemtcr 20, 1971
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APPENDIX B

RE,1RT OF THE CI:MISSION ON ORiANEATION OF RESOURCES

The respo- ibili area of this Comm ssion is "to seek means of

proving and extending bibliographic control of research library materials,

-luding mthods of ordering and processing these materials to ensure the

greatest compatibility of form, economy of staff effort and institutional

expenditi_ires, and usefulness to readers." Somewhat over a year ag,o, ARL Com-

-ion!.; relinquished their line functions of committee prodding, to concen-

trate general monitoring and evaluation of activity in their respective

spheres of concern. Included are not only efforts under way within ARL, but

also activ ties elsewhere of interest to research libraries, and the identi-

fication of act ons which may need to he taken by ARL in meeting now or Un-

tended concerns.

La' anuar. , the first roport of this Commission under the new ground

rules pr'sented a careful summary and reasoned extensions of its discussions

by their Chaiiman Stanley McElderry. The reconstituted Commission has received

a few relevant communications during the year, and met on November 13 to re-

view again the concerns suggested in the MeElderry report and other matters

as were felt needful. Subsequently, discussions have been held with others

both in and out of the ARL structure to iian their views and perspectives.

The matt 1. of bibliographic control, particularly through the generation

achine-readabic data, continues to be perhaps the major area of concern.

A year ago a large amount of activity with respect to serials had been visi-

ble in t.he Ad Hoc Discussion Group on Serials Data Rases. At the midwinter

ARL meeting, the important announcement was made that the Council on Library

Resources was to take a coordinative and partially supportive role in order

to bring together in a unified program this rather diffuse effort and the

intevests of the national libraries, the National Serials Data Program

(NSDP) and others. The CONSER Project (C.Aversion of Serials) has an
Advisory Committee including representatf,ves of all U.S. national libraries,

ae National Library of Canada (NLC) , N5DP, several professional groups (in-

clucLag ARL) and the original Ad Hoc Discussion Group. At its first meeting

on June 6, 1974, the Ohio College Library Center was selected as the conver-

Si cii base, with the initial participants being LC, NLM, NAL, NSDP and NLC.

Substantial problems are recognized, including variation in o2rials entry

between and even within institutions, differing data element requirements,

and a distruhing lack of standards (ISI3D/5 is not yet accepted and AACR is

under revicion). Nonetheless, a start on file buildirw was deemed criical.

Post-editing wiP. be required, and "centers of responsibility" will authen-

ticate various data elemeuLl. Other problems recognized include absence of

a name authority file, and LC's policy of superimposition. Other participants

have been chosen (Cornell, Yale, Berkeley, State Library of New York, State

Univ --sity of New York, and Minnesota). The Mione,Jota serials data base will
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serve as the beginning recori, National libraries provide their own fundino

with thk ..:ouncil reimbursing OCLC and furnishing terminals and lines to other

participants. The project is certainly a very major and significant effort
which ARL must encourage and, through member participants and the Advisory
Committee repreentation, provide research library involvement. Contractual

arrangements are being finali::_ed at this time of writing,

With resrect to monographic bibliographic data, the Council on Lihrnry

Resoi,rces 17as also provided Nov assistance in bringi-..,g together a discussion

group representing the interests of the national iihraries and th('

rescirch libraries. A fundamental no2d has hecn a return to basic, definitive

re(Hiroments anj the rational consideration of how these needs may be met, in

On :Irea of exceedingily complex parameto-- involving compw:--r technoiogY,

bibliographic --rinciples, provActary interests,

nrikate suet, stai,dr,rdiation and a host of r'orny topics.
has. indeed, r,voled a set of recommc7,,',,ions which have

re,:eived preliminary acceptance by the Library o' ss. These

',:'xchange of MARC-like Hbliographic infr fi, .'1:11 a mini-

level 0( add,A coding, to make avz.Hable the uniq: contributions

of ccrtain iihraries. Such information couL ly included

in the MARC distribution service. Further review and irm nc being pro-

vided hy the ',tARBI COMMittOe (Machine Readable Ic:-.)rmation),

which has a loose affiliation with the Resources and IL.' -,arvices Division

of N.A. Again, major participants are ARL m6ribers, whose work warrants
monitoring by this Commission on behalf of and for the general information of

th'.J Association.

lt has b..:en noted that, in tho past, the Commission's attention and ALL

committee efforts have dealt largely with those aspects of "resource organi-

zation" concerned with bibliographic control and very little with the acqui-

sition process. (A partial exception has, of course, existed in our support

and monitoring of the NPAC effort.) Last year's report suggested the possj-

bility of increasing concern with blanket ordering and approval plans, as

procedures for mnintenance of library collections. The recent bankruptcy of

a principal originator and supplier of such services may highlight the in-

horont vulnerability of such dependence on external facilities for Judgement

and selection, particularly the susceptibility disparate eeolomic factors.

Tho basic advantages and disadvantages of tlsc "automatie" rions are well

known -nd have been reviewed in a number of -:minars and 7aeetings both doinostic

and international. A principa current cores.J-: lies in fact that soch plans

generally require broad eoverage to be effeen,re and effici,,;:t. Such coverage

entails ample funding - a condition of incroon.., ity ns library :,upport

is tightened, prices follow inflationary trerr's, and Tials absorb greater

portions of acquisitions budgets. However, discussion ith various technical

services dirocto,s and with RTS() staff seem to indicate hat the problem is

one which must be met at the individual institutional leve at least for the

timejileing. Profiles aro shifting and vary widely between institutions,

dealer competence is tested only by experience, fund availability is wholly

uncertain. Thus it is unlikely that ARL can devise any optimum patterns

or criteria for general application; each institution must (and should) give

careful consideration to its own predicament The plans are still a workable
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Ait2-rnativL, and, fact, will! nmoTv, othyr topic at an US!)

program flols summ,Yr on hook selection toels anti procdures.

In ancther aspet of aco,isi7.1oi-, oroblems, the Commission noted the

'ontinuing (oven perrininl?) efforts of the Governmynt Printing Office to

irove its services. Of some concern are two areas of particular importance

'ibraries. The firt pertains to depository library status and privileges,

_ctors which arc suscep:_ihle to congressional revi- and alteration. The

s.cond has eeific ieferenee to GPO consideration or using microforms as a

!Mils nave obvious impact on libraries.

Eut of great concern is the role which thc informatim indust..ry is gaining

'or 0:self in advising an inFiuccing the federal decision-iaaking process.

An Advisory Corttoe H±,rarian has been ',,,orkin with GPO; inquiry to

,.,c.menti,; as to research il'ora-ry repreintation and

;h.ssibic fls unanswered at this writing. Moniter.ng of

W-velopments he the ffice appears h|Xh|y desirable, in its usual know-

fashion.

Within the ARL structure, the Standing Committee on the National Prolgram

Acylisitions and CataloOng has heon in close touLh with the Libr,lry of

,-1-12,SS, as the Committee's report will show. There appears to have been

H7.tie movement toward coverage of additional countries since th,7,,, addition of

LC is hoping to determine what American publications libraries aro

h\ing to catalog tkemseives. Similar information is being sought by the

Comittee 3S excluded categories of publications from NPAC countries

., di.,,scrtatons, technical reports) and all publications from non-NPAC

,_ootries. A slaificant Committee effort is the determination of what dollar

savings accrue to ARL libraries through the NPAC program. Auub data and

,;apport of this type iN needed hy LC; Committee Chairman Wagman provided a

st-ong visible rejoinder this Fall to poorly based and misapphed criticism

nr appearing in the professional press. Our continuiri mi',,sion must he

to pre, for further growth of the program, f-or its efficient and effective

implementati,Jit, and For ongoing monitoring of' the results, to the hest in-

terests of both research libraries and the Library of Congress,

The Association's one Task roree in the realm of organiziii,,on V,ulx with

the topic of "catalog closing." Substantial exchanges of vicic.; ;1.e been

entered into with the Lihnuy of Congresy and our midwinter proio-am will

devote a full 1.ime segment on this topic, both to liform and it

reaction from the membe-sh;u.

Of the seven recommendations in last year's report, the Commi-

hat four aro bcing successfully met. A filth is deemed a local respoosibilit

(blanket order plam,). Still of uncertain status are the discussions

`,01atini! to mition0 centers of excellence in selected fields and national

resource centers, suen as tor periodicals, 4bile an interestin,[-i meeting lith

British rending Division management took place following IFLA, our own

directions arc still seeking a compa3-si Doubtless we must seek onswei hi

the hazy territory of the economics of information transfer, hoping for the

hest for the current [ndiana survey hut suspecting th,=:t- an even ;.arger scale

investiotion will be required.



Finally, the Commission believes that the whole concept of "resource
planning" rfrquires detailed and integratcd study by the Association. The

"National Program of Lihrarv and informtion Services" comments strongly (if
rathor superficially) on this matter, to the effect that libraries 'nave grown
individually and randomly with little or no consideration of thc whole
reaurce pattern and that wateful expense has been incurred in duolieve
acquisitions and processilv. Strong measures aro suggested to L-itionalize

the total national resource within the suggested framework of local,
re:4ional and national responsibilities. As the final draft on the Prc4,,v_,-.m

availal,le in 1975, with the appended "papers of amplification," ARL
most come firmiy to grips witn its FCCOCAMORdilLiOnS, OF :UL:h rcsour,v

is especially relevant to this Commission. An assignment may well 1)(: in order

to each Combf,sioa For a resoonse in its areas

iand possibly a joint meetine Commission Chairmen), to bring together our

beLAt thinking in some detail.

John P. McGowan
Joseph H. Treyz, Jr.
William S. Budirwton, Chairman

neeember, 19°1
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APP;'\DI\ C

UPORT OF THL COMISSION ON ACCLSS TO RIHOURaS

C,c):7-ni:;sion on .Accis to ki,.'s3nrces has two new members this year.

P,orth.--,..1 and Ric'nal Ross,who wvre apot,intLd 1:,te in the Sprjn:2. Full

Commissi,nn has held two meetings: in 'Cow ,Tratv 19-4, ah.d la

Wa=-hirwiron, D. Nneemher 1n71

The -ommission took note of th- reorganization of the Commission struc-

tIlre, relationshm of committo to commissions. A letter 'was xr1tteo to

Oavid ;\'eher t!xpressing the Commission's continuing interest in interlibrary

loan r7::itters and requesting it be informed of any now developments. David Weber

a-.-s,..rod the Commission that those activities -Lie ILL Committee which might
to it

M-2 ma ority of the Commission's energies has boon directed at defining

prolem:, or access and to determining whieh problem required fii:st consider-

ation. Measuring the degree to which a library is successful in mooting the

n,:Tds of the izer emerged as the central issue. The Commission agreed that

mothods of measurement: size of collection or circulation statistics,

Cor example, do not give the -success rate". Such measures as interlibrarv

loans iequested/fil!ed may bo a slightly better indicator. It recognized that

pref--;entiv the data collt.:.ted is used primarily to defend budget reouosts. ft

also noted the present emphasis on program budgeting and accountability.

Some additional standardized methods of evaluatLg services arc believed ncoded.

Knowledge of the user's success rate in obtaiaing the informaticaV

material he needs is ncce,ary for planning better service. It was agreed,

however, that the-o is no formal uniform method of. dotermjning if the user

obtained the mLiterial best suited to his needs; g-,2nerally there is no way te

mi_sisure the quirty of information and tLe use to which it is put.

It is tLe Cr.mmission's opinion, however. that methods for determining

the .icces,.-, rate for accos. can he established.

r-ome oi the items lis ed to be im..,.:ured un,,er "suc,:ess rate" are:

What percent of the timo doos the user approach the (:o..ection

throtnTh the cataIo-,-; and find:

a) Library owns item
h) Item is aval-hie For use
c) Catalog is no\ u.5eful to him

d) if not available for use, is ILL instituted?

el Delivry of:- material to user in time (what ie the wait time?)

How has the voluntary cooperation of ILL and/or inter-

iastitntional consortia and networl,,s really worked as

,,:ompared to success rates in subsidized systems?
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The Commission believes Juit the changes apparent in higher educat ion

-c reflected in research library operations and objectives and that a need

exists to investigate these changes so as to better understand them. There

is general agreement that 90-9S percent of use should be mot within the local

institution, the:remaining 5-10 percent must pull from outside resources.
Some studies1 suggest that presentlx SO percent of user needs are being

satisfied.

A measure of the quali_y of a research 1 ibrary nmot be the size of its

collection or the size of its collection relative to its enrollment, programs,

or geographic spread; rather quality should bo based upon the library's succcss

rate in delivering the information the patron seeks. if user success is the

principal objective, emphasis may be shifted to reallocating resources to

(1) insure appropriate duplication, (2) increase expendi.ture for network

participation, (31 cover costs of ILI-

Is there a trade off in shifting emphasis film collecting to m-

in-honse, to collecting to meet a lower percenta

from within and the remainder from regional/national resources with

library?covered by

Commiss on agre-d upon the following basic tenets:

A library's patron (patrcn status is defined by the

institiation) should be entitled to expect that the library

will assume responsibility for providing access to the in-

formation needed irrespective of the location in Which it

is housed.

A lib
another at

y should
expense

provi cie"
its own.

vice to the

A patron should not be expected to be penalized by

having to pay for materials not Found in his own library.

The same funding resource used ta provide service in-

ternally should be expected to assume costs of services from

another institution.

o

Rather than reducing the quality o- library services, observance of

these principles should provide impetus for more appropriate allocations

resources and for rationalizing the lev is of collection development among

instituti

1 Ernest De Prospo and others. "Research on Library Perfoinanc In

Performance Mcasure for Publi Libraries. Chicago, ALA, 1973. pp. 7-15,
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Greater quantities of intorlibray lenling should result hh
institution is required to provide loans at Its. expense.

No patron should he 1 oluctant to request needed information bc ye- h is

home library.

The result of such policy chamges and evalunt criteria will go far

to provide a freer flow ef information and m better quality of ser ice 'limb

in errially and am ng libraries.

Comm ssion wreed that no one inti tuti on could muster the staff to

imestigate new evaluative measure's; that a subcommittee working aiono or

with aid from ARL Office of Management could; that comparability/standardi-

ion of method is necessary; that NE ought to move forthrightly- in promoting

evaluative service critera.

'The Commission agreed it has two obje ;Lives: first. to provi..',e methodology

to neasure library so- quaitv, a gecepd, to study methods rh-- improving

the quality of services through proved access.

Members of th Commission have discussed the need of developing a

methodology capable _f establishing measurements of performance of-research

libraries, Research libraries of p.iL7,liciv supported institutions havo boell

asked to "justify" resources expended.

The Co at its last meeting discussed with Jeffrey Gardner and

Suzanne Fran c a suggestion that OMS consider a study of a mothodolop or

measuring patron success. More information may be forthcoming as a result
the Commisnion on Management's meetings.

The Commission on ACCeSS would appreciate from the nolArci an expression

of its agreement to the direction the Commissicn h s taken.

The Commission seeks also

Associaton cIow is a list o

has identified.

It quests ad ions:

_iTnontS and suggestions fran members of the

te- "Obstacles to Actess" the Commi3sion

- All material not cataloged

Cataloging backlog
- Filing backlog

Complexity of libra y 0- rk of assistance and japhics

- Misleading location information
Tomporary- removal of cards from card catalog

- Decentralization of collection

- Condition of stacks

- Slow resheiving
- Search service



Staff altiruJe (maximizinlg success of patron.

- Nature of turnstiles and ID cards

lindery schedules

Finally other topics which hava been suggested for consideration by
the Comnision are H_sted although little consideration has been accorded

tivse to Jate

Tools needed to improve availability of existing material:
imion lists, bibliographies of special collectiews, directory
of conmercial data banks.

John, BeTtliel

Richard Boss
Virginia Whitney, Chairnan

December 12, 1974
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APPENDIX F

REPORT OF THE cOif 0 ON nmg-Imr,:,!,T OT RESEARCH LTBRARIES

The primary purpose
Research Libraries for 197
mxiagement field Over the
which may bo appropriate

part , le Commission on Management of

asse.;s: what ARL ha% accomplished in the

several years and to identifr activtie

the future,

The commiss. on form of oranizatiori . wns auapted by ARL in 1971. Th

hop was to "provide a flexible arid effective means of surveying conAnunily

all the major problems of research libraries." IritiaIly the committees

were under the supervision of the commissions, bat in 1974 the committees

uere reviemed and only those with a continuing responsibility were retained.

Since the committees now report directly to th,e Executive Director, the

commissions are afforded more freedom to study problems arid to make recom-

mendations for action by the ART Board.

The Management Commission is in the uniqut position of serving as an

advisory committee to the Office of Management Studies in adddtion to its

brooder commission responsibility. This has been a pivotal year because a

decision is required early in 1975 about continuyd support of the014S.

Accordingly, the Commission was occupied nueb of the year with questions

concerni_g the continued existence of oms.

In addition, Commission wus asked by the Beard to look at the prob-

lens of academic libia-ry statistics and at issues related to eolla tive

management.

The Commiss on discus- d at some length ways to standardize the report-

ing of statistics, to make the data more comparable, and to augment the

information currently available, ft vas recognized that Library statistics

are largely descriptive and do mot provide analytical information to assist

in performance evaluation. A mumbeT of methods were suggesUd to, clarify

the meaning, of current ARL statistics. Since other organizatioas, partic-

ulaely the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCF5), are_evaluoting

library statistiQs, it did not seem appropriate to introduce new. iata

elements at this time. It was alSO recognized that the purpose rt. utility

of statistics would n -eel to be clarified before new approaches ,iuld be

devised or tested.

Collective management was discussed at each, of the several meetings of

the Commission but there did not appear to ae ar organizational question
which required immediate consideration of thin issue.

In its year-long preoccupation with OMS,the Commission roviewed the

history and accomplishments of the Office, re-eNamined the needs that jus
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a program o f this kind, and studied possible new SOUTCOS for funding. The

Offiee of ganagement Studies has had a longer life than the Management
COUrniSsi011 and grew out of the Booz, Allen Et Hamilton project at the

Columbia University Library. Its role was to stimulate innovation and improve-

mont in management by research, communication, instruction, and consulting.

Much of its initial effort was devoted to the development of a self-study
program for assessing management practices in specific libraries (now known

as gRAP--Nanagement Review and Analysis Program). After a period of trial

and revision the program was extended to other libraries. X number or by-

products began to emerge as the ONIS attempted to identify and document

various management issues. ARL management supptemonts, occasional pap
.?PE(TFlvc rs and SPEC Kits, are some of the products which have resulted from

this effort.

The 011-icc o Management Studies has been in existence long ono_
indicate the kinds of activities that are possible and to enable librari

to assess their utility. There are a number of observations whi h can h

made concerning the program:

1 The pressures which led initially to interest in improving
milnagement practices and better resource utilization have

become more acute as financial stringencies have increased.

An effective program of management improvement requires a
considerable investment of resources over an extended

period of time.

a Management is a dynamic n ocess that has
unique characteristics in each institution
as well as some common elements.

b - The literature on current principles and
ractices is voluminous a 1 growing rapidly.

c Training is time-consuming and frequently
indirect; an awareness stage is'prerequisita
to training and training must be adapted to
-he clientele.

Neither academic institutions nor their libraries have invosted

significant time or monoy in improving management practices.

Management training costs aro likely to be significant and difficult

o support on a full cost recovery basis some subsidy seems

mandatory).

ARL must make a strcnger commitment if OMB is to continue the
ambitious projects it has bagun.
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The Management Commission explored scveral avenues for continued funding

of OMS. Several projects were identified :or outside subsidy: (I) continuation

of MRAP program with a declining level of outside subsidy; (2) expansion of

the SPEC program to a higher level of self-support; (3) expansion of training

activities; and (4) development of project proposals for separate outside
funding (e.g., SOTVices development program, survey of collective agencies,

management training packages). Alternative approaches to funding would include

a higher level of support from ARL, attempting to price products at higher

levels, and selling services to libraries and interested groups at realistic

costs. It was further noted that OMS has essentially-pitched its efforts to

institutiOns rather than individuals and that a program directed to developing

the specific skills of the latter group night have a better opportunity to

become self-supporting.

It is clear that 1975 will be crucial to the future direction of OMS..

ARL must decide how useful the present program has been, and whether and at

what level the program should be continued. It is the conclusion of the

Commission on Management that the needs and problems addressed by the OMS

are serious and continuing; that OMS has done useful and productive work

on these problems; that it has proved to be both effective and economical to

have an agency such as OMS working for all ARL libraries,on these common

problems; that it is proper for OMS to engage in programs which produce in-

come, but not if such programs have only marginal utility for ARL; and that,

in brief, it is highly desirable that OMS be continued and that ARL actively

seek funds for its support.

The Commission has also identified a number of other areas for future

exploration. These include:

1) University library standards
2) Improved library statistics

Library governance.

4) Collective management ( g., structure of n woi.ks)

5) Library education

6) Assessment of existing staff development p -grams,

A number of ILlie topics indicated above are being explored by OMS through

SPEC or prouam proposals formulated for outside funding. The desirability

creating task forces to deal with some of these issues will emerRe as

decisions untder consideration have been made

Richard De Gennaro
Warren J. Haas
Stanley McEiderry, Chairman

December 13, 1974
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APPENDIX E

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

The Commission on External Affairs has no activiti s to report for the

past year. Its general disarray results from a variety of circumstances --
the Chairman's illness during the first part of the year, the drafting of
our most experienced member to greater responsibilities as the ARL's

Executive Director, and the Chairman's inability to determine just what the
functions of the Commission are.

In lieu of a report, I offer a few reflections on this last problem.
The Commission was set up to deal with relations with outside bodies. The

difficulty is that these relalions normally have to do with specific issues,
such as copyright or federal legislation, and are normally dealt with by
substantive commissions or committees or by the Board itself. Since the

conducting of negotiations with foreign powers in the absence of anything
particular to rgotiate is a feckless business, a standby role seems to be
about all that is left for the Commission on External Affairs. It can respond

when called upon, but it cam initiate action only with difficulty.

All of this was discussed in more detail by John McDonald in his report
for the Commission presented to the Board at its January 17, 1974 meeting.

He concluded:

"In the end, however, the value and effectiveness of the Commission on
External Affairs will be determined by the plans and programs devised by other

commissions and committees, accorded a high priority by the ARL Board, and

given strong support by the membership. With such programs in hand and with

a reasonable investment of energy, enthusiasm, and imagination, the Commission

on External Affairs should be able to win greater understanding and support

for the purposes of the Association."

John McDonald
Lucien White
William S. Dix, Chairman

Decemb 1974
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APPE DL

REPORT OF r:HE AR ACRL TASK FORCE ON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY STANDARDS

Interest in and the need for university library standardshave long

been evident. Equally apparent have been the obstacles in the way of develop-

ing a set of criteria acceptable to professional university librarians. Among

the difficulties are the lack of agreement on the definition of a university,

skepticism among librarians as to the desirability of setting up formal

standards, and the question of whether standards should be primnrl quanti-

tative or qualitative.

A solution to the first dilemma--what is a university?--appears to have

been provided by tho recently published classification of the Carnegie Com-

mission on Higher Education, based on several years' research. A total of

18 categories of institutions of higher education are defined in the Com-

mission's classification. For the purposes of the ARL/ACRL Joint Committee

on University Library Standards, it is proposed to restrict a code of

standards to the first four categories, all doctoral-granting institutions,

described as follows:

Doctora1-rantin. instituti eavy emhasis on research.

These are the 50 leading institutions in terms of federal

financial support of academic science in at least two of the past

three years, provided they awarded at least 50 Ph.D.'s (plus M.D.'s

if a medical school was on the sane campus) in the la t year.

institutions with moderate ern arch.

These institutions were on the list of 100 leading institutions in

terns of Federal financial surort in at least two out of three of

the above three years and awaeaed at least 50 Ph,D.'s (Plus M.D.'s

if a medical school was on the sane campus) in the last year.

Doctoral-granting insti ution with moderate em h -is on doctoral

a-ograms.

These institutions awarded 40 OT more Ph.D.'s in the last year

(plus M.D.'s if a medical school was on the same campus) or

received at least $4 million in total federal financial support

in the last year.

Limited ernEhasis on do toal_pLimLan.

These institutions awarded at least 10 Ph.D.'s in the last year, with

the exception of a few new doctoral-granting institutions which may be

expected to increase the number of Ph.D,'s awarded within a few yea

100
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A further limitation is proposed. A "university for the purposes of
the recommended standards will offer doctoral programs in not less than three

of the four major areas adopted by the American Council on Education'for
classifying doctoral degrees: humanities, biological sciences, physical

sciences, and social sciences. Further, in groups one and two above, doctoral

programs will be offered in not less than 20 of the 30 areas, and in groups
throe and four, not less than IS areas as defined hy the National kesearch Council:

Mathematics
Physics and Astronomy
Chemistry
Earth Sciences
Engineering
Agriculture and ForostIy
Health Sciences
Biochemistry, Biophysic
and Fiostatistics

Anatomy, Cytology, Entomology,
Genetics, Microbiology, Embryology

Botany, Zoology, General Biology
Psychology
Anthropology and Archeology
Sociology
Economics and Econometrics
Political Science and

International Relations

eas of Graduate tudy1

Physi ogy

History
English and American Linguage
and Literature

Modern Foreign Language and
Literature

Classical Lariquage and Litera
Philosophy
Speech and Dramatic Arts
Fine Arts and Music
Business Administration
Home Economics
Journalism
Law, Jurisprudence
Library and Archival Science
Architecture
Fducation
Other Professiona Fields (Count
as one field of study)

Another reascni for the suggested cutoff point is that collegiate
institutions below the above four categoiies are within the province of the

ACRL' Ad Hoc Committee to Revise the 1959 Staneards for C211212_211n_rie

now actively at work.

Concerning the second roadblock to the adoption of a statement of
university library standards--the resistance and even downr ght opposition to

any formally stated criteria--the following points seem relevant: (1)

Standards exist for college, junior college, school, public, professional, and

other types of libraries; why should university libraries be an exception?
(2) Failure by university librarians to participate in the preparation and
adoption of standards is resulting in the task being taken out of their hands

by budgeting, appropriating, and governing bodies--such as state boards of

higher education, state departments of education, and regional accrediting
associationswhich make their own standards, usually unsatisfactory ir nature

to librarians. (3) University librarians, especially in newly developing
institutions, need basic criteria and guidelines to follow as goals, in-

-1776L-ii-E-e: National Academy of Sciences Nhtional Research Council. Doctorate

ilfslpifEls_jrom United States Unive 1958-1966. Washington: Nationa

Academy of Sciences, 1967, pp. 5-
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ternaulv, for p,anning growth, for dealing with university administr tors, e e

(4) All standards should be stated as min::_mal to avoid the criticism that

standards level down instead of upgrading.

The matter of choosing between quantitative and qualttative standards

is complete. ideally, perhaps, qualitative criteria are preferable.
Measuring quality, however, is far more difficult than measuring quantity,

involving, for example, detailed checking of standard bibliographies, judge-

ments by subject experts, comparisons with similar collections elsewhere,

analyzing in detail the content of collections, and, not infrequently, simply

using subjective opinions. Often, so-called qualitative standards turn out

to be rhetorical exorcises, largcly meaningless in applications to practical

situations. Furthermore, as Clapp and Jordan stated, "When standardizing
authorities omit or refuse to set standards in quantitative terms, the

budgeting and appropriating authorities, who cannot avoid quantitative bascs

for their decisions, are compelled to adopt measures which, though perhaps

having the virtue of simplicity, may be essentially irrelevant"--another

argument for librarians to devel-1 relevant measures.

For the foregoing reasons, the standards for university libraries proposed

for adoption by the ARL and the ACRL are stated eon,retely. To make the

recommended criteria even more specific and down-to-oarth, the proposed

andards are based primarily upon the best current practices as reported by

leading American university libraries in University_Library_Statistics (ARL,

1969), supplemented by such sources as Clapp-Jordan's "Quantitative Criteria

for Adequacy of Academic Library Collections," Metcalf's_Plann:ing Academic

and Research Library Buildings, the Washington State Model Budget Analysis

l_stem for l,irarie_s, and the ARL's annual Academic Library Statistics.

An important factor, affecting both quality and quantity, is location,

though its impact may be difficult to determine. A university placed in the

center of major library resources may be able to rely extensively upon the

holdings of other institutions, while a university remote from la-Igo libraries

will have to depend mainly on its own resources. An example of the first

situation is the ambitious cooperative program recently announced by Columbia,

Harvard, Yale, and the New York Public Library. Examples of isolated insti-

unions are numerous, e.g., University of Colorado, University of Illinois,

and University of Texas. In any case, cooperation has limitations. Every

great research library must maintain a large degree of independence. A

university library that leans too heavily on its neighbors is unlikely to

provide satisfactory service to its students and faculty.

The basic a-- -s in which the Joint Committee

standards are as urces, personnel,

service, and adminis

I. Resnurees. At least ton criteria may be used in measuring a lib

resources: (l) total volt me holdings, (2) total volume ldiiigs In relation

to student enrollment, (3) volume holdings in relation to graduate student

enrollment, (4) volume holdings in relation to number of faculty members,

(5) volume holdings in relation to major subject fields for undergraduates,

--proposing adopt ion

finances, publi
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(6) volume holdings in relati n to fields of concentration at the masters
level, (7) volume holdings in relation to fields of graduate concentration
at the doctoral level, (8) number of volumes added annually--average of last
five years, (9) number of current periodical subscriptions, (10) number of
current serial subscriptions. It would also be practicable to look at
volumes added iii relation to total holdings. For certain fields requiring
currency of information, a volumes-added figure may be more significant than
volumes held--a factor Waich tends to measure retrospective strength.

A majority of these criteria was adopted by Clapp-Jordan and in some-
what modified form by Washington State's Model .Budget Analysis SYSteM, in
mearing library holdins. The gencrni formula developed by Clapp-Jordan
has been widely applied for nearly a decad and for the most part has demon-
strated its validity as a practical device for testing the strength of a
library's collections. With certain simplifications and modifications, as
specified below, therefore, the basi- formula is recommended as the ARL/ACRL
standards:

collQc -adw ley 1) .,

(Clapp-Jorda- 50,75- volumes)
Allowance per P,T.E. faculty :amber .

a. Allowance per F.T.P. sudent _

(Clapp-Jordan: 12 voLimes)
Allowance per field of undergraduate

concentration . , . . . . . . . 350 vo-

(Clapp-Jordan: 335 volumes)
Allowance per master's field, when

no doctorate offered in field 6, volumes

(Clapp-Jordan: 3,050 volumes)
h. Allowance per master's field, when

doctorate is offered in field . . .

7, Allowance per doctoral fieldl

0(10 V

100 volumes

15 volumes

3,000 volumes
24,500 volumes

A standard for total holdings would also be reasonable. In ,&x.bmic
_Library S.tati_stics for 1973-74 the median number of volumes held was 1,S113 192

for the 82 ARL members. A median of 1,500,000 volumes is recommendcd for
university libraries in groups one and two; 1,000,000 volumes in group three;
and 750,000 in group four. IF cataloged, or otherwise processed for use,
government publications should be included in the volume count.

Rate of Increase

A deficiency in the Clapp-Jordan f rmula is lack of provision for growth
of the collection. It k a_ truism that constant growth is essential to keep

a library alive. This factor is recognized in the Washington standard, with

a provision stati "A minimum number of acquisitions per year shall be

iSee footnote on page 1040

lo3
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establishod equal to five iircent of the estimated number of units [volunes]

of library resources hold at the start of each fiscal year." The five noreent

figure is intended to serve as a "floor factor" and "would come into effect

when 100 percent of formula was reached and the institution's growth tn en-

rollment or programs would allow for an increase of less than the five percent."

The experience of our largest university libraries indicates that the

five percent figure may be unrealistic when collections exceed a certain si7.e.

For example, in 1973-74, Harvard University Libraries, with 9,028,385 volumes,

added 297,283 volumes (gross). The five percent formula would have called fer

the addition of 451,420 volumes. Similarly, Yale, with 6,350,824 volumes,

should have added 317,541 volumes; actual additions were 190,750 volumes Cgross).

For the largest liThiries, nn alternative would be to adopt the Washington State

formula on rate of growlh and after 100 percent of tho formula has been reached,

continue to add five percent annually to the turgut size.

The not number of volumes added among the 82 libraries included in Academic

Library Statistics ranged from 193,724 to 28,733, or gross figures from 297,283

to 32,132 volumes. The median for the 82 institutions was 78,671 volumes voss

and 71,525 volumes net. It is proposed that the minimum standara he set at

100,000 volumes annually for the first two categories of the Carnegie Commission's

classification, and 50,000 volumes for categories three and four-

iFor standardization purposes, the fields defined in the American Council on

Education's statistical compilation of earned doctorates can servo. Thczv

as follows:

Humanities Biologjcal Sciences Physical Sciences Social -11e1 rnceS

Architecture Argiculture Astronomy Anthropology

Classical Anatomy Chemistry Business and

Languages Bacteriology Engineering, Commerm

English Biochemistry Aeronautical Economics

Fine Arts Biology Engineering, Education

French Botany Chemical History

German Entomology Engineering, Civil Intertationol

Journalism Forestry Engineering, Relations

Music Home Economics Electrical Law

Philosophy Nursing Engineering, LibraTy Science

Religious Educa- Pharmacy Mechanical Political Science

tion and Bible Physiology Engineering, Other Public Wrainistra-

Russian Psychology Geography tion

Spanish Puhlic Health Geology Social Work

Speech and Veterinary Mathematics Sociology

Dramatic &rts Medicine Metallurgy Social Sciences,

Theology Zoology Meteorology Othet

Foreign Lan- Biological Physics

guages, Other Sciences,
Other

Physical Sciences,
Other
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Per iod icals

I a actual appl i cat ion ,
bas be en found low, produc ing Fi

strong librarie- A more tea
tit les :

ndergraduate col iectioii
(C lapp-Jordan: 2 50)
Per F.T. E. faculty timber.
(C lapp-Jordan: 1

Per field of ui*-rgraduate cone ntr i on
(C lapp-Jordan:
Per field of gTad-uate Ccflçefltratiol
(C lapp-Jordan: I 1))

Per fie ld o f graduate ccncQntratiorJ.octDral . 200
(Clapp-Jordan: 1 00)

pJordan forrau 3a for current periodicals
s substanti ally under the holdings of
formula is proposed herewith for perk odi ca I

SOO

20

Aanong the universi ty librar i luded in Academic Library Stti5t1 CS
for 19 73-74 . the number of current periodicals received ranged from
7,631 to a high of 1 00, 000 tile latter- figure is suspect because it
not di fferentiate between yeriod Ica ls and seria ls. The median was
As a tandard, 20,000 titles are recommended as a minirnum total for
ins t nations in categories ono and two and 10,0 00 in groups three arid -fo T.

A Ise calling for standardization is usage ef the terms "periodical" and
"seria 1." In some univers ity libraries, the twe are not differentiated;
instead, al I are reported as ("periodicals ," proelucing grossly distorted
figures. Seria I pub licaticns in a tmi versity 1 ibrary col ecti on may out-
number periodicals by more than rwo to one. An acceptable definition is
offered by the U. S. Office of EduFation's Natiomal Center for Educational
Statistics, as follows:

low of
robably did

9 :343 .

periodical is a pub licatirn -that i s issued in parts whi ch
usnally contains articles by several contr ibutors r generally
has a distinctive tit le and the successive numbers of par ts are
imtended to appear at stated intervals and usually for an in-
definite period_ Serials include periodicals 7. newspaper; , annual
reports, yearbooks memoirs proceedings, transactioris of societies,
aind may inc lude monographic and publ ishers ' series.

alternative is the definition of per-iod ica Is used in I, IBGIS' "Library
Genera l Information Survey ," and adopt ed fo the ARP s arnn.ial summary, Academic
Lib rary Statistics:

k periodical is a pub lication constituting one issue in a
continuous series under The same tit le pub lished at regular or
irregular intervals, oveT an indefinite period, individua 1 issues
ir the series being numbered cons ecutively or each issue -being
dated. Newspapers as well as publications appearing annual 1 y or
less frequently are included in tte

1 OS
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It should be noted that this definition does not differentjate between

periodicals and serials, and for that reason the first definition is prefer-

able.

Several formulas for measuring the size of collections attempt to include

microforms in the volume count. The problem is of great complexity because

of the varied nature of microform: microfilm rolls, microfiche, microcards,

microprint, ultramicrofiche, etc. Clapp-Jordan propose that "fully-cataloged

material in microform will be measured in volumes as though it were in original

form." The Washington State formula states that "one reel of microfilm or

eight microcards or microfiche" should be counted as a volume. The U.S.

Office of Education's Library Statistics of Coll- es_and_Univer itie$ uses

another method of counting microforms: one reel of microfilm iS equal to a

unit olumel of library resources; for all other microtext material, five

pieces equal one volume. Even more complicated is a plan proposed by the

New York State Education Department's Advisory Committee on Planning for the

Academic Libraries of New York. In the Committee's "Guidelines for Assessing

the Adequacy of Academic Libraries of New York State" (1973), micreforms are

counted as volumes, using this formula for counting a unit OT volume of

library resources: .one reel of microfilm, eight microcards, eight sheets of

microfiche, four sheets of microprint, and one-seventh sheet of ultrafiche.

t 15 all too obvious that these various schemes add up to total con-

fusion, leading libraries into a dense thicket from which there is no escape,

resulting in astronomical figures which make comparisons between individual

libraries impossible. Adoption of such plans is apparently a consequence of

the pressure on newer libraries to acquire Large numbers of "volumes" quickly.

The A1192_91_1129_rt of the Library of Congress has continued to separate

various categories of material in its statistical analysis of holdings. Th ee

types of microforms are recognized in the breakdown: micro-opaques, micro-

fiche, and microfilm (reels and strips). This topic was debated at some

length in the ARL, meeting in Washington, D.C., on January 6, 1969. (See:

ARL
pp. 35, 53-56). At the conclusion

of the discussion, the ARL membership voted approval for continuing to count

microforms as a separate category.

It is proposed, accordingly, that the 1969 action of the Association of

Research Libraries be reaffirmed, and that the annual Academic LibrarL

Statistics continue to include analyses of microform holdings under four

categories; reels of microfilm, number of microcards, number of microprint

sheets, and number of microfiches.

II. Personnel. Personnel standards may involve seh factors as (i) Ratio of

professional to nonprofessional staff;' (2) Size of staff in relation to

student enrollment; (3) Size of technical staff in relation to acquisition

rate or to growth of collections; (4) Length of work week and work year;
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Status of professional librarians; and (6) The influence of centraliza-
al and decentralization on size of staff.

essional-Non rofessiona1 Ratio.

Research studies have demonstrated that two hirds or more of the work in

an academic library can be done successfully and economically by non-

professional personnel, including student assistants. That appears to be
the prevailing distribution among American university libraries at present,
though ratios as high'as four or five clericals to one professior1.1 have been

proposed. The compilation of Academit Library Statistits for 1974-73 for ARL
members revealed that the percentage of professional librarians ranged from
21.9 to 48.6 with an average of 33.3 and a median of 32.6. Ns a university
library standard it is recommeuded that the professional staff should not
exceed one-third of the total staff. (In Canada, the current range is from

16.5 to 29.6, with an average of 21.4 per cent).

A further refinement is proposed, that is, the creation of two gro_ s

of staff members aside from the professional.librarians. In addition to the

professional and clerical categories there should be a "professional
specialist" staff, composed of systems analysts, planning officers, photo-
reproduction specialists, information scientists, business managers, and
other specialized technical personnel, who do not require graduate library
school education, but whose training has been at a high level in another area.

Following the recommendations of Asheim's manpower study for the American
Library Association, which defines five levels of library personnel, it is

suggested that the clerical staff be divided into two categories: (1) tech-

nical assistants, who perform "simple, routine tasks and Special skills tasks"

for which technical-assistant courses and postsecondary training in special

skills may be required; and (2) library clerks who are assigned typing, filing,

and operation of business machines, for which business school or commercial

training will constitute proper preparation.

Enrollment.

In the Mashington Stat_= :tandards, elaborate formulas have been developed
for determining the number of staff required for public services and for

technical processes. The public service standard is derived from the number

ofF,T.E. students at various levels: underclassmen, Lyperclassmen, masters
candidates, doctoral candidates, and registered outside users. The size of

the technical processes staff is obtained by this formula: "Add the nunber
of units of library resources estimated to be added in the year to which the

calculation applies, to the total units held at the beginning of that year
plus the number of units estimated to be deleted." A rather complete mathe-

matical formula is then applied to the "ueighted units to be nrocessed" to

gain a total F.T.E. technical processes staff. A similar'scheme was devised by
the University af California library system to establish staffing needs for

public services and technical processes. Similar formulas are being developed

for the.SUNY libraries in New York and the Nebraska'state colleges. Following

1 1 1
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he Was hi. ngton State scheme:

1. Public Services noluding_l_p_yo rata -Alare of library

administratiorq
Usin the revised definition 0f E.T.E. students, weight

P.T.E. tudents a 1.00
_

P.T.Ji. 5tuoleats at 1.80
4.30

600/700 leve
Registered o

Determine
of 220 to derive F.T.E. Fo

rollment and divide b
ula-Faiiic Service

- factor

Technical Processes_ Staff (Includin- a -_ro_ rata share_ of

ibrary administration)

Add the number of units ofjTy_resources_estimated to be added
ivljjslintherear_totiailies,to the total uni
held at the be innin of that year his the number of units esti -

ed to be deleteurd.Multilythatfiuie litstobeadTed

delet d and divide by 1,000,000 to derive 'Wei hted Units to be

Processed." Multi.ly the 11eihted Units to be Processed by the

f1911a118 fac

4 999 WUP y by .01514 and add 67

-9 WUP
o -00,000 WUP Multi ly by .00360 and add 322

esultlag_
hnical Pro-

3. All staff geomiarisons aTe to be made in_terms of the total F.T E.

staff_generated_bythlabove fornulas.

Pv,s was indicated, tie University of California System approach

to budgeting for library staff was selected to serve as the

basis for this portion of the an2lysis system after review and

discussion with Washington librarians. This approach, which

has been in use since 1964, takes into account the prime

variables affecting staffing. In technical processes, the

approach assunes that it becomes progressively more difficult

to process materials as the size of the collection increases.

It also assumes that this is partially offset by economies of

scale which occur as the size increases. In public services,

the assumption is made that demand on library resources increases

as the level of the student's program increases. Siace the Uni-

versity of California includes institutions of varying size which

are bath smaller than and as large as the Washington institutions,

it was determined that their experience, if applicable, could serve

as a guideline for the analysis system.

lOS
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According to Univ_Kv_ily_ltbraty:JitatilIiss, among the 50 libraries
surveyed, the ratio of professional staff members to enrollment varied from
one to 41.64 to one to 675.72, 'with a median of 225.24. These figures included

both public service and technical processes Rersonnel. For total staff, pro-
fessional and clerical, the median figure was one to 89. The median figures for

professional staff exceeds the one-third maximum previously recommended. Using

enrollment as a basis, it is recommended that a standard be set of one library
staff member to each 90 students and one professional librarian to each 275
students.

Application of the one to 90 ratio should be flexible, far p ]xmanary

studies indicate that it would be insufficient with large number of branches
i.e. , Vile size of staff would be influtaced by institutional policies relating,
to centralization and deeentralitation of library services. Another factor
affecting staff size is the library's rate, of growth, which may require more
or fewer staff members in technical services.

Work.' tedules

A table in Unlyersitylibrlitiss (pp. 72-74) sh. ows that in. the

SO institutions reporting the weekly werk schedule for the professional staff
varied from 35 to 40 hours, with an average of 38.44. Whether this is a

proper sphere for standardization may be debatable. Schedules may be nec-

essary as a -.',0nponent of good management, but they should be matters for

local deciions. Experinents.in progress in a number of institutions pro-
vide flex.tble arrangements for professional staff members in harmony mith
improved status, a trend which should be encouraged. Rigid work schedules
are incompatible with the librarian's researeh and scholarly activities. Ad-

ministrators and staff members dedicated to individual research, association
activities, writing, and special projects may carry work schedules considerably
in excess of the norm.

Staff Per uisites.

A vacation allowance of one month OT 31 days, should be the minimum for
all full-time professional staff members on 12-month appointments. Sab-

baticals for research projects, study leaves, hospital and health insurance,
tenure, and retirement benefits should be identical to those for which the

teaching faculty is eligible. Termination of contracts for piJfessiotal
staff members should be handled in accord with the AAUP's 1940 "Statement of

Principles."

Status of Library Staf

After prolonged consideration, a Membership Meeting of the Association
of College and Research Libraries adopted in 1971 a statement of "Standards
for Faculty Status for College and University Librarians." ... Subsequently,

a committee of the ACRL, the Association of American Colleges and the AAUP drafted

a Statement on Faculty Status of College and University Librarian ." The
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statement has been endorsed by the ACRL, AAUP, and 32 library organizations.

The ARL Board voted to "endorse in principle faculty status for professional

librarians, and commend tO.the attention of all college and university admin-

istrations the 'Joint Statement on Faculty Stalus of College and University

Librarians.'" In the belief that general adoptien of these concepts will

upgrade the library prefession, help avoid a drift toward dangerous union-

ization of library staffs, and minimize Dr reduce the troubltsome divisiveness

becoming prevalent in many institutions, the Joint Committee recommends en-

dorsement of the principles of the AZIRL statement as an important element in

its general code of standards. Uherever possible library staff practices

should relate to the university's general practices. Individual grievances,

for example, should be handled through university grievance channels, after

departmental grievance procedures have been exhausted. In the areas of

appointment, tenure, promotion, and staff development, the librarians, organiz d

as a faculty, Cah operate much the same as, teaching faculty, though the

teria nay vary. In other areas of library policy and practice, on the

other hand, there may be many factors, inside and outside the library, that

must be considered in decision-making. The university librarian (director

or dean) should have freedom to take action on the basis of advice from

various sources: library faculty committees, department heads, teaching

faculty, and other univer .ty personnel.

III. Sp.ace. University_Libra/y Statistics reveals serious discrepancies

between ideal or theoretical standards for space and hard existing facts. For

example, among the 49 univers.ty libraries reporting, the seating capacity

as a percentage of enrollment averaged only 15, in cIntrast to the usually

recommended minimum of 25 or 30 percent. Neverthelss, the failure of mmny

libraries to achieve adequate standards for various types of space is a sound

reasIn for proposing adoption of satisfactory MDrrs. On the basis of the

findings of two leading experts in this field, Metcalf and Ellsworth, there-

fore, ite following basic criteria are proposed for th three chief elements:

book, veader, and staff space:

Metcalf declares, in discussing space requirements far book stacks, that

the first rule should Ye: "Bevare of formulas." As a tentative suggestion,

however, he states that,'"Not more than 12 volumes per square foot should be

used for larger undergraduate collections of up to 100,000 volumes. Thirteen

is safe for considerably larger collections and 15 for universities with great

research collections and open access for graduate students and faculty only.

Up to 20 can be used for a great research library with very limited stack

access, narrow stack aisles aad long ranges."

An alternative formula is recommended by Bareither and Schillinger:

First 1S0,000 volumes: .1 SF per bound volume; second 150,000 volumes: .09

SF per bound volume; next 300,000 v-1-ames: .08 SF per bound volume; all

volumes in excess of 600,000 volumes: .07 SF per bound volume.1

Harlan 0. Bareither and J. Schillinger, University_pass_plaimi2g. U ana:

Univ. of Illinois P ess 1968. p. 6.

1
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For reader space, Metc lf concludes that "for undergraduates 25 sq. ft.

for each seat in a reading area or for open carrels in a book stack should

be adequate. rhirty sq. ft. for the use of a master's candidate, 35 to 40-sq.

ft. For one writing, a doctoral dissertation, and from that up to as much as 75

sq. Ft. or even more for a private study for a faculty member." Metcalf adds:

"In general, it is fair to say that in OUT state universities, if provision can

be made for 25 percent of the students at one time in the university library,

that would be adequate.1

Under the heading of "Space for the! Sta " too many variables are pre-

sent for any fixed f:riteria for administrative personnel. For the public

service staff, Metcalf recommends a minimum of 125 sq. ft. per person for

circulation and reference department heads and "occasionally for some othe

professional assistants," and "100 sq. ft. per person on duty at one

For all "groups that can be lumped under the heading 'processing,' JO sq. ft.

per person," Metcalf Finds, "is an absolute minimum...for housil4 and equip-

ment, plus another 25 sq. Ft_ for the section head of each section with as

many as five persons."

The question of lighting has; many complex aspects and it nay be debatable

whether it is practicable to state any standards. Metcalf "is not convinced

that anything oveT 25 to 30 foot-candles is required except in limited areas,

though he recommends that "a new library be wired so that 50 foot-candles of

light intensity on reading surfaces can be made available anywhere without

complete ewiring."

IV. Finances. Various attempts have been made to s t up standards for the

financial support of university libraries, e.g., relationship of total library

expenditures to total university expenditures for general and educational

rposes; relationship of total library expenditures to salaries and wages,

hooks, periodicals, and binding and to general expense; student per capita

expenditures far books, periodicals, and binding and for total library

expenditures; financial support in relation to stages of library development;

and the distr bution of book Funds by subject fields and by types of material.

The 1959 ALA Standards for College Libraries states that "The library

budget should be determined in relation to the total budget of the institution

for educational and general purposes." The program of library service out-

lintd in the standards proposed "will normally require a minimum of five per-

cent of the total education and general budget.' The five percent figure has

been widely applied also to university libraries to measure adequacy of

support.

In its ,ijstoLlni.y2;2LyLLEibrarStandaial-ds (1965), the Canadian

Association of College and University Libraries recommended that the following

factors be taken into account in assessing the neeessary standard of financial

1K
eyes Metcalf and R. E. Ell

1971, p. 59.
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support: e) size and quality of bookstock (b) total student enro

(e) extent and growth of graduate studios; (d) Tate of growth of the insti-

tution; (e ) amount of faculty researcb; (f) extension projects; (g) intro-

duction of new. COUTSOS. In a complementary report CACUL recommended these

levels of support: (1) "Ten percent of the institutional operating budget
should be considered a minimum for the ordinary operation and development of

established libraries, in universities with well established curricula, during

the nextteneyears."- (2) "New institutions, and others which are undertaking

new programmes, should raise their library expenditures to considerably more

thanten percent of the institutional operating budget until the necessary

libiary services are established." Possible reasons for the relatively high

percentage levels proposed by CACUL were that at the time the standard was

set the Canadian librariee bad more catching up to do in their development and

a number of new weie-e'lities had been founded.1

It should be that some university presidents object to a percAltage

standard fer library budgets on the ground that there is great diversity of

"institutional environments" and of "missions" among individual institutions.

In realistic terms, one has to recognize that the university library's

share of total funds i5 generally well under the old ACRL five percent figure

and far below the Canadian utopia often percent. Unive.ulty_121bIa81LLa
revealed that among the SO libraries reporting, the range was from 1.6 to 8.6

percent for total library expenditures in relation to total university expend-

itures for general and educational purposes. Tbe average was 3.5 and the

median 3.6, percent . The Joint Committee believes, nevertheless, thatfive p -

cent standard is still reasonable as a minimum for the maiptenance of high-

quality libra

On the matter of the relationship of total library expenditures to salaries

and wages, to books, periodicals, and binding, and to general expense, reference

again to University Library Statistics shows a wide spread. For salaries and

wages, the range was from 43.6 to 67.8 percent (the median was 56); and for

books, periodicals, and binding, from 21.2 to 50 percent (median 36.5); and

for general expense, from 2.5 to 28.5 percent (median 5.5). As a standard, it

is proposed that the range for salaries and wages should be between 60 and 65

percent; for books, periodicals, and binding between 30 and 35 percent; and

for general expense, between five and ten percent. It is recognized that the use

of automation and other forms of mechanization may require a percentage

increase in general expense.2

1The 1973-74 expenditures of 23 Canadian university libraries, ranged from a

high of 11.78 to a low of 5.02 percent of institutional operating expenditures,

with an average of 7,61 and a mediareof 7.49.

2The U.S. Office of Education's Library Statistics of Colle e a d LMiversities,

1971. covering more than 2,500 American college and university libraries, found

that 57 percent of operating funds was spent on salaries and wages and 34

cent on books and other library materials. For comparative purposes, Canadian

universities in 1973-74 spent an average of 57_1 percent on salaries, 30.7 on

acquisitions aed binding, and 12.2 for other expenses.
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Universit Library Statistics reveal far greater differences among
libraries in student per capita expenditures for books, periodicals, and
binding, and for to al library expenditures. Institution A, for example,

spent more than ten times as much per capita in both categories as institution

B at the bottom of the group. To be meaningful over a period of time, any

standard would have to be expressed in an index or constant dollar figure.
Without more extended investigation and research, the Joint Committee will
defer any recommendation for standards in this area.

Concerning the distribution of book funds by subject fields and types of
material, numerous studies exist. In their Universit: Library Administration,
Rogers and Weber concluded that "One type of book fund, the departmental allot-
ment, is passing from the scene in most universities. Established at a time

when funds were more scarce, such allotments insured a share of meager funds
to each department. With greater affluence in book funds and with a more
competent library curatorial staff, the raison d'etre for such funding and

the very zonsiderable red tape that accompanied it have vanished. Blanket

order arrangements have contributed to the relinquishment of the allotment
system also because many books ate acquired across the whole range of dis-

ciplines." (p. 108)

A strong exception is made to this statement by another experienced
university library adminicitrator, who maintains that "we have excellent backing

from our faculty because they have some say in how funds are spent." The

happy affluence described by Rogers and Weber has also disappeared, at least

temporarily, for many libraries.

Two steps are recommended for the management of ava lable book funds:

first, the development and adoption of an acquisition policy statement is

recommended for every university library. By specifying the depth of coverage

in all subject areas with which the library is concerned, the collections will

be built up according to a logical, well-conceived plan, rather than aimlessly

and without clear purpose. Tle extent of coverage will naturally vary widely

in different institutions. Second, departmental allocations of reasonable

size for current monographic material may be made to insure faculty partici-

pation in book selection.

V. Public Services. Potential areas for standardiza ion in the public service

areas are somewhat limited. Circulation statistics, for example, are generally

suspect, mainly because they may indicate a mere fraction of actual library

use. Much consultation of open-shelf collections is unrecorded. A research'

study some years ago, sponsored by the Council on Library Resources, estimated

that the nonrecorded use of books in libraries may be three to nine times as

great as the formal circulation figures, varying according to policies

governing stack access and open-shelf collections available to readers.

Readers' services assume a variety of forms: reference and research

assistance, circulation of library materials, photographic services, inter-

library loans, teaching the use of books and libraries, exhibits, audiovisual

services, etc. Few of these are susceptible to standardization. Most widely

accepted is the interlibrary loan code first adopted in 1940 and since revised

from time to time to meet changing conditions.



A matter of frequent agitation among students is demands for longer hours.

Nothing less than 24 hours per day will satisfy some nighthawks, but practical

considerations of expense and staff must influence library administrators.

Modern concepts of library architecture encourage self-service on the part of

library users and minimum supervision. Well-planned new buildings provide

for a single public exit, equipped with turnstiles, through which everyone

clears in leaving the library. The need for a full staff throughout the

building is eliminated,,especially when few readers are present. A skeleton

staff may therefore be sufficient to cover long evening hours.

kmong the SO libraries reported in University Library Statistj.cs, the

schedule of hours open ranged from 74 to 121.5 per week, with a median of

exactly 100. Tlie median figure would appear to be a reasonable standard.

In the same tabulation, student per capita circulation, general and reserve,

varied from 9.55 to 109.18, with a median of 39.41. General circulation alone

ranges from 4.31 to 82.98, on an annual basis, with a median of 28.31. Despite

skepticism about the validity of circulation statistics, they are somewhat

indicative of the extent of library use. If that point is granted, a minimum

general circulation (home use) of 30 borrowings per year and of 40 for general

and reserve circulation are required to demonstrate that the library is a vital

institution on campus. Circulation figures will be influenced, of course, by

types of library buildings and length of loans.

The public service aspects of departmental and divisional libraries have

long called for recognition and standardizing principles. On every university

campus discussion goes on concerning the relative merits of centralized versus

decentralized systems. Practices vary from completely central'ed systems,

with all library operations in one building, to a central library supplemented

bydozens or even scores of departmental libraries located elsewhere. Whatever

policies are adopted in reference to centralization or decentralization of

library services, the following rules are recommended:

Books and other library materials should be purchased or

otherwise acquired through the library's acquisitions

department, and not by individual departments.

Materials should be classified, cataloged, bound, or

otherwise processed centrally, except certain nonbook

aterials.

Books, pamphlets, periodicals, or other publications

received and preserved should be recorded in the central

library catalog.

4. Every book acquired by the university or any of its de-

partments should be considered a part of the library's

collections.
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Departmen al or college libraries and librarians should
belong to the central library organization, and be under
the supervision of the chief librarian, who should be
responsible for administration of the entire system,

6. There should be free interchange of mate-ial among all
libraries on a campus.

7. In such matters as hours of service, physical facilities,
and qualifications of staff, departmental and divisional
library standards should be in general conformance with

central library practices.

VI. Administration. Every univer
ment of policies, including the fo

ty library should be governed by a state-

owing provisions:

I. A clear definition of the relation of the li rarian to the

university administration.

A definition of what consti utes the library resources of the

university, specifying that they comprise all books, pamphlets,

periodicals, and other materials purchased or acquired in any

manner by the university and preserved and used in libraries

to aid students and investigators.

Placing the administration of all library resou ces and services

wherever located under the university librarian.

4. A description of the librarian's duties, making him/her respons b

for the selection, acquisition, and preparation for use of all

library materials; for the selection and direction of the library

staff; for the preparation of budgets and reports; and for the

performance of such other duties as are commonly included under

university library admini-tration.

5. Endorsement of the ALA "Bill of Rights" and "Right to Read"statements.

Appointment of a faculty-student library committee to advise the

university librarian and library staff on programs of library

development and services and to bring faculty-student points

of view to the administration of the library.

Clifton Brock
G. A. Harrer
John W. Heussman
Jay K. Lucker
John P. McDonald
Ellsworth G. Mason
Robert B. Downs, Chairman

November 5, 1974
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APPENDIX G

REPORT OF THE COITTEF ON ACCESS TO MANUSCRIPTS AND RARE BOOKS

Since October 1973 the Committee on Access to Manuscripts and Rare Books
has been working on two statements: one on Access to Ori-inal Research
Materials in Libraries, Archives, and Manuscri t_11E12.s, the other on
Reproduction of Manuscripts_and Archives for Noncommercial Puruoses . The two

_

statements appear as Appendices H and I, respectve1y, in the Minutes .

The main concern regarding access is how does a library balanze access
to source materials with its obligation to preserve them? Other concerns

_n iude considerations in accepting restrictions a donor might impose in order

to acquire an important research collection; restricting access to collections

in order to protect living persons from an invasion of privacy; demanding from
the user official identification and signature to regulations designed to
protect source materiats from mutilation or theft; and the merits of granting

equal access to all users.

h regard to reproduction of manuscripts for noncommercial use a main

concern was to distinguish between property rights and literary rights -- the
fact that the library owns the paper, but not the words -- and to make clear
that the burden rests on the user to obtain permission to publish from those

owning the literary rights. Other matters included the emerging problem of
so-called "mail-order-research;" the desirability of reproducing entire
manuscript collections; and the obligation of the user to give credit to
libraries holding the original materials of copies he may have used.

We had the advantage of draft statements on access and reproduction from
the Association of College and Research Libraries (These statements appear as
Appendices J and K, respectively, of the Minutes.) and an access statement from

the Society of American Archivists. The Committee wishes to express its in-
debtedness for this work; the committee's statements follow the wording of
some sections of thesedrafts, but differ significantly in others.

Under access, for example,

1) The ACRL statement of equal terms of access to a repository's
collections for all users was modified by the wqrds "unless prohibited
by the regulations of the institution."

2) The committee's statement emphasizes the protection of in-
dividuals from an invas on of privacy.

3) The comm ttee's statement does not say a library has "the
responsibility" to inform every searcher of its collections, only that
it "should inform," Otherwise a library might be put on the defensive
by the accusation that key material had been withheld and favored treat-
ment given to another.
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For

4 The commit a I ihrary has the right to ask the user
ial identi Ficat i-n and for his signature to its regulations.

The library staff rimy deny access to users who have misused

or destroyed materials or have otherwise failed to abide by the library's

regulations.

With regard to reproduction of manuscr pts,

) The committee felt that to require permiss on from the owners
of the literary rights to make a copy of manuscripts for a user was a
practical impossibility and not in the interests of research. A libravy

or user would be faced with a detective Joh of tracking down the author,

his heirs, or other who owned the literary rights. Since it has not

been decided that a photocopy of a manuscript constitutes publication,
the practice of making copies for users should continue.

2) The copying of an entire manuscript archive in the interests
of research, with accompanying guides to the archive, should be encouraged.

3) ,A library cannot be expected to go beyond the limits of its

staff resources in providing copies of original materia3s, either within

the library, or by mail.

The committee's statements have been reviewed by legal counsel. It has

been our intention to recommend as few restrictions as possible to preserve

rreplaceable source materials. The, committee does not view these recommen-

dations as having the force of law, hut as recommendations a library can use

to support its own policies.

As to our future course, the statements on access and on Teproduction

will be published prior to the ARL May meeting, when they will be voted. If

they are approved, the committee is thinking of two courses of action. Approval

will mean there will then be statements from three associations; ARL's two; a

statement on access and one on reproduction of materials from ACRL; and an

access statement from the Society of American Archivists. It would be better

if our profession were served by one set of statements, and the committee will

approach ACRL and the SAA to see if our statements would be acceptable, or if

compromise statements can be worked out.

Secondly, the committee is sens tive to the fact that relations between

the archivist and the researcher are strained. It is understandable that a

researcher on the track of an idea wants as few obstacles in his path as

possible. Many of you have read Jim Thorpe's "The Use of Manuscripts in

Literary Research" published this year for the Modern Language Association

where this problem is dealt with at length. The American Historical Association

is also concerned. Its Joint Committee on Historians and Archives has issued

a statement, "Ethical Standards for Users of Archives, to the effect that
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detrimental treatment of research materials by scholar_y_users may result in
"onerous security restrictions by archival agencies." If our statements on
access and reproduction are approved in May, the Committee is eeasidering
taking the initiative and meeting with the ARA Joint Committee to see if our
statements can be acknowledged by the American Historical. Association.. Common

acceptance would do much to bridge the gap of misunderstanding that now exists.
We might then approach the Modern Language Association. I would appreciate

ARL's comments on this before the May meeting is over.

William Bond
William Cagle
John Finzi
James Henderson
Herman Kahn
Ray Frantz, Jr., ChairTnan

Decembe- 11. 1974
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APPENDIX H

Statement Access to Ori 'nal Research Materials_

in Libraries Archives, and Manuscri t Reposite_ es

1. It is the responsibility of a library, archives, or manuscript repository

to make available to qualified researchers, as defined by the respective

institutions, on equal terms of access, research materials in its possession

unless prohibited by the regulations of the institution. Because the accessi-

bility of material depends on knowing of its existence, a repository should

inform researchers of the collections in its custody by means of a public

catalog, inventories, other finding aids, published guides, and reports to

the National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections where appropriate. Staff

members should assist researchers as freely as possible but should not be

expected to engage in extended research.

2. To protect and insure the continued accessibility of the ma_erial in its

custody, the repository may impose several conditions, which it should publish

or otherwise make available to users.

The repository may restrict use of fragile
or unusually valuable materials. In such

cases it should make available suitable

reproductions whenever possible.

All materials must he used in accordance
with the regulations of and under the
supervision of the repository. Each re-

pository should publish and furnish to
potential researchers its regulations
governing access and use. Such regu-

lations must be equally applied and
enforced without differentiation based on

institutional affiliation.

c. The repository may refuse access to un-

processed materials.

d. Normally, a repository will not send

research materials for use outside its

building or jurisdiction. Under special

circumstances a collection or a portion
of it may be loaned or placed on deposit

with another institution.

The repository may refuse access to an
individual researcher who in the opinion

of the staff has demonstrated such care-

lessness or deliberate destructiveness
as to endanger the safety of the material,
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or who has refused to comply wi
regulations of the repository,

f, A repository may withhold material which
in its Judgment if made available would
constitute an invasion of privacy, or
result in damage to living persons,

g. As a protection to the collections, a
repository may reasonably require ac-
ceptable identification of any person
wishing to use its materials, as well
as a signature indicating they have read
a statement defining the policies and
r gulations of the repository.

3. Each repository should make available to researchers a suggested form of

citation crediting the repository and identifying items within the collection

for later reference. Citations to copies of the originals which are in other

repositories should include the location of the originals, if known,

4. A repository should advise the researcher that he and his publisher have

the sole responsibility for securing permission to publish from unpublished

manuscripts in which literary property rights are retained or to publish any

extensive quotation from copyrighted works. Manuscripts cannot be used for

publication without due regard for common law rights, literary rights, property

rights, and libel laws. The nser assumes legal responsibility for observing

these rights. A repository if asked should inform the researcher about known

retention of literary rights.

S. A repository should not deny access to materials or grant exclusive use of

materials to any person or persons, or conceal the existence of any body of

material from any researchers, unless required to do so by law, donor, or

purchase stipulations, or other compelling factors.

6. A repository should not charge fees for the noncommercial use of 1t5

collections,

7 Repositories are committed to preserving manuscript and archival materials

and to making them available for research as soon as possible. At the same

time, it is recognized that every repository has certain obligations to;pro-

tect confidentiality in its records in accordance with law and that every

private donor has the right to impose reasonable restrictions upon his papers

to protect confidentiality for a reasonable period of time.

a. it is the responsibility of the repository
to inform researchers of the restrictions

which apply to individual collections or

record groups.
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u, The repository should discourrw,e donors
from imposing unreasonable restrictions
and should encourage a specific time
limitation on all restrictions,

c. The repository should periodically e-

evaluate restricted records and wor
toward providinp free access to material.

The ARL Committee on Access to Manuscripts and Rare Book_ acknowledges its

indebtedness to statonentson access and reproduction drafted by the Association

of College and Research Libraries and the Society of American Archivists.

November 1974
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APPENDIX I

Statement on the Re production of Manuscripts

and Archives for Purposes

1. It is the responsibility of a library, archives or manuscript repository

within the limits of its resources to assist qualified researchers us defined

by the respective institutions, by making or having made reproduct ons of any

material in its possession, subject to certain conditions.

Manuscript and archival materials may be reproduced if:

the condition of said materials will permit
such reproduction without damage.

said materials have no gift, purchase, or
legal, or other type of restrictions on
reproduction.

2. In the interest of making research collections more generally available,

the orderly microfilming of entire manuscript collections together with

appropriate guides, within the provisions of law, is to be encouraged. Also

in the interest of making manuscript items available to researchers, the

custom and practice among libraries of making one "fair-used" copy of a

manuscript that is not otherwise restricted are to be encouraged to the

fullest extent per _ted by law.

3. A repository has the right to refuse to furnish copies or do extended

research in response to requests which require an unreasonable amount of time

with respect to the priorities of the repository.

4. The price of reproductions shall be set by the repo-' ory.

S. Copies should be made for the use of individual resea chers and educational

ins itutions as follows:

Repositories which permit their manuscript
and archival collections to be reproduced
in whore or part must specify before the
copies are made what restrictions if any
have been placed on the use of the copies.
Purchasers must abide by these restriction.

b. All reproductions must identify the source
of the original manuscript collection or
archival record group,
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c, Copies of reproductions should not be made
for a third party by the owner of a repro-
duction without the written permission of
the repository owning the originals.

6. In order to insure that proper credit is given to institutions and that
references to orig.nal materials are maintained, researchers are expected to
-'-te the source of original manuscripts and archives in their published work.
Manuscripts, or reproductions of them, cannot be used for puhlication without
due regard for copyrii!ht . legal restrictions, and the regulations of the

repository. The researcher assumes legal responsibility for observing these
rights. A repository shoLA inform the researcher about known reten i-n of
literary rights, as well as other known restrictions,

The A L Committee on Access to Manuscripts and Rare Books acknowledges it

indebtedness to statements on access and reproduction drafted by the
Association of College and Research Libraries and the Society of American

Archivists.

November 1974
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APPENDI X J

Statement on Access to Original Research Materials

in libraries, Archives, and Manuscript Repositories
Drafted by the Committee on Manuscripts

Collections of the Bare Books and Manuscripts
Section of the Association of College awl Be-

1 LibrarieApproecd as policy by the
ACR 1, Board of Dire&ors 1974.

1. It is the izponsihility of a library, archives,
repository to make available

to qualified researchers, as defined by the
resncetive institutions, Oil equal terms of ac-

ce5s, research materials in its possession.
Because the accessibility of material de-
pends on knowing of its existence, it is the
responsibility of a repository to inform re-
searchers of the (Alert-ions in its custody.
This may be accomplished through a card
catalog, ins entories and other internal find-
ing aids, a published guide and reports to 5.

NUCMC where appropriate, and the freely
offered assistance of staff members,

2. To protect and insure the continued accessi-
bility of the material in its euskidy, the re-
pository may impose several conditions,

4.

a. The repository may limit the use of
fragile or unusually valuable niateri-
als so long as suitable reproductions
are made available for the use of all
researchers.

b. All matenals must be used in ac-
cordance with the rules of and un-
der the supervision of the repository.
Each repository should publish and
furnish to potential researchers its
rules governing access and use. Such
rules must be equally applied and
enforced,

c. The repository may refuse acc8s to
unprocessed materials, so long as

such refusal is applied to all re-
searchers.

d Normally, a repository will not send
researth materials for use outside its
building or jurisdiction Under spe-
dal circumstances a collection or a
portion of it may be loaned or
placed on deposit with another in-
stitution.

e. The repository may refuse access to
an individual researcher who has
demonstrated such carelessness or
deliberate destructiveness as to en-
danger the safety of the materiaL

3. Each repository should publish a suggested
form of citation crediting the repository and
identifying items within the collection for
later reference. Citations to copies of ma-
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7.

terials in other repositories should include
the location of the originals.

A repository should advise the researcher
that he and his publisher have the sole re-
sponsibility for securing permission to pub-
lish from,unpublished manuscripts in which
literary property rights are retained or to
publish any extensive quotation from copy-,
righted works. Manuscripts cannot be used
for publication without due regard for com-
mon law rights, literary rights, property
rights, and libel laws. Thc thier assumes le-
gal responsibility for observing these rights.
A repository should, to the best of its abil-
ity. inf! .ns the researcher about known re-
tention of literary rights.
A repository shonld not grant exclusiide use
of materials to any person or persons, or con-
ceal the existence of any body of material
from any researcher sinless required to do
so by law, donor, or purchase stipulations.
A repository should, whenever possible, in-
fonn a researcher of parallel research by
other kdividuals using the same papers* It
may supply names upon request,
Repositories ate committed ti; preserving
manuscript and archival materials and to
making them available for research as soon
as possible. At the same time, it is recog-
nizd that every repository has certain ob-
ligations to protect confidentiality in its rec-
ords in accordance with law and that every
private donor has the right to impose rea-
sonable restrictions upon his papers to pro-
tect confidentiality for a reasonable period
of time,

a. It is responsibility of the reposi-
tory to inform researchers of the re-
strictions which apply to individual
collecUons or record groups.

b. The repository should discourage
donors from imposing unreasonable
restrictions.

c. The repository should, whenever
possible, require a specific time lirn-
it on all restrictions.

d. The repository should periodically
reevaluate restricted records and
work toward providing access to ma-
terial no longer harmful to individ-
uals or to national interest.

Single reprint copies of this statement are
available freeof charge from the Arau Obw,
.50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 6061 I. Multiple
copies are 2Ott



APPEND I X K

ement on the Reproduction of
Manuscripts and Archives for

Noncoinmercjal Purposes
Drafted by the Cormnioee on htanuscrip(s

Collectionz of the Bore Books and Manuscripts
Section of the Association of College and Re-
search Librarie.s. Approved as policy by the
ACHL, Board of Directors in January 1974,

1. It is the responsibility of a library, archives,
nr manuscript repository to assist qualified
researchers, as defined by he respective in-
stitritMns, by making or having made repro-
doctions of any material in its possession,
Mama to certain conditions.

Manuscript and archival materials may be
reproduced if:

a. the condition of the or:ginals wilt
permit such reproduction

b. the originals have no gift, purchase,
or legal restrictions on reproduction

c. the holders of appropriate common
law or statutory rights have giveo
their written approval to said repro-
ductions.

2. MI conditions relating to use of manuscdpt
or archival materials shall apply to reproduc-
tions.

3. No repository shall be required to reproduce
a complete manuscript collection or archival
record group or extensive portions there-
from, the limitation to be set by the owning
repository. The repository may, by a special
agreement. de so for the mutual advantage
of individuals and other institutions and may
offer such copies for sale on its own behalf.

4. The price of reproductions shall be set by
the repository, which should endeavor to
keep charges to a minimum,

5. Copies should be made for the use of indi-
vidual researchers and educational institu-
tions as follows:

a. Repositories which permit their man-
uscript and archival collections to
be reproduced in whole or part must
spefy before the copies are made
what restrictions if any have been
placed on the use of the copies. Pur-
chasers most abide by these restric-
tions,

b. MI reproductions must identify the
source of the original manuscript
collection or archival record group,

Uepics o reproductions should net
he made fur a third party by the
owner of, a reproduction without the
written permission of the repository
owning the originals,

6. The repository must inform the researcher
that permission to make extensive direct
quotation from or to print in full any repro-
dirt;pri must be obtained born the institu-
tion owning the originals. In the case of ma-
terial under copyright, the right to quote or
print must also be obtained by the research-
er from the copyright owner, Manuscripts
cannot he used for publication without due
regard for common law rights, literary
tights, property rights, and libel laws. The
researcher assumes legal responsibility for
observing these rights. A repository should,
to the best of its ability, inform the research-
er about known retention of literary rights.

la

Single reprint copies of this sin
available free of charge kin the ACRL Office,
50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL E0611. Multiple
copies arc 290 each,

ART LIBRARY
COLLECTIONS IN
NORTH AMERICA

The Art Library Society of North
America is in the process of compiling
a directory of art library collections in
North America. The Directory Connit-
tee is interested in giblic and pdvate li-
brary collections that would bc of inter-
ect to the artist or art historian. Books,
serials, manuscripts, and audiovisual ma-
krilll are all within the scope of the di-
rectory. The committee is especially in-
terested in information on collections that
are not listed in the standard library
guides. If any readers work with such
collections or know of ally, please con-
tact Martha E. Kehde, Chairman,
ARLIS/NA Directory Committee, Art
Library, Watson Library, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, KS 06045.
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APPENDIX L

REPORT OF THE C- ITTEE ON THE NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR ACOUISIT1ONS CATALOGING

The concern of the ARL Commi tee on NPAC this past year has been to help

the Library of Congress determine how to expand its NPAC coverage: (a) by

providing information regardirvg the categories of publications received from

NPAC countries excluded from the LC cataloging program for which ARL libraries

find it necessary to provide original cataloging; (b) by determining the

volume of materials from countries not yet included in NPAC which ARL

libraries must catalog without LC copy. Data to yield this information has

been requested from a sample of ARL libraries. LC itself is surveying the

need for expansion of its cataloging of U.S. publication,!.

Last year, during the LC appropriations hearing in the Hou_ , criticism

of NPAC led to a special investigation of NPAC sponsored by the House Sub-

committee on the Legislative Branch Appropriations Bill. Although the

appropriation for NPAC for FY 1975 was not reduced (indeed it was increased

slightly to cover increased costs in the existing program but not to permit

the expansion of the program to-additional countries), the Committee felt that

it would be useful for LC to have information on the savings that the expanded

LC cataloging program is effecting for ARL libraries. A questionnaire in-

tended to provide this information has been distributed to the member librarie

are now coming in,

Philip McNiff
Howard Sullivan
Joseph Treyr, Jr.
Frederick H. Wagman, Chairman

December 10, 1974
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APPENDIX M

REPORT OF THE C0NIVFEE ON INTERLIBRARY LOAN

Since the Spring mee_ing of ARL, the Committee has turned attention to
the proposed System of Interlibrary Communication (S1LC). A major meeting of
31 representatives of the library community was held in Washington July 19, 1974.

Its purpose was to discuss the SILC feasibility study (Phase I). Questions

were raised on a number of aspects of the proposal. Dr. Robert Hayes pro-

vided a very useful summary of the project phases and answered questions
about accounting, operational procedures, estimates of use, and management
questions.

The SILC pilot test (Phase 1i1 was seen as impo ant 1) to tei-t and

evaluate the technical, operational, management, and economic feasibility of
SILC, 2) to generate badly needed data for a truer picture of the volume and
costs of interlibrary loan activity, and 3) to fully explore the human
factors and problems involved in SILC. Dr. Hayes estimated Phase II to cost

$578,000.

Robert Wedgeworth said that, from the ALA point of view, the state and
regional systems are important and seem to offer the best approach to pro-

' ng interlibrary loan services. Several people indicated that emphasis
should be on developing a bibliographic system which will provide location
information and bibliographic verification, not presently conceived as part

of the S1LC system design. The general reaction of the group was to favor

voing further with the SILC study.

In mid-October Dr. Hayes provided a combined prospectus of Phase II; in
mid-November he added a new compilation of financial viability in response
to furthur questions raised by ARL and prospective funding agencies. It

has seemed especially important to know whether the cost of the operating
system could be afforded by libraries. The viability study estimated that
the operating budget for an estimated 1,000,000 interlibrary requests would
initially be $400,000. To cover the fixed costs of SILC management, a sur-
charge would be added to each basic charge - say 25 percent or 30 percent.

Finally,.there was an estimate that cash flow to cover accounts receivable would
'require $200,000 to $500,000 before the system costs would be self-sustaining.

fh s past November the ARL Committee raised the fundamental question of

whether it might be better to work through existing or emerging regional
computer-based systems rather than create a monolithic new system. One dis-

advantage of such a decentralized approach is that it would take more years

to develop a comprehensive national system, 'including effective inter-

change of machine-readable inquiries between computer-based systems; the cost

for each system to develop an interlibrary loan support capacity might well

in the aggregate cost more than SILC. On the other hand, the operational
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feasih lity may he improved; it might be cheaper in daily operating costs

since the vast majority of loan requests would be met within the local region

and would thereby be transacted by one of the regional systems; and the de-

centralized approach assures the availability of bibliographic data bases

and holdings informa ion.

The issae is not resolved as to whether it is better to create ono

national SILC system without having machine records of bibliographic data

and holdings as a basis fcr searching an inquiry to meet interlibrary loan

requirements, or whether it would be more practical to urge emerging regional

systems to develop a SILC-like interlibrary loan support capacity and for

these systems to have the ability to talk one with the other when inquiries

must be satisfied beyond resources held locally. The committee is continuing

its study of this question. It will meet in Chicago in January for further

deliberations and the chairman will present the comm -,c's views to the Board

of Diroctors at that time.

Richard Chapin
Ruth Kirk
John Humphry
Jay Lucker
David Weber, Chairman

December 13, 1974

* * *
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APPENDIX N

REPORT OF THE CCMITTEE ON FOREIGN NE -PAPERS ON NICROF _M

The ARL Standing Committee on Foreign Newspapers on Microfilm met twice
during 1974: in Chicago on January 20, 1974, and on May 9, 1974 in Toronto.

The full minutes of these meetings were published in the first two 1974 issues

of the LC Foreiqn New-laer ette Report,
_ n_

During 1974, the committee concentrated its efforts on three activit s:

the ARL Foreign Newspaper Microfilm Project, administered for the ARL by the

Center for Research Libraries; the expansion of foreign newspaper microfilming

activities at the Library of Congress; and the development of a new foreign

official gazette microfilming program, a project undertaken jointly by the

Library of Congress and the New York Public Library, Major developments in

each of these ar a- are summarized below. It is expected that committee

meetings in 1973 will remain focused on these th-ee principal concerns.

It was agreed that an annual report for the project would be prepared.

At the committee meeting in Toronto, Mr. Williams presented a report for

calendar year 1973; it included a statement of cash receipts and disbursements

as well as a budget for 1974. The 1973 report was published and a report

for 1974 will be forwarded after its compilation in mid-January of 1975. The

financial arrangement between ARL and CRL with regard to the project was

clarified. It was agreed that, beginning in January 1974, CRL would allocate

to the project any interest earned through the year on projcct funds and will

charge the project all incurred direct costs as closely as these can be

estimated. A new holdings list for the project was prepared and distributed

in June. A large expansion of the project's backfile holdings was approved

by the committee and implemented. Mr. Williams reported that, as of

December 10, 1974, backfiles of 21 titles had been purchased during 1974 at a

cost of $39,830.84.

Foreip Newspaper_Miçrpfilmin4 Activities at LC

John Y. Cole, Coordiñatoi, Foreign Newspaper Microfilming, prepared three

issues of the LC __11!ForeinNicTILlILSEtttjLlaglarI and described the

activities of his office in an article, "Developing a National Foreign News-

paper Microfilming Program," LilyarResoui_jechnicalServices 18

(Winter 1974): 3-17. The article ... includes a description of the role of the

ARL in coordinating foreign newspaper microfilming. Sales of LC's NewspaTer

in Microform: Forei n Countries 1948-1972 (1973) continued at a brisk pace.

An annual supplement is now being prepared, A new list of foreign newspapers

received by LC was prepared and published in eiIeceiy.eirrentl
in th_p_ Library_ of ,C22=,! (1974).

3 3
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Foreign Official Gazette Microfilmin
In late _1973, the Scope of the committee was expanded to include

foreign gazettes as well as foreign newspapers. In support of the new

NYPL/LC foreign official gazette microfilming effort, the committee sponsored

a request to the Council on Library Resources for funds for gazette collation

and bibliographic work. The Council was not able to provide the funds, but

microfilming at the two institutions has nevertheless proceeded. The final

1974 issue of the Foreign Newspaper and Gazette Report, to be distributed by

the Library of Congress in late December, features announcements of approxi-

mately 75 national gazettes now available on a current basis from either NYPL

or LC. In 1975 the committee will present a recommendation to subscribers

to the ARL Foreign Official Gazette Microfilm Project regarding the project's

relationship to the new NYPL/LC gazette filming effort. The ARL Foreign

Gazette Project has not been active for several years. It, like the ARL

Foreign Newspaper Project, is administered for the ARL by the Center for

Research Libraries in Chicago.

Basil Stuart-Stubbs
Lucien W. White
Gordon R. Williams
John G. Lorenz, Chairman

December 15, 1974



ARL Foreign Newspaper Projec
Backfiles Purchased in 1924

Egyptian Gazette 19 -1951 S 396.50

London Sunday Times 1876-1899 652.00

International Herald Tribune' 1887-1916
(price includes postage and 1931-1952
handling for both series) 2,300.10

La Croix Juno 1883-Juno 1944 2,164.39

Le Ponulaire !'1ay 1916-June 1940 870.64

postage and handling for the above two 94.71

Die Zeit 21 Feb 1946-1972 953.98

London Sunday 'im 1937-19S5 394.39

Dawn 1944 -1950 263.95

El Universal (Mex 1936-31 Jan. 1938 91.00

El Universal (Mexi 1934-19357 71.00

ABC 1934-Juno 1936 270.00

Le Figar_ 1947-1952 312.00

El Nacional I954-June 1962 1 960.58

Dawn Oct. 1941-2 Mar. 1944 27.50

London Sunday Times 1900-1936 1,102.94

The Globe and 1896-May 1938
The Globe and Mail
(price includes REA
shipment costs)

Mar.-1946-1951

4 901.75

190.-1951 8_915.0n

Montreal Star
(price includes UEA
shipment costs)

1943-1957

4,295.08

France-Soir Sept. 1944-195 1,365.71

La Nacion July 1939-1950
(price includes shipping costs involved
so far for the La Nacion Proiect)

El Nacional July 1962-Dee, 1964

Vercer 1962; July 196 -Dec 1970

London Observer 1916-1955
Neues Wiener Taghlatt July 1938-20 Mar. 1940

May 194P-Dec, 194
Osservatore Romano 1849-1950

El Mercurio June 1914-0oc. 1937
1953-1955

Title, 1974

967.67
354.00
557.50

1,162.63

215.51
2,95489

2,226.00

total $39,841.42

Novedades oct. 197n, $38 .79
cost so far



APPENDIX 0

REPORT OF THE COMITTEE ON LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ON LATIN XMERICA

Ral h II, Hopp, Pr -ident of ARL, appointed Carl W. Deal of the Un_ver-

sity of Illinois Library as Cha rman for the period of 1974-75. Members of

the committee are Donald Wisdom of the Library of Congress and Nettie Lee Benson

of the U iver tty of Texas.

The chairman met with the committee members individually at the SALALM

meet ngs in Austin, Texas in late April and discussed the committee's charge.

No new projects were proposed for the committee at the Austin meetings,.but

it was suggested that the chairman should report to ARL on the various

activities of SALALM in the area of acquisitions and related matters. The

committee will meet during the ALA midwinter meetings in Chicago for further

discussion and review of acquisition matters in our area of interest.

Some activities of SALALM's Committee on Acquisitions which are per-

nt to the acquisition of Latin American library materials and to the

erests of ARL are noted below.

The follow .1 recommendation was drafted by the SALALM Executive

Board in response to a questionnaire circulated by the SALALM

Committee on Acquisitions as follows: "That an official

communication by SALALM be forwarded to the appropriate Library

of Congress officials stating that as a result of a questionnaire

submitted to the major Latin American research collections, priority

3 cataloging be assigned the following categories of current

materials published in Latin America: humanities, specifically

history and literature; social sciences, specifically economics,

atistics, demography and political science; reference and

bibliography for the humanities and the social sciences. The

countries of primary interest are: Argentina, Uruguay, Chile,

Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico, and the Spanish-

speaking Caribbean." (All other areas should be assigned

priority 4 cataloging.)

Several SALALM service projects to serve smaller college and public

libraries have been completed and should appear as publications in

1974 or 1975. They are a Basic List of Latin American_Materials.for

New.Coljections, edited by HensleY WOOdbridge and an acquisitions

manual for colleges and public libraries compiled by Earl Pariseau.

The latter was aided by a grant from the Tinker Foundation and was

prepared in the Latin American, Spanish and Portuguese Division

of the Library of Congress. It was also sponsored by the Scholarly

Resources Committee of the L tin American Studies Association and
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SALALM and will be published by the N,tional Consortium of Latin
American Studies Programs,

An Advisory Subcommittee to the Center for Research Libraries
established by SALALM is working with CRL and SALALM in the
design of a Latin American Microfilm Project similar to other
programs administered by CRL for the other world areas. A
questionnaire is in preparation to be circulated to SALALM
members to determine the funding and the kinds of materials
which could be acquired and/or filmed by CRL from or about
Latin America. The Conference on Latin American history also
is represented on the SALALM committee

4. SALALM will continue to issue an annual working paper on new
significant acquisitions. The continuation of this important

guide'earlier was in question. The singularly important
Microfilm projects_Newsletter, edited for SALALM by Suzanne
HOdgman at the University of Wisconsin Library, continues to
appear annually and is an important guide to recent acquisitions

of microfilmed materials on Latin America by American libraries.

S. At the XIX SALALM in Austin, Texas, in April, six working papers

on the problems of acquiring materials from Central America were

presented. Five of the papers were prepared by Latin American

librarians. In addition, the SALALM Committee on Acquisitions
sponsored a workshop by Latin American book dealers on their
problems in supplying the needs of scholars and libraries in

this country.

6. In response to the fear that materials published in Chile during

the presidency of Salvador Allende are in danger of being lost

or are virtually impossible to acquire from within Chile, a dozen
research libraries are participating in a union list of books and

serials which are held in this country-as an assist to ,scholars
studying this important period of Chilean history. The project,

which was encouraged by SALALM, is under the direction of Mr. Lee
Williams at Yale University, and the project has received some
funds from the Latin American Studies Association. It is hoped

that the G.K. Hall Co. will have the catalog in print by the

summer of 1975.

Three present areas of concern which could develop into projects of the

Comm ttee on Acquisitions of SALALM in the future are: the need for a library

cost price index for materials from Latin America, proposals of cooperative

projects among research libraries which would contribute to reducing needless

duplication in acquiring Latin American materials, and the acquisition of

audiovisual materials from Latin America.

Two members of the Committee on Latin American Acquisitions, Dr. Nettie

Lee Benson and Mr. Carl Deal, consulted with the Education Task Force on
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Library and Information Resources, which was formed by the In ernational

Education Project of the American Council on Education. The recommendations

of the Task Force have been formulated for the various world areas and are

tended to assist educational and federal olanners in developing priorities

for future programs in all areas of international education.

* *

Nettie Lee Benson
Donald Wisdom
Carl W. Deal, Chairman

December 12, 1974
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APPENDIX P

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ON THE MIDDLE EAST

The role of the Committee on the Middle East is to concern itself with
the development of American Library resources on the Middle East.

During 1974 the Committee concluded a study on the PL-480 program,
examining the utilization of Arabic materials in terms of library processing
and academic use. The study recommended that certain PL-480 Arabic shares
be transferred, and the Library of Congress accepted the recommendations. The
study will appear in the Fall 1974 Tc)uiLI_LEins Newsletter.

No regularly scheduled meetings of the full Committee were held. The
Chairman, however, did have occasion to meet in person with the members on
various occasions.

After the above-mentioned study, two logical steps suggest themselves:
(1) an assessment of the quality of Middle East collections in terms of sub-
ject coverage, especially their ability to support current needs of scholar-
ship, and (2) a survey of the Persian and Turkish holdings in American libraries.

During the next year the Committee will undertake a review of the
pertinent literature on both collection development and current research,
especially in the light of the Lambert report, and then attempt to devise a
formula or program with which to evaluate present collecting policies, with
the goal of proposing steps to improve subject coverage.

George Atiyeh
James Pollack
David H. Partington, Chairman

December 10, 1974
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APPENDIX

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ON SOUTH AS A

The South Asian Acquisitions Committee has been in process of being

reconstituted during the past six months. Its membership now consists of:

Richard De Gennaro, Director of Libraries, University of Pennsylvania

Libraries; Paul J. Fasana, Chief, Preparation Services, New York Public

Library; Maureen L. P. Patterson, Bibliographic Specialist on South Asia,

University of Chicago; and Louis A. Jacob, Head, Southern Asia Section,

Library of Congress, Chairman. We understand that this committee is now

responsible to the Executive Director of the Association.

The focus of this committee is the context of library management with

reference to South Asian acquisitions and then control. Each member has

undertaken initiatives in this area in recent years. We have no special

purpose to serve immediately and therefore have no plans to meet.

Louis A. Jacob

December 13 1974
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APPENDIX R

REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE FUTURE OF THE CARD CATALOG

The Task Force met twice during the year, once in April and once in
October. In addition to the members, Suzanne Frankie attended the first
meeting, and Judith Corin and John Rather were guests at the second.

In the course of its discussions, the Task Force came to the opinion
that, rather than attempt to chart a proscribed course of development for
the card catalogs of major North American research libraries, its immediate
efforts should be devoted toward a presentation of the problems (and their
possible solutions) related to maintenance and growth of those catalogs.

To this end, the Task Force has planned a program for the ARL January
1975 meeting. Participants in the program include representatives from a
number of the ARL Libraries which have been most active in consideration of
future bibliographical representation for library materials.

* * *

Hugh Atkinson
Richard De Gennaro
William Welsh
Joseph Rosenthal, Chairman

December 17, 1974

*
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APPENDIX S

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY

INTRODUCTION

Attention has been focused this year on the user, the quality of service

he receives, and the need for greater personal services. Access to a variety

of on-line data bases has made a greater amount of information available more

rapidly than ever before, while mechanization of library processes provides

more capabilities of utilizing information. This emphasis on quality Of

service is reflected in several top-level appointments.

PERSONNEL

The Secretary of Agriculture, Earl L. Butz, named Dr. Richard A. Farley

as Director of the National Agricultural Library. He assumed his duties

July 1, 1974. Dr. Farley came from McGill; University, where he was director

of that library system. He is well-known in agricultural library circles with

experience at the University of Nebraska, and Kansas State University

libraries. Dr. Farley has served as a Councilor of the American Library

Association. He has been chairman of the Agricultural and Biological Sciences

section of ACRL. While in Kansas he served two terms as a member and chairman

of the Kansas State Library Advisory Commission. He served also as President

of the Kansas Library Association. Dr. Farley served on the ad hoc committee

for the National Agricultural Library studying an agricultural sciences in-

formation network.

Dr. joseph F. Caponio, Associate Director, who had been serving as

Acting Director in the interim following the resignation of John Sherrod in

April 1973, resigned June 9 to join the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administrat on as director ofthe Environmental Science Information Center.

The post of Associate Director was filled December 1, 1974, with the

appointment of Samuel T. Waters. Previously, Mr. Waters had served as Deputy

Director of Resource Development. Mr. Waters will give particular attention

to the quality of personal service offered users-through branch and field

libraries.

The FY 1975 personnel ceiling set for the Library is 170 full-time

employees and 20 part-time employees. Current employment stands at 80

professionals, 79 sub-professionals, 29 clericals and three wage board emplOyees.

NAL DATA BASE

Records from the CAIN backfile from its inception through 1971, and the

data base of the Food and Nutrition Informat on Center were added to the CAIN
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on-line system in December 1973. More than 500,000 records can now be
searched, making agriculture one of the largest files available on-line.
Use of the Library's CAIN data base on-line has reached a point where more
than 1,000 searches are done nationwide each month. Outside use continues
to increase.

A study commissioned by the UK Office of Scientific and Technical Infor-
mation concluded that CAIN provides good although not complete coverage of
the agricultural literature. It contains articles of major importance as well
as useful fringe material. The study report continues that for general cover-
age of the current agricultural literature CAIN appears to be the best avail-
able machine-readable data base, but for complete coverage, CAIN must be
supplemented by alternative services. Favorable user comments plus substantial
and expanding use suggests generally satisfactory experience with CAIN for
retrospective searches.

An analysis of languages in the CAIN system was made in early 1974 based
on an on-line search of the 1970 through 1973 data base. A total of 464,832
--ations was searched. Citations in languages other than English amounted to

41.7 percent. The major foreign languages were German 8.9 percent, Russian8.6
percent, French 4.9 percent, Japanese 2.6 percent, Italian 2.1 percent. Polish
2.9 percent.

NAL sponsored a series of workshops to help land-grant, coop rating
institutions, and USDA field libraries develop expertise in using the CAIN
on-line system. Tbe first of these workshops was held in Palo Alto, California,
May 9-10, with 18 west coast librarians attending. A second workshop was held
June 24-28 at NAL for representatives from. Pennsylvania State University, the
University of Minnesota, and the University of New Hampshire_ A five day work-
shop was held in the autumn at Texas A&M University Library, College Station,
Texas. The workshop included discussion of the CAIN data base content and
construction, instruction in on-line searching and actual operation of a terminal

Research grants, for utilization of the CAIN data base on-line were
awarded to eight land-grant university libraries. Each grant for $3,500 was
used for subscription service fees and communication costs in direct support
of CAIN on-line. Terminal, promotion, training, and other costs were assumed
by the grantees. Each library investigated a different research project, as
follows:

University of. Arizona: Compared CAIN on-line searches
with manual literature searches of Biological Abstracts,
Chemical Abstracts, other printed indexes, and on-line
services for the High-Protein Feeds and Foods Research
Project of the university. This interdisciplinary research
project investigated the use of lumbering and coPper mining
wastes as a source of high protein livestocl feeds.

Auburn University studied the use of CAIN on-line as a source
_

of cataloging data. Comparisons were made with other sources
including LC proof slips and original cataloging,and
cost/benefit ratios determined:
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Colorado State Universty investigated the suitability_
of CAIN on-line as contrasted with existing manual

searches in support of research on environmental prob-

lems such as pesticide persistence, land reclamation,

and urban waste management,

PLII.Kgs4ly.j2L_Minneso
assessed the on-line

data base for citation retrievability in the food science

and nutrition aspects of cheese and other fermented dairy

products, and evaluated CAIN's vocabulary base and indexing

procedures in this subject area. Evaluation will determine

the operating efficiency of CAIN on-line in terms of recall

and precision relative te the instructional, research,

chemical, biological, bacteriological, planning and manage-

ment areas of cheese and fermented dairy products.

Univers, of New 1-lamashire determined the effectiveness of

the on-line system to locate citations in response to questions

from county extension agents and specialists, and determined

its effectiveness for graduate students of the university.

North Carolina State University determined the operational

effectiveness, precision and coverage of CAIN on-line for

the disciplines of agricultural economics, food science,

animal science, and botany by testing its use for quick

reference, identification of recent citations, and com-

pilation of bibliographies including updates on earlier works.

EailLs2II__LatEjniml:!ill: assessed the effect of CAIN

on-line en research proposals of the Pennsylvania Agricultural

Experiment Station; compared the on-line searches with con-

ventional methods in support of doctoral dissertations; and

compared CAIN coverage of soil fungi of the genus Fusarium

with that available in the Fusarium Research Center.

Washin -ton State Universit determined the cost/benefit

ratios of the standard teletype terminal operating at ten

characters per second and the CRT/printer terminals

operating at 30 characters per second.

Grant assistance given by NAL for demonstration of the CAIN on-line data

base has had interesting results. The College of Agriculture and Life

Sciences of the University of Wisconsin now requires that each new and

revised application for Hatch, Regional, and McIntire-Stennis funds be

accompanied by a computer printout of a literature retrieval utilizing the

computerized bibliographic data service of the Steenback Library. This is

tne first college, to our knowledge, to put this requirement in its pro-

posal submissions.

The data base of the Food and Nutrition Information and Educational
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Materials Center (FNIC) at the Library was made accessible this year through
the DIALOG System of Lockheed Information Systems and the Bibliographic
Search Service of Syster Development Corporation. The FN1C backfile of
2,366 entries has been merged with the CAIN tape, programmed so that searching
can be conducted in, combination with the NAL data base or the the FNIC data

base can be searched exclusively. FNIC abstracts are also searchable.
Updates to the CA1N/FNIC file, representing new materials adeed to the FNIC
collection, are made monthly.

Meetings have also been held with representatives of Economic Research
Service, USDA and the American Agricultural Economics Documentation Center
on including the latter's bibliography as an integral part of the CAIN data

base.

OTHER DATA BASES

NAL is participating with federal and other research libraries in adding

ales to the Ohio Colle Library Center data bank. An OCLC.terminal has

been installed at NAL 4nd is fully operational. This system seems to offer

the best promise of ar automated national cataloging program and could sub-
stantially reduce our cataloging costs.

On-line access to all data bases available through Lockheed Information

Systems is now availible to NAL users. These include INSPEC (Science

Abstracts), the National Technical Information Service file, Educational
Resources Information Center files; PANDEX/TRASDEX Current index to Scientific

and Technical literature; Psychological Abstracts, COMPENDEX (Engineering

Index); and Chemical Abstracts. Arrangements were also made with the National

Library of Medicine to obtain access to their TOXLINE.

OTHER AUTOMATION ACTIVITIES

We continue to progress in the use of "intelligent" computer terminals

to input and revise records in our data bases. A Sanders 8100 data input

system with CRT terminals is being utilized to load records directly into

the CAIN data base. NAL is now publishing its serial titles records on

computer-output-microform (COM). We have been actively building a machine-
readable serials data base for the past two years. These records have been

available by computer printouts. As the volume of data has increased the

quantity of paper printout has grown to unmanageable propc,rtions. Recently,

we determined that our serials titles records contained sufficient infor-

mation to merit distribution to other agricultural libraries. Paper printouts

arc too bulky and the COM method seems most practical. "COM sete'of serial

records by title have been distributed to land-grant universities and major

USDA field libraries. COM sets and microfiche reader machines are also

available at NAL.

A new step in the Library's program to mechanize its serial records is

represented by the first cumulative computerized listing of all journal

issues sent to the Library since January 1974 by Swets and ZeitI nger, one
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of our commercial journal subscription agents. These listings, arranged

by title, will be continuously cumulated ald provided on a monthly basis

until a full year's cumulation is obtained: This will enable the Library

to distribute information on journals currently received to frequent users

of its services and reduce, to a limited extent, staff time required to

respond to queries concerning journal status reports. The listing also

notifies the user that an active attempt is being made to recover due issues

that were not received by the Library.

NETWORKS

Sine. July 1973 land-grant libraries on 11 campuses in ten states

have agreed to serve as initial contact points and suppliers of documents

to USDA personnel in their states. USDA employees in Alabama, Florida,

Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina are covered by the land-

grant libraries in their states, with regional referral to the University of

Georgia library. All unfilled regional requests are referred to NAL by air

mail letter or teletype from the regional coordinating library. Texas opera

as a regional resource interacting directly with NAL although presently

covering only Texas. Arizona, California and Oregon are similarly covered

by the land-grant university libraries in those states with regional

coordination through the University of California, Davis. On July 1, 1974,

USDA employees in Hawaii, North Carolina, and Washington were brought into

the plan by agreements with the University of Hawaii, North Carolina State

University and Washington State University. The two western states coordinae

their referrals through the Davis campus, and N.C. State through the University

of Georgia.

Operational figures for Jan.-June 1974 and FY-1974 are:

Requests Received
Requests Completed in

the Region
Requests Searched and/or

verified
No. of Photocopy

Januay thru June 1974

Service in
All States
in FY-1974

Southern
Tier

Western
Three Texas1

5096

68.1%

30%

1421

76.8%

11.3%

2717

78.5%

33%

17,417

12,519 71.9%

5,119 29.4%

Exposures 25,862 7814 18,006 104,250

Cost per Transaction
Per Requests Received $1.93 $3.61 $2.75 $2.50

Per Requests Completed 2.83 4.70 3.50 3.48

Requests Filled within
3 Days of Receipt NA 72.7% 59.4% NA

4 Days of Receipt 84 4% 75.5%

1 Texas was included in the Southern Tier for the first six-months of FY-74
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Costs include a verification fee, the usual photocopy charges, referral

service, mail and communications as paid by negotiated agreements with each

institution. The percentage filled within three or four days is based on a

three week transaction tabulation each quarter at each participating library.

The National Agricultural Library is pleased with the ready response of the

land-grant libraries and librarians in providing this service on such a swift

and economical basis.

Discussions were held early this year with representatives of the land-

grant university libraries on the retention of land-grant agricultural

publications as national resource copies. Near perfect copies in the original

format or microfilm copies will constitute compliance with the national

resource designation. Memoranda of agreements have been signed with 44 land-

grant university libraries.

The idea of a cooperative program for microfilming st. te land-grant

ser als was revived at the Agricultural and Biological Sciences Section

meeting, ALA midwinter meeting, January 21. Microfilming of documents was

proposed as an adjunct to our memorandum of understanding on retention of

national resource copies. A variation in the memorandum accepts near perfect

copies in the original format or microfilm copies as compliance with the

national resource designation.

Agreement has been reached with the organization of the New England

land-grant university libraries to microfilm serial files of colleges of

agriculture, experiment stations, and extension services from inception of the

publication through 1969. NAL obligated $15,000 for this project. Each

land-grant library obligated $2,500 and assumes the responsibility of getting

their publications in good order and providing bibliographic data to the

contractor during the filming.

NAL participation in the implementation of AGR1NDEX has continued.

AGRINDEX is:envisioned by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations (FAO) as a current awareness tool. A file containing data on approxi-

mately 500 citations ready for input into the AGR1S system was forwarded to

Vienna in November. This initial effort, although fulfilling our current

obligation, does not represent the most ideal format for the data. We should

receive prior to our next submission programs for the International Nuclear

Information Center (INIS) which will allow us to generate the AGRIS file

utilizing the INIS data format.

Participation in AGRINDEX means a heavy investment by NAL of resources

for different tape formats, methods of literature coverage, and altered

internal procedures. NAL is seeking to avoid any degradation of its current

products and services, so implementation will be carried on this first year

in a manner which allows for the parallel operation of the NAL system until

such time as AGRIS has demonstrated its ability to obtain and publish indexing

records in the same volume and with the same speed as NAL. Therefore, the

CAIN tapes will be issued, as in the past, with the same coverage for 1975.

NAL will reassess the situati n late in that year.
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OTHER COUPE_

FL 1974

TIVE ATIVITIES

As one of the supporting agencies, the Library participated in the 3rd
Federal Interagency Field Librarians workshop held this year in Arlington, Va.
Attendance at the workshop was drawn from agency field libraries of the
Departments of Commerce; Interior; Housing & Urban Development; Health,
Education & Welfare; and Agriculture.

US - USSR Secretaria

We are working closely with the US-USSR Secretariat recently established
in the Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA to support the Agreement on
"Cooperation in the Field of Agriculture (June 19, 1973)". We have provided
the Secretariat with computer-produced lists of Russian serials received by
NAL, as well as a special list of publications available on exchange from the

USDA. The Secretariat will recommend additional Russian serials for acquisition
and will handle our requests for new publications on an exchange basis from
institutions in the USSR.

LILII!ry_and Sed_Trade Catalog.Celjection

Exploitation of this collection was discussed with represen atives from
various US Department of Agriculture agencies (Agricultural Marketing Service,

Agricultural Research Service, Soil Conservation Service, and Forest Service)

in March. All representatives attending are involved in providing information

on some aspect of seeds and plant materials. The consensus of the group in-

dicates correlation of activities and services to the public. In August, a

delegatioo from NAL met at Winterthur Museum, Winterthur, Delaware with

representatives of horticultural and botannical libraries to discuss the
feasibility of compiling a union checklist of horticultural catalogs. NAL

has agreed to assume the leadership of this project, in as much as we have the

largest extant collection of nursery, seed trade, and other horticultural

catalogs, the computer hardware, and other expertise.

Grants

A grant for $2,800 was awarded Rutgers-The State University, Graduate

School of Library Services, New Brunswick, N.J. for a study on the academic

library relationship and the process of the institutional self-study. The

study will determine the relationship, adverse or positive, established

between the libraries and the faculties of the 1890 land-grant institutions,

as a result of institutional self-study programs required every six years for

the accreditation process in institutions of higher education in the southern

United States.

A grant of $15,250 was awarded to Prairie View University to test the

feasibility of creating research and information services appropriate to the

needs of outreach and educational programs in the South. Bibliographic and
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research literature will be 'dent fied, and
applies to minority ethnic groups of poor and
in the southern states,

some cases collected, as it
ed of the rural populations

A grant of $8,161 was made through North Carolina A T College to

support seminars sponsored by a consortium of 1890 land-grant university

libraries

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

Agency Field Libraries Survey

A research contract was awarded to the Capitol Systems Group, Inc., to

survey services provided by the National Agricultural Library and the USDA

Agency field libraries. Emphasis was placed on the identification of library
service needs of ARS and FS personnel in the field and the organizational

structure for the delivery of these services. Representatives from 16 agency

field libraries met at the National Agricultural Library on October 18 to

review and discuss the recommendations made by Capital Systems Group in their

report _i_ary_o_f_jrOSumbservations, Conclusions and Recommendations

resultin from Study of the Delivery and Information SerVices to USDA

esearch Personnel in the Field.

Bee. Culture Collection

The Collection, with the exception of specific titles retained as worl(ing

tools by the Bio-Environmental Bee Laboratory, has been moved from its old

location at the Agricultural Research Center East to NAL. The annotated

1_31.e_nLag_llib1i2grapht, consisting of over 85,000 cards maintained by the

staff of the Bee Laberat-ry and its librarian, will be retained by the

Laboratory.

National Arboretum Library

A Memorandum of Agreement between NAL and the National Arboretum

Library in force since August 1973 provides for professional library services

to the Arboretum Staff. The research library at the Arboretum has proven after

18 months of cooperative effort, to be an effective information resource.

Under the Agreement, the Arboretum provides space, furnishings, and equipment;

NAL supplies books, periodical binding services, back-up reference and lending

services and has detailed a professional librarian to the Arboretum library.

Food and Nutrition Information and Educatie22,1erials Center

Target audience contacts constituted the major thrust of activity in the

Food and Nutrition information Center during 1974. Almost 9,000 persons

were reached through presentations on the Center, tour group visits, conferen. s,

and the FNIC exhibit displayed at various conventions, both national and state.

The Center's lending program increased to 34,100 individual pieces loaned

in this first year of operation. Two catalogs of the Center's collection have

been distributed, and input for a third one total 1,846 approved records to

date. The data base now contains 4,731 total records.
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PUBLICATIONS

A completely rev sed edition of The NationalrAkrisultural_Lib
glliy.sp_ssnriE was published July 1974 and has been Widely dist

among USDA employees and other users of the Library.

ry,

ibuted

Supplement 1 of the Food and Nutrition Information and Educationi

Materials Center Catalog was issued also inJuly .

The newest issuance in the Library List series is Heritage oF American

of_pre-1860_imri (Library List 98-7M---
publication carries a 197S imprint date and will be released early in January

in honor of the Bicentennial.

NAL plans to issue a newsletter, Agricultural Libraries Information Notes,

as a means of efficient, effective communication between NAL and libraries at

land-grant universities, workers at experiment stations and extension services,

and others in the Agricultural Sciences Information Network. This newsletter

will be mo -hly; the target date for the first issue is January 1975.

.Macmillan Publishing Company notified NAL in early November that it had

decided to discontinue publishing the Bibliaraity_o_f_AgrApjltu The

company will publish the Biblluimhy through the December 1974- issue and also

intends to publish the annual cumulative indexes for 1974. The Bibliography

aculte is produced from magnetic tapes created monthly bY NAL in the

proceis of generating its CAIN (Cataloging and Indexing) data base and making

that data base widely available. Since the Biblio-ra 11: of A-riculture is

the major publication produced from the CAIN data base, its discontinuance

is a matter of great concern. We are exploring a number of alternatives for

the continued dissemination of the data base in published form. Among the

possibilities are publication by another commercial firm, by an agency of

the government or by an international group.

ASSOCIATES NAL,INC.

The Associates NAL, Inc., a nonprofit, nongovernment friends of the

library group,presented awards to three people for outstanding contributions

to agriculture and librarianship at their fourth annual meeting June 7. The

awardees were Mrs. Ruth D. Lindley, editor for Bowman and Littlefield, TOtowa,

N.J.; publisher of the printed catalogs of the National Agricultural Library;

Mrs. Mary Ruth Brown, Associate Director for Operations, University of

Kentucky System.of Libraries, and Mr. Robert B. Jones, Legislative Reference

Specialist, Office of Management and Finance, USDA. The awards, in the

amount of $100 each were made possible through the generosity of the Thorough-

bred Owners and Breeders Association, Thoroughbred Record Publishing Co., and

Brown and Williamson Tobacco Co.

In observance of the Bicentennial, The Associates NAL, Inc. , are develop-

ing a Symposium on American Agricultural Literature. The Sympos .m is

scheduled for September 24-26, 1975.
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The American Poultry Historical Association deposited five new portraits
in the Poultry Hall of Fame housed at the National Agricultural Library.

The 1974 honorees are: Dr. Hugh D. Brandon, Dr. John C. Huttar, William V.

Pringle, Dr. Harold M. Scott, and Dr. Alden R. Winter.

CONCLUSION

Continued close cooperation with the entire agricultural community is

a major objective. The application of automated techniques to traditional
library routines will permit greater time and attention to be spent on more
personalized service to the user. The role of NAL as a clearinghouse for
agricultural information becomes mort certain as access, through computer
technology, to varied SOUTCOS of information grows. Strong emphasis has

always been placed on the educational role of:the Library. This role will

continue to grow as wt attempt to make known to the entire agricultural
community the resources and services of the National Agricultural Library.

Richard A. Farley

December 13, 1974
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APPENDIX T

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

NLM's List r Hill Center, in cooperation with the Health Services
Administration, has installed special two-way television equipment in health
clinics in several remote Alaska villages to explore the benefits of
"telemedicine." The new network uses NASA's ATS-6 satellite, orbited in
May 1974, to allow centrally located physicians to examine patients presented
to them by health aides in the villages.

A foreign MEDLARS workshop w s held in Cologne, Germany on June 10-12,

1974. The host for this workshop was the Deutsche Institut fur Medizinishe

Dokumentntion und Information (DIMDI). Representatives of foreign MEDLARS

Centers from the United Kingdom, France, Sweden, Germany, World Health
Organization, Australia, and Canada attended. Other countries which receive

services from the MEDLARS Center were also represented, including Denmark,
Norway, Finland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Austria.

The bilateral agreements between NLM and eight foreign MEDLARS/MEDLINE
Centers were successfully renegotiated in 1974. Over the years these arrange-

ments have proved mutually beneficial: the Library receives indexing input
for MEDLARS/MEDLINE, and the foreign Centers receive computer tapes and on-
line access to the data bases.

The Extramural Programs of the National Library of Medicine operated i
fiscal year 1974 under a one-year extension of the Medical Library Assistance

Act. These authorities have been extended for two additional years, through

June 30, 1976, by H.R. 11385, which was signed into law (Public Law 93-353,

Title II) on July 23, 1974. Under the Act, NLM provides assistance to the
Nation's health science libraries in the areas of training, research, re-
sources, special scientific projects, Regional Medical Libraries, and

publications.

A prog am of grant support was begun to aid training activities that

promote the integration of computer technology into all phases of clinical

mcdicine--teaching, practice, and research.

NLM and the Natio
ment to make cancer-re
network. The service

Cancer Institute have signed an interag
ed information available on-line over th
called CANCERLINE.

cy agree-
MEDL1NE

CHEMLINE, an on-line data base containing nomenclature and structural

elements for a collection of 60,000 compounds, was made available in 1974

as an aid to TOXLINE users. In a related development, TOXLINE was moved
from a contractor's computer to NLM's IBM 370/158. This move substantially

reduced costs to TOXLINE network users.
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A new Toxicology Data Bank Review Committee has been or,,anized to

provide a peer review capability for the contents of the on-line, inter-

active Toxicology Data Bank (TDB), The Committee will meet quarterly to

review new data being added to the TDB for accuracy and completeness. Thus,

all the data being made available to the scientific community through the

on-line system will have gone thro gh this review process.

NI2T., Technical Services Divis'ln now has on-line computer access to

monographs and new serials ordered for the collection but not yet cataloged.

Tbe new data base, containing about 15,000 bibliographic records, is called

INPROC ("in process"). INPROC is accessible only from terminals at the Library,

and complements CATLINE, the NLM "Catalog On-Line" data base accessible from

MEDL1NE terminals in health sciences libraries around the country.

On October 22 and 25, the Library hosted a specAal conference o

Economics of Biomedical Publications. This conference was an effort on the

part of Nld and NLM to encourage a thoughtful examination of the economic

issues facing the Federal, private, and commercial biomtdical publishing

industry. The principal concern of the conference was to consider the

continued availability of published information to the user.

As a result of recent balloting by its members, NLM Deputy Dirtctor

Melvin S. Day will be installed as the new President-Elect of the American

Society for Information Science (ASIS) at its October meeting in Atlanta.

Mr. Day will become President of the Society at the October I975 annual

meeting in Boston. Mr. Day will succeed Dale B. Baker, Director of Chemical

Abstracts Service.

Robert M. Bird, M.D., formerly Dean of the University of Oklahoma

School of Medicine, has been named Director of NLM's Lister Hill National

Center for Biomedical Communications. The appointment, announced by NLM

Director Nartin M. Cummings, M.D., became effective December 22, 1974L

On December 17 the U.S. Supreme Court listened to arguments on the copy-

right case, Williams El Wilkins versus the United States. The Supreme Court

has taken the case under advisement, with a ruling expected by June.

NILM's second generation MEDLARS System was successfully installed.

Implementation of MEDLARS 11 will occur early in 1975.

Martin M. Cummings

December 50, 1974
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APPENDIX U

14, No.2 January 10 1975

SEMIANNUAL REPORT ON DEVELOPMENTS AT THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
JANUARY 1975

LEGISLATION RELATING TO
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

LC Appropriations
Public Law 93-371, approved August 13. 1974,

appropriated S96,696,000 toi the Library of Con-
gess for fiscal 19 75, an increase of more than S14
million ove r fise al 1974

This included $48,460,000 for salaries and ex-
penses for the Office of the Librarian, the Law Li-
brary. and the Administ rative, Processing. and

Reference Departments as well as 52,778,000 for
reimbursement to the General Services Administ ra-
tion for the rental of space.

For the Copyright Office, an appropriation of
55,839,000 for salaries and expenses was made.

An appropriation of SI 3,345,000 was made to th
Congressional Research Service. and S10.581,000 was
provided for the operation of the Catalog Card Dist
bution Services.

For books for the general collections. S1,458,000
was made available and 5229,000 was appropriated
for books for the Law Library.

The national program for books for the blind and
physically handicapped received an appropriation of
SI 1,416,900,

The Special Foreign Currency Program received an
appropriation of 52,014,000 of which S1,718,500
was U.S.-owned foreign currency.

Under the appropriation for furniture and furnish-
ings, an appropriation of 53,31 9,000 was rile of
which $2,726,000 was fo r the purchase of furnitures.
book stacks, and other shelving for the Library of
Congress James Madison Memorial Building.

Public Documents Commission
Title II of Public Law 93-526 approved on Decem-

ber 19. 1974, the Presidential Recordings and Mate-
rials Preservation Act, provides for the creation of a
Public Documents Commission. This Commission is
to study problems and questions with respect to con-
trol, disposition, and preservation of records and
documents of Federal officials. The study is required
to include consideration of (I ) whether the historical
practice with respect to Presidential records and
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documents should be rejeCted or accepted. and
whether such practice should be made applicable with
respect to all Federal officials; (2) the relationship of
findings of the commission to the depository library
program and the statutes relating to archival adminis-
tration; (3) whether the findings of the Commission
should affect control, disposition. and preservation of
records and documents of agencies within the Execu-
tive Office of the President created for short-term
purposes: (4) the recordkeeping procedures of the
White House Office; (5) rules which should apply to
control, disposition, and preservation of records and
documents of Presidential task forces, commissions,
and boards; (6) criteria for determining the scope of
materials which should be considered the records and
documents of Members of the Congress: (7) the pri-
vacy interests of individuals who communicate with
Federal officials; and (8) any other problems which
the Commission considers relevant to carrying out its
duties,

The Commission shall be composed of the follow.
ing 17 members; (I ) one Member of the House of
Representatives appointed by the Speaker of the
House upon recommendation by the majority leader;
(2) one such Member appointed by the Speaker upon
recommendation by the minority leader; (3) one
Member of the Senate appointed by the President pro
tempore of the Senate upon recommendation by the
majority leader of the Senate; (4)one such Member
appointed by the Pretident pro ternpore upon recom.
mendation by the minority leader; (5) one Justice of
the Supreme Court, appointed by the Chief Justice of
the United States; (6) one person employed by the
Executive Office of the President or the White House
Office, appointed by the President; (7) three ap-
pointed by the President (no more than two of which
may be of the same political party), by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, from persons who
are not officers or employees of any government and
who are qualified to serve on the Commission by
virtue of their education, training, or experience:
(8) one representative of the Department of State,
appointed by the Secretary of State; (9) one represen.
tative of the Department of Defense, appointed by
the Secretary of Defense; (10) one tepresentative of
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the Department ot Justice, appointed hy the Aloe-
uey General: 1111 the Administrator of General Ser-

vices or his delegate. I 121 the Librarian of Congress:

3 I one member of the American Historical Associa-
tion, appointed by the counsel of such Association;
(14) one member of the Society of American Archi-
vists. appointed by such Society: and (15) one mem-
bet of the Organization of American Historians,
appointed by such Organization.

The Commission's report is doe to be submitted to
die President mid to each House of the Congress by
March 31, 1976. The Commission shall cease to ex
60 days atter transmitting the report.

American Folklife Center
Hearings on bills to establish an American Folklife

Center in the Library of Congress were held in May
hy the Senate Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion and the Committee on House Administration.
H.R. 17382 was reported by the House Committee
On December 9. The bill was brought up on the

House floor on the suspense calendar in the last days
of the 93rd Congress. but failed to receive the two=
thuds vote necessary for passage.

National '3istorical Publications
and Records Commission

The President On December 22 signed H.R. 15818
(P.L. 93-536), an Act to strengthen and enlarge the
scope of the activities of the National Historical
Publications Commission so as to enable it to under-
take projects relating to the collection and preserva-
tion of historical records of the United States,
including those of State and local governments. The
Act designates the name of the National Historical
Publications Commission as the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission, increases the
inernbership on the board, increases the annual
appropriation authorization !rum $2,000.000 to

S4,000,000, and extends the authorization for two
years.

Copyright Legislation
The bill for general revision of copyright law, which

has been pending in Congress for more than a decade,
made significant progress during the second half of
074. The hill had been introduced in the 93rd Con-

gress by Senator John L. McClellan at the beginning
of 1973 (S. 1361), and had begun to regain legislative
momentum by the spring of 1974. On July 3, 1974,
the full Senate Judiciary Committee reported the bill
favorably with a number of amendments and a
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228-page report ( Rept. No. 93-983), including addi-
tional and minority views. In an unusual move, the
Senate referred the bill for fifteen days to the Com-
mittee on Commerce which, on July 29, 1974, also
reported it with further amendments dealing primari-
ly with radio and television eommunications. Like the
Judiciary Committee's report, the 82-page report
front the Commerce Committee (S. Rept. No.

93-1035 ) included minority and additional views.
The Senate debates on the revision bill began ott

September 6, and ended with a favorable vote on
September 9, 1974, The most controversial provision
proved to be section 114, which would have created
rights, subjeet to compulsory licensing, with respect
to the public performance (including broadcasting) of
copyrighted sound recordings. The Senate deleted
this provision from the bill entirely and adopted a
number of amendments, the bulk of which also in-
volved performing rights in one way or another, The
Senate vote for the revision bill was overwhelming:
70 yeas to one nay. During the debate Senator
McClellan accurately predicted that the House of
Representatives would not have time enough to act
on the omnibus bill in the remaining weeks of the
93rd Congress. but added: "I anticipate that the bill
passed by the Senate will be reintroduced at the start
of the 94th Congress, and it should be then processed
expeditioay. Our goal should be enactment of a new
copyright statute by the end of 1975,"

The prospects for general revision of the copyright
law thus scent brighter than they have at any time
since the House 01- Representatives passed an earlier
version of the bill in 1967, The bill will need to be
reintroduced in both Houses in the 94th Congress.
and it is anticipated that hearings will be held before
the House Judiciary Subcommittee early in 1975.

Controversies remain over cable television, library
photocopying, educational uses of copyrighted
works, and various provisions dealing with performing
and recording rights. Nevertheless, the areas of agree-
ment far exceed those of disagreement, and the bulk
of the bill has remained almost entirely unchanged
since 1967. Fundamental provisions such as the estab-
lishment of a single federal copyright system, dura-
tion based on the life of the author plus 50 years,
ownership and transfer of rights, subject matter, and
formalities are intact, and they represent the heart of
the legislation. The bill also provides, in Title III, for
a completely new form of protection of ornamental
designs of useful articles, based on copyright princi-
ples.

Three !mit leis dealt-with in the general revisioa bill
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wel e considered by Congress as too urgent to await
final action on the omnibus legislation. These were
made the subject of a separate measure which was
passed by both Houses and signed by the President at
almost literally the last minute.

The first of these provisions involved federal legisla-
n to combat record and tape piracy_ In 1971 Con-

gress amended the present law to offer Federal
copyright protection against unauthorized duplica-
tion of sound recordings fixed after February 15,

1972. However, this legislation was scheduled to
expire on December 31, 1974, and on August 21,
I Cr74 the House Judiciary Subcommittee reported
favorably a bill introduced by its chairman, Robert
W. Kastenmeier, (H.R. 13364) which would make the
amendments permanent and would increase the crimi-
nal penalties for piracy and counterfeiting of copy-
righted recordings. The bill, as amended, was

favorably reported by the full House Judiciary Com-
mittee on September 30. 1974 (H. Rept. No.
93-1389 ), and passed the House of Representatives
under suspension of rules, by a two-thirds, non-record
vote, on October 7, 1974.

Meanwhile, immediately following Senate passage
of the general revision bill. Senator McClellan intro-
duced S. 3976, an interim package consisting of:
(1) provisions similar to the Kastenmeier record
piracy bill but with somewhat higher criminal penal-
ties; (2) a provision to extend, until December 31.
1976, renewal copyrights otherwise scheduled to
expire at the end of 1974; and (3) provisions estab-
lishing a National Commission on New Technological
Uses of Copyrighted Works. Since all of these provi-
sions were covered in the general revision bill, the
Senate passed S. 3976 almost immediately after its
introduction on September 9, 1974.

On November 26, 1974, the House Judiciary Sub-
committee, under Representative Kastenmeier's chair-
manship, held hearings on S. 3976. The only witness
was the Register of Copyrights, who was asked to
testify on the extension of expiring tenewals, the
National Commission, and the present status of copy-
right law revision; no testimony was sought, with
respect to the anti-piracy provisions of the bill since
the House had already acted favorably upon the
subject. The bin was reported by the subcommittee
to the full House Judiciary Committee with some
amendments on December 10, 1974, and by the full
committee on December 12, 1974 (11. Rept, No.
93-1581), On December 19, 1974. the bill passed the
House by a vote of 292 to 101, and the hill as
amended by the House was accepted by the Senate
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later the same day. the last day of the 93rd Congreis.
The legislation was signed by President Ford on
December 31, 1974. only a few hours before the
record piracy legislation and some 150,000 renewal
copyrights were scheduled to expire.

All this successful legislative cliffhanging has had a
further regenerative effect upon the general revision
program. Specifically the two-year extension of expir-
ing renewals (the ninth in a series going back to 1962)
was base d on the assumption that the omnibus pack-
age whit. h would give all subsisting copyrights, includ-
ing those covered by S. 3976, a total term of 75
yearscould be enacted into law by the end of 1976.
Congressional establishment of the National Commis-
sion in advance of general revision also reflects a sense
of urgency concerning the unsettled copyright ques-
tions within the Commission's mandate.

The legislation creating the National Commission
on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works is
now in effect, though its implementation awaits fund-
ing from Congress and the appointment of members.
The Commission will be a part of the Library of Con-
gress, with an Executive Director and staff. It is
charged with studying the use of copyrighted wolks
by automatic information systems and by repro-
waphy, including library photocopying but not
including photocopying for classroom use, and to
make recommendations for legislation. It will include
12 members appointed by the President (four from
authors and publishers, four from copyright users,
and four from the public, including one expert in
consumer affairs), plus the Ubrarian of-Congress as a
voting member and the Register of Copyrights as a
non-voting member. An interim report is due within a
year of the Commission's first sitting, and its mandate
is now scheduled to expire on December 31, 1977.

The fees charged by the Copyright Office for its
services are established by statute, and the last

amendment increasing the fee schedule was enacted
hi 1965; the basic registration fee has remained at $6
for ten years. The ratio of income from fees to the
Office's operating costs has declined to 43 percent
and, at the Librarian's request, bills to remedy this
situation were introduced in the Senate by Senator
McClellan (S. 3960. September 4, 1c74), and in the
House of Representatives by Representative Kasten-
meier (H.R. 16601, September II, 1974). The bills
would raise the basic registration fee to $10 and the
renewal fee to $6, but would leave registrations for
unpublished works at $6 and would open the possi-
bility of voluntary registration in unpublished, form
to all categories of works.
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INTERN ATI ONAL COPYRIGHTS

iesporiding an Iiitatioii nom the chairman 01
the newly-crezned A11-13Mon Copyright Agency, in the

,S.S.R !he Register of Copyrights headed a delega-
tion ol L government uttictals to Nh)scow arid Lenin-
grad iii Octoher 1974_ The delegation, which ako
included the Deputy Register and the (;eneral Counsel
of the (opyright Office, met with the chairman, deft
un, ,:hau Mari. and othir officials of the agency t known
hy Its Russian acronym VAAP), over a perlOd (II more
than week, and discussed :i range or problems.

;1) the interpretation k o the iespe,:me
copyright laws of the United Stales and the Soviet
Union, At the end ot the discussions It Was nreed that
VA AP .ind the Copyright Office would exchange
letters expressing understanding of the points dis-
cussed. A delegation of six VAAP officials, headed by
the chairman, Boris Pankin, visited the United States
iii Ikcember 1974, and !net with a number of-Copy-
right Office officials and toured the Office during
their three-day stay in Washington. A rough draft of
part of tlw exchange of correspondence was discussed
polio by point, including! royalnes and taxes, repro-
graphic reproduction. publication of works by Soviet
authors where the contract author-I/mg publication
was not handled by VAAP, performing rights, retro-
activity, nonce ol wpyright. and Soviet treatment id
LI.S. government publications.

iii oilier international copyright developments,
plans are unuerway to convene suhcotomittees of the
governing bodies of both the Universal and the Berne

Conventions to make recommendations lot
A11 international inst rument setting torth copyright
guidelines with respeet tO reprographic reproduction
(photocopying and other forms of facsimile copying
mid reprography). The meeting will he held in Wash=
ington at the invitation tit the United States Govern-
ment, June 16-11, 1975. Tile UNF.SCO General
Conference, which met in Paris during October and
November 1974, confirmed this program, and also
laid plans for meetings to deal with double taxation
if authors royalties and translators' rights.

COPYRIGHT OFFICE

The most signitkant administrative development in
the Copyright OfFice in 1974 was the inshillation in
the Cataloging Division of an automated, on=line
system tor the preparation ol catalog entrtes covering
all copyright registrations, for the duplication and
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sorting ot all catalog cards, and for the reproduction
of copy for all parts of the Catalog of Cipyr;glri
Entries. With the software thoroughly tested, the
system became operational in September, first with
the cataloging ot' sound recordings and then with all
01 the -arts- classes. On October 1) all music catalog-
ing was added to the system (see below).

Among the many legal problems facing the Copy-
right Office during the last half of 1974, two stand
out as the most complex and difficult: whether to
make registration for original designs of type faces,
and how to resolve the copyright problems involved
IN photocopying by libraries. Th:: Office rcceiveLI.:on-
siderable correspondence on the typeface issue and,
on November 6, 1974, held the first public hearing in
its history on proposals to change its regulations. The
question essentially was whether, by amending the
prohibition now found in section 202.1 of the regula=
tions, the Copyright Office should open the possi=
bility of registration to type face designers. By notice
in the Federal Register. the Librarian has extended
the deadline for written comments on this extremely
difficult question to January 15, 1975,

In July 1974. following discussion t the ALA
;ifinual meeting in New York of the copyright IssiteN
involved in photocopying by libraries, ALA President
Jean Lowrie wrote the Register of Copyrights asking
her to take an active role in seeking solutions to this
explosive problem. Similar requests had reached the
National Commission on LihrarieS and Intormation
Science (NCL1S), NCL1S and the Copyright Office
therefore agreed to pool their resources and try to get
the dialogue that had broken off after the Dumbarton
Oaks meetings in 1973 started again, On November
16, 1974, they co-sponsoied a meeting in Washington
which, as planned, led to smaller meetings among
selected representatives of the interested groups. Fur-
ther meetings are planned for early 1975. Meanwhile,
the Williams and Wilkins appeal was argued before the
Supreme Court on December 17. and (he next day
both Houses of Congress passed legislation creating a
National Commission to study the problem The issue
awaits hearings and legislative action in the context of
general revision of the copyright law in 1975, and an
important intogovernmental meeting on the subject
will be held in Washington in June.

EC JAMES MADISON
MEMORIAL BUILDING

Although there was less visible progress on the
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exterior of the Ljbrzi rys James Madison Nlemortal

BM1ding during the past six months than during the
preceding report period, close observers noted the
fact that application of the marble on the four sides
of the building was complete nearly to the roof line.
the cornice work around the penthouse was mostly in
place. and the new sidewalks on the south and east
sides were largely completed. Although the main
columns on the north side were riot completed by
year's end, those on the east. south, and west sides
were, giving these aspects of the building a nearly
finished appearance.

It had been hoped that Phase IV of the building
would be out to bid by the end of 1974. Unavoid-
ably, however. issuance of the specifications was
delayed and it is now expected that these will be
issued in late January or early February.

Technical specifications for the compact bookstack
installation were completed in December and this
procurement should go to bid during February. Mean-
while, the Architect of the Capitol arranged for a
mock-up installation of the track system for the eom-
pact bookstacks 00 die basement level of the build-
ing. These were completed and ready for inspection
and evaluation by Library staff at the end of the year.

Some additions to the office mock-up al the

Pickett Street Annex were made during the fall in

preparation for evaluation early in 1975
As the Phase IV drawing; neared completion, the

work of the Building Planning Office turned increas-
ingiy to the development of interior layouts, furni-
ture selection, and related problems. On the basis of
new five-year staff projections, during the fall, several
revisions of previous office layouts were required.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Affirmative Action
The Library's Affirmative Action PU7 for iscal

Year 1975 was approved by the Librarian of Congress
and became effective in July. During the past six
months, significant progress has been made toward
the achievement of each of die priority objectives and
continuing Affirmative Action programs. During this
period, the Library also made a significant Affirma-
tive Action change in its Intern Program.

Priority Objective 1: expand Affirmative
Training, Appraisal, and Promotion 111,grain (I AN.
In an expanded program for Fiscal year 1975, the
Library committed 50 positions for the Affirmative

Act ion Training Appraisal and Promotion program:
-Ibis represented ail increase of 24 positions above the
20 positions initially allocated to the program in
fiscal year 1974 (although 35 selections were actually
made last year). Thirty-one selections have been made
so far this fiscal yc ii. and the second pb se of selec-
tions will start on February 15.

Priority Objective 2: Research the S imen

in the Library of Congress, Comntunwate t w Roults
c.q. this Research. Develop a Women's .-Ictir)n Plan,
and Sponsor a Speakers Pmgram. A Eederal Women's
Program Committee Was organized with representa-
tion from eaeh department in the Library under the
direction of the Federal Women's Coordioator. lite
committee has been active in sponsoring two speakers
before library management, Catherine East Execu-
tive Secretary of die Citiaen's Advisory Council on
the Status of Women, and Daisy Fields, President of
Fields Associates and founder and past national presi-
dent of Federally Employed Women (FEW). In addi-
tion, the committee has been engaged in a series ot
research piojects on the status of women at the Li-
brary of Congress, the results or which will he re-
leased during the second half of the fiscal year.

Priorite Evaluate librant, (politica-
lions Requirements fOr Job Relatedtwss, This task
was divided into a series of sub-tasks for more effec-
tive analysis. Sub-task one was defined as "'An Anal-
ysis of Qualifications Requirements Published in

Position Vacancy Announcements Between 1971 and
1974." All of the vacancy postings were analyzed in
terms of the amount of education and/or experience
required for various jobs and at various grade ',evels of
jobs so as to determine and measure the consistency
of the requirements over the past three years. This
sub-task is near completion and the results will be
released during January.

The second sub-task of this objective was defined as
"A Race and Sex Analysis of Personnel Selectees
Between 1971 and 1974," This study was based on
the same Position Vacancy Announcements studied
in Suh-Task One, except the emphasis this time was on
the identification of the successful applicants by sex
and race. This analysts is expected to be completed
during January 1975 and released in February.

Sub-Task Three of the Qualification Study Objec-
tive was defined as "A Description and Analysis of
the Library of Congress System for Establishing Job
Qualifications Requirements." This study purports to
answer the question "What is the process by which
certain requirements are attached to certain posi-
tions?" This Sub-Task requires a series of depth inter-
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views with Library officers and supervisors who int1u-
enee or determine such requirements. This study was
launched in November and all intervieWS in the Liw
Library and the Proeessing Department were com-
pleted, The target completion date of this Sub-Task is
Nlarch 15.

The final Sub-Task of the Qualitkations Study
Objective is still being defined. A plan of analysis:Ind
',rutty pio,eedore is scheduled for completion Nlarch

PrIoeity Objective 4: Develop a h.op.con ro Gm-
of Spanish-Surnamed :4ppli-

cants din mployees. The Library initiated its
program to increase awareness of needs tor opportu-
nities for Spanish-somamed applicants and employees
during this period mainly through contact between
the Library of Congress Spanish Coordinator and
Spanish Coordinators of other heilinal agencies, and
through an initial information effort about the Li-
brary's Equal Employment Opportunity program
directed at Spanish.surnamed employees.

Contaet with othei Spanish Coordioatots was fruit-
lul in terms of discovery of the nature of sinn hr pro-
grams at other agencies, how they are operated,
problems eneountered, and their effeetivonss.

A computer printout of all Spanish-surnamed ein-
ployees was secured and these employees received
two memoranda from the Coordinator during this
wporting period. The first memorandum in Septem-
her was on the Equal Employment Opportunity pro-
gram in general and the Sixteen-Point (Spanish
Speaking) Program in partieular, The Coordinator's
second memorandum of November described how
discrimination complaints are processed in the Li-
brary of Congress. identified the stal t of the Equal
Opportunity Office, and reported on progress in the
Sixteen-Point (Spanish Speaking) Program through-
out (he Federal Civil Service,

Priority Objective 5: Resear It and .--Ina/vee Mobil-
ity Patterns at the Library of Congress. This study
will focus on the career patterns of prolessional li-
brarians (Joh Series 1410) and library technicians
lob Series 1411), by far the largest occupational
group in the Library of Congress (approximately 50
percent). Records of all individuals in these series
were selected for a model designed to evaluate rate of
promotion and lactors that seemed to retard or
enhance promotion. The rate of promotion was de-
fined as the time required to move trom one grade to
another (higher grade), and the retardant or enhance-
ment factors used inelude edde-Jthm, foreign language
skills, raee, and sex. Time utilized for this project
requires extensive manual input ot data for computer
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analysis. It is approximately 24 percent iplete.
The target date for completion is April 15,

Training, Counseling, Tuition Support Programs
For the first six months of fiscal 1975, S25,900

was expended for tuition for 141 employees in
G5 -77G 1-7 or below to advance their education or to
acquire skills that would enable the employee to com-
pete for higher grade positions within the Library
DurMg the same period, the Library contracted with
the United States Department of Agriculture Gradu-
ate School to provide instruction for 40 employees to
pass the high school (GED) equivalency exam. Four
employees passed the exam after the first portion of
the instruction in which 32 were participants. The
remainder are continuing with the program. One hun-
dred and seventy-nine employees received career
development counseling, some including testing. All
participants in the Tuition Support Progtam received
career counseling.

Intern Progam
The Library conducted a survey of minority stu-

dents in al! accredited schools of library science. This
survey was conducted in support of a recornmenda-
uon that schools be requested to nominate two candi-
dates for the Library of Congress Intern Program
instead of one, as has been the rule in thz past. In his
letter to library schools announcing the Intern Pro-
gram for 1975. the Librarian stated that "in accor-
dance wit the objectives of the Library's Affirmative
Action Pf 3,gram, schools are encouraged to include
minority group candidates in their nominations for
eonsideration in the Intern Program."

Equal Opportunity Office
The Equal Opportunity Office has continued its

effort to secure statistical data relative to minorities
in order to further the aims of the Equal Opportunity
Program. Included in this assignment is its responsi-
bility for control of minority personnel data in the
framework of a positive continuill program.

Department directors are prov3ded with monthly
reports on discrimination matters and complaints
within their individual areas. One objective is cooper-
ative effort among the EO Office, the Personnel
Office, and the departments on the speedy resolution
of as many problems as possible.

Review of LCR 2010-3,1, the Equal Opportnn ty
regulation, has been continuous during the second six
months of implementation. Suspension of personnel
actions relating to complaints under investigation is
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being evaluated. Staff input has been invaluable rela-

tive to this matter. The objective of the office is to
exercise discretion and weigh all factors concerned
before requesting suspension of personnel actions. In

accordance with requirements of the Fair Labor Stan-
dards Amendments of 1974, the LCR will include age
as a category for discrimination complaMts and steps
to overcome barriers to employment in this area are
currently under study by the E0 Office.

Within the July-December 1974 period, there were
matters pertaining to discrimination handled by

the FO Office, of which 45, or 90 percent were re-
solved at the Counselor level. The five remaining mat-
ters became formal complaints. Of these, two were
resolved by Equal Opportunity Officers and three are
pending. There were seven formal investigations con-
ducted by the Equal Opportunity Office, and four
hearings were scheduled for a Hearing Examiner.

ACQUISITIONS

National Program for Acquisitions
and Cataloging (3sIPAC)

In order to provide further assistance to the research

library community through the National Progxam for
Acquisitions and Cataloging, two special reporting
and searching projects have been established on an
experimental basis. Selected NPAC participant li-

braries are reporting U.S. imprints (1974 +) and Chi-

nese and Korean titles (1973 -f) that they have
actually received but for which they have failed to
find LC catalog cards in the depository set. These

reports will enable the Library of Congess to follow
up in the standard NfPAC mode by upgrading catalog-
ing priorities for titles already in hand and by speed-

ily ordering reported titles for demand cataloging.
The NPAC Regional Acquisitions Office in Rio de

Janeiro is proceeding with plans to issue its prelimi-
nary cataloging for newly acquired Brazilian publica-
tions through a published accessions list similar to
those now published for South Asia, Southeast Asia,
East Africa, and the Middle East. The first 1st is

expected to appear early in It:75.
Net receipts for cataloging from the 24 countries

presently covered by NPAC .,liared cataloging arrange-
ments declined in fiscal 1974 to approximately
87,000 titles from 96,000 in fiscal 1973 and a high of
106,000 titles in fiscal 1972. Net receipts for catalog-
ing during the first five months of fiscal 1975 (July-
November), however, appear to be at the same level
as fiscal 1972 and fiscal 1973 (approximately 40,000
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tides for the five month period) compared with only
35 500 titles received during the same period in fiscal

Special Foreign Currency Program
In fiscal 1975 for the first time, LC was authorized

by the Congress use non-P_L_ 480 excess currencies

for the funding of the program for India. Hence, the

use of PI. 480 irs a designation for the over-all P0 1

gram encompassing Egypt, India,Pakistan, and Poland

is no longer completely accurate_ The term Special

Foreign Currency Program is being used instead.
The Middle East Program suffered a temporary set

hack as the result ot a fire in late June 1974 which

caused extensive damage to the premises of the Li-
brary's Cairo office_ Working out of space lent by the
U.S. Embassy, the Cairo staff was able to continue
acquiring and distributing publications with only
minor interruption; publication of the Accessions List

was somewhat delayed. Rehabilitation of the office
was virtually complete by the end of November and
operations are back to normal.

Acting on recommendations made by the Associa-
tion of Research Libraries' Committee on the Middle
East, the Library revised th6 list of Middle East pro
gram participants- Four former participants were
dropped and five new institutions added_

Six participants are to be added to the South Asia

Program this month, for a new total of 25, following
the 1973 restructuring of the program which allows
participants to receive either comprehensive or basic
sets in the languages of their choice- The restructuring
resulted in a significant reduction of costs and made
possible participation on a greatly reduced scale. The
New Delhi office is presently engaged in a review of
the English-language program and expects to give

participants the option of selecting serials from a
basic list. This plan has already been put into effect
by the Karachi office and is working well.

Exchange and Gift Division Activities
The Government Printing Office has announced

another increase in the subscription price for the
Monthly Checklist of State Publications Effective
immediately, subscriptions will cost $2190 per year,
$550 additional for foreign mailing. Single monthly
issues will be sold for $1.50, except the lune and

December issues, which will cost $2.45 each, and the
Index, which will sell for $2.10. The price changes
will be noted in she January 1975 issues of the
Checklist.

State d cuments receipts from July thr igh



November 1974 numbered 49,864 pieces, an increase
of 8,251 pieces over last year's total for these

months. To cope with the steady increase in gross
receipts and in the workload of the Checklist,a fifth
bibliographer position has recently been added to the
State Documents _Section's staff, The new stall mem-
ber is a successful candidate of the Training/
Appraisal/Promotion Program (TAP),

Non-GPO Imprints Received in the library of Con-
gress in 1973 was published in the summer of 107-4_
It includes 131 serials and 336 monographic titles,
and may be purchased from the Card Division for
S I .25.

Receipts of Faderal documents from the Govern-
ment Printing °thee and the mdividual.agencies shoo

a decline from last year's July-November totals. There
has been a decrease of 24 percent in the number of
publications received from GPO, and a 15 percent
decrease from individual agencies. It is too early to
determine whether this is a temporary fluctuation or
an indication of a general trend. Receipts continue to
arrive under the provisions of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act, to date, 182 charters and 104 reports
have been received. Activities of the Documents
Expediting Project are being sustamed at the high
levels reached last year.

Order Division Activities
Blanket order arrangements throughout the world

continued to be monitored and refined to secure
comprehensive coverage of significant new publica-
tions. Specifications for both the general and law
blanket orders were translated into Spanish, French.
and Arabic to promote improved understanding of
the terms and conditions, Receipts from individual
blanket order dealers in Latin America increased. The
Assistant Chief Of the Order Division completed the
compilation of a "Third World Book Dealer List" for
the Resources Section of ALA's Resources and Tech-
nical Services Division.

A literature and book dealer survey of trends in
book production and book prices was initiated to
secure data on volume and costs of publications
throughout the world. This information was supple-
mented by personal interviews with book dealers by
the Assistant Chief during her visit to Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and Thailand, and during visits to the Order
Division by dealers' represtntatives from Canada,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, the Philippines,
and Taiwan. The costs of serial and periodical sub-
scriptions continue to climb. The cost ot the majority
of subscription orders I'm Italy alone rose 30 percent
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this 'ear, The procedures for processing sample serial
wows submitted by the Library's overseas offices

were revised to insure more prompt notification ot
decisions as to whether or not to subscribe.

Library of Congress Interns that opted to spend
extra time in the Order Division during their training

period in the Processing Department were most
helpful to assisting in the compilation of a oard file
index to sales of manuscript, autogaph, and related
materials of 20th century writers, scientists. and
other public figures. and in completing charts and
graphs of statistics of past and projected future re-
ceipts of materials purchased lot the Library's col-
lections.

CATALOGING

Although catalogiog production figures for this
period indicate a decline from the same period of the
previous fiscal year. the percentage of decline has
been decreasing.

On September 3, descriptive catalogers began to
apply the revised rules for the descfiption of mono-
graphs, chapter 6, of the Anglo-American Cataloging

Rules (AACR) incorporating the provisions of the
International Standard Bibliopaphie Description lo
Amographic Publications (ISBD(M)). These revised
rules are being applied totally to printed card, mono-
graphio cataloging (except. chiefly, revised reptiots
and titles published prior to 1821) for which full
original cataloging is done, and at least partially to
descriptions derived from national bibliographies. In
an effort to attain maximum consistency of interpre-
tation, the Principal Descriptive Cataloger's staff pro-
vided special guidance to the catalogers until they
assimilated the revised rules,

Cataloging in Publication
The Cataloging in Publication progt am encr mpasses

an ever imreasing number of publishers. In calendar
1974, some 340 firms joined the program, hringmg
the total participants to 860, including several

Federal agencies, and the annual production to nearly
18,000 titles. From the program's inception in July
1971, publishers have submitted more than 45,000
titles.

Cataloging Rules Development
During the fall, cataloging rules development work

has been conccntrated principally on reviews of the
drafts of the rules for cataloging audiovisual mate-



nals. oth s ial consideration directed to the ci 'ol.
merits from spcJalists I Me field. At the same One,
alt ention has been devoted io the further develo.p-
mem (if policies and procedures for tho cataloging or
the, nuterials by Libmrv of Congress staff .

in addition. the authors of the Ai1Cli hase reacin2d
acreeliteirt on a series oi revisions proposed tril I he

Bluish Library ASSO%21;311011. TheSe 1-12v1S1,11is

AACR I I (published in CataThging tier=
11,ei Bulletin I I I Fall 1974) and AACR 4, an2 5
(published in ( atalogtrrg Service, Bulletin II:, Winrer
1975).

1-Acellent )rogress was also made. in cooperatio
vvith a subcommittee 01 die Ci_ii-ninutee on Research
Materials or Southeast Asia. on odes for Ihe entry of
Khmer and Lao names; on Tom:nu/anon tablcs tor
Khmer. Lao, and Pali; and on word division for
Southeast Asian lanugages, Work on the kill

nnan Turkish also progressed significant ly,

Subject Headings
The MARC Development ()thee has nimplefe

duct ion of the tape for the eighth edition of I.
(ri congress Subject 1leaduigc. Sieahlc lvration
involved in the final printing and binding of this two-
volume work make it unlikely that it will be ay11ilabl(?
before mid-14)75. The delay has it 90,zsifile..

however, to incorporate lino this edition all mhpe-i
heading development through 197., instead of 1972.
as previously announeod.

LC Classification
Tiw fourth edition of Class A, (leneraha, has been
biivhed and can now he pordiased from ihe Ca id

Division tor S5 a copy. New editions of Classes
Military Science. and V. Naval Science, aro at the

Government Printing Office; (lass CAuxiliary Sci-
Cues of History, is undergoing editorial revision iii
preparation hn a new edition; and Classes G. Geogya-
phy/Anthropolotv/Recreation, and 11, Social Sci-
ences, are being revised but will require considerable
work before publication. Publication of a revised.

PN-PZ schedule has been temporarily shelved since
the major revision in subclass PR, English Literatoire,,
was published in Additions: ond Changes, Nos, 1n4P
and 171. A third edition of the Outline of the Library
nj Cngre Ciasiculicatuin has boon prepared and is in
the revision stages.

In law classification development, Class KG, Law of'
the United Kingdom and Ireland, has been published;
Class KE, Law of Canada, is being developed in al-
operation with the National Library of Canada which
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Is represented 31 the Lubtar v ongrcss In, Ann
a cataloger front the National Lihrauy staff: ,md work
continues on the development 01 (1.os tictiend
Li-ISV, and KKC, Law of Germans,

Decimal Classification Activities
Planning and development ot die I tthi edition

the ticivor' in, doe iii PC:7 ot
later, continued during this period. The Decimal Clas-
sification Editorial Policy Committee nici at the Li-
brary in November and reeommended that the

tollowing sections rixeive major revision m the 19111
edition: sociology political parties, area notations tot
the British Isles. n comply a changes in the 900's
dealmg primarily with the- treatment iit cp.:di/anon,

possibly. music. °Wei ;i:ctions previously mo-
posed for maior revision in the 19th edition a totally
111.7w devlopincin for th,i lite sciences, for example
presimably will be postponed u the 20Th edition.
lity committee reeommended that all other parts of
the 19th edition should be routinely updated and
expanded as neeessary.

'rho classification activities oh the divkion wore at
tic alk nue high with almost 50,000 titles classified

during the July-December period. Nearly all titles
cataloged by die Library in English and Froneh as
wel! aS a selection- ut those it Alen- western languinys
wete classified. WW1 tini siimufais ontifining stud-
ios dernonstrating the importance and usefulness ot
Dewey as a medium for searching maehine-readable
bibliographic records. the 'Library announced that it
was its imention, wbiect to Congressional appropria-
tions and space considerations, to expand Dewey
coverage in the years ahead to include all tides in the
MARC program,

Close coordination continued with the Brit
National Bibliography, the Australian Nuti(mal
ographyi and Canadiana, with the objective of achiev-
ing 111i high a degree of agreement in elassification as
may be possible.

MARC Editorial Division
On October 17, the MARC Uitorial Dyiicsuu veri-

fied its 500,000th bibliogiaphic recoid. Thosei ecords
cover both monographic and audiovisual materials.
During the past six months, the division has been
recruiting and training additional staff in nrepaiation
for expanding the MARC program to include Ger-
man, Portuguese, and Spanish language monographs.
Input will begin with 1975 imprints but will eventu-
ally be expanded to cover all current cataloging in
these languages.
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SERI LS

Serials Cataloging
The Library of Congress. under its responsibility to

both the American library community and to the
International Serials Data System I ISDS), is continu-
mg. its effort to resolve differences between current
-serial cataloging practices and ISDS requirements. In
addition, there are certain proNems that arise when
converting serial entries into machine-readable form.
Role in terprefations that have been issued to LC cata-
logers to assist in answering these two needs were
published in Catalomg Sen.ice, Bullet 117, Winter
1075.

COINSER
Work continue_ on LC's parttemation m the

CONSER (CONversion of SERials) project. Sup-

ported and managed by the Conned on Library
Resources, this el fort has tor its goal the dc'elopment
of a large-seale machine-readable data base for serials
thrmigh the contributions of several institutions
entering and sharing bibliographic data via the Ohio
College Library Center (OC L(' ) system. To this end,
two OCLC terminals and printers were installed and
are being used in a trainiw, liode in anticipation 01
the beginning of the project early in 1975. Library of

ingress participation in (ONSEK, other than ISSN
(International Standard Serials Number) and Key
'rifle as.signment and validation done by the National
Serials Data Program, will consist of: ( I ) Mputting of
records for all new cataloging. (2) authentication ot
all non-Canadian manes in the data base, and

; I anihetthcation 01 the complete cataloging record
if previously cataloged by the Library of Congress.

National Serials Data Progam
I he National Serials Data Program NSDP). in addi-

tion to continuing its systematic registration ot U,S,
serial publications thr,:ugh the assignment of the
totem tional Standard Serial Number has been in-
v, dyed in other areas of serial control as well. Working
closely w;th the Semi Record Division and the
NI ANC 1)::vclop111,Nri, OffiQe, the NSDP has been in-
strumental m the planning and development work
preliminaiv to th ,:.! init tat itkr CONSER Project.
lbe NSDP vvill be interacting with dys project by
retrieving and working with the data contributed by
the CONSFR participants. NSDP staff have been
responsible for much of the work on the editing
manual to be used by participants in this project and
have contributed in large measure to the determina-
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liOn of data element specifications,
mg, and system omput requirements.

In November, just before the International Federa-
tion of Library Associations (IFLA) Conference, the
NSDP sponsored the first meeting of the National and
Regional Center Directors of the International Serials
Data System (ISDS). The ISDS is the first operating
element in the UNESCO/UNISIST Programme. a plan
tor development ot international cooperation in the

exchange of information, The NSDP serves as the
United States representative to the ISDS. In addition
to the International Center in Paris, centers are desig-
nated in the following countries; Canada, Australia,
the United Kingdom, France, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Argentina. Japan, Sweden. Finland, and
the Soviet Union acting ftlr the COMECON (Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance) countries. Although
only the first three countries mentioned have opera-
tional cmiters, all of these centers (and others as they
ore established) will be responsible for the restration
of serials published within their countries. The Inter-
national Center is responsible for providing ISSN for
serials not covered by operational centers.

1 he NSDP has received a grant from the National
Science Foundation tor a two-year project for the
development of a large core data base- (if serials in
science and technology, according to the ISDS re.
qinrement, and intended to be of use to the abstract-
ing and indexing conmiunity as well as the library
world, Work on this project has been delayed with
the concurrence of the National Science Foundation
until initiation 01 the CONSER Project which will
provide the systems capability of the OCLC system to
the project,

ion
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CARD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

Volume of Orders Received
Orders for catalog cards m the current fiscal year

are running mile percent less than at the comparable
time in fiscal vear 1974. 17 percent less than in fiscal
year 1973, and 28 percent less than in fiscal year
1972. In fiscal year 1974, the sales of cards com-
prised about 38,9 percent of total sales, while "non-
card" items such as MARC tapes, book catalogs, tech-
nical publications and proofsheets comprised the
larger volume of 61.I percent.

Reduction in Force
A second reduction in stall. wa3 made necessaly in

December 1974 because of the reduced workload
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resulting front fewer orders by the library community
for sets of catalog cards. In this reduction, as in the
earlier one in February 1974, all staff members whose
positions were to be abolished were offered other
positions in the Library. By June 30, 1975, it is esti-
mated that the Card Division will be operating with a
budgeted staff of 252, down considerably from its
plateau of several years ago of 423 authorized posi-
tions.

.rhis in no way implies that the LibrarY will ncgleet
the direct sale of individually ordered catalog card
sets to libraries. On the contrary, the Library will
continue to sell individual sets of catalog cards to
anyone or any organization wishing to buy them, and
manpower and funding for this service will be kept as
high ati the volume of individual card orders wilt sty.
port.

Price Increases
For the first time since 1969, the price charged for

sets of catalog cards was raised, from 35 cents for a
set of cight cards to 45 cents if the Library of Con .
gess card number is given. The searching charge.
when cards are ordered by author and title, was raised
from 40 cents to 60 cents. The rapidly escalating
costs of the four "P's"- personnel. paper. pfinting,
and postagenecessitated this increase in card prices.

tive January I.
se same four factors combined to bring about

an increase in the price of two of the major publica-
tions distributed by the Card Division, the National
Union Catalog and Boolc Sub/eels. The price of the
former in 1975 will be S1,025: the price of the latter,
S800. As with the price of cards, the subscription
price for the book catalogs must be determined in
accordance with the 1902 statute upon which the
distribution price of LC cataloging is based. Costs of
printing and distribution, pitri a factor of 10 percent,
must be computed in ntablishing selling prices for all
items sold by the Card Division.

Bibliographic ServicesMARC
Using statistics based on the first four months of

fiscal year 1975, the Card Division will be providing
approximately 67 subscribers by June 30 with MARC
data for about 127,000 titles per yearEnglish,
French, German, Spanish, and Portuguese titles cata-
loged by the Library and also titles for films and
other materials for projection which have been cata-
loged, as well as titles for maps. The subscribers to
these tapes include commercial firms, the principal
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cooperative processing centers itt the United States.
government. research, public and university libraries
in the United States, and libraries or other research
organizations in Canada, Australia, England. France,
Italy. Taiwan. Japan. Norway, Denmark, and Ger-
many.

BOOK CATALOGS

1968-1972 Quinquennial of the
National Union Catalog

March 19 is the scheduled date for completion of
the shipment of tlie 1968-1972 /Vat ional Union Cata-
log to it subscribers by the publisher, J. W. Edwards,
Inc.. Ann Arbor, Mich. This quinquennial consists ot
12S volames, f,fl more than the 1963-1967 edition,
Volumes 1-104 constitute the Author List, and
105-119 the Register of Additional Locations. There
are also two separately numbered special catalogs- a
five-volume Music and Phonorecords catalog with a
three-volume author/subject index, and a four-volume
Motion Pictures and Filmstrips catalog with three vol-
umes of title listings and one-volume subject index.

All volumes of the author list and the first four of
th-'e' Register (105-108) haVe been sent to the sub-
scribers, and volumes 109 through 114 were sched-
uled for shipment on December 13, Volumes 115
through 117 are ready for mailing and will be sent
along with the final two Register volumes (118 and
119) when these are ready. The review copies 1-
these last two volumes have now been received in the
Catalog Publication Division

The Musk and Films catalogs at ,sently at the
folding and cutting stage, and roicw copies should
have left Ann Arbor in the third wnek of December.
When these have been approved, the work of Me
Catalog Publication Division on this live-year cumula-
tion will be completed.

The 128 volumes of the quinquennial contain
86,255 pages with 3,961.675 entries; 815,9.7 of
these are references. The Register lists 10,442,110
locations of which 4,948,546 we .; manually pro-
cessed and published in nine volumes (105-113),
while 5,493,5(A were computer produced and pub-
lished in five volumes (114-118). Volume 119 con-
tains the alphabetical listings The five computer
volumes are the first so produced after the decision
was made to automate production of the Register.

Current National Union Catalog
Work on the 1973 annual of theNational Unto Cata-
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log, with a total of 15,411 pages in 16 volumes, has
been completed. The final volume of page copy was
forwarded to the Government Printing Office in

August and all galleys have been checked for binding
and returned to GPO. Volumes one through four have
been bound and mailed to the subscribers.

As an example of the steady increase iv size of the
NUC, there were 12.5 percent more pages in the 1974
September quarterly than in its 1973 counterpart.
The 1974 September issue consisted of five parts
totaling 4,493 pages, while the 1973 September quar-
terly contained 4,265 pages.

National Union CatalogRegister
of Additional Locations

The automation piograin through which part ut the
Register for the 1968-1972 quinquennial was pro-
duced was useeto prepare the entire Register which
will be published as part of the 1973 National Union
Gitalog. This Register will contain 1,788,208 added
locations which were keyed by a local data processing
firm under contract to LC. The first of five reels of
magnetic tapes was sent to the Government Printing
Office for photocomposition of page copy early in
December. The task of keying approximately 2.5
million locations for the 1974 annual issue of the
Register is being done und,:r contract hy another
local data processing firm. This keying is expected to
be completed by late December.

Library 01 ironicress
CatalogHonks: Subjects

A new invitation for bids for publication of the
Books: Sub/ects quinquennial cumulation for 197°-
1974 was sent to prospective publishers on July
26, 1974, and Rowman and Littlefield of Totowa.
N.J,, was the successful bidder. The Rooks: Subjeuts
quarterly for April-June 1974 was shipped to the
Government Printing Office on August 28 and was
ready for mailing to subscribers October 24. The
July-September quarterly was sent to GPO on
November 8. Both issues appear in three volumes.

Preparation of the 1973 annual has been almost
completed. The first 13 volumes of the 16 volumes
were sent to the printer between Jone 28 and Decem-
ber 11 and the final three volumes were ready for
prir,ing IN-:ember 2;:, The 15.720 pages of text in
t!or- .moud: the lalest number of pages ever to be
required for ..a annual ,,,.sue of Books: StIbleets_

In acc-iwan,.- with previous practice. In order to
expedite Lhe Oucation of the 1970-1974 quinquen-
nial, an 4:-.1-d1 cumulation of Books: Subiects will

not be published for 1974. A fourth quarterly, how-
ever, covering the period October-December 1974,
will be issued to all subscribers. This special issue will
include all belles lettres and retrospective entries that
are normally excluded from the quarterly issues and
are contained instead in the aanual cumulation. Work
on this large publication is well in hand but it prob-
ably will not be completed until spring 1975.

Music, Books on Music,
and Sound Recordings

The 1973 annual cumulatiot of Music, Books on
Alusic, and Sourid Recordings was sent to the printer
on September 23 and proof copies were received
November 26. This first annual of the newly ex-
panded catalog contains sonic 10,950 cards printed
by the Library of Congress and 3,214 entries sub-
mitted by the seven cooperating libraries. This annual
issue will be bound in cloth for the first time.

Camera copy for the rniannual issue for January-
June 1974 was sent to the Government Printing
Office December 10. Sonic 5,900 LC cards are in-
cluded, toget he r with 1,567 reports from tlie other
libraries.

Films and Other klaterials for Projection
The first annual edition of Films and Other Mate-

rials fOr Projection was delayed by a variety of techni-
cal problems, and the installation of a new computer
delayed the appearance of the quarterly issues for
1974. The 1973 annual issue was finally mailed to

subscribers October 17 and the dianegatives for
January-March i974 were sent to GPO on December
2. Editorial work has been completed on all 1974
entries, and production of the quarterly issues should
now proceed rapidly.

!Monographic Series
The first issue of Mo graphic Series was [nailed to

subscribers Noventhc- 13. Dated January-March
1974. the 941 pages ,t1 this new quarterly contain
20.909 entries representing more then 12,000 series
published throughout the world. The issue for April-
June 1974 was sent to the pnnter November 15 and
the July-September quarterly was sent to the printer
December 20. All newly issued or newly revised cards
printed by the library of Congress for monographs
published in q.ries are included in this publication,
whether or 11, ; the series statement is traced as
secondary entry on the printed card.
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Library of Congess
Name Headings with References

MI personal and corporate names, geographical
names used for jurisdictions of c ivil governments. and

uniform title headings for anonymous works are
included in the new catalog, Library of Congress
Name Headings with References, provided that each
requires one or more references. The first issue of this
new cataloging tool for libraries was shipped to the

Government Printing Office on October 17 and is
expected to be distributed during the first week of
January 1975. Its 224 pages, dated January-March
1974. contain approximately 10,000 headings and
re ferences, whether these have been newly established

or are newly revised forms of entries prepared for
older wbrks. The April-June issue lOr 1974 was sent
to the printer Decembei 18, and work is well ad-

vanced on the July-September issue.

Newspapers in Microform
Newspapers in Microform 1973 will be the first

annual supplement to the two-volume cunmlation,
Nemspapers in Illicrofmn: United States, 1948-1972
and Afewspapers in Microform: _Foreign Countries,
1948-1972, About 13,000 reports sMU he presented
in this supplement, which will include both domestic
and foreign newspapers. The editorial work is nearly
completed and publication is projected for the spring
of 1975.

National Register of Microform Masters
Editorial work has been completed on the 1974

annual of the National Register of Afieroflorn Mas-
ten: Sonic 52,000 entries will be included in this

issue. bringMg to more than 275,000 the number of
reports that have been issued since 1970. The 1974
annual will be available early in 1975.

Chinese Cooperative Ca talog
A major step toward realization of the proposed

Chinese Cooperative Catalog was taken in November
when the Library was informed that the twelve li-
branes with the major Chinese collections in this

country would send catalog cards to the Catalog Pub-
lication Division for inclusion in the new catalog. The
welve libraries were selected by the Asociation for

Asian Studies' Committee on East Asian Libraries
after lengthy discussions with the Library of Congress
about the contents, frequency, and cost of the pro-
posed publication. The plan adopted involves

monthly publication in book form of LC preliminary
cards, LC printed cards, and cards contributed by the

6
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cooperat ing libraries. The catalog cards will represent

both current and rc trospective materials and are ben ig

published in an effort to reduce duplication of eatzi
loging in the various libraries acquiring Chinese mate.
rials.

The Library of Congress has sent the cooperating
libraries instructions on the style and format of the
cards to be submitted and asked that the cards be

forwarded to LC beOnning January I. It is especied

that each monthly issue will contain about 1.500
cards, mounted eight to the page and arranged by

romanized titles without cross references. This title
approach seems to offer the best means of access t o

cataloging reports which may not be uniform in their
choice of main entry or in details of their presenta-
tion. The pages will be photographed at only a 25 per-

cent reduction in order to preserve the legibility of
the Chinese characters, and each card will be pre-
sented in its physical entirety, in wilder that it may be

reproduced photographically by the user if this seems
desirable. Specifications for the printing of the cata-
log are now being worked out, and the publication of
the January issue is scheduled for end of February,
The Chinese Cooperative Catalog will he sold by the

Card Division at 5155 for the twdve 1975 issues.

National Union Catalog
of Manuscript Collections

The Manuscript Section, Descriptive Cataloging
Division, continues to catalog and publish descrip-
tions of about 2,000 manuscript collections annually
The cataloging of the 1973 and 1974 reports has been
combined into one volume presenting a total of 2,133
collections; publication will be in the spring of I 975.
The index, which will be the final cumulation of
indexes for the five years, 1970.1974, will be pub-
lished as a separate volume.

Pre-I 956 National Union Catalog
Eletween July 1 and December 13, 1074, the Na-

tional Union Catalog Publication Project advanced
from Nlassachusetts, Method of Assessing Dam-
ages _ to Morlwyd, pseud. On this editorial journey
through the interior of the letter "M," many States
and other political jurisdictions were encountered
(for example, Mexico, Michigan, Milan, Minnesota.
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Montreal) as were
several voluminous authors (Mendelssohn-Bartholdy,

Moli4e) and difficult title and corporate
entry sections (Memoir and its many derivatives,
Miscellany, Methodist Church, Moravian Church). In
sum, a typical section of an atypical, massive tile was
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brought under con
By December I 3, 1974, 349 volumes had been pub-

lished, with cov,.:age through McDermot t, Virginia:
enough cards to till an additional 38 volumes had
been edited and shipped to the publisher, and the
total number of edited cards since the Project's begin-
ning stood at 6,614,775.

M ARC DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

Despite the demands on MARC Development's
staff and resources, work has continued toward defin-
ing an automated core bibliographic system at the
next level of detail. Figures for estimated file size and
growth, and types of online indexes were compiled,
a,; well as projected stall and hardware ne eds for the
net live years in order to accomplish the goals estah-
lhilled in the master guidelines for the Core Biblio-

nic System. In addition to tb, effort, several
papers were prepared on the relatAhip of this sys-
em the Library's role in ar a.sttoviated National
bili.rographic Service.

To accelerate the work in ii ;s arca, th 1. ouncil

Library Resources 11:- 4warded funds to LC for the
fothiwing: ?) a pilot project T,; the Library of Con,
gess j to receive MARC records from a selected
group of other iitratie tilat have transcribed catalog-
ing data from I .a-,urce records Trecords cataloged
by IC but outside the sope of the MARC Disttibu-
tion Sorvice), lb ) to valTiate these records in the Li-
hrary's Official Catalog. and (c) to thsseminate these
records through the distribution service; (2) an inves-
tigation of the hardware configuration necessary to
implement the LC Core Bibliographic System and die
National Bibliographic Service; and (3) development
of a communications format to transmit records to
the National Orion catalog. The latter two projects
are being performed with contractual support.

During this reporting period, a significant milestone
was reached in the Multiple Use MARC System
(MUMS), the major machine component of the Core
Bibliograplaie System. The modules of MUMS. which
support the redesign of the MARC input system and
the automated Process Information File, were com-
pleted and the MARC Redesign modules were placed
in production status.

A security function has been added to tlic MUMS
system and ao investigation initiated regarding the
security requirements to prevent compromising ot
data and access to files by unauthorized persons. A
study was prepared describmg lbe security features
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available through the Customer Information Con trol
System (CICS), a soft ware package used by LC. The
project definition phase of the security function is
nearly complete.

Since July 1974, preliminary catalogers in the
Descriptive Cataloging Division have used the Early
MARC Search (EMS) system of the automated Pro-
cess Information File project to identify duplieale,
resulting in a signilicant reduaon in the time needed
to search American trade books. The records in the
EMS file consist of abbreviated MARC records and
are accessible by LC card number. A refinement of
the EMS system to retrieve records by search keys
and to qualify queries when multiple responses are
obtained is in the final testing stages. A few other
divisions in the Processing Department are already
using the EMS tile to search by LC card number, and
it is expected that the use of EMS will expand as soon
as the search key capability is added. Full MARC
records will be available for searching through the
EMS system as soon as additional computer core stop
o,-ge is obtained in early calendar l97s.

Because the contract to install a status device sys-
tem for the Automated Process Information File
(APIF) Was cancelled, work has begun on issuing a
new Request for Proposal. In addition, a review of
APIF requirements for a status device system is in
progress.

The Library Order Information System (LOIS)
project staiT completed their fourth task, which
brings under automated control all Order Division
records pertaining to purchase subscriptions. The
functional specifications for task live, which provides
fiscal control of the Order Division's book material
fund, has been completed. The resulting document is
being used as the basis for design specifications. Pre-
liminary file layouts have also been constructed. Con-
current with these efforts, the LOIS staff has

produced a data-element dictionary to assist project
programmers by providing them with a central source
of Information concerning data elements in the LOIS
system. The dictionary will also make documentation
and maintenance easier by standardizing names and
definitions.

By the end of calendar year 1974, the MARC Dis-
tribution Service had distributed approximately
490.500 records for, books (English- and French-
language monographs and CIP titles), 23,000 film rec-
ords, 13,000 records for serials, and 10,000 map rec-
ords. The MARC Editorial Division will begin the
input of monograph records for German, Spanish,
and Portaguese in early 1975,
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Programming support for the current batch-
oriented MARC system has continued and includes
sod] tasks as addition of new fields to the various
formats and updating format recognition keyword
lists in anticipation of new languages to he processed.

The MARC system is also being redesigned to pro-
vide an online correction capability. Acceptance test-
ing of the first phase of this on-line system is
expeeted to begin early in calendar year 1975. The
redesign staff spent most of this reporting period pro-
ducing manuals and training MARC Editorial Division
input personnel in the use of the Four-Phase CRT
terminals. Work is in prowess on the functional speci-
fications for the next phases o f this project to provide
full statistics, validation, and interface with the full
master database.

The MARC 13evelopment Office is coordinating the
LC efforts related to the CONSER Project. A draf t
editor's manual and a document containing agreed-
upon bibli, iphic procedures have been prepared
and are L, viewed by CONSER participants.
Changes in the MARC serials format proposed by
CONSER were submitted to IMARBI (the ALA Corn-
raittee on Representation in Machine-Readable Form
of Bibliographic Information), and the MARBI reac-
bons are being evaluated. Changes to handle the re-
vised format by the MARC system have been made.

Use of the MARC data base for retrieval purposes
continues to increase. In addition to the 20 monthly
runs for current awareness purposes, numerous re-
quests have been reeeived from staff members in the
Reference and Processing Departments and the Con-
gressional Research Service. Work on an improved
version of the MARC Retriever is ir progress. When
this version is complete, it will be rt. ;eified to handle
Multiple Use MARC System records.

The interim book catalog production system used
to compile films and Other Materials for Proirczkm
from MARC film records will make it possible for the
annual cumulation to appear earlier than in the past.
A proposal has also been submitted to the Catalog
Niblication Division to include in machine-readable
form the producer's list that appears at the beWnning
of each catalog. Work is also in prowess on a genes-
dized book catalog production system that will incor-
porate the capability of generating cross references
from the machine-readable authority files.

Anotheer significant milestone has been reached
with the beginning of a name authority project. The
Library expects to beWn capturing name authority
records with references in 1975 for subsequent eUs.
sernination by the MARC Distribution Service.
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MARC system programs are being modified under
contract with the Washington State Library. The lirst
draft of a communications format for authority rec-
ords (names and subjec ts) was complete1.

Work on LC subject authority recoi dv is continuing
in three major areas. Prowamming to validate the
existing machine-readable subject headings file for the
existence of reciprocal cross references and to add
more detailed content designators for tracings is in
progress. These tasks must be completed before the
subject headings file can be distributed to users.

Another task involves capturing subject headings at
an earlier point in the processing cycle , thus providing
the Subject Catalogthg Division with more products
from the automated system. Much of this data is then
included in the printed supplements to Libron. of
congress Subject Headings.

Although the supplements to the subject head
list are being produced through the automated syslcn,
on a more timely basis, there will still be a cons,c1:.-

Ile delay before the eighth edition of Library of
Congress Subject Headings (LCSEI) is available to
other libraries. For this reason, a microform evalua-

tion project, using microform editions of LCSIT, is

being conducted by the MARC Development Office
with contractual support. Various kinds of micro-
forms are being produced for use by a selected group
of libraries. Results of this study should provide valu-
able data for the Library in determining the optimum
cumulation pattern for LCSH, the best microform for
a publication of this size, and possible uses for other
LC book catalogs. Libraries which are not participat-
ing in the pilot study may purchase the experimental
microform at an additional charge from the Card
Division when they order the printed eighth edition.
As soon as the price for the microform has been
established, an announcement will be made in the LC
Information Bulletin.

A pilot project will be started this year whereby
contributing libraries can report their monographic
holdings to the Register of Additional Locations in
machine-readable form. Since libraries that have auto-
mated systems are printing a card to send to LC,
which in turn has lei reinput such data, this project is
expected to bent both other libraries and the Li-
brary. The project will begin with the New York Pub-
lic Library and the Ohio College library Center and,
if successful, should be extended to other libraries.

During this reporting period, a project to produce
the annual index to the Checklist of Stare
Publications by automated techniques was, begun.
The functional specifications were completed, the
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input editors and typists in the State Documents Sec-
tion, Exchange and Gift Division, were trained, and
the first drafts of the manuals which would be needed
were compileted. An evaluation of the system is under
way and the decision is to proceed, the 1975 index
will be the first to be produced by the automated
system.

The influence of the MARC system on library func-
tions and activities throughout the world continues to
increase. As the desirability for international library
cooperation and information interchange becomes
inure apparent, so does the need for consistency and
standardization of library practices and processes.
Staff niembers in the MARC Development Office
have spent increasing amounts of time participating in
the activities of various national and international
organizations, such as the American National Stan-
dards Institute, the RTSD/ISAD/RASD Committee
on Representation in Machine-Readable Form of
Bibliographic Information (MARE), the CONSER
Project, the International Standards Organization,
arid the IFLA Work Mg Croup on Content Designa-
tors. During the Novernbei 1974 IFLA meeting in
Washington, the MARC Development Office received
visitors from most of the countries represented at the
ineeting who were interested in obtaining information
about various aspects of the MARC system and its
development. In addition, the MARC Development
Office staff participated in a meeting of the Working
Group on Content Designators. At this meeting agree-
rnent was reached on the first draft of an inter-
national format for bibliographic communication.
The draft will be circulated for comment and evalua-
tion this spring.

TECHNICAL PROCESSES RESEARCH
OFFICE ACTIVITIES

An analysis of the characteristics of a sample of
current catalog records was made as part of the con-
tinuing study of dynamic file gromh. One of the
most interesting findings is that only 4.7 percent of
the 1,645 discreet name headings that appeared on
1.000 sample records were incompatible with the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. This evidence of
the relatively slight effect of the Library's policy of
superimposition is attributable to three factors:
(1 ) more than 31 percent of the headings were estab-
lished for the record in hand; (2) about 30 percent of
the "old headinp had been established since 1968
(the date AACR was adopted); and (3) the vast
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majority of headings would be established in the same
form under either set of rules.

The study of subject retrieval in an automated
system is now focusing on the results of specific sub-
ject searches employing LC subject headings, LC clas-
sification numbers, and Dewey Decimal numbers. The
thn is to determine whether there is a basis for prefer-
ring one of these retrieval devices under particular
conditions.

Since many categories of subject headings are
excluded from the printed lists, there is no sound
basis for estimating the number of dii;tinct topical
headings in the LC catalog when all subdivided forms
are counted as separate headings. A study is under
way to estimate the size of this population as an aid

to the design of a means of subject access to the
MARC data base.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS OFFICE

The Information Systems Office continued to de-
velop and augment systems for the several Depart-
ments of the library and for Congressional offices_ A
significant expansion of on-line services continued
and the Office developed user requirements for futuc
computer capacity and terminal equipment. Improve-
ments in the control of the central teleprocessing
facilities were undertaken to produce maximum
system efficiency and to handle increased teleproi ess-
ing transaction between users and the central .-om-
puler facility.

Responding to requests of the Congress, additioral
computer terminals were installed in both Houses as
the use by the Congress of legislative data bares in-
creased.

Technical Coordination Group
The Technical Coordination Group continued its

studies of eomputer and telecommunications systems
for mid-range and long-range planning. An outside
contractor is working on a studr for the Library on
telecommunications alternatives for the LC computer
complex. A Request for Proposal -was prepared for
two classes of cathode ray tube (CRT) terminals and
was published in the commerce Business Daily. Tele-
communications problems affecting the reliability of
Copyright Office operations were studied and a new
system was installed which is expected to reduce ter-
minal down time by a significant amount_

Projections of computer capacity were made to
1980 and estimates of the required computer trans-
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action on the central computer facility were made for
the same time period. A new computer program pack-
age, FISCAL, was tested and evaluated in the prepara-
tion of recurring budget documents and in the pre-
paration of equipment inventories, ordering plans.
and management summaries.

Sys em Development and Standards Office
A great many improvements have been made to the

Customer Information Control System CICS) which
cont mls most of the teleprocessing systems in the
library. It is now possible to backspace a typewriter
terminal in order to correct a mistake that has been
made while typing and delete an entire line on such a
terminal under C1CS. The number of input messages
during the last six months increased almost twofold.
The Systems Programming staff made a number of
changes to CICS which helped to improve the number
of messages processed while reducing computer time
for the processing.

A new version of the operating system was installed
as well as faster communications lines. A remote jub
entry system was installed in the Copyright Office.
This facility sends batch computer jobs over com-
rnurtications lines to the central computer. The jobs
are processed and the printed output is sent back
across the communications lines to the Copyright
Office. This improvement will enable programmers
assigned to Copyright Office applications to receive
faster computer output and facilitate turnaround
time for testing.

Computer Applications Office
The SCORPIO (Subject Content Oriented Retriever

for Processing Information On-Line) is used to access
files containing Issue Briefs, Legislative Information
for the 93rd Congress and bibliographic citations.
During the past six months the number of users has
increased to about 300. A User's Guide was produced
by the Informmion Systems Office to faciitate day-
to-day access to the system by cathode ray tube ter-
minals. By December 1974, the number of daily
searches for information stored in the data bases
being maintained exceeded 200. Comments and sug-
gestions from users lead to a number of additional
features and refmements. Two new commands were
announced in September 1974 =SCAN and FIND.
SCAN enables the user to scan a data base sequen-
tially by document indentifier; FIND enabl es the user
to both selact and display documents in the same
keyboard operation. The location option was added
to the bibhographic title/linr display to facilitate
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finding cited documents in the CRS Illes. In em-

ber 1974, new features were demonstrated to users: a
midpoint browse capability enables users to see terms
displayed which can be selected as retrieval terms: a
new display of bibliographic citations in a catalog
card-type format; and all of the direct display com-
mands for the SCORPIO files were simplified. The
National Referral Center Master File consisting of
descriptions of 10,000 information resources on
virtually any topic in science and technology, includ-
ing the social sciences, will be availahie to users under
SCORPIO in January 1975.

Based upon Senate Resolution 345, the Librarian
of Congress received a request in August 1974 to pro-
vide automation support for the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations. The Committee had established
the desirability of applying automated informatico
processing techniques to the retrieval ot informatioo
from Committee files and the generation of reports
useful in Committee operations. The Computer
Applications Office was assigned responsibility for
assisting the Committee. It decided to adapt an
existing bibliographic information retrieval system
(B1BSYS) for the Committee's use as a Document
Mon trol System. The system was implemented 4 fter a
series of stall meetings with the Committee to define
the system characteristics and through the develop-
ment of new software to meet unique requirements.
The Document Control System enables Committee
staff to retrieve abstracts of correspondence, tran-
scripts, legislation, nominations hearings, treaties, and
other documents by subject matter, author, date.
agency. or any other parameter much faster than the
documents themselves could be searched manually.
An Automation Thesaurus System of foreign rela-
tions-related terms similar to the CRS Legislative
Indexing Vocabulary was also developed. The system
is used by the Committee as a controlled vocabulary
to complement the Document Control System The

stem enables Committee specialists to control
under which subject term a document ol interest
might be indexed. Research is also being conducted
on an automated system to produce those reports to
the Congress from the Committee that are mandated
by law. The possibility of converting the present
system to the SCORPIO format is also under investi-
gation. ft is hoped that the system can serve as a
prototype for other Senate Committees and offices of
Congress.

In the Copyright Office the first Catalog of Copy-
right Entries Sound Recordings (1972) was produced
using a machine-readable record to pnnt camera-
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ready copy for the Government Printing Office. The
programming and systems design of the Copyright
Office Publication and Interactive Cataloging System
(COP1CS) was completed. COP1CS provides the capa-

eatalog all registration classes directly into a
corawAer_ rystern. The entry vertion of the system
uses a CRT display to prompt a cataloger to enter
required and optional data fields and allows the cata-
loger, reviser, or reviewer to correct, store, and re.
trieve the information until the catalog process is
completed. Once the catalog procedure is completed,
a registration is automatically processed to generate a
three-by-five catalog card set, and the data fields that
were formatted to create the catalog cards are stored
for future generation of the Catalog of Gwright
Entrks publication. As by-products of this -:;,ftem,

statistical information will be maintained which will
provide management with daily in-process and weekly
production and user reports. The installation of
CONCS was to be gr adually phased into the three
Cataloging Nvision sections, Arts. Music, and Books.
Major hardware problems were encountered which
delayed production use of the system until this
=UT th.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES

In the Binding Office, the 42 percent increase in
binding appropriations provided the first million dol-
lar budget for this operation. At the end of the year,
materials being prepared for shipment to the bind-
eries was in phase with the funds availabk.

In the Preservation Research Office, investigations
continued on a number of important projects. Of
particular interest is the laboratory's on-going study
of various methods of deacidification. This investiga-
tion will ultimately result in useful comparisions of
the effectiveness of such treatments, and of the spe-
cial problems related to the deacidification of paper
documents. Several repons have already resulted
from this study and one major article has been pre-
pared for publication.

In cooperation with a manufacturer of specialized
Li ratory equipmenL the library developed a com-
pact air-conditioning unit for installation in library
and museum exhibit cases which successfully holds
the temperature of such cases from 18 to 20 degrees
below the ambient and which can control humidity
within any desired range. Eleven such units were
ordered by the Library following completion of
exhaustive testing of the prototype. Three of these
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units will be installed in specially designeel cases being
fabricated for the Library's exhibit of bicentennial
materials, two will be used in new cases being de.
signed to house the Gutenberg Bible and the Giant
Bible of Mainz, and the remainimi six will be installed
in other exhibit cases.

Previous semiar:nual reports have referred briefly
to the leaf-casting pen, ,s, in which new paper pulp is
used to repair cr steengrdien fraOle or damaged docu-
ments. Leaf-casting equopment purchazsed last year
from the Yissum Research Institute 01 the Hebrew
National Library was too small to handlie documents
in large formats such as map., posteis, and similar
materials. In order to provide facilities for handling
such materials and to take advantage of several signifi-
cant technical improvements developed by LC's
Restoration Office, a contract for a new leaf-casting
machine was awarded to a local fabricator in Septem-
ber. Because of the shortage of certain critical parts,
the equipment is not yet operational, although the
basic machine has been built and installed in the
restoration workshops. This equipment adds an

important new dimension to the capability of the
Restoration Office for dealing with a number of spe-
cial problems related to large format materials.

One of the associated problems in making the leaf-
casting technique an effective and useful tool has
been the difficulty of accurately calculating the areas
of voids and other missing material to be restored.
Working with one of the country's leading manu-
facturers, the Restoration Office has developed an
electric eye scanning device which automatically
determines the size of the area to be filled. This data
is then fed into a hand-held computer. together with
the formula for the type of pulp to be made, giving
the operator the quantities required for the pulp
desired.

PHOTODUPLICATION SERVICE

The two-year renovation progam of the Photodu-
plication Service Laboratory was completed in
November. The concluding phase involved the com-
plete renovation of the main laboratory and photo-
graphic area. The laboratory is now one of the most
modern, custom, full-range photoreproduction labo-
ratories in the world.

Soaring prices of materials and frequent increases in
labor costs have necessitated an examination of the
Service's fee schedule. It is anticipatederhat some
ehange will be made during 1975. The last major fee
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revisioneffective in October 1972was projected as
adequate for a two-year period. Fortunately, despite
unanticipated inflationary factors, the schedule has
been maintained into the third year by a careful
monitoring of costs.

The Service has filmed the first seven titles in the
Latin American Gazette Program for the period
1970-1973. It is anticipated that the gazettes of the
remaining Latin American countries will be filmed in
the early spring.

Significant research materials identified and an-
nounced in the Photoduplication Service Circular
Series during the past six months were: Women and
Feminism (C-224); Far Eastern Economic Review
(C-225); floy (C-226); Chinese Military Studies and
Materials in English Translation (C-227); The African
Mail (C-228); Frank Leslie's Other Publications
(C-229); Proceedings of the Anthracite Coal Strike
Commission (C-230); Civil War Items, Rare or Unique
(C-23I ); O.P.E.C. Publications (C-232); Philippine
Statistical Titles (C-233); Dutch Statistical Titles
(C-234); Latin American National Gazettes (C-235):
and Hungarian Statistical Titles (C-236). Institutions
interested in details and prices of the above listed
collections should contact the Library of Congress
Photoduplication Service, Department C, Washington.
D.C. 20540. and request circulars by the above cited
numbers,

FEDERAL LIBRARY COMMITTEE

The Federal Libraries Experiment in Cooperative
Cataloging (FLECC) to test the effectiveness of on-
line cataloging among Federal libraries which was
established through the cooperative agreement that
the Federal Library Committee entered into with the
Ohio College Library Center now has commitments
from 24 libraries. They are the Library of Congress,
the National Agricultural Library, the National Li-
brary of Medicine and the libraries of the Department
of the Army (Corps of Engineers, the Army Library,
Army Materiel Command, the Army War College).
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency, Concept Analysis Agency,
the Department of Commerce, the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, the Department of
the Interior, the Department of Labor, the Depart-
ment of Transportation, the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration, Calaudet College, the National Bureau of
Standards, the National Institutes of Health, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency, the
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National Security Agency, the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Vet-
erans Administration.

The link of the OCLC system /o Tymshare was
declared operational by FLC on July 15, 1974, fol-
lowing the completion by FLECC and OCLC of sys-
tem tests at the Army War College in Carlisle, Pa. The
OCLC-Tymshare service is available from almost any
point in the world over standard telephone circuits
using a teletype compatible terminal with upper and
lower case and a line length of at least 72 characters.
A CRT terminal should be capable of displaying at
least 24 lines on a screen.

This dial-up access to OCLC which was made possi-
ble by the FLECC/OCLC agreement, was announced
in the Oa(' Newsletter of July 29, 1974. The in-
creased flexibility of the OCLC network is due to the
interfacing of minicomputers between OCLC's main
computer in Columbus and teletype-like terminals in
libraries. Libraries with teletype-like terminals can
access the OCLC on-line system by telephone. The
terminal operator simply picks up a telephone, dials a
Tymnet number, and puts the phone in the cradle of
a modem acoustic coupler. The operator sends a mes-
sage on a teletype to a Tymnet computer in Califor
raa which relays the message to a Tymnet node in
Columbus. From the node, the message proceeds to _

OCLC's minicomputer, which reformats and forwards
the message to OCLC's main computer. OCLC's com-
puter sends the information back to the minicom-
puter, which again reformats and routes the message
back along Tymnet to the teletype-like terminal.
Although this process is slower than communicating
by direct-access leased lines, it will enable small librar-
ies with either a low volume of cataloging or a remote
geographic location to participate in OCLC by means
of a dial-up network.

Of the total of 35 terminals being used to access
ale OCLC system, eight are teletype compatible ter-
minals using the Tymshare link. These include not
only agency branch libraries throughout the United
States, but libraries within the Metropolitan Washing-
ton Area who are using the teletype compatible ter-
minals as their second or third terminal. The libraries
in this area have been using the teletype compatible
terminals primarily for the input of original catalog-
ing for serial titles.

With the assistance of the Department of the Army, a
request for proposals was announced for an evaluation
of the FLECC/OCLC experLmental project. Nine of the
libraries will participate in the evaluation. The award to
the successful bidder will be made in this month.
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Four subcommittes have been established to:
( I ) study the findings and recommendations of the
General Accounting Office, Review of Federal Li-
brary Operations in Metropolitan Washington;
(2) study all aspects of Federal personnel practices
and procedures dealing with the hiring, employment.
and training of librarians and library technicians:

define statistical reporting to the Joint Financial
Management Improvement Prorgams regarding the
measuring and enhancing of productivity in the Fed-
eral Government; and (4) work with the GSA to try
to establish the procurement of data bases through
the Federal Supply Schedule.

MANUSCRIPT DIVISION

Recent acquisitions inciude the personal papers of
Eugene Meyet and Kurt Vonnegut the records of the
Association of Research Libraries and the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, and the tiles of the U.S.
Senate Select Commir!te on Presidential Campaign
Activities, deposited in the Library by Senate Resolu-
tion. Collections recently opened include the papett'.
of Harold Ickes (June 1 ); Hugo L. Black (July
and Harlan F. Stone (January 2. 1975). Microfilm
editions of the following have been completed: Har-
old Ickes diaries (12 reels with index), Cordell Hull
papers ( I IS reels, with guide), James Kent papers (7
reels, with guide), and Andrew Ellicott papers (2
reels, with guide).

Two publications in the series, Registers of Papers
in the Manuscript Division, were issued: J. Robert
Oppenheimer (No. 43) and David Glasgow l'arragut,
John Gwinn, John Lowe, the Porter Panulv (No 14.
part 19: Naval Historkal Foundation Collection I.

NATIONAL UNION CATALOG
REFERENCE SERVICE

For the six-month period ending Noveniher 30.
1974. the Union Catalog Reference Unit (UCRU)
handled 25,232 requests for locations and biblio-
gaphic information compared with 24,339 for the
previous six-month period. The distribution in the
near future of a questionnaire to elicit user eva
tions of UCRU's services is planned,

SERVICES TO THE BLIND AND
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Intensive planning for a bibliographic system tor
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blind arid physically handicapped readers occupied
the first half of this fiscal year for the Division for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped (DBPH). A three-
year plan was developed which identified comprehen-
sive steps for achieving an effective automated
program.

Objectives outlined for 1974-1975 were the review
of cataloging records and correcting and editing them
as required. as preparation for input into a machine-
readable format. During this year, a system study is
being conducted on contract to detemune the opti-
mum design for a computerized system suited to the
needs of the division and its network of re0onal and
sub regional librar:zs.

To date, every sub-task planned and begun to
accomplish these long-range objectives has been

completed on schedule. Bibliographic entries have
been reviewed for completeness, relevancy, accu-
racy, and coverage, and merged into three card
catalogs. This effort included a physical inventory
of archival materials. An essential portion of this
phase was to assure that all DBPH records conform
to appropriate Library of Congress, MARC Develop-
ment Office, 09P11, and other governmental stan-
dards. Basic documents were developed which are
essential to the implementation of the conversion
project.

A minimum ot 25.0(X) DBPI1 catalog records will
be converted to machine-readable form. The entries
will include both mass-produced and the limited-
production segments of the DBPH collection, which
will form the nucleus of the union catalog of mate-
rials produced for the blind and physically handi-
capped.

Progress continued with the automated book
production subsystem, which is now capable of
tracking the status of book titles in process from
selection, through production, to distribution to
the cooperating library network. In addition. the
Library of Congress computer center is utilizing
data entered on-line at DBPH to produce records
used in catalog card production for volunteer-
produced materials.

A new Book Selection Policy, which.was drafted in
fiscal year 1974. was adopted and circulated ro co-
operating network libraries. This policy define the
philosophy of selection and the principles to be .ised
in selecting materials for the blind and physically
handicapped_

During this period DBPH received and reviewed a
statistical report ptepared under contract on a survey
of braille readers. The purposes of the study were to
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learn the kinds of books and magazines current braille
readers like to read, and to gain current knowledge of
the personal characteristics of these readers. The
sample was drawn from a total reader population of
more than ?c,000 persons. The most significant find-
ing was tnat braille readers, like talking hook readers,
read mainly for recreational purposes.

An innovation within the area of recorded materials
was the beginning production of cassette titles at the
speed of I 5/16 ips. The purpose of this change was to
achieve economics in the production process and
facilitate use by readers. Approximately 250 titles to
be produced at this speed are now in process.

Preparation for the January 1 opening of the
Puerto Rico Regional Library for the Blind and Physi-
cally Handicapped was accomplished. This cooper-
ating library is the 54th regional library in the
program. As of the end of December, seven new sub-
regional libraries are participating in this national
reading service for the blind and physically handi-
capped.

MOTION PICTURE PROGRAM

The level of acquisition of motion picture and tele-
vision materials remains quite high with contem-
porary films being added through the operation of
the copyright law, the continuing operation of agree-
ments with the American Film Institute, and other
cooperative progarns. Approximately 4,000 titles are
being added yearly and over half of these are retro-
spective additions and are on nitrate-base. Video-
tapes are also being selected for addition to the
collections, although changing technical standards in
the industry appear to have slowed the acquisition of
tapes during the past six months.

During the past 18 months, the cataloging staff of
the Motion Picture Section has worked closely with
the MARC Development Office on a pilot project
which has resulted Ln the production of an extremely
interesting and useful data base including 692 records
and 191 cross references of the Kleine and Tayler
Collections of early motion pictures. Printouts from
this data base have already proven useful in the refer-
ence activities of the Motion Picture Section and the
eventual publication of a catalog of the Kleine Collec-
tion is contemplated. At the present time the Motion
FIcture Section holds printouts in th ,.. following
forms: shelflist cards, general staff prik'ut, reference
title catalog, reference index, nitrate title list, refer-

print list. KJeine reference title catalog, and
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Kleine reference index.
The principal preservation activity continues to be

the copying of nitrate films onto acetate base by the
library's motion picture hboratofy. It is anticipated
that the laboratory will print, and thus preserve,
'ibout four million feet of deteriorating film this year.

NEWSPAPER PRESERVATION PROGRAM

Foreign Newspapers
Early in fiscal year 1975, the Library acquired,

from Microfilming Corp. of America, positive micro-
films of the London Times for January 1813-Decein-
bet 1951, thus completing the Library's film holdings
of this important newspaper for 1785-1973. Micro-
films of the London Sunday Times were also acquired
tor the period November 1822-Decemher 1955, again
completing the Library's holdings on film for the
entire period 1822-1973.

Upon the recommendation of the Serial Division, a
noteworthy exchange program for African news-
papers was carried out during the Fall by the Li-

brary's Exchange and Gift Division and Northwestern
University. Unbound holdings of 23 major African
newspapers were acquired from Northwestern Univer-
sity' and are currently being collated with the Li-
brary's holdings for microfilming by the Photodupli-
cation Service.

The Serial Division, in cooperation with the ARL
Center for Chinese Research Materials, prepared the
Library's holdings of the Shanghai, China North-
China Daily News, 1946-1951. for microfilming for
addition to the Center's master negative, 1864-!945.

Domestic Newspapers
Major domestic titles being filmed at the Library of

Congress during July-December 1974 are the Grand
Rapids, Mich., Herald. 1888-1959 and the Santa Fe,
N. Mex., New Mexican, 1888-1959. From commercial
sources, major titles being acquired on film to replace
the Library's holdings include the Minneapolis, Minn.,
Tribune, 1867-1946 and the Detroit, Mich.. News.
Aprd 1935-June 1955.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

The third edition of Directory of Federally Sup-
ported Information Analysis Centers was published a t
the very beginning of the fiscal year. Originally a pub-
lication of the now defunct Committee on Scientific
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and Technical Information (COSATI), the third edi-
tion was compiled by the National Referral Center as
a Library publication, was printed in-house, and is
being sold through the National 1 echnical informa-
tion Service. The NRC resources analysts and the
staff of the Publications Section then turned their
efforts to the massive and still ongoing task of recon-
ciling and upgrading NRC resources records following
the machine merge of the old IRIS computer file used
for internal NRC support operations and the Publica-
tions Section file used for photocomposition of the
series A Directory of Information Resources in the
United States. While the actual merge occurred in
April, it took several months to produce the neees-
sary editing tools and to convert various auxiliary
tiles, such as subject cross-references, to compatible
MARC formats. Yet to be completed is a similar con-
version of the NRC Request Action Record File,
which contains records on the servicing of requests
for referral services. An exciting milestone, reached in
mid-December, was an on-line search and display
demonstration on a video terminal in the Information
Systems Office of a test portion of the NRC file. This
occurred just as a parallel effort was nearing fruition
to access the NRC file on-line as part of the
AEC/RECON data base complex at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
That system has already been used throu
reporting period to access Nuclear Science A istracts
and other related files at Oak Ridge. Another expan-
sion of the division's on-line access capability was the
adcEtion, in September, on a trial basis, of the SDC
ORBIT search service covering SC1SEARCH, COM-
PENDEX, CHEMCON, and a number of other data
bases of major relevance to the division's reference
service operations. On the Science Serials project,
ATS keyboarding of the 10,000 titles already coded
is approximately 70 percent completed.

The LC Science Tracer Bullet and List of Selected
Resources series continued to elicit enthusiastic
responses from the public. The NRC brochure was
reprintedin part to satLfy a bulk requirement from
the Special libraries Association, which offered to
mail it to its entire membemhip, along with a modi-
fled version of the basic NRC registration form. Other
division publications included the Antarctic Bibliog-
raphy, Volume 6, which was the first in that series to
he computer-produced, and the related monthly Cur-
rent Antarctic Literature bulletins with four-month
cumulated author and subject indexes. Efforts to pro-
duce cumulated indexes to volumes 1-5 of the Ant-
arctic Bibliography were temporarily halted owing to
,!"unding cbfficulties.
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As in the past, the division also provided text--and
sometimes camera-ready copyfor the publications
im!ued by other agencies. These included Volume 28
of the Bibliography on Cold Regions Science cnd
Technology, published by the Army's Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory, and Astronau-
tics and Aeronautics: Chronology of Science, Tech-
nology; and Policy, 1972, published by NASA. Still
in press are Volume 1 of the NASA Historical Data
Book, 195S-1968, to be published by NASA, and
Wilbur & Orville Wright: A Chronology Commemo-
rating the Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of
Orville Wright, to be published by the Ubrary. Fi-
nally, an extended task that is nearing completion is
the Division's role in verifying entries for a revised
version of A Guide to the World's Abstracting and
Indexing Smices in Science and Technology being
compiled jointly by the National Federation of
Abstracting and Indexing Services and the Inter-
natipnal Federation for Documenta tion.

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

The last six months of 1974 were busy ones for the
mgressional Research Service, the information and

research arm of Congress. The close of fiscal 1974
brought the total number of requests cleared by the
Service to over 202.000, an all-time record. By the
end of the first quarter of fiscal 1975, over 68,000
requests had poured into CRS, an 11.4 percent in-
crease over the same period in 1973.

As the 93rd Congress drew toward a close, prepara-
tious began for the 94th Congress. Teams of analysts
from throughout the Service began to generate lists of
subjects and policy areas for analysis in depth for SI
Congressional committees. Required by the Legisla-
tive Reorganization Act of 1970, the preparation of
subject 1Lts is complemented by lists of Federal pro-
gams and activities scheduled to expire during the
94th Congress, prepared by the Terminating Programs
Unit of the American Law Division. All of this mate-
rial. with appropriate supplementary analysis, will be
sent to Congressional committees as soon as possible
after the 94th Congress convenes.

During the last six months, a new dimension has
been added to CRS's service to Congress: futures re-
search. Formal approval and budget authority has
tver granted for this relaiively new discipline, which
is dgned to help the Service do a more penetrating
job of identifying and analyzing emerging public
policy issues, especially of the type suitable for the
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team approach. Futures research will not necessitate a
separate and distinct organizational unit, but will be-
come an integral aspect of the work of all substantive
divisions and specialists, adding a further dimension
to existing resourcea and talents An interdivisional
futures "team'. and a futures research advisory panel
have been formed within CRS, supplema.nted by a
core grour of individuals to provide necessary

information, methodologcal support, and coordina-
tkin of futures work in all divisions. A contract has
been let by CRS and the National Science Founda-
tion to the World Future Society tc produce a two-
volume work entitled Resources for America's Third
Century. The first volume will be an introduction to
futures research: the second will provide planning
data and information sources.

As mentioned in the last report, CRS has developad
a new computer data base, called the Major Issues
System, which was brought to pdot operational status
early in 1974. This data base is a file of sonic 160
objective reports, continually updated to provide cur-
rency, on key issues of public policy. The system
provides rapid dissemination of information to Mem-
bers of Congress through the use of cathode ray tube
terminals, located in various Congressional offices and
the Library. It is available also in printed copy.

Each report in the system contains a concise defini-
tion and a,..:yeis of the subject as well as separate
sections on key legislation, hearings, Congressional
reports, references to the professional literature, and
a chronology of significant events related to the issue.
The reports represent t!ie research and expertise o
more than 130 senior sta;:' members within CRS.

While the system has been in operation on 3 piloi
basis for several months, it was formally announced
and made generally available to the Senate and the
House in mid-November. In the Senate. the armounce-
ment was made to coincide with the move of the CRS
Senate Reference Center to larger quarters within the
Russell Senate Office Building. Following the formal
announcement, CRS distributed about 1,400 copiea of
the issue brief reports each week, in response to direct
requests from Congessional offices.

To help new Members of the 94th Congress become
acquainted with the function and services of the Con-
gressional Research Service, briefings were begun in
October for more than 100 Congressional offices.
Representatives from each office were provided wi th a
broad description of CRS services to the Congress,
emphasizing key provisions of the /9n0 Legislative
Reorganization Act, and a tour of key areas of the
Service. Mar.s are being made for additional programs
in the next few months to educate both current and
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freshman Members in the new and tra itional services
of CRS.

The third annual ce;;,''' r sLmrlar% on national
gowth policy for ' -`'ongress and their

staff was Miti acr te locus of this
yE1314 series if Growth Report,
submitteri ay o Congress. Members of

P.'.so invited to participate in seminars
oh toad =,..,arc-Jry and a national materials policy, con-
duct,:d in cooperation with the l3rookings Institu-
tion's Advanced Study Program. For CRS profes-
sional staff, the CRS Speakers Forum presented
Leslie Gelb, columnist for the New York Times, John
Starke of the Joint Economic Committee, Alton Ftye
from the Carnegie Endowment and the Council on
Foreign Relations, and F. T. Sparrow from the Na-
tional Science Foundation.

AMERICAN REVOLUTION
BICENTENNIAL OFFICE

Preparations are almost complete for the fourth in
the series of symposia on the American Revolution
being held at the Library of Congress to commemo-
rate the bicentennial of American independence. The
theme of the symposium, which is set for May 8-9.
1975, is "The impact of the American Revolution
Abroad." Among the participants are Robert R.
Palmer. Yale University; Claude Fohlen, University of
Paris-The Sorbonne; J. W. Schulte Jslordholt, State
University of Leiden; J. II. Plumb, Christ's College.
Cambridge; N. N. Balkhovitinov, lnstitute of General
HisforY, Moscow; Mario Rodriguez, University of
Southern California. and Owen Dudley Edwards, Uni-
versity of Edinburgh.

Copy for the second volume of the Letters oj 9 'le-
gates to the Continental Congress, I 774- ; 789 is beina
delivered to the Publications Office,

The projected number of entries for firrolutiona...
America, l763-I 789, the Library's cornpreliedsv-,..
bibliography of primary and secondary sources on the
American Revolution, has risen to 12,400. Annota-
tions are almost complete for 3,500 sciect works.
Because of its extraordinary size, typesetting on the
volume is proceeding in stages.

The completed Guide to Manuscripts in the Library
of Congress for the Study of the American Revolu-
tion is expected from the printer this month. The
volume is a comprehensive study of manuscripts for
the period 1763-1789. It will be available, on order
from the Government Printing Office. A6n soon to
he released is a guide to graphic materials, such as
prints, cartoons, and portraits, in the Library from
this same period.
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A recent decision by the Librat, to include in the
guide to maps its collection of maps and charts from
The Atlantk Neptune, the official British maritime
atlas of North America during the Revolution= has
greatly expanded the size of this work, The additional
material probably will delay publication of the guide
about one year and raise the nomber of entries to
about 3,500. Catalogjng of single maps and atlases is
nearly complete.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

The diversity of the Library's collections, programs,
and services is dramatically reflected in the broad
range of monogiaphs and serials published by the
Library during the last six months. Of particular in-

st as the American Revolution Bicentennial
approaches is an account of the Revolution based on
significant contemporary materials in the Library's
collections, published under the title F. Set a Coun-
try Free, This heavily illustrated book, whose title is
taken from Moms Paine's American Crisis, parallels
the Library's Bicentennial exhibition, which will open
in April. In connection with the exhibition, replicas
of 12 Revolutionary War flags will hang in the Li-
brary's Great Hall. Histories and reproductions of the
flags are included in an exhibit brochure entitled
Twelve Flags of the American Revolution, Both pub-
hcations are for sale by the Information Office .

readership in the American Revolution, containing
the papers presented at the third Library of Congress
symposium on the American Revolution, appeared af
the close of the year. Published through a grant from
The Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation.
which has also supported the symposia themselves,
this volume contains analyses of Revolutionary
leadership by L. H. Butterfield, Alfred H. Kelly,
Ma rcus Cunliffe, Gordon S. Wood, Don IligOnhotham,
and Bruce Mazlish.

Rare items from both the Revolutionary period and
the 19th century are included in Americana in Chil-
dren's Books, an illustrated chapbook catalog pre-
pared by the Children's Book Section to accompany
an exhibit mounted in the Rare Book Room. Nostal-
gia of a more recent vintage runs rampant m ito
American Sampler, an exhibit catalog whose illustra-
tions depict popular impressions of life in the 19th
century as seen by artists of the period.

Access to the Library's collections was facilitated
through publication of a number of special descrip-
tive and bibliographic works. These included: The

Archive of Hispanic Literature on Tape: a Descriptive
Guide; Polish Books in English; new editions of News-

LC Information Bulletin

papers Received curreiiily in the Library of C ongress;

Cassette BooA and Some Gureks to Spec la 1 Col-
lections in the Rare Book Division=

Volume 8 of A List of Geograplaiwi Atlases in the
Library of Congress; provides an extensive index to
the 8,181 atlases of the Western Hemisphere de-
scribed in volume '1.

Published under the auspices of the Gertrude
Clarke Whittall Poetry and Literature Fund, Teaching
Creative Writing, the proceedings of a conference held
in the Library, provides insight into programs and
methods for teaching the writing of poetry. fiction,
and non-fiction prose. The Library also published The
Instant of Knowing a lecture by Poetry Consultant
Josephine Jacobsen.

Two listings, the five-page Orgutazation of au,
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC): A List of
Research Materials in the Library of Congress and
Other American Libraries and the 14-page Interna-
tional bederation of Library Associations (WA): A
Selected List of References, issued for the meeting of
IFLA's General Council in Washington last Novem-
ber, are available free from the Library's Union Cata-
log and International Organizations Reference Sec-

tion,
The July 1974 Quarterly Journal reflects the di-

versity of the Library's interests. In "Mathew B.
Brady and the Rationale of Crime," author and rare-
book dealer Madeleine B. Stern discusses Marmaduke
Sampson's phrenological study of convicted crimi-
nals, Walter W. Ristow, Chief of the Geography and
Map Division, analyzes some fine examples of the car-
tographer's art in "Dutch Polder Maps," and Yeho-
shua Ilen-Arieh, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem,
sheds new light on Frederick Catherwood, the "archi-
lect-explorer of two worlds," in "The Catherwood
Map of Jerusalem." Sylvia Lyons Render, the Manu-
script Division's Specialist in Afro-American History
and Culture, presents a Frederick Douglass holograph,
believed to he the oldest of his literary writings iden-
tified to date. in her article entitled "Freedom." And
finally, William Matheson, Chief of the Rare Book
Division. describes the wide range c i materials added
during the past year to the collections in the custody
of !hat division.. '

Selections liaim "Color and the Graphic Arts," an
exhibition opened by the Library in September 1974,
were included in the October Quarterly Journal,
which also introduced a new format for Listing acqui-
sitions of the Manuscript Division and an index pro-
viding more detailed subject matter coverage than in
the past. In addition, Leonard N. Beck, Rare Book

discumes rare items in the Library's Houdini
and McManus-Young collections of magica.
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TRANSFER TO EQUITY ACCOUNT - 4603

PROGRAM BALANCE - END $ 2 716 ?1,2
-0-
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Ye_ar endcy,I Iiccerlbcr , 1974
wit:, iL L.A.

Cold cr:j_-_e_ LI, of.ivin c,)-1 Tot ;11

Yoni endod
Dec.eini),,r 31, 1)73

Total.

1.6 500 S7155 r%ll 378
98 186 98 I.:.-,

17 3

rir,$)

3 318

I 0 Ofo

366

i

.

,,?;(,)fi'cIL) 351 .

15 000 20 7 _

162 3 506
301 1 224

110 124 110 124
15 679 15 618

564 1 456
1 2 -;3 1 724

11. 104 10 861
6 798 6 206
1 074 99i
1 841 1 834

27 918 14 916
11 125 10 192

125 282 119 741
4 612 3 957

576 5 308
10 ')06 4 969

110 124 162 17 ',83 244

6 562 4 813 ( 31 985)

3 748 19 500 30 089 63 915

3 748 26 062 34 902 31 930

4 602 (1 841)

$ 3 748 96 (14,9 q _ 39 rz,05 !I; 10 089
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ch M:SE RLSEA NIA4ERIAIS

Annual. kepo 1974

Tbe 7ea- 1974 was a very productive one f _ the ARL Cent for Chinese
Research 1atcrla1s which has boon operating for almost seven years new. In

the twelve months under review the Center has increased its bibliographic
service activities to bring them into closer proximity to its renowned pro-
ram of reproducing Chinese researci -. mate ial.

Sales of the Cen er's publicatIons in this country and abroad have
reached record levels, particularly during the latter half of 1974. While
the Center has gained recognition as a most successful model of a national
lnstitution serving hoth individual scholars And libraries in the field of
China studies, it is still confronted with the uncertainty of whether or not
it can continue to operate in future years. Following are reports on the
various activities carried out hv the Center in 1974:

The ARL Chinese Center renders its bibliographic eries tin ,l

chan els. Foremost of these is the Newslet_ter.. of which numbers

16 and 17 containing A total of 78 pages of text were publiahed in 1974.
thce iS5tICS were identified 271 titles with Cull bibliographic descriptions.
218 of these titles are avhilable from the Center. They have been groupe6
under various topics and categories of which a number are listed below:
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T.,)01_EategL,.

6:

the T;erder Pegion --

rinan period,
:,:mlnist Newspapers of the Viangsi Soviet Era

.930s.
Newspc)pers, various e,:',.*=ons 193Us-1971 8

'00011:lc:La1 1_,vreFlont ,:detLez, of _hc

Period (on 1!4?, reols of microfilm)

jn Nelations

On Sine-Russian Relations

ef Titles

identified

181

18

13

in addition, the Chinese Cenrer identii:ted, described and mode avail-

'to pnF,licatlonn Fron the People's pnbli.f. of China, bearing imprints of

1973 and 1974, as well as of earlier Jates

of thc t-:_ties falling into the category of "researi aids", two

are as follows:

a1 ChInese_Collections in. _the Li_brary of Congress: Excer-its from the

Arlasyll_LEytts) of_theLibrarian Cong.res:s

3 vols., 1,321p.

b) Mao Tse-tung aA the Tsunyi_Conferenee.: An ,nneta

ixr111p.

ted Biblio

Another two titles which have been identi_od, annotated and reproduced

merit particular mention hecause of their importance and the time needed to

collect the scattered issues from various locatiorr.):

a) F'am,:-chan wen-i (Literature of the War of Resisancel.

1938-1W,6. vols. 1-10.

ai 1) ::,11inese Students'
_ .

Niw York, 1906 Vols. 2-26:6.

'4inile the bibliographic descriptials appearing in Newsletter are of

necessi,:y held coolpei, tbe descriptions preceding the text or a reproduction

or original pub|ico|lo, are much more detailed.

nther hibliogrophic services rendered by the ARL Chinese Center inclde

the answor:ing in writing or through personal inerviews to enquiries regd-

in; the availability of r.i-A=-ifi t1rlex or rIrlerills for a spocific topic.

Although this kind of service was not foreseen when the guidelLnes for the

Center's operation were (,srablishod, it is only logical chat people in need

of information draw on the Center's experienee and expertise.
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oduction and Distribution of Mate ls

In 1974 the ARL Chinese Center reproduced 200 new ides at a total

list price of $7,347.10. The following tables aff rd a comparison with

pro/. ous years,

T-ble I -- by years

years No of Ti les List Price

1968-1971
1972

1973

388
190
283

$13,536.75
8,248,45
3,937.05

1974 200 7 345 10

tal: 1,061

_

TAbLe II -- by categories

Category No. of Titles Total No. Total

-1973 1974 of Titles List Price

Newspapers 11 12 23 $ 6,907.50

periodicals 49 18 67 6,084.40

Government Publications 62 18 80 7,293.00

Research Aids 76 5 81 4,568.90

monographs 637 144 781 8,265.55

I,_terature 26 - 26 182.80

Newspaper Supplements 3 3 -65,20

Total: 861 200 1,061 $33,067.35

As previously indiatec1, the ARL Chinese Center can report record sales

of its publications during 197. Sales for the year amount to $257,819.22,

which brings the total sale from 1969 to the end of 1974 to $689,139.22. The

following table indicates the growth of the ARL Chinese Center and the demand

for its publications:

period Sales Average
Monthly Sales

1969-1971 $209,649.86 $ 5,823.61

1972 94,286.67 7,857.22

1973 127,383.47 10,615.29

1974 2577 -819 22
7

21,484,93

Total: $689,13922
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If Lite salos refloc:: rhe groth the C(.18li, ,4 list of ir

custonwrs will sho rho wide accuptance it hos won. iho

not only offers a progran of national vrilue in fulfil1in the needt of

American institution.i, it has exunded its flL rJicCS boyond the Atlantic

and the Pacific to the far sides of Europe and A6La itscif. The extensive
correspondonee received hy Ihe Conror frova :Tan, parts of the world is

evidence U ia ft is renderLng a u.nique and bighly valued 5ervice whica
benefits the enr.ire scholarly corwunity in the China stitáios field. Tho

following is a list of purchasers of CCP14 materiats that: placed °niers in
excess of $5,000 betwea january 1969 and December 31, 1974:

i on

4.

Univ. or
Princeton Pniverf:ity
Cornell Univers
Center for Researc
Libraries
The Library of Con

6. University of Chic
7. Univ. of Washingto
8. Harvard-Yvnching

9,

10,

11.

12.

13.

14-

15.

17,

18,

19.

20.

21.

22,

24.

25

tiC

-1_2/31/73

$18 .99;

16,864.15

10,212.35

Total 7

1/1/9- 74
_

312.75 fl 516.73

10,727.95 27,592.10

16,440.0'5 26,652.40

415.8o
273.55

80

Harvard Un1versity
Univ. of Pittshurgh 12,582.15 4,3

Yalo University 7,)00.95
rntger Univcrs 3,357.50 11,8 0.25

Universlty of Ca rnia-

Los Angeles 7,2m. 7,T-0.45

Univ. of Pennsylvania 2,892.73 5,746.00

1'finnylvania State Univ. 22.85 7,809.55

University of California-
IlerkolQy 3,729.05 _ 595.60
Columbia (JnjversiLy_ $5,570.75 a,548.80
Harvard College Lib.-
Harvard University 68.50 6,806.50
University of 11linot5. 5,844.45 304.00
University of Virginia 5,135.50 1,004.00
Hoover InstitnL106 5,810.65 274.85
Univ. of Connecticut 137.50 5,675.00
Univermi ty oC Kansas 3,620.40 1,777.40
University of Hawii 4,024.1)5 1,367.60
University of California-
Santa narbara 4,154.15 1_ 164.7n
University of Maryland 5,128. 96 126.00

190

125,80

2i,684.45
21,170.95
16,521.60

17 0 in. 25

16,21645
15',597.65

15,L67.75

14,989.95
8,638.75
7,83240.

7,324,65

$7,119.53

67f, 10

6,148.45
6,139,50
6,085.50
5,812.50
,397.80

5,392.25

5,318.85
5,254.96



e

To al SalesSales salef;

z CLO 1/1/69- 173 1/1/74-12 4 1/1/69-12/31/74

1. r_ ary of

Austra_in 7192.80 $8,551.10 $25,343.90

2, Sinolo Instituut,
1.eiden 6,10718 16,512.60 22,619.78

3, OL MVOn 11,663.35 7,986,40 19,649.75

4 Conter fn 1o4orn Citinc-

SLudi Toyo Finmolapnn 6,562.30 15,482.05

Ho Slo Ten Cu Tokyo 8,263.47 ,342.19 14,605.66

_ Bnyer
lt.nch(:rn 3,657.55 13,657.55

7. Yushodo oohseIieis ,Ltd.

Tokyo 9')1 ' 186.52 13,1 03

8. The Royal rI1/1
Coponharlelr 7,863.50 12,923.80

AustraIial iationa) Univ. 120.00 3,769.30 12,439.90

University of: flrirish

Collmbia, Vancouver 128.00 4.10 11,502.10

II. Tte dlinoso Universit5,
of Hong Kon _,076.80 11.40

12. Freic HrlivorsPth lt,-116 4,569.75 4,065.40 8,635.15

13. lutitor _nde,

HanInnrg 5,799.00 343 ,?0 6,142-20
14. !:-7,chool oC OriAntal and

African -) iudic, London 5,076 ( 1,431 90 6,507.94

1' Univorsity of 1,cud s,

En6and 5,181 441. 52 5,623.37

16. University of flLliournc 1,871.15 3,551:30 5,422.95

17. University of liem, Nong 4,891.25 471.00 5,362.25

18. It4aesei Gakuin Umiv.,

japan 3,723.50 1,5(30.00 5 223.50

III. Committees and Meetings

Policy guidance for the Conte p ition is provided by a six-member

Pdvisary committee, equally served by faculty members and librarians. While

the former are nominated by the Jnini Committee on Contemporary China of the

Social Science Research Council and the American Council of Learned Societies,

the latter are nominated by the ARL. in 1974 the advisory committee included

-1,1e following rumbers: Phiiip J. HcNiff (Boston Public Library), who has been
the ckaintrmn since the inception of the committee; Edwin G. Beal, Jr. (-Library

of Congress); Roy M. Hofheinz, Jr. (Harvard University); Ying-mao Kau (Brown

University); David T. Roy (University of Chicago); and Eugene Wu (Harvard

University).
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in of the continuing demand for the research materials made avail-
able hy _the ARL Chinese Center mnd the bibliographic services needed hy the
academic community, the advisory committee during its April meeting held in
the Boston Public Library resolvcd that a Committee on Review and Planning
be established to aid the Center tn planning, future stxategies. This com-
mittee consists of six members William F. Dorr31,11 Wftiversity of Pittsburgh
Albert Peuerwerker (University of Mihigan); Roy M. Hofheinz, Jr.; Philip A.
Kuhn (University of Chicago) ; Frederick W. Mote (Princeton University>, who
chairs the committee; and Eugene Trqu. The committee's first mmetthg was held
in Boston in May 1974.

Both committees met again in Washington, D.C. on December 9th in a joint
ses on. Mr. Mote reported on a meeting of the CSCC-JCCC Task Force on
Libraries and Research Materials sponsored by the ACLS, which had been held
the previous day, December dth, indicating that the 7ask Force had given its
unanimous support to the Center and is prepared to aid the Center in any way
deemed appropriate. Other topics discussed during the meeting included a
review of future reproduction plans and ways and means to assure continuation
of the ARL Chinese Center. The committees resolved that the Center should
engage more heavily in the humanities and expand its reproduction and biblio-
graphic service programs to include materiels of the late nineteenth century.

This, was the last meeting at ended by Stephen A. McCarthy, an ex officio
me bet of the advisory committee, who retired on December 31, 1974 from the
executive directorship of the Association of Research Libraries, it was the
first meeting for th new Executive Director of the ARL, John P. MCDonal

IV. StaEf

The staff of the ARL Chinese Center consists of a director, P. K. Yu, who
has held this position since the Center's founding in May 1968; an administrative
secretary/associate editor, lngeborg Knezevic, who joined the Center in
January 1969; a bibliographer, James Cheng, who became a staff member in
September 1973; an assistant bibliographer, David Hsu:, who joined the Center
November 1°71; and a clerk, Victoria Lee, who has been with the Center since
March 1970. Because of budgetary reasons, a position of bibliographer vacated
in March 1973 remained unfilled. Because of an increase in the work load, the
Center has added from time to time temporary employees. Currently, Mr. Ping-
fang Chi, who has been working at George Washington University for seven years,
is filling in, as a temporary bibliographer to assist in the preparation of a
complete catalog with full annotations of all publications mode avail9ble by the
ARL Chinese Center until now.

The dire .or is grateful to hds staff members for toir spirit and devotion
wh ch enabled the Center to accomplish much more than could normally be expected
from such a small staff. He also wishes to express his heartfelt appreciation
to Dr . tIcCarthy for the strong support given to the Center during the past years,
and for his many valuable contributions which played ro small part in making
the Center a success.
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APPENDIX

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARY MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Fourth Annual Report December,1974

The activities of the ARL Office of University Library Management Studies
(OMS) can be described in terms of the active involvement of member libraries
in the successful execution of a series of projects. Twenty-one libraries
have participated in the Management Review and Analysis Program (MRAP), an
intensive analytical self-study of library organization and performance.
Almost all ARL members have contributed to and taken advantage of the services
and resources ef the Systems and Procedures Exchange Center (SPEC), a device
for shariNg information on current practices of research libraries. The level

of membership interest in and support of the Association's management effort
was surveyed by the office at the end of .the year as part of an attempt to
plan future activities and to secure continued funding support_ The results

of that survey appear as Appendix yof these Minutes.

The highlights of OMS activities in ,this fourth year of -peration in-
cluded expansion of the Systems and Procedures Exchange Center, initiation
of the fourth group of participants mn the Management Review and Analysis
Program, and completion of a study __ achine-based information services.
These projects are elements within the major continuing programs of research
and developmlont, information exchange and management training. The objectives

and past accomplishments of these programs have been described in earlier OMS
annual reports and this report will briefly note some of the most recent OMS
activities in these several programs.

The Bffice continues to rely on the ARL Management Commission--
Stanley Metilderry, Chairman, Warren J. liaas, and Richard De Gennaro--as a

primary advisory agency. As in previous years the Council on Library Resources'
grant to the Association along with a portion of ART, members dues provides

the basic operating budget of the Office.

1. agement Review and Analysis Pr- am (MRAP)

On the basis of earlier experience with this assisted self-study t ch-
nique, further refinements were made in the program as it operated for the
third group of five libraries (Library of Congress/Division of the Blind and
Physically Handicapped, University of Maryland, University of-Missouri,
University of Rochester, Washington State University--October 1973-June 1974),
and the fourth group of seven libraries (Indiana University, University of
Kentucky, University of Massachusetts, Penn Scate University, University of
Toronto, University of California-Los Angeles, and University of Utah--
August I974-present). Some of the recent changes in tlie program include:
extension of the operating cclieditic to cover the academie year; definition of
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a s ronger role for the library director; design of datagathering instruments
for determining major library concerns and assessing staff attitudes toward

key oronizational issues; expansion of the training sessions; and increased

emphasis on planning For the implementation of the resulting recommendations.

To date 21 research libraries have participated in the program. The

program contin es to be available to member libraries at a minimal Fee to

cover the cost of some of the materials that are provided. Within the next

throe years distribution of some share of the operating costs to participants

will be considered by the Office's advisory groups.

flaring tht year, the Office surveyed past program participants concerning

the approaches used by the library in implementing the results of the study.

This survey provided insights and documentation on the key issues and problems

experienced by libraries in a post-MRAP phase which will be provided to current

participants. In addition, however, the survey demonstrated that the

participants have madt a serious and concerted investment in capitalizing en

the work of their staffs by systematically acting on the analysis and recom-

mendations made by the project. This survey and continued contact with past

participants indicates that the program has stimulated organizational growth

and change, innovative approaches to library operations, and staff develop-

ment. Furthermore, with wide staff involvement in the activity, the feasi-

bility of implementation has been greatly enhanced.

Additional documentation on the program is available to

libraries including: a list_of currently available MRAP reports( article

describing program operatien(2); a series of papers resulting from a workshop

heldat the Ur4versity of Tonnessee(6); and an interim assessment )f the impact

of the program0)1.

2. Systems and Procedures Exchange Center (SPEC)

The key concept in the design of this center is provision of access to

in ormat ion and documentation on current administrative and operating practices

of research libraries. Libraries interested in changing or improving their

systems or procedures need to know what the current state-of-the-art is to

avoid needless duplication of effort and the center is a device for meeting

this need. But for the center to be successful, useful documentation has to

be available ald the NRL Libraries' willingness to share their ideas and

experiences has been the key factor in the center's success.

Tht first full year of SPEC operation has demonstrated that the SPEC con-

cept can work. Ile extent and quality of documentation that member libraries

have covitributed to the center has exceeded initial expectations and the

center has been able to conduct seven surveys during the course of the year

and to produce SPEC Flyers. and Kits covering: status of librarians; staff

develoPment; affirmative action; performance review; friends of the library;

personnel classification; collective bargaining; tenure policies; leave polici

collection development; acquisition policies; and planning activities.

INumbers in parentheses refer to materials cited in the bibliography on page 199.
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In the past libraries have relied on the library literature, conferen es
aA personal contacts for inforoation describing current operations. The
center makes this information available on a more systematic and efficient
basis with less cost to the seeker and the contributor and meets the need for
current, practical, issue-oriented information.

Further information describing the resources and services of the center
is available from the office.(5)

3. Office Publications

In addition to the S_PEC Flyers and Kits the Office makes a continuing
investment in developing publications addressing major issues facing ARL members
During this year three publications have been produced: ARL Manageme_ntjEal:
ments on goals and objectives(6) and machine-based bibliographic search services(-
and an Occasional Paper on the formulation and use of objectives in research
libraries(8). In the next year the Office expects to prepare major publications
covering; performance appraisal, budgeting systems, and collection development.

4. Study of Machin K-o Information Services

Office staff participated in the Northeast Academic Science Information
Center (NASIC), a project funded by the National Science Foundation and admin-

tered by the New England Board of Higher Education. This participation led
to a field survey of machine-readable data base processing centers oriented
toward an investigation of technical, administrative, and operational issues
affecting the delivery of computer-based search services. While the survey
was primarily directed toward off-line processing centers, the results were
generalizable to the delivery of on-line search services by academic libraries
The issues of organization and staffing, training needs, costs, user fees,_
and factors affecting use were considered in an ARL Management Supplement(7).

5. Work h- and Organizational Training Activities

A series of regional management workshops was initiated this year with
past MRAP participants acting as host libraries and co-sponsors. Three work-
shops that focused on the libraries' experiences with management self-study
were conducted at: (I) Tennessee on June 11; (2) Purdue on September 20; and
(3) Connecticut on October 22. Over 200 library staff attended these events.
Additional MRAP workshops are scheduled for 1975 at the Smithsonian Institution,
the University of Washington, and the University of Rochester.

A training film project was initiated for those member libraries willing
to share the cost of film acquisition. A survey was conducted to determine
interest and a program design was prepared(9)- At this date the first films
have been purchased and the OMS has prepared discussion and user guides that
are being field-tested at the University of Arizona. In the next year these
materials and additional films will be made available to member libraries
willing to participate in the proje t.

Numbers in parentheses reFer to materials cited in the bibliography on page 199.
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The Office also hosted a Council on Library Re_ources fellow for the

second time. Larry Yarbrough from Northwestern University was awarded

CRL fellowship zo study performance appraisal practices in academic libraries.

Mr. Yarbrough worked with the OMS on this fellowship and utilized SPEC files

in carrying it out. During the year, Mr. Yarbrough visited five AR', libraries,

contributed to a SPEC Kit on performance appraisal and is currently completing

a Management Supplement on the topic. For the next year, the Office has

cooperated with staff from two member libraries in preparing proposals for

additional fellows to work in the OMS.

Plans for the Future

The Association is presently developing a proposal to the Council on

Library Resources for financial support for future operation of the OMS pro-

grams. In orozr to secure information on membership interests and needs, an

OMS Assessment and Planning Inquiry was conducted at the end of the year.

Eighty-six percent of the membership responded to the survey. Almost all

those responding indicated that they found the Office's activities useful.

This opinion was expressed most strongly in relation to the self-study pro-

ject operated by the Office (The Management Review and Analysis Program) with

63 libraries indicating that they were interested in participating in the

program. Of the three major programs operated by the OMS,(Research and

Development, Information Collection and Dissemination and Management Training)

almost all responses indicated that the programs should be maintained at

current or expanded levels. In particular, the ARL directors suggested that

management training should receive more emphasis in the future. [The responses

to the survey were the focus of the discussion at a special meeting held on

January 17. These discussions are summarized in Appendix 2 of the Minutes.]

A tabulation of the survey results appears as ApRendix Y. A more detailed

analysis is available upon request to the OMS.(10

As a result of this survey and in consultation with the ARL Management

Commission a proposal for future funding was drafted which emphasizes continu-

ation of the Management Review and P lysis Program and the Systems and Pro-

cedures Exchange Center on the basis of past success and membership support

of these activities. In addition, the proposal outlines initiatives in the

Research and Development Program that encompasses new applications of the

MRAP technique and considers several quantitative studies. Finally, the

proposal responds to membership interest concerning the availability of

management training support by allocating increased priority to the develop-

ment of training programs, operation of workshops and institutes and the

creation of specialized training film resources. Pending further discussions

with the membership and the ARL Board, this proposal will be submitted to

the Council on Library Resources.
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The services provided by the center focused ini ially on providing access
to the SPEC files via the publications series and on responding to individual

requests for information. These services have been expanded during this year
to provision of on-demand file analysis, maintenance of standing orders for
SPEC kits, and the execution of requosted surveys. These additiona services

are provided at cost to member libraries and SPEC subscribers. An example of
how member libraries capitalize on these services is a recent request from
the Tulane University Libraries concerning information on experiences with
creating and operating friends of the library organizations. Because of the

limited amount of published information on this topic, the Office conducted a
survey of ARL members tailored to secure the specific information neoded by

Tulane. The resulting information, documentation, and analysis was made avail
able to Tulanc, which subsidized the time and materials invDlved with con-
ducting the survey ($250) as well as to the TOSt of the Association through
the regular SPEC publications (SPEC Kit #8, SPEC_Flyer #6). An additional on-

demand survey has been done on the topic of reclassification of library col-
lections ,nd a survey on the organization of the library instruction function

is currently being designed.

The center has been in operation for 16 months and the uso of materials

has been heavy. All SPEC Flyers and ARL Management Sun,loments are sent auto-
matically to ARE directors and five capi-es arc sent to the -libraries' SPEC

liaisons for distribution to their colleagues. SPEC Kits can be ordered in-

dividually or via a standing order procedure. These same.materials are avai

able to nonmember libraries through SPEC subscriptions ($50 per library per

year) which subsidize som of the costs involved in developing the services.

The following statistics indicate level of use:

Distribution and _Use of SPEC_ Resources and So vices

1974 No K SPEC Subs ri ns oial R

Jan. 79

Feb. 68

March 65 I-

April 59
77

June
July 89

Au Ili_ 144 1

e t 107 14

Oot _0

Nov. 125

Dec. 16

Total:. 1280 65
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A speci.-1 note of appreciation is extended to hr. Stephen McCarthy
for the advice, coun,,e1 and warm encouraement he has provided the Office
during its four vears' opc.ral:ion. hr. McCarthy, who rotired at thc ond of
1974, was a driving force in the creation of the Office and in tho devolopmomt
of its projects and accomplishments. His ieadership and jndgment havo boon

a major source of strength for the Office staff.

Submitted by:

buurie E. Webster, DiroctoT
Office of University Library

Nunagement Studies

Jeffrey J, Gardner, Manament Research Specialist
Office of University Library

Management Studies

Approved by:

John P. Mcflonald

Executive DIrector
Association cf Research Libraries
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Management Studies. Analysis of the Results_of the_OMS
Assessment and Project Planning Inquiry. Washiagton, b. C.,
Author, 1975.
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APPENDIX Y

Association of Rese rch Libraries
Office of University Library Management Studies (OMS)

ASSESSMENT AND PROJECT PLANNING INQUIRY

The primary purpose of this inquiry is to secure additional input from AL directors to aid the ANL-

Board, Management Commission and office staff in planning future activities for the office.

TABULATION OF SURVEY RtSULTS

WITH 79 RESPONSES RECEIVED BY THIS OFFICE AS OF 14/75
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QUESTI ONS

Do you "feel that the development 2nd qeraon of a roan agernenl self-study tech nique for research
libraries is:

Corn men Is:

70 useful 5 nor useful 1 no opinion

2. The Marvagernen-t Review and ,nal ysis PrograrrO.vi II be operated on an annual basis over the next
three years if a sufficient nu rther of mernber libraries want to par icip ate in the program.

Are you i nterested in pa rtic i Pat ing jfl th e 1975 program operat ion ?

4 yes

b . Are you i nterested

17 yes

45 no 13 maybe

ci Rating at some -tutu re date?

17 no 27 maybe

c- Would you like additional nforr11atin n t1RA

24 yes 39 no

Corn men Is;

_

3. Do you think that the (3M5 research ar-s d cievelpmneflt activity should receive more or less ern )basis
in the future?

39 more

Cornrnenits:

2 less 34 sane

4_ What marageme t research and develornent projects do y u think should be de -loped i n the

future?

asurf rig user stisFacticn (5 cornerT--
TechniqUes fo r rneas uri rig lit,rary perfarrnance (4 conrents

Beige i rig tectini clues 4 comen ts

2 Cl
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QUESTIONS

1. The f011OVving topics, are currently being considered for coverage in the Center. Please indicate your

opinion of their potential usefulness and suggest additional items that you think are particularly

important or timely.

A. Planning and Contr ol Systems
long range 'Diann ing piograrns
pol 104-mak i rig systems Ki manuals
techniques for odndocting envnuornental
analysis
facility and building development olans
productivity ineosures
the use of statistics in analysis of libraries
internal budget onahisis techniques
budget presentation methods
rneasureme nt of performance in re ference

services

ni zation
methods used far reorganizing
communication techniques
role of libraries in university
use of committees
patterns of governance

sei organization of the research furictiun in
academic librar
development aro u5e of unit perforniance
standards

c . Supervision & Staf l Resources
supervisory star:Wards and evaluation

tee hniques
to use of specialists and paraprofe sionals

grievance proceAures
fee nature and role of th taersonnel office

D. Other Systems and Procedures
mechanisms for gathering, analyzing, and
usi ng information on present and potential

library wen
pricing library oervices and charging user tees

ili organization, control and use of rnicroforrns
collective arrangements and contractural

agreements

Useful

65
54

28
45

-70

Not
Useful

6

8

13
11

0

No
Opinion Comments

8
18

36
23

qr

P

70 2 6
765 5

57 10 12

67 4 9

54 7 16

61 4 13

35 21 23
1542 16

47 8 18

47 8 23

70 3 6

67 2 10

57 8 14
1845 14

57 7 15

65 6 6

1456 8
57 9 13

51 -?2

War additional topics do you think should be cn-dered with the SPEC survey, Kit, and Flyer approach;
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2- Mat is your opinion of the ol lowing inf ormation collection and dissemination activities conducted
by the office:

Not No
Useful Useful Opinion Comments

Occasional Papers series 69 1 10
ARL Management Supplement serm 63 4 14

21SPEC Kits 59 3
SPEC Surveys 62 2 16

9SPEC Flyers 65 5
Major publ ications such as Columbia Study,
Problems in University Library Management,
etc. 63 4 13

31* Access to SPEC filet 45 3
Telephone reference service 32 5 41

36On-demand surveys 41 3

3. DO you think that the information collection and dissemination activity should receive more or less
emphasis in the future?

26 more emphasis

Comments:

2 less emphasis 44 bou erne

WIGAN IZATIONAL TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS: A variety of activities have been
performed for member libraries in this area including:
Operation of six training sessions for each of the NIRAP groups:
Sponsorship of four Planning Rudget Officer workshops
sponsorship of three regional MRAP workshops
ONS staff have participated in or made presentations to about a dozen professional meetings
Sponsorship of two six-month CL Fl Management Fellowships: Mr. Dionne from Syracuse on objectives and Mr.
Yarbrough from Northwestern on performance appraisal
ONS is cooperating on the development of proposals with two fellowship candidates for CLR Management
Fellowships in 1975/76
OM ss developing a cooperative training film program for ARL members
MS is considering the design and operation of regional management institutes
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QUESTIONS

1. What is your opinion of the useu$nes of the tot loving trair.ng activities

Useful
Not

Useful
No

Opinion Co meets

a Packaged in-house training programs 45 8 25
Cooperative development of training
resources (i.e. films) 44 10 25
Workshop for specialized staff (i e.
plannirieofficer, personnel, etc.) 59 2 18
Regional workshop on topics such
as M RAP 48 6 25
Regional institutes for middle
management 60 3 17
Provision of consultation on the
design of in-house training programs 51 5 22
Sponsorship of CLR management
fellowships 46 3 31
Other 0 0 2

2. a you think that management traininq should receive more or less emphasis in the futu 7

50 rnore emphasis

Comments.

2 less emphasis 16 about same

IV. Please indicate your general overall assessment of OMS programs and activities:

'Gammen

65 useful 2 not usetul 2 no opininik

V. Please provide any additional comments or suggestions concerning changes you think should be made in

the office's basic programs and approach, or activities you think should be emphasized in the future

operation of the office:
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APPENDIX Z

Summary of January 17 Discussion S sio on
_ ee
OMS Future Activities

On Friday January 17, the Office of Univer ity Libra y Management
Studies hosted a discussion session oriented toward assessing peet Office
programs to help the Office staff and Management Commission members to plan

future activities. Approximately 70 member libraries were represented at
the session which began with a general review of the results of an Assessment
and Project Planning Inquivy which had been completed by the ARL directors in
December, 1974. The detailed results of the inquiry are included as Appendix Y
of these Minutes

The results of the inquiry indicate a high level of support for the
current programs of the Office. ty-cene institutions are cons dering

futore participation in the Management Review and Analysis Program (NRAP).
There was substantial interest in the Office devoting increased effort toward

the development of new teemiques for relating library costs to Library per

formance. In judging the Uffice's information clearing:house program, the
members expressed satisfaction with the current level of activity aRd indicated

a number of priority topics for future coverage. Finally, there was substantial

agreement that the area of organizational training requires additional attention

and that the ARL libraries would benefit from a range qf training activities,

particularly management workshops for specialized staff, regional institutes

and in-hoose training programs.

Discus zon at the Friday night session generally reflected tbe written
commeets to the Inquiry, and also provided further thoughts on the future
direction of the Office. While there was some support for leng-range research
and development programs, there was strong Interest in developing techniques,

tools and methodologies which could be applied to some of the current issues

facing academic and research libraries. Suggestions here included: an

interest in the design of an MAP-like application of less intensity ar d
reduced scope; the design of a program directed toward the ana:ysis of
current library services; and the development of quantitative methods for

measuring and relating library costs to library performance.

In the area of management training there was agreement that while work-

shops and institutes could be useful, there would be some dangers in relying

entirely, or even primarily, on experts from organizations other than libraries.

As the discussion evolved, there were suggestions that library personnel with

the required expel:Ilse can and should be located to participate in the planning

and conduct of institutes which the Office might organize and operate.

Finally there were several issues which were identified as being of

emergine interest, including the impact of automation on library organization,
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resource allocation in a period of stable or declining budgets, and the need

for measuring and improving productivity.

Overall, it is apparent that.the membership wamts to maintain a capacity

within the Association to address certain library problems as management

questions. Furthermore, the value of past OMS activities to individual
libraries- warrants increasing Association support for the Office.

The issues raised in the discussion and the results of the Assa2ssment

and Planning Inquiry are being integrated into a proposal for future &raiding

for the Office which will be submitted to the Council on Library Resources.

The proposal will report the continued support of- the member libraries and

will incorporate projected incema from the continued operation of the Office's

major programs.

Duanr Webster

January 17, 1075
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ATTE

Univers ty of Alabama Libra
James F. Wyatt

Univers ty of Alberta Lib ary
Bruce Peel

Unive
Rob

_y of A-2iz -a Library

Adams

AriLona State University _ibr
Donald Koepp

Beston Public Library
Philip . McNiff

Boston University Library
John Laucus

Brigham Young University
Donald F. Nelson

APPENDIX AA

ANCE AT 85TH METING

ry

University of British Columbia Library
Basil Stuart-Stubbs

Brown University Library
Charles Churchwell

Univer ity of California Library
(Berkeley) Richard Dougherty

University of California Lib

(Davis) Bernard Kreis man

University of California Library
(Los Angeles) Page Ackerman

University of Ca ifornia Library
(Santa Barbara ) Keith Rican

University of California Library
(San Diego) John Haak

Case Western Reserve Univ
James V. Jones

y Libraries

211
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Center for Research Libraries
Gordon R. Williams

Univers ty of Chicago Library
Stanley Malderry

University of Cincinnati Libraries
Harold Schell

University of Colorado Library
Ellsworth C. Mason

Columbia University Libraries
Warren J. Haas

University of Connecticut Library
Norman D. Stevens

nell University Libraries
J. Gormly Miller

Dartmouth College Libraries
Edward C. Lathem

Duke Univers ty Libraries
Benjamin E. Powell

University of Florida Libraries
Gustave A. Harrer

Florida State University Li
Charles Miller

Georgetown University Library
Joseph E. Jeffs

University of Georgia Libraries
hraLreri N. Bees

Harvard University Library
Douglas W. Bryant

Howard Univers ty Libraries
Mod Makkawi



Univers.ty of Illinois Library
Robert Oram

Indiana University Libraries
W. Carl Jackson

University of Iowa Librari
Leslie W. Dunlap

Iowa State Univorsi y Library
Warren Kuhn

john Crerar LibraCe,

William S. Budii*:,Qi

Johns Hopkins University Library
John H. Berthel

Joint University Libraries
Frank P. Grisham

University of Kansas Library
John L. Glinka

University of Kentucky Libraries
Raul Willis

Kent State University
Hyman W. Kritzer

Library of Congress
John Lorenz

L nda Hall Library
Thomas D. Gillies

Louisiana State University Library
Norma Martin

Un versity of Maryland Library
ward Rovelstad

University of Massachusetts Libraries
Richard J. 'Talbot

Massachusetts Inst. of Tec no ogy Libraries

Natalie N_ Nicholson

Univers ty of Michigan Libr
Robin Downe!s

_y
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Michigan State University Library
Richard Chapin

University of Mdnnesota Librar' s
Ralph H. Hopp

University of Missouri Library
Dwight Tuckwood

National Agricultural Library
Richard A. Parley

National Library of Canada
Joseph Guy Sylvestre

tional Library of Medicine
Joseph Leiter

University of Nebraska Libraries
Gerald A. Rudolph

New York Public Library
Richard W. Couper

New York State Library
John A. Humphry

New York University Librari
Eugene Kennedy

University of North Carolina Libraries
James F. Govan

Northwestern University Libraries
Benjamin Jacabson

University of Notre Dame Libra ies
David E. Sparks

Ohio State Univers ty Libraries
Hugh Atkinson

tJniv ity of Oklahoma Library
Jam K. Zink

Oklahoaa State University Library
Norris K. Maxwell

Univ f Ctegon Library
H. Willi Axford



University of Pennsylvania Libra
Richard De Gennaro

'Cs

Pennsylvania State University Library

Stuart Forth

U iversity of Pittsburgh Librarr
Glenora Edwards Rossell

Princeton University Library
William S. Dix

Purdue University Lib
Oliver Dunn

Rice Urnversity Libra. y
Richard L. O'Keeffe

University of Rochester Libraries

Ben Bowman

Rutgers University Library
Virginia P. Whitney

Smithsonian Institution Libra_
Russell Shank

University of Southern California Library

Roy L. Kidman

Southern Illinois Univ
Ralph E. McCoy

rs y Library

Stanford Univers :y Libraries
David C. Weber

State University of New York at uffao

Eldred Smith

State University of
John B. Smith

Temple University Library
Arthur Hamlin

University of Tennessee Libraries
Richard Boss

University of Texas Libraries
Merle N. Boylan

Texas A & M University Library
Irene B. Hoadley

University of Toronto Libra ies
David Esplin

Tulane University Library
Robert H. Patterson

University of Utah Libraries
Roger Hanson

University of Virginia Librarie:
Ray Frantz, Jr.

University of Washington Library
Marion N. Milczewski

Washington State Univers ty Library

G. Donald Smith

Washington University Libraries
William Kurth

Wayne State University L'braries

Vern M. Pings

University of Wisconsin Lib aries
Joseph H. Treyz, Jr.

York at Stony Brook Yale University Libraries
Rutherford D. Rogers

Syracuse University Libraries
Donald Anthony

ARL Sta

John P. McDonald
Suzanne Frankie ....... .
Duane E. Webster...

Jeffrey Gardner
P.K. Yu

213

Executive Director
Assistant Executive Director

.
Director, Office of University

Library Management Studies
Management Research Specialist
.Director, Center for Chinese

Research Materials



Guests

John Aubry, Five Associated University Libraries
Kenneth J. Bierman, Virginia Polytechnic Institute Stite University
Don Bosseau, Emory University
Barbara Brown, Council on Library Resources Management Intern (UCLA
Thomas R. Buckman, The Foundation Center
Frederick Burkhardt, National Commission on Libraries Information Science
Edward C. Carroll, University of Missouri-Columbia Library School
Fred Cole, Council on Library Resources
Eileen D. Cooke; American Library Association-Washington, D. C.
Judith Corin, University of California, Los Angeles
Jack Dalton, Columbia University Library Development Center
Robert B. Downs, University of Illinois
Ralph Edwards, Council on Library Resources Management Intern (Michigan)
Judy Fair, Council on Library Resources Management Intern (Princeton)
Paul Fasana, New York Public Library
Edward G. Freehafer, New York Public Library
Herman H. Fussier, University of Chicago Graduate Library School
David Heron, University of California, Santa Cruz
Carl W. Hintz, University of Oregon-State System of Higher Education Libr--ies
David Kaser, Indiana University Graduate Library School
W. Porter Kellam, University of Georgia
Lawrence C. Livingston, Council on Library Resources
Richard H. Logsdon, Queens College School of Library Science
Edmond Low, New College Library
Beverly P. Lynch, Association of College and Research Libraries
Frank A. Lundy, University of Nebraska
Louis E. Martin, Harvard College Library
Kathleen McCarthy
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen McCarthy, Jr.
Mr. 4 Mrs. Stephen McCarthy
Keyes D. Metcalf
Thomas Michalak, Council on Library Resources Management Intern (Columbia)
Foster E. Mohrhardt, Council on Library Resources
Vernon E. Palmour, Center for Naval AnalysiS
John Rather, Library of Congress
James Riley, Federal Library Committee
Joseph Rosenthal, University of California, Berkeley
Stephen Salmon, University of Houston
G. F. Shepherd, Jr., Cornell University
James Skipper, Research Libraries Group
Carl Spaulding, Council on Library Resou ceS
E. B. Stanford, University of Minnesota Library School
Katharine Stokes
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Raynard C. Swank, Uiiiversity of California, Berkeley, School of Librarianship

Lawrence W. Towner, The Newberry Library
Alphonse Trezza, National Commission on Libraries & Information Science

Barbara von Wahlde, Council on Library Resources Management Intern (Tennessee)

Robert Vesper, University of California, L.A. Graduate School of Library Service

William Welsh, Library of Congress
Stanley L. West, University of Hawaii

Nembers Not ilp_19-1t2LIL

McGill University Library



APPENDIX BB

COMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES AND TASK FORCES OP THE ARE

January 1975-

ARL COMMISSIONS

Contlis_i_o_LLELDevLe_121_r_nent of Resources_

Page Ackerman (Jan. 1975)
Basil Stuart-Stubbs (Jan. 1976)
Gustave Harrer, Chairman (Jan. 977)

2. CommiSsion n Orgonization Resources

John McGowan (Jan. 1977)
Joseph Treyz, Jr. (Jan. 1975)
William Budington, Chairman (Jan. 1975)

Commission on Access to Resources

John Berthel (Jan, 1977)
Richard BosS (Jan. 1977)
Virginia-Whitney, Chairman (Jan. 1976)

Commission of Research Libraries

Richard De Gennaro (Jan. 1975)
Warren Haas (Jan. 1976)
Stanley McElderry, Chairman (Jan. 1976)

Commission on E rnal Affairs

John McDonald (Jan. 1976)
Lucien White (Jan- 1977)
William S. Dix, Chairman (Jan. 1977)

6. ARL Executive Committee

Richard De Gennaro, President
Virginia Whitney, Vice President 4 President-elect
Ralph Hopp, Past President
John P. McDonald, Executive Director
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STAN COMMITTEE

Committee on Access to Manuscri ts and Rare Books

Willian Bond
William Cagle
John Finzi
James Henderson
Herman Kahn
Ray Frantz, .Jr., Chairman

Committee on Center for Chinese Research Materials-

Edwin G. Beal Jr.

Roy Hofheinz, Jr.
Ying-mao Kau
David T. Roy
Eugene Wu
Philip McNiff, Chairman

Comm_i_t_tee

Howard Rovelstad, Chairman

Committee on _Federal Relations

W. Carl Jackson
Benjamin Powell
Rutherford Roger'
Paul Willis
Eugene Kennedy, Cha rman

Committee on Forei e s on Microfilm

Basil Stuart-Stubbs
Lucien White
Gordon Williams
John Lorenz, Chairman

Committee on Int ibrary .:oan

Richard Chapin
Ruth Kirk
John Humphry
Jay Lucker
David Weber, Chairman
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National Program fot Acipisitions and Cata
_

Philip McNiff
Howard Sullivan
Joseph IL Treyz,
Frederick Wagman, _hairman

Committee on Negro Academic Lihrnr

Arthur Hamlin
Warren Hoes, Chairman

ling Liaison Committeo

Committee on Nominations

ARL Vice President Chairman

Committee on Preservation of Research Libraries Materials

Robert Blackburn
Douglas Bryant

rman Fussier
Rutherford Rogers
Gordon Williams
Frazier Yool

ARL_COMMITTEFS ON LIBRARY ACQI S TIONS ON FORE GN MATRrAI

Africa

Peter Duignan, Hoover Institutt_n on War, Revolt i n and Peace

Beverly Gray, Boston University
Conrad Reining, Georgetown University
Julian Witherell, Library of Congress
Hans Panofsky, Northwestern Univerty, Chairman

Middle East

George N. Atiyeh, Library of Congress
James Pollack, Indiana University
David H. Partington, Harvard Universi y, Chirman

Europe

Paul Horecky, Library of Congress
Joseph A. Placek, University of Michigan
Marion Milczewski, University of Washington, Chairman
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Far East

Weying Wan, University of Michigan
Eugene Wu, Harvard University
Warren Tsuneishi, Library of Congress, Chairman

South Asia

Paul Fasana, New York Public Library
Richard De Gennaro, University of Pennsylvania
Maureen Patterson, University of Chicago
Louis A. Jacob, Library of Congress, Chairman

Southeast Asia

Charles Bryant Yale University
John Musgrave, University of Michigan
Giok Po Oey, Cornell University, Chai man

Latin America

Nettie Lee Benson, University of Texas
Donald Wisdom, Library of Congress
Carl W= Deal, University of Illinois, Urbana, Chairman

ern Eu=

Norman Dudley, UCLA
Ten-Tsai Feng, Boston Public Library

, William H. Kurth, Washington University, St. Louis
Howard Sullivan, Wayne State University, Chairman

ARL TASK FORChS

sk Force on Future of the Card Catalog

Hugh Atkinson
Richard De Gennaro
William Welsh
'Joseph Rosenthal, Cha rman

Task Force on National Pe iodical Resou ces Plan

Joseph Jeffs
Gordon Williams
Arthur Hamlin, Chairman
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Task Force on NE11 ReseashT(221Er2.8yam

Richard Dougherty
James Henderson
Hyman W. Kritzer
David Laird
David Sparks
Ellsworth Mason, Chairman

ARL-ACRL Task Force on UnivoriliILLibrnry Standards

Clifton Brock
Gustave Harrer
Jay Lucker
Ellsworth Mason
John McDonald
Jasper G. Schad
Robert Downs, Chair

REPRESENTATIVES

ANSI Committee Z-39 ... .... ..........

CONS4R Project . .................. .

Joint Committee on Union List of Serials ..

Joint Statistics Coordinating Committee ...
Library Relations Committee of the National

Microfilm Association _-

United States Book Exchange ...............
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APPENDIX CC

MEMBERSHIP OF ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRAR

JANUARY 1975

Univer_ity of Alabama Libraries
P. O. Box

University, Alabama 35436

James F. Wyatt, Dean of Libraries
(205) 348-5298

University of Alberta Liorary
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2E2

Bruce Peel, Director
(403) 432-3790

University of Arizona Library
Tucson, Arizona 857-21

W. David Laird Librarian

(602) 884-2101

Arizona Sta e University Library
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Donald Koepp, Librar_an
(602) 965-3415

Boston Public_ Library

BoSton, Massachusetts 02117

Philip J. McNiff, Librarian
(617) 536-5400

Boston University Library
BoStoil, Massicbusetts 02215

John Laucus, Director
(617) 353-3710

Brigham Young University Libraries
324 Clark Library
Provo, Utah 84601
Donald F. Nelson, Director
(801) 374-1211 ext, 2905

University of British Columbia Library
Vancouver 8, B. C.-Canada V6T 1W5

Basil Stuart-Stubbs, Librarian
(604) 228-2298 221

217

Brown University Library
PrOVidence. Rhode Island 02912

Charles Churchwell. Librarian
(401) 863-2162

University of California Library
Berkeley. Calif6ifird---9-4720

kfEEird Dougherty, Libraria
(415) 642-3773

University of Cajifornia Library
Davis, CalifDrnia 95616

Bernard Kreissman, Libra an

(916) 752-2110 ext. 2167

University of California Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

Page Ackerman, Librarian
(213) 825-1201

University of California, San Di_ego
The University Library
La Jolla, California 92037
John R. Haak, Acting Librarian
(714) 453-2000

University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, Calif.ornia 93106

Donald Dovidson, Librarian
(805) 961-3256

Case Western Reserve Unive sity Librar es
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

James V. Jones, Director
(216) 368-2990

Center for Research Libraries
5721 Cottage Grove Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Gordon R. Williams, Director
(312) 955-4545



University of Chicago Library
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Stanley McElderry, Director
(312) 753-2933

University of Cincinnati. Libraries
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Harold Scholl, Dean, Libra Admin.

& Dir, of Librs. (513) 475-2555

University of Colorado Library
Boulder, Colorado 80304

Ellsworth C. Mason, Director
(303) 445-2211 ext. 7511

Columbia University Librarics
New York, Now York 10027

Warren J. Haas, Vice Pr-- dent

& Libn. (212) 280-2247)

University of Connecticut Library
Storrs, Connecticut 06268

Norman D. Stevens, Acting Director
(203) 486-2219

Cornelj University Libraries
Ith-aea, New York 14850

J. .Gormly Miller Director

(607) 256-3689

Dartmouth College Libra ies
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

Edward C. Lathem, Librarian
(603) 646-2236

Duke University Libraries
Durham, North Carolina 27706

Benjamin E. Powell, Lilmrian
(919) 684-2034

University of Florida Libraries
Gainesville, Florida 32603

Gustave A. Harrer, Director
(904) 392-0341

Florida State University Library
Tallahass6e, Florida 32306

Charles Miller, Director
(904) 644-5211 2 2
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Georgetown_ Univer ity Library
Washington, D. C. 20007

Joseph E. Jeffs, Director
(202) 625-4095

Univers tv of Georgia Libraries
Athens, Georgia 30601

Warren N. Roes, Director
0040 542-2716

Harvard Unive-sity Library
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Douglas W. Bryant, Director
(617) 495-2404

Howard University Libraries
Washington, D. C. 20001

Kenneth S. Wilson, Acting
(202) 636-7234

'rec

University of Illinois Libra-y
Urbana, Illinois 61803

Lucien W. White, Librarian
(217) 333-0790

Indiana University Libraries
loomington, Indiana 47405
W. Carl Jackson, Dean of Libraries
(812) 337-3404

University of Iowa Libraries
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Leslie W. Dunlap, Dean of Library Admin.

9) 353-4450

Iowa State University Library
Ames, Iowa 50010

Warren Kuhn, Dean of Library Services
(515) 294-1442

JOn_Crerar Library
Chicago, Illinois 60616
William S. Budington, Director
(312) 225-2526

4211-1_LtaolLn University Library
230 Garland Hall
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

John H. Berthel, Librarian
(301) 366-3300 ext. 437 or 562



Joint University Libraries
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Frank P. Grisham, Director
(615) 322-2854

University of Kansas Library
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

ohn L. Winka, Aeting Deal

Libraries (913) 864-3601

University of Kentucky 1. _rari

Lexington, Kentuck-Y 4050

Paul Willis, Director
(606) 257-3801

Kent State UnivGrsity Library

Kent, Ohio 44242
Hyman W. Kritzer, Assistant Provost

Director of Libraries (216) 672-2962

Library of Congress
Washington, D, C. 20540

John Lorenz, Acting Li[,rariari
(202) 426-3203

Linda Hall Library
Kansas City, Missouri 64110

Thomas D. Gillies, Acting

(816) 363-4600

Mas_sachosetts Inst. of_Technology

Cambridge, MassachuSetf-s 02159-

Natalie N. Nicholson, Director
(617) 253-5651

University of Michigan Library
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Frederick H. Wagman, Director
(313) 764-9356

Michigan.State Universi y Library

East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Richard Chapin, Librarian
(517) 355-2341

University of Minnesota Librar

Minneapolis, MinneSota 55453

Ralph H. Hopp, Drector
(612) 373-3097

Un versity of Missouri Librory

Columbia, Missoiiri 65201

Dwight Tuckwood, Director
(314) 882-2739

National Agricultural Library
Beitsvilre, MaTiland 20705

or Richard A. Farley, Director
(301) 344-3779

Louisiana State Univers ty Library

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

George Guidry, Jr., Acting ni---

(504) 388-3969

McGill University Library
Mentreal 2, Quebec, Canada
Marianne Scott, Director
(514) 392-4949

National Library of Canada

395 Wellington Street
Ottawa 4, Ontario, Canada KlA 0N4

Joseph Guy Sylvestre, Librarian

(613) 992-0401

H3C 3G1 National Library o
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Martin M. Cummings, Dir ctor

(301) 496-6221

University of Maryland Library

College Park, MarYlaTij 20742

Howard Rovelstad, Librarian
(301) 454-3011

University of Massachusetts Librarie

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Richard J, Talbot, Director

(413) 545-0284

22,-
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University of Nebraska Libra

Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Gerald A. Rudolph, Dean of Libraries

(402) 472-7211

New York Public Library
New York, New York 10018

Richard W. Couper, Pres dent

(212) 695-3231



New York State Library
State Fd6eation Department
Abany, New York 12221

John A. HumphrY, Assist. Commission
for Libraries (5-8) 474-5930

New Yo- Aniversity Libraries
York, New York 10003

Lugerc Kennedy, Dean of Libi
) 598-2140

Univ- sity of North Carolina Libra
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

James F. Govan, Director
933-1301

Northwestern Univer ity Libraries
Evanston, _Illinois 60210

John P. McGowan, Librarian
(312) 492-7640

University of Notre Dame Libraries
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

David E. Sparks, Director
(219) 283-7317

Ohio State Univers ty Libraries
C-Olumbu, Ohio 43210

Hugh Atkinson, Director
(614) 422-6152

Univers ty of Ok
Norman, Oklahoma

James K. Zink,
(405) 325-2611

homa Library
73069

Director
or 2614

Oklahoma State University Library
tillwatet, -Oklahoma 74075

Roscoe Rouse, Librarian
(405) 372-6211 ext 237

Pennsylvania State University Libraries
University Park, Pennsylvania 1H02
, Stuart Forth, Dean of University

Libraries (814) 865-0401

University of Pittsburgh Libraries
Pittsburgh, PenriSy4V-ania 15260

Glenora Edwards Rossell, Director
624-1401

Princeton University Library
i-s Princeton, New Jersey 08540

William S. Dix, Librarian
(609) 452-3190

University of Oregon Libr ry
Eugene, Oregon 97403

H. William Axford, University Librarian
(503) 686-3056

University of Pennsylvania Libraries
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174

Richard De German), Director
(215) 234-7091
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PUP(JUO Unive sity Library
Lai4etto, Indiana 47907

Joseph M. Dagnese, Dire- or
(317) 749-2571

RAcc_Universit- Library
6400 S Main
Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77001

Richard L. O'Keeffe,
(713) 528-1414 ext 312

ar ian

University of Rochester Libraries
Rochester, New York 14627

Ben Bowman, Director
(716) 275-4463 or 4461

Rutgers University Library
New Briswick, New Jersey 08901

Virginia P. Whitney, Librarian
(201) 932-7505

Smithsonian_ Institution Libraries
Const _ution Avenue at Tenth St., NX
Washington, D. C. 20560

Russell Shank, Director
(202) 381-5496

University of Southern California LAb.
Los Angeles, California 90007

Roy L. Kidman, Librarian
(213) 746-2543

Southern Illinois University Library
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Ralph McCoy, Director
(618) 453-2522



Stanford University Libraries
StanfOrd, California 94305

David C. Weber, Director
(415) 497-2016

State University of ewN York at
BuffaTO Libraries

BufTNew York 14214
Eldred Smith, Director
(716) 831-4205

State University of New York at
Stony Brook

Stony Brook, New York 11790
Juhn B. Smith, Director 6 Dean
of Lib. (516) 246-5650

Syracuse University Libraries
Syracuse, New York 13210
Donald Anthony, Director
(315) 423-2574

Temple University Library
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19127
Arthur Hamlin, Director
(215) 787-8231

University of Tennessee Libraries
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

Richard Boss, Director
(615) 974-4127

University of Texas Lihrurius
Austin, Texas 78712

Merlo N. Boylan, Director
(512) 471-3561

Texas A & M University Library
College Station, Texas 77843

Irene B. Hoadley, Director
(713) 845-6111

University of Toronto Libraries
Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada MSS lAS

David Esplin, Acting Director
(416) 928-2292

Tulane University Library
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118

John H. Gribbin, Director
(504) 865-5131
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University of Utah Libraries
Salt LaAe City, Utah 84112

Roger Hanson, Director
581-8558

University of Virginia Libraries
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

Ray Frantz, Jr., Librarian
(804) 924-3026

University of Washington Library
Seattle, Washington 98105
Marion A. Milczewski, Director
(206) 543-1760

Washington State University Library
Pullman, Washington 99163
G. Donald Smith, Director
(509) 335-4S57

Washington University,Libraries
St. Louis; MiSsouri 63130

William Kurth, Librarian
(314) 863-0100 ext 4523

Wayne_State University Libraries
Detroit, Michigan 48202
Vern M. Pings, Director
(313) 577-4020

University of Wisconsin Libraries
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Joseph H. Treyz, Jr., Director
(608) 2'62-3521

Yale University Libraries
New Haven, Cnnecticlq 06520

Rutherford D. Rogers, Librarian
(203) 436-2456
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